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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Being at the heart of today's semiconductor components, Si-SiCb is probably the most 
studied interface in physics. There are however still many unanswered questions, in 
particular about its structural and electronic properties. These have been studied by 
very many techniques, but a single consistent picture does not yet exist. This is partly 
because these various techniques probe many different properties (see e.g. Table I of [1]). 
It is therefore interesting to use optical Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) to study 
this interface, since it combines the advantages of an all-optical technique (simple, large 
penetration depth and nondestructive) with a high sensitivity to inversion symmetry 
breaking interfaces. 
SHG was first used on Si in the early eighties to study structural symmetry [2-5]. 
Changes in SHG have since been shown to correlate with changes of many parameters 
of the S1-SÌO2 interface, like for instance steps at kinks [6-8]. Lacking, however, a 
solid theoretical background, it is very difficult to invert this and obtain meaningful 
information about the SÌ-SÌO2 interface from SHG. As a result, given the complex 
nature of the SÌ-SÌO2 interface, progress in understanding SHG from it has been slow. 
Whether one is interested in using SHG to study S1-SÌO2 or vice versa, it is essential to 
have a simple well-characterized model SÌ-SÌO2 system as an SHG study case. Changes 
in a physical property of such a system should then be uniquely correlated with changes 
in the SHG signal, hopefully leading to a better understanding of SHG and eventually 
to the development of SHG as a useful analytical probe. 
One of the simplest and most direct measurements is the oxide thickness dependence 
of the SHG signal, though it appeared to be not at all trivial to derive quantitative 
conclusions from this. It is shown that these measurements are dominated by hitherto 
neglected linear optical effects due to multiple reflections in the oxide film. By using high-
quality thermal oxides and performing extensive linear optical and other characterization 
measurements, deviations from this expected behavior can be correlated with strain at 
the SÌ-SÌO2 interface, as can also be done with spectroscopic SHG measurements. 
The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 a phenomenological theory of SHG 
is given. Linear optical effects involved are also treated, since they play a major role 
in this thesis. In chapter 3 the setups used for the linear and nonlinear optical ex-
1 
2 R E F E R E N C E S 
periments are discusseci. Chapter 4 contains a comprehensive review of the aspects of 
SÌ-S1O2 (interfaces) that are relevant to the SHG experiments. Using this, chapter 5 
describes characterization measurements performed on our Si-SiCb samples, with the 
emphasis on spectroscopic ellipsometry. The actual SHG results are treated in chap-
ters 6-8, divided into SHG measurements on SÌ-S1O2 in air, during in situ etching, and 
electric-field-induced SHG. All these measurements are performed on samples from the 
same batch. Through the combination of these SHG measurements with the charac-
terization of our samples, the strain-sensitivity of SHG can be shown. Chapter 9 will 
address the main question: what can we learn from SHG on Si-SiCb? Besides reviewing 
the work in this thesis, future experiments will be proposed. Appendix A describes the 
error analysis for the spectroscopic ellipsometry, appendix В the technique of SHG phase 
and calibration measurements, and appendix С the laser-induced effects on Si, which are 
relevant since high-power pulsed lasers are used for SHG measurements. The dielec­
tric function of Si is treated in appendix D, and the sample and etchant preparation in 
appendices E and F. Appendix G lists the abbreviations used. 
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Chapter 2 
Theory 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will describe the linear optics relevant to this thesis and the transfer matrix 
method which elegantly describes the propagation of light through an arbitrary multi­
layer system. Ellipsometry will be discussed in terms of this model. Then, a simple 
phenomenological model for Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) is discussed. Combin­
ing these two we can calculate the linear optical effects on the Second Harmonic (SH) 
signal from an arbitrary multilayer system, given its linear optical dispersion. 
Due to the nonlinear response of a medium, an incoming electric field at frequency 
ω induces in general a polarization containing harmonics [1]: 
Ρ = P(0) + P M + Ρ(2ω) + P(3u>) + · - · (2.1) 
Subsequent terms describe optical rectification, linear reflection and refraction, SHG and 
Third Harmonic Generation (THG) etc. Analogous expressions can be written down 
for Sum- and Difference Frequency Generation (SFG.DFG), which will not be treated 
here. These polarizations are themselves the source for radiation at their corresponding 
frequency. In this thesis only the linear term Ρ(ω) and the SHG term Ρ(2ω) will be 
discussed. 
2.2 Linear optics 
For a small electric field amplitude the relation between the induced polarization Ρ from 
eq. 2.1 and the incoming macroscopic electric field is given by1: 
Ρ(ω) = ε0 X W (-ω; ω)· Ε(ω) (2.2) 
1 S I units will be used throughout this thesis. This means that [ P ] = C m - 2 , [ E ] = V m _ 1 , and that 
χ '
1
' is dimensionless. 
3 
4 Theory 
The susceptibility X^1) is a second rank tensor of the first order, having nine elements. 
Only isotropic media will be considered for which x ' 1 ' reduces to a scalar X^1' multiplied 
by a unity second rank tensor. The complex dielectric function e is related to x'1) by: 
e Ξ ei + ie2 = 1 + X
(1)
 (2.3) 
Quantum mechanical expressions for e can be obtained from calculating the interaction 
of light with a solid medium, treating this interaction as a small perturbation of the 
crystal's potential, and using linear response theory. This leads to a parameterization of 
the linear optical response in terms of a single complex parameter, X^1^ or e. As a direct 
consequence of the principle of causality, the real and imaginary part of e are connected 
through the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations [2-6]: 
τ Л К г -
ω 
π Jo ( ω ' ) 2 - ω 2 
(2.4) 
where Ρ denotes the principal part of the integral. These relations are extremely 
powerful, since the imaginary part of e can be calculated if the real part is known and 
vice versa. Use of these relations will later be made in the analysis of ellipsometric data. 
Reflection and refraction of light from a boundary between two media is usually discussed 
in terms of a complex refractive index ñ=n+ik, which is related to the dielectric function 
by n=y/ê. Since frequently reference will be made to this, the calculation of the reflected 
and refracted light amplitude using Presnel factors will be shortly discussed. 
2.2.1 Fresnel factors 
Figure 2.1 shows the reflection and transmission of an optical plane wave at the planar 
interface between two semi-infinite optically isotropic media 0 and 1 with complex re-
fractive indices ño and fi\. Also shown are the s- and p-polarization directions. From the 
Maxwell boundary conditions it follows that the directions of propagation of incident, 
reflected and transmitted waves all lie in one plane (the plane of incidence), perpendic-
ular to the interface. The angle of reflection is the same as the angle of incidence θο, 
which is related to θχ by Snell's law [7, 8]: 
ño sin(0o) = ñi sin(#i) (2.5) 
When both media are transparent, ño, ήι, θο and θ\ are all real. However, for an 
absorbing medium these parameters become complex and visualization of the reflected 
and refracted waves becomes difficult. 
Let (E,p,E„), ( E
r p , E r s ) , ( E i p , E t s ) represent the complex amplitudes of the electric 
field components in the s- and p-polarization direction of the incident, reflected and 
transmitted waves, respectively, at opposite points on the interface. Use is made of 
the Maxwell boundary conditions, expressed in the continuity of the fields across the 
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Figure 2.1: Reflection and transmission of a plane wave at the boundary between 
two media, and definition of the corresponding angles, indices of refraction and 
s- and p-polarization directions. 
interface (as indicated by Δ) [7]: 
ΔΕ|| = 0 
Δ ϋ χ = 0 
(2.6) 
where D=eE is the displacement field. The Fresnel formulae for the electric field re­
flection and transmission coefficients at the boundary between media 0 and 1 are then 
given by [7, 8]: 
г01,р = 
Ері | Г р _ ñtcos^p) -ñ0cos(fli) 
Eoi,»p ñi cos(0o) + ño cos(öi) 
_ Еоі | Г а _ ñocos(0o) - ñ i c o s ^ t ) 
'*
 _
 E0i,,3 ñ0 cos(0o) + ñi cos^j) 
_ E01|<p _ 2ñ0 cos(gp) 
'
P
 ~~ Εοι,,ρ ñi cos(0o) + ñ0 cos(0i) 
*01,s = • 
E, 01,ts _ 2ño cos(0o) 
(2.7) 
Eoi,,s ñ0 cos(0o) + ñi cos(0i) 
The reflected (R) and transmitted (Τ) s- and p-polarized light intensity can be written 
β Theory 
as [7, 8]: 
Яоі.р = koi.pl 
•Rol.s = koi.sl 
Toi, = І^\\Ы,
Р
\2 (2·8) 
n 0 cos(öo) 
fticos(0i)
 |2 
-toi.s = - 75-T toi,« 
nocos(0o) 
These Presnel formulae can be used to calculate the total reflection and transmission 
of a parallel slab of a medium with refractive index ñ' embedded in air. Multiple reflec-
tions inside the slab then have to be taken into account. Every reflection at a boundary 
of one of these waves can be calculated from the Fresnel formulae 2.8. Assuming all 
these waves to be coherent (i.e. the coherence length is much larger than the optical 
path), they will show interference. The total reflection and transmission of the slab can 
then be calculated from the coherent addition of these waves. Although mathematically 
straightforward, this is tedious, especially if the slab is absorbing since the propagation 
direction inside the medium becomes a complex quantity. 
2.2.2 Transfer matrix model 
Since the equations that govern the propagation of light are linear, and the continuity of 
the tangential fields across an interface between two isotropic media can be considered 
to be a 2x2 linear-matrix transformation, a more elegant approach to the calculation 
of the propagation of light through a multilayer can be taken. The transfer matrix 
model was first proposed by Abeles [9]. In this model the propagation of a plane wave 
through a medium is described by a characteristic 2x2 matrix, as is the reflection and 
refraction at its boundary. These matrices relate the field components on either side of 
the boundary and the layer respectively, and contain the wavevectors, layer thickness 
and complex refractive index. Describing the full multilayer is thus reduced to simple 
matrix multiplication. This approach is equivalent to solving the boundary conditions 
at all interfaces simultaneously, and therefore takes into account all possible multiple 
reflections of the waves. 
Since treatments of this model can be found in many books [7, 8, 10-12], only a 
short exposé will be given here. In figure 2.2 a slab of material with complex index of 
refraction fi is shown embedded in vacuum, with boundaries at z=zi and z=z2. The 
media are numbered from left to right 0,1 and 2. Let E+(z) and E~(z) denote the 
complex amplitudes of the forward (left to right) and backward (right to left) traveling 
plane waves at arbitrary position z. In vector form: 
EM = H (2.9) 
Because the tangential components of the fields are continuous, the fields at arbitrary 
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E+(z) 0 
• 
E"(z) 
W = l 
f 
1
 t S\ 
η 
z=z. 
W = l 
z=z, 
Figure 2.2: Definitions of the parameters needed for calculating the transfer 
matrix of a slab of homogeneous material with a refractive index ή, embedded in 
vacuum. 
positions z' and z" are related by a 2x2 matrix: 
E+(z') 
E-(z'). M2i 
Mi2 
M22 
E+(z") 
E-(z") 
or more concisely: 
E(z') = ME(z") 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
If z' and z" are taken at immediately opposite sides of the boundary at z=zi, E(z') and 
E(z") are related by the matrix S characteristic of the interface at z=zi. S is then given 
by [7, 8, 11, 12]: 
Soi = 
¿01 
1 roi 
roi 1 
(2.12) 
Here г and t are the Presnel factors from eq. 2.8, evaluated for either s- or p-polarization, 
and using the complex indices of refraction for the two media (0 and 1) that define the 
interface at ζ=ζχ and the local angle of incidence. In a multilayer the angle of incidence 
at any interface inside can be related to the angle in the ambient surrounding by repeated 
application of Snell's law eq. 2.5. The other interface at z=z 2 is handled in the same 
way. 
If we take z' and z" both inside the slab on its opposite boundaries at z=zi and z=Z2 
respectively, E(z') and E(z") are related by the matrix Li that describes the propagation 
of the waves through the homogeneous layer of thickness d [7, 8, 11, 12]: 
Li = 
Ρ · 0 
e*" 
(2.13) 
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where β is given by: 
2irdñ 
β= —τ—COSO (2.14) 
and θ is the angle between the direction of propagation in the layer and the normal to 
it. The fields at arbitrary positions to the left and right of the slab can now be related 
to each other by the matrix M which is calculated from: 
M = Soi ® Li ® Si2 
The overall intensity reflection and transmission coefficients of the slab are then: 
(2.15) 
R = 
T = 
M 2 1 
Мц 
1 
M 11 
(2.16) 
These equations can be easily extended to any number of layers. To calculate the total 
reflection and transmission of an electric field for a given multilayer, the matrix S has 
to be evaluated for s- and/or p-polarization using the appropriate Fresnel factors from 
eq. 2.8. An arbitrary polarization is decomposed into s- and p-components, and the 
total field found from appropriate addition. For the simple example given the field at 
arbitrary positions to the left and right of the slab can be written in a concise vector 
form: 
(2.17) 
A means to simplify the treatment of a given multilayer is to insert infinitesimal vacuum 
sheets between all layers. This does not influence the results as Лц, Ец and Dx are con­
tinuous across the interface (see eq. 2.6), but makes the description more symmetric and 
computationally simpler [13, 14]. Also this choice is very convenient for the description 
of SHG, as will be discussed later. This transfer matrix approach can be extended to 
include anisotropic [7, 8, 15, 16] or biréfringent materials [17, 18], as well as to incoherent 
reflection and transmission from rough surfaces and interfaces [19-21]. 
rwi 
Ep(z') 
E+(z') |.Es-(z')J 
Mp θ 
θ M
s 
ΓΕ
ρ
+(ζ")1 
Ер ( ζ " ) 
Ε+(ζ") 
LE." (ζ") J 
2.2.3 Ellipsometry 
The interaction between an electromagnetic wave and a (solid) medium can be param­
eterized by the change in amplitude and phase of this wave. A general ellipsometric 
technique determines both parameters within one relative measurement, by determining 
the change in the polarization state of the wave [8]. Because this can be done extremely 
accurately, ellipsometry is often used to study thin films or surfaces. Let us rewrite the 
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Fresnel formulae of eq. 2.8 in a way that explicitly shows amplitude and phase: 
rp = \rp\e
iS
" 
r3 = |r,|eM" 
tp = \tp\e"*' 
t. = \t
s
\eiSt-
\rp\ gives the ratio of the amplitude of the electric field of the reflected wave, with respect 
to the incoming wave, for p-polarization. δ
Γρ
 is the phase shift upon this reflection. The 
interpretation for the other terms is similar. A purely s- or p-polarized plane wave 
will remain purely s- or p-polarized after reflection from or transmission through an 
optically isotropic medium. For a wave with arbitrary polarization, the polarization of 
the reflected and transmitted wave will be changed. 
Reflection ellipsometry is based on measurements of the polarization state of the 
incoming and reflected wave, leading to the determination of the ratio ρ of the complex 
Fresnel factors for s- and p-polarizations: 
p = pT + ipi =
 rS-= t a n ( * ) e i A (2.19) 
Ta 
Which means that: 
ц*) = Ы 
\rs\ 
Δ = δ
Γρ
 — δ
Γ3 
Thus Φ and Δ determine the differential changes in amplitude and phase respectively, 
experienced upon reflection by the s- and p-polarized component of the electric field. 
Given a multilayer system, usually modeled by a stack of plane-parallel layers param­
eterized by their thickness and refractive index, the ellipsometric angles Φ and Δ can 
be readily calculated, using the transfer matrix model. This leads to tractable analytic 
expressions, which are readily computed. However, these expressions are nonlinear, and 
in all but the simplest cases do not allow analytic inversion, i.e. the determination of the 
indices of refraction from the ellipsometric angles Φ and Δ [8]. This is because all lay­
ers through which light penetrates contribute to the overall dielectric response, thereby 
hindering the precise localization of the response. 
There are two cases which do allow analytic inversion. The first is that of a (semi-
infinite) substrate-ambient system where the index of refraction of one of them is known. 
Referring to figure 2.1, and using eq. 2.5, 2.8 and 2.19, we can express the refractive 
index of medium 1 in terms of the ellipsometric quantity ρ and the refractive index of 
medium 0 [8]: 
(2.21) 
This shows that fi\ can be determined if ño is known and the ellipsometric Fresnel 
ratio ρ is measured at one angle of incidence. The other case is that of a three-layer 
(2.18) 
(2.20) 
ni — ño tan(öo) 1 - 4p (1 + P) nì2 
sin2 (6>o ) 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of interface analysis methods in the presence of an over-
layer in ellipsometry. a: air-film-substrate, b: film removed, possibly changing 
the interface and leaving a residue film c: index matching liquid-film-substrate 
(after [22]). 
system (substrate-film-ambient) of which all indices of refraction are known, and only 
the thickness of the film is not. This last example is frequently used a lot in this thesis, 
as all oxide thicknesses mentioned are obtained from a single ellipsometric measurement 
in air, using standard values for the refractive indices of Si and S1O2. 
In all other cases analytical inversion is generally not possible [8] and one has to 
resort to numerical inversion or curve fitting. This is the main drawback of ellipsometry, 
which can only be overcome by appropriately parameterizing the model according to 
additional information (from other techniques) and experimental overdetermination of 
these parameters. This can e.g. be achieved by measuring for a number of angles of 
incidence or by changing the dielectric ambient. The simplest way of doing this is to 
immerse the sample in a transparent liquid, of which the index of refraction is known, 
and which does not affect the sample in any way. This technique has been applied to 
many film-substrate systems [23-29]. A special case is when the film index is close to 
or equal to the fluid index, making the boundary between them optically 'invisible', 
and increasing the sensitivity to the film-substrate interface. This is illustrated in figure 
2.3. For S1O2 good index-matching can be achieved by benzene (СбН6) or carbon 
tetrachloride (ССЦ). Expressions have been derived for the conditions under which the 
interface sensitivity is maximum, and these conditions do not depend on the properties 
of the interface [30]. 
2.2.4 Linear optics of surfaces and interfaces 
It should be realized that the linear polarization in eq. 2.2 is actually defined per 
unit volume, like X^ or e. The total response is then determined by this polarization 
multiplied by the interaction volume. Since the area of interaction is implicit (determined 
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Figure 2.4: Geometries for linear reflection (a) and SHG (b) from a surface 
layer with thickness d and dielectric function e', on top of a bulk medium with 
dielectric function e. In the case of linear reflection the response from the surface 
layer is small, whereas for SHG its x ' 2 ' response dominates. For simplicity 
the transmitted fundamental and SH beams are not shown, as is the reflected 
fundamental beam in the case of SHG. 
by for instance the laser beam diameter), only the interaction depth perpendicular to the 
interface is relevant. In a semi-infinite homogeneous centrosymmetric medium this depth 
is purely determined by the penetration depth a - 1 = \/2ттк [7]. For this case, fi and the 
interaction depth can easily be separated, and ñ extremely accurately determined using 
ellipsometry. In principle this approach can be extrapolated to thin films and surfaces. 
However, we have so far assumed the linear optical response of a medium to be completely 
determined by a local electric dipole response χ ' 1 ' . This implicitly assumes the dielectric 
function to change stepwise at the surface of a medium. In the selvedge region of a 
medium (i.e. a thin layer near the surface with thickness d) this approach breaks 
down, due to the large field gradients near the surface, especially in highly absorbing 
media. The simplest approach to this problem is the Mclntyre-Aspnes model, which 
simply extrapolates the concept of a local e to arbitrarily thin layers and makes an 
expansion in the parameter d/X <Cl [31]. The selvedge region is then parameterized by 
a homogeneous layer of thickness d with a local dielectric function e', on the surface of 
the bulk with dielectric function e (see figure 2.4a). Such a thin layer is expected to be 
inherently anisotropic, with a different response parallel and perpendicular to its surface 
2
. In this case the dielectric function e' of the thin film/surface layer with thickness d is 
given by [32]: 
1 rd 
(e') = - / e'(z)dz for E || interface ( 1 z) 
d Jo 
(e1)-1 = -
Ί
 f [e'(z)}~1dz for E 1 interface (II z) 
a Jo 
(2.22) 
2This is thus not the in-plane, up to two-fold, symmetry that could be probed by a x ' 1 ' process. 
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This can be implemented phenomenologically with two complex refractive indices, similar 
to the ordinary and extraordinary refractive index commonly used in the description 
of bulk biréfringent media. Alternatively, assuming a constant response strength, the 
'probing depth' for electric field parallel and perpendicular to the interface is different, 
which is however more difficult to implement. In both cases the spatial variation of e' 
itself has to be specified. In general the induced linear polarization should therefore be 
written as: 
P(z) = £0 ƒ X(1)(z, z') : E(z')dz' (2.23) 
which takes into account the fully nonlocal response and includes field derivative terms 
(see e.g. [33, 34]). 
Apart from the difficulty in properly describing the optical response of surfaces and 
interfaces, note that there is nothing mysterious about detecting Â-scale features with 
light (λ ~ 0.1 — Ιμπι). A simple example taken from [35] illustrates this. If a thin trans­
parent film with refractive index η and thickness d is present on a reflecting substrate 
and light is incident under the Brewster angle, the p-polarized light does not 'see' the film 
but reflects from the film-substrate interface. For simplicity we can assume s-polarized 
light to reflect from the air-film interface. Thus, the p-polarized wave travels ~ 2d far­
ther, resulting in a relative s-p phase shift Δ = 4πηά/λ, which is directly measured by 
ellipsometry (see section 2.2.3). Δ as small as 0.01° can readily be measured [8]. If 
we take λ=500 nm and n=1.5 it can be seen that thicknesses as small as d=0.05Â can 
be detected. This shows that the relevant length scale is not the wavelength, but the 
relative s-p coherence length, and that surface sensitivity is not a problem. Given this 
large surface sensitivity, ellipsometry has for example been used to calibrate the height 
in Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) measurements [36]. However, all layers through 
which light penetrates contribute to the overall dielectric response, making it a problem 
to separate surface and bulk effects (see section 4.15). 
2.3 Second Harmonic Generation 
A phenomenological model for SHG will be discussed in the context of the measurements 
on SÌ-SÌO2. Only the nonlinear response of Si is considered, the response from S1O2 being 
negligible. After this, electric-field and strain-induced SHG as well as spectroscopic SHG 
will be discussed in some more detail, as they play a major role for the discussion of the 
experimental results. 
2.3.1 The nonlinear source polarization 
For high electric field amplitudes, contributions from higher harmonics to the total in-
duced polarization Ρ in eq. 2.1 have to be taken into account. Within the electric 
dipole approximation the electric fields are assumed to be spatially homogeneous. The 
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induced polarization Ρ can then be written as an expansion in the electric field3 [1]: 
Ρ(ω) = e0 ΐχ{1\-ω;ω)·Έ(ω) + Χ(-2\-2ω]ω,ω) : Ε(ω)Ε(ω) 
+ Χ ( 3 )(-3ω;ω,ω,ω):Ε(ω)Ε(ω)Ε(ω) + .. (2.24) 
The explicit frequency dependence will hereafter be omitted whenever possible. Of 
particular interest here is X^2^ , a third-rank tensor with odd parity under inversion and 
the source for SHG. Consequently it is zero in a centrosymmetric medium, as is in general 
every X w of even order n. By definition, inversion symmetry is broken at the surface of 
a centrosymmetric medium. This suggests high surface sensitivity of this contribution, 
as is indeed observed in experiment (see e.g. reviews in [38-49]). Hereafter, only SHG 
from centrosymmetric media will be discussed. Within the dipole approximation, the 
induced second-order polarization P(2) at a certain position г only depends on the local 
electric field at this position. When higher-order terms are to be taken into account, the 
polarization has to be expanded in nonlocal terms. Following the derivation and notation 
of [50, 51], the effective surface polarization including all sources in a multipole expansion 
for a nonmagnetic material is: 
p
s
2lff = p ( 2 ) - V • Qm (2-25) 
where Ρ' 2) is the electric dipole and Q^ the electric quadrupole polarization. The 
terms in eq. 2.25 are quadratic functions of the field and/or their derivatives. Up to the 
first derivative in the electric field4 the terms in P§
 eff can be written as [52-54]: 
p(2)
 = e o
 K(2,D) .
 E E + «P.«) . E V s E l 
(2-26) 
Q<» =e 0 xg' Q ) : ЕЕ 
Note that the field gradient here is a field gradient over the interface/surface, hence the 
subscript S. In the following it should be kept in mind that: 
• x(*'D) is the (г-f l)-th rank tensor of the ¿th order, describing electric dipole 
contributions. For even г and centrosymmetric media this tensor is zero. X (2,r>' has 
27 elements. 
a
 x^'Q) is the (¿+2)-th rank tensor of the ¿th order, describing electric quadrupole 
contributions. For odd г and centrosymmetric media this tensor is zero. X ^ 2·^ has 
81 elements. 
3 In this way we have [x(2>]=mV - 1, [x( 3 ']=m 2V~ 2, etc. The alternative definition in SI units 
Ρ = «οχΟ) · E + X(2> : ЕЕ + χ ( 3 ' :ΕΕΕ + . . . , which is also commonly used, leads to awkward units of 
χ(2) and χ ( 3 ' , see e.g. appendix A of [37]. 
4Note that actually like in the linear optical case (see section 2.2.4) the complete nonlocal response 
should be considered (see section 2.3.4). 
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Defining a general SH susceptibility X ^2·^ as: 
X W » ЕЕ [ 5 g · « - 2 x g · « ] , (2.27) 
the effective surface polarization is given by: 
P?L = eo [x<2'D> : ЕЕ + χ(2·«) : EVSE - [ν · xg'Q)] : Е Е ] (2.28) S.eff 
The first term is the electric dipole contribution, the others being electric quadrupole 
contributions. The second term is related to the field gradient across the interface, and 
contains a term X p ' 4 ' proportional to the gradient of the incoming fundamental field, 
++(2 Q) 
and a term XQ proportional to the gradient of the induced quadrupole polarization 
[51]. The third term is zero in the bulk of a homogeneous medium, but has a nonzero 
value at the surface due to the structural discontinuity. All terms in eq. 2.28 can be 
written as effective surface contributions [50, 51, 53-59]. They are therefore principally 
inseparable, having the same dependencies on angle of incidence and polarization, and 
showing the same anisotropy. More accurately, separation of these terms requires detailed 
knowledge of the microscopic structure of the interface and the fields and field gradients 
there, or selectively influencing certain terms by surface treatment. Note however that 
the first two terms depend explicitly on the electric field (variations) in the surface 
region, whereas the third term, although originating from the surface, only depends on 
bulk parameters [50, 51]. Apart from these terms there is a pure electric quadrupole 
bulk contribution: 
p(,2) = e0xV'Q) : E V B E , (2.29) 
which is related to the field gradient in the bulk, hence the subscript B. The separation 
problem is even further enhanced by the fact that the isotropic part of the pure bulk 
contribution effectively radiates only at the surface due to its longitudinal polarization 
[55-57, 60], and is therefore principally inseparable from the surface contributions. The 
bulk anisotropic contribution is generated in the bulk and radiates from it. It can 
in principle be separated from the surface anisotropic contribution due to its different 
Presnel factor, which gives rise to a different angle of incidence dependence. However 
for a medium with a high index of refraction (like Si) the difference is too small to be 
measured [57, 61]. For a thorough discussion of this topic see [50, 51, 53-59]. Also the 
phase difference between surface and bulk contributions will not be helpful since both 
amplitude and phase of of the elements of χ(2·°} and χ(2><2) are unknown. Given this 
intrinsic problem in separating surface and bulk terms for the material of interest here, 
Si, surface sensitivity should always be experimentally verified. Thus, we can define an 
effective nonlinear polarization, including both surface an bulk [55, 56, 62]: 
p(2) _p(2) , * p(2)
 f o r , _ x v 
P-M - p s ,
e f f l J + [ k z M + м м ] Р в . J - * * 
p(2) _p(2) , ϊ[€'{2ω)/ε{2ω)]
 ( 2 ) 
reff,z *S,eff,z "·- Γ^(
ω
)
 + k z (2u)] B ' z 
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SHG terms 
χ ( 2 , β )
: Ε Ε 
P^Q)-2xg^]:EVsE 
-[ν·χ§Λ)]:ΕΕ 
X(2-0):EVBE 
Χ<2>:ΕΕ 
originates from: 
surface 
• 
• 
• 
• 
bulk 
• 
• 
probes properties of: 
surface 
• 
• 
• 
bulk 
• 
• 
• 
Table 2.1: The surface and bulk contributions to SHG, according to eqs. 2.28 and 2.29, and 
the overall effective surface x' 2 ' which can be used to describe all these terms. 
Неге к(ш) and k(2uz) are the wavevectors of the transmitted fundamental and generated 
SH wave respectively, and e' and t are the dielectric functions of the interface and bulk 
respectively (see figure 2.4 and section 2.3.3). The bulk part of this effective polarization 
can be seen as a superposition of thin (<C λ) slabs of polarization P B , effectively phase-
matched over a length [k
z
(tj)+k
z
(2w)]. The phasefactor i can most easily be understood 
by plotting in the complex plane the contributions from subsequent layers, taking into 
account the retardation. Therefore all SHG measurements on SÍ-S1O2 can be modeled 
with just an effective local surface dipole term X^2^ (dropping the explicit subscript): 
p(2) = e0X(2) : Е Е (2.31) 
In table 2.1 the different contributions that can effectively be contracted in one effec­
tive x' 2) are summarized. The true bulk isotropic and anisotropic contribution will 
formally appear in the formulas, but the calculations will be based on just the effective 
surface X^2\ However, after having established the phenomenological model for SHG 
by calculating the radiated SH fields, some peculiarities of the different type of contri­
butions to the effective X ^ will be discussed in section 2.3.4. Concluding, it should be 
noted that the treatment given here is valid in general for any high-index-of-refraction 
centrosymmetric material. 
2.3.2 Symmetry of χ™ 
According to Neumann's principle [63] X ^2^ reflects the point group symmetry of the 
medium it originates from. SHG from a noncentrosymmetric medium probes the bulk 
symmetry, just as SHG from a centrosymmetric medium, localized at the surface due to 
the out-of-plane breaking of inversion symmetry there, probes the in-plane symmetry. 
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symmetry 
classes 
l(Ci) 
lm(Ci„) 
2(C
a
) 
2mm(C2„) 
3(Сз) 
3m(C3„) 
4(C4) 
6(C
e
) 
Amm(CiV) 
6mm (Сб„) 
or isotropic 
location of 
mirror plane 
no mirror 
χ — ζ 
no mirror 
x - z , y - z 
no mirror 
χ — ζ 
no mirror 
χ - z, у - ζ 
independent nonvanishing elements 
xxx, xxy=xyx, xyy, yxx, yxy=yyx 
yyy, xxz=xzx, xyz=xzy, yxz=yzx 
yyz=yzy, zxx, zxy=zyx, zyy, xzz 
yzz, zxz=zzx, zyz=zzy, zzz 
yyx=yxy, xyy, xxx, yyz=yzy, xxz=xzx 
zxx, zyy, xzz, zxz=zzx, zzz 
xxz=xzx, xyz=xzy, yxz=yzx 
yyz=yzy, zxx, zyy, zxy=zyx, zzz 
xxz=xzx, yyz=yzy, zxx, zyy, zzz 
xxx=-xyy=-yxy=-yyx 
yyy=-yxx=-xxy=-xyx 
xxz=xzx=yyz=yzy, zxx=zyy 
xyz=xzy=—yxz=—yzx,zzz 
xxx=-xyy=-yyx=-yxy, zxx=zyy 
xxz=xzx=yyz=yzy, zzz 
xxz=xzx=yyz=yzy, zxx=zyy 
xyz=xzy=—yxz=—yzx, zzz 
xxz=xzx=yzy=yyz 
zxx=zyy 
zzz 
Table 2.2: Independent nonvanishing elements of Χ^2'°'(-2ω;ω,ω) for surfaces of various sym­
metry classes (surfaces in the χ — у plane) [1, 37]. 
Using the crystal symmetry the independent nonzero elements of X^2^ will be discussed, 
both for the electric dipole χ( 2 ' °) and for the formally introduced electric quadrupole 
χ(2,Ρ) A
 v e r
y important rule for the symmetry resolving power of nonlinear optics 
(NLO) has been published by Koopmans [51, 64]. This rule states that the L-th order 
multipole contribution to the JV-th order NLO process can only resolve up to and in­
cluding (N + L)-fold symmetries. This means that an SHG electric dipole (iV=2,L=l) 
contribution can resolve up to 3-fold symmetry, and an SHG electric quadrupole contri­
bution (N=2,L=2) up to 4-fold. 
Symmetry of the surface dipole term χ^2'Ό^ 
Both for surface and bulk, the electric dipole part of the induced nonlinear polarization 
Ρ from eq. 2.31 is determined by the susceptibility tensor χ(2<°^ via: 
Pi = foXijfcEjEfe (2.32) 
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Неге i, j , к =x,y or ζ, and χ, у, ζ is the lab frame with ζ the normal to the surface, χ — ζ 
the plane of incidence, and χ — у the surface plane. In principle χ(2'°) has 27 elements. 
For a medium that is dispersion-less or excited far away from any resonance (for both 
ω and 2ω), Kleinman's conjecture reduces the number of nonzero elements to 10 [65] 
because all indices can then be permuted: 
Xtjfc = Xtfcj = Xjifc = л-jki = Xfctj' = Xfcjt \¿.oo) 
For this case all tensor elements are real. Crystalline quartz is an example for which 
Kleinman's conjecture is a reasonable approximation, which makes it convenient to use 
quartz as a reference for amplitude and phase calibration measurements for SHG (see ap-
pendix B). Si has a strong dispersion in the visible and near-UV region of the spectrum, 
and Kleinman's conjecture cannot be used. However, since only SHG and not the more 
general case of Sum-Frequency Generation (SFG) or Difference-Frequency Generation 
(DFG) is discussed, the two incoming fundamental fields are interchangeable and we can 
write: 
Xijk = Xikj Vj, к (2.34) 
This reduces the number of nonzero elements of *(2>D) to 18. 
If we now turn to surface SHG the in-plane symmetry of the medium further reduces 
the number of nonzero elements. These elements of χ( 2 ·°) for different symmetries 
are given in table 2.2 [1, 37]. Note that this table is for SHG only, as certain relations 
between tensor elements arise from the permutation of the last two indices. As can be 
seen from the table an isotropic surface only has three independent tensor components: 
Xxxx=Xzzz> Xx||||=Xzxx=Xzyy and X||_L||=X||||x=Xxzx=Xxxz=Xyzy=Xyyz· Here ¡| and ± 
denote directions parallel and perpendicular to the surface in the x — у plane. Using 
eq. 2.32 the corresponding terms of the induced nonlinear polarization are then given 
by [55]: 
P|| = 2eoX||_L||E
x
E|| 
Px = eo[xxj.xE±+Xx|| | |E¡] 
It should be noted that the fields here are the fields at the position of the polarization. 
For an isotropic or cubic medium with 4mm or higher symmetry there is no SHG at 
normal incidence since Рц = 0 (Εχ = 0), and Pj. cannot radiate perpendicularly to the 
surface. 
Crystalline Si is cubic but not isotropic and the symmetry is reduced, as is that of 
χ(2.-°). Thg ideal 'bulk-terminated' (111) face of Si is schematically depicted in figure 
2.5. Note that a clean Si(l l l) surface reconstructs to 7x7, 2x1 or l x l (in case of 
monohydride termination), whereas the oxidized surface does not reconstruct. Since SHG 
experiments on Si(l l l) however always show the full 3m symmetry of the terminated 
bulk structure 5 , its description in terms of this symmetry is appropriate. One single layer 
5For the reconstructed surfaces see e.g. [68-71], for the hydrogen-terminated surface see e.g. [72, 73], 
and for the oxide-covered surface see chapter 6. 
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Figure 2.5: Structure of an ideal bulk-terminated Si(lll) surface and the defi­
nition of the lab and sample coordinates (after [66, 67]). For clarity only the first 
and second layer of atoms are shown. 
of Si atoms of a (111) surface has 6-fold symmetry (бпші/Сб,,). If SHG were generated 
in just the top surface layer, the signal would be purely isotropic, and not dependent on 
the azimuthal angle of the sample with respect to the lab coordinate system x,y,z (see 
table 2.2). In experiments, however a threefold symmetry is observed (Сз„). This means 
that the SH signal is generated in a near-surface region that contains at least two atomic 
layers. From table 2.2 it can be seen that with respect to an isotropic surface, there is 
one additional independent nonzero tensor element: X
x x x
 = —X
xyy = — X y x y = —Xyyx. 
This element gives rise to anisotropy, and therefore is more appropriately described in 
terms of the sample coordinate system £, ή, ζ, where ζ is again the normal to the surface, 
ξ lies in the surface plane χ — у in the [112] direction (the projection of the Si [001] 
crystal axis on the (111) surface), and ή is in the [Ϊ10] direction. The definition of the 
azimuthal angle Φ is depicted in figure 2.5. Note that the definition of Φ is somewhat 
ambiguous as ξ could have equally well been defined in the [ΪΪ2] direction. Transforming 
the sample frame to the lab frame we obtain for the induced nonlinear polarization [55]: 
P* = eoXi« [(El - E2y) соз(ЗФ) + 2E*Ey зіп(ЗФ)] 
P„ = eoX«« [(E* - Ej) зіп(ЗФ) - 2Е
Ж
Е
У
 соз(ЗФ)] 
where the fields are again taken at the position of the polarization. These expressions 
simplify when either E
x
, Ey or E^—Ey is zero. Note that the last equality means that 
E
x
= E y inside the nonlinear medium, which is in general not the same as outside this 
medium, due to the different Fresnel factors for s- and p-polarization. Isolating the tensor 
element X\\±\\ in equation 2.35 therefore requires a very careful choice of polarization, 
based on the dielectric function of the nonlinear medium. This reduces the usefulness of 
this approach, and it will not be considered further. The anisotropic tensor elements only 
lead to in-plane polarizations, and therefore their contribution is maximum at normal 
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Figure 2.6: Structure of an ideal bulk-terminated Si(lOO) surface and the def­
inition of the lab and sample coordinates (after [66, 67]). Shown are the first, 
second and third layer of atoms. 
incidence, when the electric field oscillates in the plane of the surface, and 'feels' the in-
plane breaking of inversion symmetry the most. The physical origin of the anisotropy can 
be understood from figure 2.5. The covalent electrons in crystalline Si are highly localized 
along the Si-Si bond directions in the [111] direction and show a net 3-fold symmetry. 
Irrespective of the microscopic model for SHG, it is easier to polarize the electrons along 
the bond directions, than perpendicular to them. Starting from this picture, and adding 
the different bond contributions, the anisotropic term in the polarization can be simply 
derived. 
Since a few measurements on Si(100) will be presented, the nonzero tensor elements 
of this surface will also be discussed. The isotropic elements are the same as for Si(l l l) 
{i.e. XXJ__L, Xj_|]||, Хціц and the bulk isotropic term 7). The anisotropic term can be 
understood from figure 2.6, which shows schematically the Si(100) surface. The sample 
coordinates are here z||[001], £||[100] and η||[010]. For reasons discussed above SHG is 
discussed in terms of the symmetry of the terminated bulk structure. One single plane 
of atoms shows 2mm (Cz
v
) symmetry. The plane immediately adjacent to this plane 
shows the same 2mm symmetry, however with its mirror rotated 90° with respect to the 
original plane. A macroscopic sample has domains of both symmetries, and therefore 
shows a 4mm symmetry. This means that within the assumption of an electric dipole 
contribution, there will be no anisotropic term from the surface. 
Symmetry of the bulk quadrupole term χ^2'^ 
The quadrupole part of the induced polarization Ρ from eq. 2.31 is determined by 
χ(2·<2> via: 
P. = eoXufc/EjVfcE, (2.37) 
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symmetry 
class 
Triclinic 
Tetragonal 
422, 4mm, 
A/mmm, 42m 
Cubic: 
23, m3 
432,43m, m3m 
Isotropic 
independent nonvanishing elements 
all 81 elements are independent and nonzero 
XXXX=YYYY, ZZZZ 
XXYY=YYXX, XYXY=YXYX, XYYX=YXXY 
ZZXX=XXZZ, ZXZX=XZXZ, ZXXZ=XZZX 
YYZZ=ZZYY, YZYZ=ZYZY, YZZY=ZYYZ 
XXXX=YYYY=ZZZZ 
XXYY=YYZZ=ZZXX, YYXX=ZZYY=XXZZ 
XYXY=YZYZ=ZXZX, YXYX=ZYZY=XZXZ 
XYYX=YZZY=ZXXZ, YXXY=ZYYZ=XZZX 
XXXX=YYYY=ZZZZ 
XXYY=YYXX=YYZZ=ZZYY=ZZXX=XXZZ 
XYXY=YXYX=YZYZ=ZYZY=ZXZX=XZXZ 
XYYX=YXXY=YZZY=ZYYZ=ZXXZ=XZZX 
XXXX=YYYY=ZZZZ 
XXYY=YYXX=YYZZ=ZZYY=ZZXX=XXZZ 
XYXY=YXYX=YZYZ=ZYZY=ZXZX=XZXZ 
XYYX=YXXY=YZZY=ZYYZ=ZXXZ=XZZX 
XXXX=XXYY+XYXY+XYYX 
Table 2.3: Independent nonvanishing elements of Χ*3,£>'(-[ωι + u>2 + (из];ь>і,ь;2,ь>з) or 
χ( 2 ·0)(_[
ω ι
 +ω2];ωι,ω2) for crystals of various symmetry classes, described in Cartesian co­
ordinates along the crystal's principal axes Χ||[100],Ϋ||[010], Z||[001] [1, 37]. 
where again ij,k,l=x,y or ζ. χ^2·^ has 81 elements, however the number of independent 
nonzero elements drastically reduces with increasing crystal symmetry. In table 2.3 these 
elements of X*·2·®' are shown for a few symmetry classes, expressed in the Cartesian 
coordinate system along the principal axes X||[100], Y||[010],Z||[001]. For Si, which has 
bulk m3m symmetry, the independent nonzero elements are Χχχχχ, Χχχγγ, Χχγχγ and 
ΧχΫγχ. Note that the last three indices cannot be permuted due to the gradient operator 
in the bulk quadrupole term. If we introduce the following phenomenological parameters 
[1, 55, 56, 60, 74]: 
Ρ=Χχχγγ,7: Y(2.Q) * χ γ χ γ 
r _ V ( 2 , Q ) V ( 2 , Q ) Y ( 2 , Q ) 0
 =*XYYX - Λ χ χ γ γ — Λ χ γ χ γ 
f _ Y (2,Q) rY(2,Q) (2,Q) (2,Q) ] 
S =*XXXX - [*XYYX + *XXYY + *XYXYJ 
(2.38) 
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the induced nonlinear polarization can be written as: 
Ρ = e0 [(5 - β - 2 7)[E · V]E + /3E[V · E] + 7 V [ E • E]] 
+ eoCY^ètExV,E, (2.39) 
where the sum is over the crystallographic directions of the anisotropic medium, and ê, 
are the corresponding unit vectors. The first term is zero for excitation with a single plane 
wave, and the second term is zero according to Maxwell's equations. The third term 7 
only gives rise to p-polarized SH output for one single exciting plane wave. Moreover, 
it has a longitudinal polarization and therefore cannot produce a propagating wave 
inside the nonlinear medium. However at the discontinuity of the surface it can radiate, 
making it inseparable from a surface contribution. This term is isotropic, i.e. it does 
not depend on the crystal orientation. The last term ζ is zero for an isotropic medium 
and reflects the cubic symmetry of the crystal. In order to see how it contributes to the 
SH signal from a certain crystal face (here Si(ll l) or Si(100)) it has to be transformed 
from the crystal coordinates Χ, Υ, Ζ to the surface coordinates ξ, ή, ζ and then to the lab 
coordinates x, y,z [55-57, 60, 75]. As a consequence of this, ζ contributes to both the 
isotropic and anisotropic part of the radiated SH field, in all polarization combinations, 
for both Si(ll l) and Si(100). 
In looking at eq. 2 37 it should be noted that for excitation by a single plane wave 
the gradient operator can be written as: 
V ~ ¿k (2.40) 
with к the wavevector of the source polarization. This means that, taking into account 
the additional phasefactor г between the surface and bulk polarization in equation 2.30, to 
first order the surface and bulk contributions to SHG are in-phase (modulo 180°). Note, 
however, that this does not take into account any inherent phase difference that might 
exist between these terms, nor is it expected to be true when either the fundamental 
or SH beam is at or near resonance (see also section 2.3.7). Apart from this the bulk 
contribution acquires an additional phase with respect to the surface contribution due 
to propagation of the beams through the nonlinear medium, which is basically an effect 
on the Fresnel factors. 
2.3.3 Radiated fields 
Having established the location of the induced nonlinear polarization, the fields radiated 
by it can be found by solving the wave equation including this source term [1, 37, 76, 77]: 
V x V x E(M + i^E(M = - ¿ £ P ( M (2-41) 
For the fundamental frequency there is no source polarization, and the wave equation 
gives rise to the description of waves propagating through the (absorbing ) medium as 
in section 2.2.1. Following the discussion in the previous section we assume the induced 
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nonlinear polarization to be localized in the surface region. Since the width of this surface 
layer is much smaller than the wavelength, the nonlinear polarization can actually be 
thought of as being localized in an infinitely thin sheet: 
P(x,y,z) = P(x,y)J(z) (2.42) 
Note that formally we must arrive at the effective interface sheet polarization by inte­
grating the nonlinear polarization over the interface region. The geometry for SHG from 
this surface layer is shown in figure 2.4b, where for simplicity the reflected and trans­
mitted fundamental beams are not shown. Since the SHG from a semi-infinite medium 
will be discussed, the transmitted beam can be neglected. At the end of this section the 
general case will be considered. In finding the radiated SH fields the Maxwell boundary 
conditions now have to take into account the presence of a source polarization embedded 
in a surface layer with dielectric function e' [1, 13, 51, 55, 56, 60]: 
ΔΕ
Χ
 = - - ^ V X P Z 
eoe 
ДЕ
У
 = — ^ V y P z e0e' 
(2.43) 
AD
z
 = -(V
x
x + V y y ) - P 
The wavevector of the nonlinear polarization Ρ is clearly related to that of the fun­
damental driving field it arises from. Using the boundary conditions we arrive at the 
'nonlinear' Snell's law [1, 78], which was also confirmed experimentally [79]: 
k||(2w) = 2k||H (2.44) 
Note that there is only a field discontinuity at 2ω since only at this frequency is there 
a source polarization. For the fundamental frequency the boundary conditions reduce 
to those in eq. 2.6. This means that e' does not influence the χ and у components of 
the fundamental field, whereas the z-component is merely rescaled or 'screened' [51, 80]. 
Similar arguments hold for the fields at 2ω. Thus the measured effective Xgff {i.e. taking 
into account б') and the intrinsic Xin¿r (i.e. apart from screening effects) are simply 
related to each other [80]: 
(2) 
Г
 ( 2 )
С9, Л1 [Xintr(2tt,)]ijfc , „ . , , 
where δ is the Kronecker delta. Since physically the exact value of e', and more impor­
tantly that of X № is unknown, we can simplify things by merely considering the effective 
χ( 2 ) . Mathematically we choose e '=l, since this leads to a symmetric description, which 
is very convenient in the calculation of SHG from multilayers [13, 51, 53]. It should be 
stressed that this choice does not imply the induced polarization to be physically located 
in vacuum or on a specific side of the interface. Of course it does imply that the surface 
region is optically very thin and therefore will have a negligible influence on the Fresnel 
factors [80, 81]. 
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Figure 2.7: Calculated normalized SH intensities as a function of angle of inci­
dence for different tensor elements for Si( l l l ) , using the bulk dielectric function. 
solid line: X±±±, dashed line: X±\\\\, X\\±\\=X\\\\±, dotted line: X « i = X
x x x
 for 
the ρ,ρ-polarization combination, dash-dotted line: X{i£SXyyy for the s,s-
polarization combination. 
Using the boundary conditions for an infinitely thin sheet of nonlinear polarization 
eq. 2.43, the wave equation can be solved. The same result is obtained by starting 
from a source polarization Ρ in a layer of finite thickness d, and then letting d —> 0, 
while keeping the product P d fixed [60, 78]. Using the results of the previous section for 
P , the SH fields from Si for different polarization combinations of fundamental and SH 
beams can be written down [55, 57, 75, 82]. With Em¡n the m-polarized SH field under 
π-polarized excitation 6, the fields for S i ( l l l ) are given by: 
Е ^
П )
= / 0 ^ [ Х « С - а С ] 5 т ( З Ф ) 
Ε& ι 1 ) =ΟΧ«ί-βί]ώι(3Φ) 
E£.U ) =OXX| | | | - 7 + K\ + 0 * i « aC] соэ(ЗФ) (2.46) 
E $ 1 } =/f.?,iXx±i. + /f;
o
P2[X±|||| + сХцхц - [1 + φ + dÇ] + 
• № « « - а С ] с о з ( З Ф ) 
6
 Since SHG is a three-wave-mixing process, actually three polarization directions should be defined. 
However, here only the case of SHG under single-beam, either s- or p-polarized, excitation is discussed. 
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The azimuthal angle Φ has been defined in figure 2.5. The net Fresnel factors ƒ, can 
be calculated as the product /?
ω
 ft,2u> of those for fundamental and SH frequency, from 
eq. 2.8, 2.35 and 2.36. The coefficients a — d describe the relative Fresnel factors be­
tween different (surface or bulk) tensor components, and can be taken as (complex) 
constants, given the virtually identical dependence of the elements on the angle of in­
cidence etc. In figure 2.7 the explicit dependencies for a few surface tensor compo­
nents of Si(l l l) using the bulk dielectric function is shown, namely for X±±±=XZZZ, 
Xx||||=Xzxx=Xzyy and X| |x | |=X| | | | j .^X
x z x
=X
x x z
=X y z y =X y y z in the ρ,ρ-polarization com­
bination, and for Χξξ^Χχχχ in the p,p- and X^=Xyyy in the s,s-polarization combi­
nation (see [66, 67] for explicit calculations of the bulk response). 
The derivation for Si(100) is completely analogous and leads to exactly the same 
formulas for the fields, except for the fourfold instead of threefold anisotropic contribution 
which is only due to the bulk term ζ [57, 75]. The angle of incidence dependence of the 
bulk anisotropic contribution ζ is different for Si(l l l) and Si(100) due to the different 
orientation of the crystal principal axes Χ,Υ,Ζ with respect to the surface coordinate 
system ξ, ή, ζ. Unfortunately, the s-polarized SH signal from Si(100) is very small, and 
could not be measured with the Nd-YAG setup (see chapter 3) with a reasonable signal-
to-noise ratio, unless high laser power close to the damage threshold was used. Eq. 2.46 
fully describes the dependence of SHG from Si(l l l) and Si(100) through the Fresnel 
factors ƒ on polarization, angle of incidence, azimuthal angle etc. Finally, the fields for 
both Si(l l l) and Si(100) can be written in shorthand as: 
E
s
,
s
 = BSi„ sin(m<I>) 
E
e
,p = B
s
,p sin(m<I>) 
Ep,
s
 = Ap,
s
 + Bp,se**''>·· соэ(тФ) 
E 
(2.47) 
Jp,p AP i P + Βρ<ρβ
ιφρν
 соз(тФ) 
where A and В can be taken as real numbers if we are not interested in the overall 
SH phase, and φ is the net phase difference between the total isotropic and anisotropic 
contributions with their Fresnel factors. For Si(l l l) m=3 and for Si(100) m—A, and it is 
implied that the corresponding Fresnel factors are evaluated accordingly. The different 
contributing tensor elements are summarized in table 2.4. The SH intensity for the 
different polarization combinations can be written as: 
I
s
,
s
 = I °
s
s in 2 (m*) 
i.P I s > p = I° p s in
2 (m*) 
I =1° 
I =1° 
^ . p — ^ , ρ 
vP>s 
В 
£ + e«Vp,. cos(rrrô) 
P,s 
VP,P 
В 
+ ег<Рр'р соз(тФ) 
p>p 
В 
¡Ы + e»vp,s 
Ρ,9 
A 
В 
2JL -ι- e'Vp.p 
p.ρ 
(2.48) 
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χ«« 
X_L_L_L 
Χχιιιι 
Хцхц 
7 
с 
B
s
,s 
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s
,p 
• 
• О 
Ap,s 
• О 
• о 
• о 
Bp,s 
• 
• о 
Αρ,ρ 
• о 
• о 
• о 
• о 
• о 
В
Р,Р 
• 
• о 
Table 2.4: The nonlinear susceptibilities appearing in the isotropic and anisotropic contribu­
tions to the fields for Si(lll) (·) and Si(100) (o). 
Although they look awkward, the formulas for the p-polarized SHG signals are sim­
ply written in a way as to define I o as the overall maximum SH intensity, as in the case 
of the s-polarized SHG signals. Note that the relative phase φ between the isotropic and 
anisotropic contributions is ambiguous. If the azimuthal angle Φ is defined differently 
(see eq. 2.36 and the discussion leading to it), φ changes sign. The relative phase φ 
consists of the phase of the Fresnel factors and of the X^2) elements (see eq. 2.46). The 
phase of the Fresnel factors obviously does not depend on the definition of the azimuthal 
angle Φ, because they are calculated for an isotropic medium. Therefore the ambiguity 
is in the relative phase of the different X W elements, which can thus be chosen, without 
loss of generality, in the range — f · • -f modulo IT. Finally, although not dependent on 
Φ, the phase of the Fresnel factors itself is also ambiguous, as it depends on for instance 
the choice of an inward- or outward-pointing surface normal (see figure 2.1 and [7]). 
This means that by just measuring the relative phase between isotropic and anisotropic 
contributions, no statement can be made about which term is ahead in phase. This can 
however be of interest in spectroscopic SHG close to a resonance (see section 2.3.7). In 
SI units the SH intensity is given by (from [1, 56, 60], adapted to SI units [83, 84]): 
τ/
η
 \ 2 π 2 s e c 2 02o> < -* **ю\ -» -* ι2τ2/ ч /
л
 .
п
\ : ( 2 ω ) = / ч /-лг-т Ci"! е 2 Ш ·Χ ( 2 )· ε ω β ω | 2 Ι 2 ( ω ) (2.49) 
εοε(ω)
ν
/ε(2ω)ολ|
α; 
where е
ш
=/
ш
-еш, with ε
ω
 the unit polarization vector at frequency ω , and /
ω
 the 
corresponding linear Fresnel factor, е(ш) and ε(2ω) are the dielectric constants of the 
nonlinear medium at the corresponding frequencies, с is the speed of light, Агш is the SH 
wavelength, and θ2ω is the angle that the SH beam makes with the surface normal in 
ambient. The factor sec2 02uj arises in order to express the SH intensity in terms of the 
standard linear Fresnel factors, and to take into account the angle between the wavefront 
and the nonlinear polarization sheet [59, 85, 86]. 
Note that by assuming the total SHG response to be effectively generated in an 
infinitesimally thin layer at the surface (see eq. 2.42) we circumvent in a mathematically 
elegant way the problem of having to choose or determine an interaction depth. It does 
however lead to an inconvenient change of units of X^2^ from [mV - 1] to [m 2 V - 1 ], which 
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is awkward when trying to calibrate the SHG response strength (see appendix B). In the 
past this has given rise to many misconceptions, since any physically meaningful defined 
interface must have a finite spatial extent. 
The derivations presented above can be extended to the case of SHG from multilayers 
or a substrate covered with a film. However, this is much more elegantly achieved by 
using the transfer matrix method discussed in section 2.2.2. Using this method the 
amplitude and phase of the fundamental field at an arbitrary interface in a multilayer 
can be calculated. By placing a nonlinear source at the interface, i.e. located in an 
infinitesimally thin layer of vacuum and using the boundary conditions of eq. 2.43, the 
generated SH fields can be calculated. Defining the nonlinear polarization on a vacuum 
basis makes the description symmetric for ω and 2ω, and avoids elaborate discussions of 
whether a source is located an infinitesimal distance above or below an interface. This 
leads merely to a rescaling of the polarization or the fields radiated from it (see eq. 2.45). 
Both reflected and transmitted SH beams at an interface are taken into account, as are 
all multiple reflections of fundamental and SH beam in the layered structure. 
Transfer matrix models for optical harmonic generation have been proposed by several 
authors [87-90]. An alternative is the Green's function formalism put forward by Sipe 
[85], which has been implemented by Daum and coworkers [66, 67]. The transfer matrix 
model used here was first put into a flexible software program by Wierenga and Prins 
[13, 14], and has since been extended. Note that it only deals with induced nonlinear 
polarizations at interfaces. This is adequate to describe both surface and bulk SHG from 
a semi-infinite high index of refraction centrosymmetric medium. 
2.3.4 Effective SHG probing depth and symmetry-
Some aspects of SHG beyond the simple phenomenological model discussed so far are 
treated here, because our SHG results of chapter 6 suggest their relevance. When using 
an effective surface susceptibility to describe SHG, it should be realized that similar to 
the linear optical case (see section 2.2.4), χ( 2) is defined per unit volume. Since the 
area is again implicit the total SHG response is therefore parameterized by X^-d, where 
d is the effective interaction depth (see figure 2.4b). The relevant parameters are then 
the relative sizes of the surface and bulk interaction depths, SH response strength and 
the electric field (gradient). For χ( 2 ·°) the interaction depth is the thickness of a few 
atomic layers where the inversion symmetry is broken (~1 nm), and for X^2'^ it is given 
by the SH escape depth a - 1 = X/2-кк [7]. Most SHG measurements described in this 
thesis are performed at a fundamental wavelength of 532 nm. Given the high absorption 
of Si for the SH wavelength (k «4.42 for λ=266 nm [91-93]) the escape depth a - 1 for 
the electric field at this wavelength is only 10 nm. This means that 2% of the linearly 
reflected intensity at this wavelength originates from the first Â, 19% from the first nm 
and 98% from the first 40 nm below the surface7. A simple estimation shows that surface 
and bulk contributions to SHG can be of the same order of magnitude [1, 51, 55, 56, 60]. 
It has been argued that for materials with high dielectric constants the bulk term will 
7The reflected intensity originating from the first d nm is given by: I~ J"0 E2dz ~ ƒ„ e _ 2 a 2 dz . 
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be decreased with respect to the surface term, because of the screening of the fields in 
the bulk [53]. 
Note that the effective surface X^2^(see table 2.1) contains both surface and bulk 
electric quadrupole terms. Using the Maxwell boundary conditions (eq. 2.6) the relative 
size of the parallel and perpendicular surface (S) and bulk (B) field gradients for a 
high-refractive-index material can be estimated: 
Vs,j.Es,± ~S> VB,±EB,X 
^s,||Es,|| = VB, | |E B , | | 
Because the bulk term originates from a larger volume, the surface quadrupole tensor 
elements that probe the in-plane field gradient are negligible. However those that probe 
the perpendicular field gradient can be significant. In defining one common (implicit) 
interaction depth d for the effective X ^ these differences are accounted for by different 
effective response strengths. Note that this is very similar to the linear optical case 
(see section 2.2.4 and eq. 2.22), leading to a different response strength for electric 
fields parallel and perpendicular to the interface, even if the same tensor elements are 
probed8. Analogous to the linear optical case we could call this 'nonlinear birefringence'. 
In general the complete nonlocal response should be considered (see e.g. [94, 95]): 
Ρ(2ω, ζ) = e0 ff X{2)(ζ,ζ',ζ") : E(z')E(z")dz'dz" (2.51) 
If the SHG response is dominated by the local surface electric dipole contribution this 
issue does not arise, like in the linear optical case, and we are back at the simple phe-
nomenological model discussed so far. 
Using the 'NLO symmetry rule' mentioned in the beginning of section 2.3.2 one would 
expect the anisotropic term of the surface quadrupole contribution to resolve 4-fold sym­
metry. However this term is given by Рц = ХццццЕцУцЕц and therefore negligible, since 
according to the above only terms which contain Vj.Ex are significant. Because the 
surface electric dipole term also can not resolve 4-fold symmetry, this leads to the con­
clusion that the 4-fold anisotropy from Si(100) originates purely from the bulk term ζ 
(see e.g. [57, 75]). This argument can actually be used for any crystal face, i.e. fourfold 
anisotropy is always of pure bulk origin, based on which a SHG surface-bulk separation 
method can be devised [96] 9 . For 3-fold symmetry the anisotropic surface quadrupole 
contribution is also negligible. For 2-fold or lower symmetry it could however be sig­
nificant since it is partly determined by terms like Рц = X||||±±E||Vj.Ej.. Since the 
symmetry of both the surface and bulk of Si(l l l) is 3-fold in SHG irrespective of termi­
nation (S1-SÌO2, clean Si(ll l)7x7, Si ( l l l ) lx l :H, see references in chapter 9), and this 
symmetry can be resolved by both electric dipole and quadrupole contributions, we can 
only talk about an effective 3-fold symmetry, without knowing where it originates from, in 
8 i .e . tensor components for which perpendicular field gradients play a role, so not the anisotropic 
element Χξξζ , which is only determined by in-plane fields/field gradients. 
9 This separation method does not work for singular (111) faces of cubic crystals, since they do not 
show any 4-fold contribution to the SH anisotropy. 
(2.50) 
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the absence of other information or experiments. Note that the separation method men­
tioned above [96] is actually an electric dipole-quadrupole separation method10, which 
is not a prion a surface-bulk separation method. Especially for highly absorbing media, 
where the field gradients across the surface are large, this 'multipole' separation is not 
very meaningful (see eq. 2.51). Besides that, a surface-bulk separation method should 
incorporate the physical extent of the interface d. Note that although all this applies 
to both buried interfaces and clean reconstructed surfaces, in the latter case the sur­
face SH signal can usually be shown to dominate experimentally, thereby avoiding this 
theoretical separation problem. 
It should be stressed that the surface layer with dielectric function e' (with its bire­
fringence and possible, up to two-fold, in-plane anisotropy) has a negligible influence on 
the Presnel factors in SHG, because these are dominated by the bulk dielectric function 
e [80, 81]. It does however influence SHG in that the intrinsic local surface electric 
dipole χ( 2) is screened by e' (i.e. the tensor components that contain z, see eq. 2.45, 
analogously the nonlocal bulk X^ is screened by e). Thus the birefringence in e' can 
directly influence some tensor elements of X^2\ Also, within a simple anharmonic os­
cillator model (see section 2.3.7) the surface χ ' 2 ) can be expressed in ε'. These effects 
could however also be put into a redefined χ(2\ This reflects the ambiguity in separating 
linear and nonlinear optical effects at this level. 
Finally note that so far only a macroscopic approach has been discussed. There 
are ongoing efforts to calculate and discuss the linear and nonlinear optical properties 
in terms of microscopic parameters, both from a bandstructure and a discrete dipole 
approach (for references on this see e.g. [46]). In these descriptions the microscopic local 
field, i.e. the field created locally as a result of the incoming field and the mutual 
interaction between induced dipoles, becomes very important. 
2.3.5 Electric-Field-Induced SHG 
The fact that second-order nonlinear optical effects are forbidden within the electric-
dipole approximation in centrosymmetric media makes them very sensitive to external 
perturbations, such as electric or magnetic fields and strain. An electric field can break 
the inversion symmetry, although this argument is not needed for the description of 
these electro-optical phenomena. The simplest is the linear electro-optical effect, which 
is described by: 
Ρ (ω) = e0 [χ W (-ω; ω) • Ε(ω) + Χ <-2) {-ω; ω, 0) : Ε(ω)Ε(0) 
+ Χ ( 3 ) (-ω; ω, 0,0):Ε(ω)Ε(0)Ε(0) + ... (2.52) 
where the frequency dependencies are explicitly shown. Ρ (ω) is the induced linear po­
larization from eq. 2.1, Ε(ω) is the optical field and E(0) a static electric field. The first 
l 0 t . e . , with the surface quadrupede contributions absorbed in the effective surface electric dipole con­
tribution [96], see eq. 2.28 and the discussion leading to it. 
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term is simply the linear reflection and refraction from eq. 2.2. The second term gives 
rise to the linear electro-optical or Pockels effect, which is absent in centrosymmetric 
media like Si [1, 6, 37]. The third term describes the quadratic or Kerr electro-optical 
effect, which is present in a centrosymmetric medium [1, 6, 37]. This Kerr effect is the 
low-field limit of the Pranz-Keldysh effect [97-101], which describes the influence of an 
electric field on an optical absorption edge. The nonzero elements of the corresponding 
tensors have already been given in table 2.2 and 2.3 respectively, where for Si with тпЗтп 
symmetry there is the additional equality Xijki{—w,uß,0)=Xjiki(—α>;ω,0,0) [1]. 
Analogous to the linear case Electric-Field-Induced SHG (EFISHG) can be intro­
duced. In modeling EFISHG it is assumed that it is really the electric field that influences 
the SHG, and not for instance the charge distribution associated with it [102], or the 
current that appears in nonideal systems as a consequence of applied bias, as has recently 
been suggested [103-106]. Limiting ourselves to the lowest-order electric-field-induced 
term1 1, the nonlinear polarization can then be written as: 
Ρ 
(2>(2ω) = e0 [χ( 2 ) (-2ω;ω,ω) : Ε(ω)Ε(ω) 
+ Χ ( 3 )(-2ω;ω,ω,0):Ε(ω)Ε(ω)Ε(0) (2.53) 
where χ'2^ is the effective SHG response from eq. 2.31. The EFISHG contribution is 
described by a x'3^ process, which however can be significant since the static electric 
field can reach very high values in both electrochemical and Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 
(MOS) configurations (106 - 107 Vm" 1 [42, 107, 108]). Note that X<3\ like X{2\ is 
an effective electric dipole term to which both surface and bulk can contribute. It is 
however expected that the main part of the EFISHG response comes from the bulk, as 
the whole material volume within the SH escape depth can contribute. 
The linear electro-optical effect in centrosymmetric silicon is a X^3'(—ω;ω,0,0) process 
and very small compared to the ordinary optical X^(—ω\ω) response, typically giving 
rise to a change in dielectric constant Ae ~ I O - 2 or a corresponding change in reflectivity 
AR/R ~ 10 - 4 — 1 0 - 5 in photo- or electro-reflectance experiments (see e.g. [109-113]). 
The EFISHG contribution Χ^(—2ω;ω,ω,0) is expected to be within an order of mag­
nitude of the quadratic electro-optical or Kerr contribution X^3^(— ω;ω,0,0). In contrast 
to the Kerr effect however the EFISHG contribution is spectrally well separated from 
the large background linear optical X^(—ω;ω) response, and actually comparable to 
or even larger than the field-independent SHG contribution Χ^(—2ω;ω,ω). Because 
of this spectral separation the SHG response X^2'(—2ω;ω,ω) and the EFISHG response 
χ'
3)(—2ω;ω,ω,Ό), although extremely small compared to the linear response X^(—ω\ω) 
(Ι(2ω)/Ι(ω)~ Ю - 1 5 - Ю - 2 0 ) , can easily be measured. 
Inspecting eq. 2.53 it should be noted that the anisotropy in the total SHG response 
can be due to anisotropic X^2^ or X ^ components, or azimuthally inhomogeneous 
1 1
 The next higher EFISHG contribution is quadratic in the static field and described by a 
χ(4)(—2ω;ω,ω,0,0) process, which is identically zero for a centrosymmetric medium such as Si. 
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Table 2.5: Independent nonvanishing elements of χ ' 2 ' 
parts, for both Si(lll) and Si(100). 
and their field-induced χ' 3 ' counter-
static electric fields E(0) [114]. In section 8.4 this interesting second possibility will 
be discussed (see also [114] for a review). For the moment the discussion is limited 
to (azimuthally isotropic) static fields applied perpendicularly to the surface in the z-
direction, as this is the situation in most experiments (both in the electrolyte and in the 
planar MOS configuration). The nonzero elements of Х^(—2ш;ш,иі,0) are determined 
by the crystal symmetry. Although strictly speaking a static electric field breaks the 
inversion symmetry, this is considered a small effect, and the symmetry is generally 
taken as that of the unperturbed crystal (m3m for Si, see table 2.3). Note that for 
EFISHG there are only three independent elements, in contrast to four for the electric 
quadrupole term in eq. 2.37, since the optical fields at frequency ω can now be permuted. 
These nonzero terms are: 
Y(3) _ v(3) _ (3) _ (3) 
л
і =
л
х х х х — ^ YYYY — *zzzz 
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
2 =*ΧΧΥΥ — *ΥΥΧΧ — Λγγζζ — *ΖΖΥΥ — *ζζχχ - *χχζζ — 
(3) _ (3) (3) _ (3) _ (3) (3) 
*χγχγ — * Υ Χ Υ Χ — *ΥΖΥΖ — * Ζ Υ Ζ Υ — *ζχζχ — ΛχζΧΖ 
γ
(3) _
γ
(3) _
 ν
(3) _
 γ
(3) _ (3) _ (3) _ (3) 
*3 ^^ΧΥΥΧ - *ΥΧΧΥ - *ΥΖΖΥ — *ΖΥΥΖ — *ζχχζ - *χζζχ 
(2.54) 
To find the contribution of the electric-field-induced terms on the radiated SH fields, they 
have to be transformed to the sample coordinate system. The resulting tensor elements 
are the same as those of the effective surface χ( 2) [56, 67, 115], since the static field 
applied perpendicularly to the surface does not alter the in-plane symmetry. For every 
surface tensor element there is a field-induced term, which behaves identically with re­
spect to angle of incidence and azimuthal angle. The only way therefore to separate these 
is by varying the static electric field. In table 2.5 the electric-field-induced X^3' terms are 
shown, with their X ( 2 ) counterparts, both for Si(l l l) and Si(100). For Si(100) this trans­
formation is trivial since the crystal's principal axes (Χ, Υ, Z) coincide with the axes of 
the surface coordinate system (ξ, ή, ζ). The elements for Si(l l l) can then be found since 
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the only difference with Si(100) is the anisotropic element \xf - 2X? - X3 1 [116]. 
Although intuitively one might think that the static electric field would couple more 
strongly to the perpendicular components of X ^  than to the in-plane ones, within this 
model the static electric field acts as a scalar operator on all tensor elements, i.e. the 
electric-field dependence is the same for all of them. 
EFISHG from Si and Si-SiCb has been measured and modeled, using simplifying 
assumptions on the spatial dependence of the electric field in the space charge region, 
both in an electrochemical cell [107,108,117-121], and in a MOS configuration [122-126]. 
For recent reviews see [114,127]. Recently this spatial extent has been explicitly included 
in describing EFISHG measurements on SÌ-SÌO2 MOS structures [114, 126] and on 
GaN/electrolyte [128]. Depending on the relative size of α~ι{2ω) and the width of the 
space charge region dscR, the spatial dependence of either the static or optical fields 
or both has to be taken into account. Mostly a quadratic dependence of the EFISHG 
intensity on applied bias is measured and predicted [107, 108, 118-122, 125, 126], with 
possible oscillations on top due to retardation or carrier degeneracy effects [114, 126]. 
Recently however Ohlhoff and coworkers showed that the SH electric field Е§н and 
intensity ISH as a function of applied bias V has two regimes [114]: 
ESH(V) ОСЛ/V =» ISH(V) OC V if a ' 1 (2w)<£dScR 
ESH(V) OC V =» ISH(V) OC V2 if α _ 1 (2ω) >d S C R (2.55) 
leading to both linear and quadratic dependencies of the SH intensity from the X ^ con­
tribution in eq. 2.53 on applied bias. Apart from this, there is nonlinear interference 
between χ( 2) and X^3' contributions. This means that the overall SH intensity can 
have a (near)-linear bias dependence, even though the SH intensity due to χ( 3) itself 
has a quadratic bias dependence. This linear dependence has indeed been observed ex­
perimentally [102, 114, 129, 130]. A large interference term also leads to a large shift in 
the minimum of the SH intensity from flat-band. In general therefore t h e minimum 
in the EFISHG signal does not correspond to t h e flat-band situation. 
In describing EFISHG thus far only applied bias has been mentioned. However, 
even without applied bias there is band bending at the surface of any semiconductor or 
semiconductor-insulator system, due to interface charges or Fermi-level pinning, leading 
to an intrinsic doping dependent static electric field E 0
n t r
. Thus eq. 2.53 should be 
rewritten as: 
Ρ(2ω) = 60 Χ™(-2ω;ω,ω) + Χ<-3)(-2ω;ω,ω,0):Έ™ Ε(ω)Ε(ω) 
+ ε0Χ
( 3 )(-2ω;ω,ω,0):Ε(ω)Ε(ω)Ε(0) (2.56) 
This means that the intrinsic χ ' 2 ) response can only be measured by applying a bias 
such that the induced field E(0) is equal but opposite to E 0 n t r . Alternatively, a flat-band 
condition can be obtained by the photo-carriers induced by (high-power) above-bandgap 
laser excitation (like the output at 532 nm of a Nd-YAG laser, see chapter 8). Of course 
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we can use the definition of the effective χ( 2) as in eq. 2.53, which only leads to a shift 
of the voltage scale. However, care should then be taken in interpreting SHG results, 
since due to changing conditions at the surface, or different laser characteristics the band 
bending and therefore the EFISHG contribution could change, even when no external 
bias is applied. 
2.3.6 Strain-induced SHG 
The influence of strain on SHG will be discussed in terms of three effects: inversion 
symmetry breaking, a (surface) electronic effect, and local fields (see section 2.3.4). 
Although these are separately discussed, it is a priori not clear if these are really distinct 
effects. On top of that, apart from the local field effect it is not clear whether there is 
a difference between surface and bulk effects. So far little systematic SHG work on this 
has been done, both experimentally and theoretically. The main origin of the strain for 
the Si-SiCb systems studied here originates from the volume mismatch and different 
thermal expansion coefficients of Si and SiCb- A possible other mechanism might be 
'chemical' strain, i.e. strain as a results of changes in bonding at the the interface, due 
to charge transfer [131-133]. For more information on strain in SÌ-S1O2 see chapter 4. 
A homogeneous strain in a centrosymmetric medium will not break the inversion 
symmetry [56], but can change the magnitude and symmetry of the bulk quadrupolar 
response and the surface dipole response. Experimentally this has not been explored, 
partly because it is difficult to strain a sample homogeneously. Of more practical interest 
is the case of inhomogeneous strain, which will lead to the loss of inversion symmetry in 
the bulk of a centrosymmetric medium. The effect of inhomogeneous strain on SHG has 
been studied by several authors, using oxidized or ion-implanted Si. A strain gradient 
appears along the surface normal, leading to a bulk electric-dipole contribution to the 
SHG [134-137]. This strain-induced contribution Xatrain has been modeled in a bond 
polarizability model, using the dissimilarity between bonds due to the inhomogeneous 
strain [134, 136, 137]. This model is an extension of the sp3 orbital model proposed 
in [138,139] for the calculation of \W in covalent non-centrosymmetric media. Without 
going into details, the main theoretical results for Si, assuming a uniaxial strain along 
the surface normal, are summarized below: 
• the symmetry of the strained volume of the crystal is the same as that of the 
surface, and therefore the symmetry of the strain-induced Xjtr'ajn is the same as 
that of the surface χ( 2) 
++(2) 
• * strain *s proportional to the strain gradient 
• a rough estimate can be made of the relative size of Xs t r a i n and the bulk quadrupole 
term χ(2,®\ This ratio depends on the size of the strain, and the relative size of 
the optical absorption depth α - 1 (2ω) and the typical decay length of the strain 
"î(2) 
*- strain 
( ) 
zrj. Assuming a typical stress for S1-SÍO2 of 1 GPa, Xstrain can be two orders of 
magnitude larger than X^2,Q\ 
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Basically, within this model the SHG response is enhanced because the volume from 
which SHG is generated is enlarged due to inhomogeneous deformation. Recently also 
the closely related effect of dislocations on SHG has been discussed [140]. 
Apart from inversion symmetry breaking there is an effect of strain on the electronic 
structure of a medium, leading to splitting and shifting of the optical transitions. Just 
like the effect on e one expects an effect of strain on X^2\ Recently resonances in SHG 
and SFG on SÌ-S1O2 have been identified as shifted interband transitions of Si, and the 
shift subsequently interpreted in terms of strain in a thin subsurface layer of distorted 
Si [141, 142]. This issue is currently under debate [123, 124, 143]. 
Finally, the effect of local fields on the SHG spectra from (distorted) Si has recently 
been calculated, using a microscopic model for SHG [144, 145]. This model uses a lattice 
consisting of bonds, the linear polarizability of which are derived from the experimental 
linear optical dispersion. The second-order bond polarizability is calculated from the 
linear one using a microscopic analogue of Miller's rule (see also section 2.3.7). It was 
shown that by merely changing the distance between adjacent atomic layers in Si a few 
percent, while keeping the linear and nonlinear bond polarizabilities constant, the SH 
signal could be enhanced drastically. The resulting spectra are in qualitative agreement 
with experiment, i.e. straining the Si surface layer (changing its distance to the adjacent 
atomic plane) leads to shifted resonances. 
So far, the strain as a result of volume and 'thermal' mismatch between Si and 
S1O2 has been discussed. However, there can also be 'photon-induced' strain. For a 
high-power pulsed laser, with a wavelength for which the absorption in a solid is high, 
heating transients at the surface can actually lead to propagating acoustic and elastic 
waves [146-152]. This effect is used in photo-acoustic sensing techniques (for reviews 
see [149, 151]). Due to this laser-generated ultrasound the surface of a solid shows a 
transient contraction and subsequent expansion (or vice versa depending on the precise 
mechanism). For Si, using a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser at 532 nm with ns pulses, a pulse 
energy of ~100 mJcm - 2 leads to a contraction/expansion amplitude of a few Â [152]. 
Given the above discussion this is expected to have a significant influence on SHG. For 
the experiments described in this thesis however, the laser power used is such that these 
effects do not have to be taken into account (see also the discussion in chapter 4 and 6 
and appendix C). 
2.3.7 Spectroscopic SHG 
Apart from being invariant under the symmetry operations of the interface, X ^ also 
reflects the electronic structure of the interface through its frequency dependence. In 
the following the microscopic quantum-mechanical expressions for X^2^ and their main 
properties will be discussed, as well as a simple model which contains the most important 
features. These models are in some aspects complementary. Although it is very difficult 
to calculate the amplitude and phase of individual tensor components, information can 
be obtained about the overall dispersion. 
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Microscopic Expressions for χ^ 
The derivation of the microscopic expressions for χ( 2) will not be repeated here, as 
they are discussed in a number of excellent books [1, 37, 76, 153-155], but the main 
results will be shown. Using second-order perturbation theory the linear and nonlinear 
susceptibility (X^1) and X^2^) can be expressed in terms of eigenstates of the electronic 
system of the interface, and transition matrix elements of the dipole moment d = —ex. 
Assuming atomically localized states, we can write: 
xffc 
іфд 
<ff|d,|¿X¿|d;,lff> 
Хш + ші
д
 + іТі
д
) 
<S|d,|Ext|d,|g>' 
(ω -ωig + гГід) Ρΐ
] (2.57) 
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1,тфд 
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(2ω -wig + iTig) 
<¿ldJ|mXmldfc|g> + <¿|dfe|mXm|dj|g> 
(ω - ш
тд
 + гГ
тд
) + .. 'Ρ (2.58) 
Неге \д> is the ground state and \l>, \m> are excited states, and the summation is over 
all eigenstates of the localized system. <g|dt|Z> is the matrix element for the transition 
between state \g> and |/>. The energy difference between states |£> and \m> is given by 
пші
т
 = E
m
 — E¿, Гі
т
 is the corresponding broadening of this transition, TV is the number 
of atoms per unit volume, and pg ' is the density matrix operator, which for an atomic 
system is given by the Boltzmann distribution. For X (2) only the first two of the total 
eight similar terms are shown. The similarity between X^ and x ' 2 ' is immediately 
obvious. For SHG, a resonance occurs whenever any of the transitions g —> I, I —> m or 
m —)• g is resonant with either the fundamental or SH frequency. Note that, given the 
linear interference between different resonances, the extrema in the dielectric function 
do generally not coincide with a resonance position (see section 4.12 and figure 4.8 for 
an example of this for Si). Due to the additional nonlinear interference in the SHG 
process, the (apparent) spectral position of a single material resonance as determined 
from linear and nonlinear optical measurements will generally also not coincide (for an 
example see [156]). If none of the transitions is close to resonance, the expression for 
χ(2> takes a simpler form [157]: 
Χ™(-2ω;ω,ω) = -^3 £ 
l,m¿g ft
2
' 
<g|d,|¿X/ldj|mXm|dfc|g> 
{2ω - ωι9)(ω - ü)mg) Ρ? (2.59) 
Here the symmetrysing operator S sums over all possible permutations of ¿ o j o A;. 
This expression is appropriate for calculating the X^2^ of for instance quartz, since its 
gap is around 9 eV, far away from the spectral region of normal SHG measurements. If 
the SH frequency is close to a resonance with state |n>, and the fundamental frequency 
is far away from any resonance, the contributions with l, m ^ η to the sum and the six 
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other terms of eq. 2.58 are slowly varying functions of frequency, leading to a nonresonant 
contribution to the spectrum [142]: 
(2)/
 л
 ч N <g\dt\n> _. . (2) (2.60) 
where 
C,k(v) = Ι Σ 
тфд 
<Ti|dj|mXm|dfc|ff> + <Tì|dfc|mXm|dj|g>' 
(ω - Ытд + ІГ
тд
) pf (2.61) 
is a slowly varying function of ω. If in addition the nonresonant contribution is small, 
and a single tensor component dominates or can be singled out by appropriate choice of 
in- and output polarization, X^2^ can be written as [142]: 
χ[%(-2ω;ω,ω) = -χ^\-2ω;2ω)^^ (2.62) 
which shows that X^2^ is directly related to the linear susceptibility Χ^(2ω). Obviously 
the case where the fundamental frequency is near resonance can be treated similarly. 
So far X^2) has been discussed in terms of atomically localized states. For a solid 
the electronic properties are more appropriately described by a band structure, the 
eigenstates are then the Bloch states and pg ' corresponds to the Fermi distribution. The 
summation over a number of discrete states should then be replaced with an integration 
over the band structure and a summation over the band indices [1, 76, 158]. However, 
the optical properties of a solid in the UV-visible region of the spectrum are usually 
dominated by interband transitions at critical points in the band structure [6, 110, 159, 
160], and can therefore to a good approximation be described as a summation over a 
small number of discrete resonances of such critical points. Therefore the use of eqs. 
2.57-2.62 to describe the dispersion of X^2^ for a solid is justified. The use of eq. 2.62 
corresponds to an excitonic line shape [160]. If more than one tensor component or a 
nonresonant background has to be taken into account the line shape may change into a 
more dispersive one. 
Even if the real transition matrix elements cannot be calculated, valuable information 
could be obtained using the selection rules. Since resonances can originate from different 
parts of the Brillouin zone, they can show different symmetries, meaning different parities 
of the wavefunctions involved. Choosing an appropriate polarization combination and 
orientation of the crystal could therefore help in 'selecting' a certain resonance, provided 
the origin of the resonance and the parity of its wavefunction is known. In principle 
linear optical measurements can be used for this, since x'1^ is a second-rank tensor of 
the first order and has nine elements. However, the anisotropy for S1-SÌO2 is generally 
very small, and the medium therefore practically isotropic12. The SHG process has a 
12
 A typical value for the anisotropy as measured by Reflection Anisotropy Spectroscopy (RAS) on 
clean silicon in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) is 10~3 - 1 0 - 4 , see e.g. [161, 162], and to my knowledge no 
RAS measurements have ever been reported on oxidized silicon. 
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higher symmetry sensitivity, the polarization of the two incoming beams can in principle 
be chosen separately if a non-collinear excitation geometry is used [79], and the signal is 
free of large (linear optical) background signals. The use of selection rules in SHG might 
therefore be more successful. For instance, in the dipole approximation, xLz includes 
only contributions from transitions with moments perpendicular to the surface [163]. The 
use of selection rules has been shown by Jiang et al. [164] in describing SHG from Ag, and 
more recently by Meyer et al. [143] to explain a shift of a resonance on Si surfaces between 
different polarization combinations. They imply that the surface region is meaningfully 
described by a band structure, and that the symmetry of the wavefunctions involved is 
either that of the bulk, or of a known surface state. 
Anharmonic oscillator model 
The microscopic expressions show all the relevant features of X^2K The calculation of 
the actual tensor components however requires the knowledge of the transition matrix 
elements, or more precisely the (interface) electronic structure, which is often not avail-
able. It is therefore useful to consider a simple anharmonic oscillator model that contains 
the most relevant features [1, 37, 76, 77]. 
Suppose a medium is composed of a set of N classical anharmonic oscillators per 
unit volume. The one-dimensional equation of motion in the presence of a driving field 
is given by: 
* £ + r | + ^ W = - ¿ E ( t ) (2.63) 
Here a is the amplitude of the nonlinear term, Γ is the damping, u>o the eigenfrequency 
of the system, and m
e
 and e the electron mass and charge. The driving field is assumed 
to be of the form: 
E(t) = E0{e-iu)t + eiult) (2.64) 
The anharmonic term is assumed to be so small that it can be treated as a perturbation, 
so that the solution χ can be written as: 
χ = x
( 1 )
 (ω) + x(2> (2ω) + x ( 3 ) (3ω) + .. . (2.65) 
The linear electric polarization is given by Ρ ^ ( ω ) = — Νεχ^(ω), and using the defini­
tion Ρ ( 1 )(ω) = Χ ( 1 )(-ω;ω)Ε(ω) we find for the amplitude of Xw: 
Ne2 1_ 
m
e
 (ω2 — UQ + іТш) 
Analogously, the second-order solution ρ(2)(2ω) = -ΛΓεχ^2^(2ω) can be found, if the 
approximation αχ2 « a(x^)2 is made. Using the definition ρ(2)(2ω) = Χ (-2ω\ω,ω) : 
Ε(ω)Ε(ω), Х^ can be expressed in terms of X^1': 
Χ
{2\-2ω;ω,ω) = - ^ [χΜ(-ω;ω)]2χΜ(-*>;2ω) 
χ ( ΐ ) ( -
ω ; ω ) = і ^ - л д , * , л (2.66) 
N2e3 ,
 ч 
Nal I ( 2 6 7 ) 
ml (ω2 -ωΙ + ιΓω)2 (4ω2 - ω2, + 2ίΓω) 
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Figure 2.8: Amplitude and phase of X^ in the neighborhood of a resonance 
at wo calculated from the anharmonic oscillator model, using ¡£- = -^, together 
with the amplitude of χ'1'(2ω), calculated for the same parameters. 
The amplitude and phase of X^2^ calculated in this way are shown in figure 2.8, 
together with the amplitude of Χ^(2ω). For the plot g- = ^ has been assumed, eqs. 
2.66 and 2.67 should be compared to eqs. 2.57 and 2.58. The expressions for the linear 
susceptibility are completely equivalent, as are those for the nonlinear susceptibility, 
except for the square of the frequency denominator for the fundamental beam. This 
square is due to an artefact of the anharmonic oscillator model, which implies almost 
equidistant energy levels. Therefore, if the fundamental frequency ω is in resonance, 
the SH frequency 2ω is automatically also in resonance. Obviously in a real system 
this is generally not the case, and the phase jump when the fundamental frequency is 
near resonance should not be taken too seriously. It however does not influence the SH 
resonance, for which the phase jump across the resonance indeed is 180°. With SHG on 
Si we are mostly looking at 2ω resonances, so that there is no problem. Note that the 
anharmonic oscillator model does not give information on the absolute phase, merely 
on the phase changes. This is partly due to the fact that just one resonance of the 
interacting medium is taken into account. It is to be expected that like in the linear 
optical case sum rules will eventually give also the absolute phase [165]. 
Using the anharmonic oscillator model, a set of discrete resonances can be fitted to 
a SHG spectrum. The model can however be taken one step further, providing a very 
rough first estimate of the dispersion and size of X^2\ This has become known as Miller's 
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rule [166], who defined a coefficient: 
(21 
Λ - Χ)31(-2ω;ω,ω) 
χΙΙ\-2ω; 2ш)Х™ (-ω; ω)Χ% (-ω;ω) 
and found empirically that Δ
υ
* has only a weak dispersion and is almost constant for a 
wide range of (non-centrosymmetric) crystals. Prom eqs. 2.66 and 2.67 we see: 
Δ** = $ ? ( 2 6 9 ) 
Since N is nearly the same for all condensed matter (~ 1022 c m - 3 ) , and m
e
 and e 
are constants, this requires a, the amplitude of the nonlinearity, to be constant. This 
has been shown to be roughly true [1, 37, 167-169, 169, 170]. Miller's rule applies to 
the situation where all frequencies are far from resonance, i.e. for crystals with low 
dispersion, like for instance transparent materials (quartz), since close to a resonance 
AtJk is enhanced by a factor ωο/Τ [76]. It has however been shown to work surprisingly 
well even for materials with strong dispersion [170]. Recently a 'microscopic' version of 
Miller's rule and the harmonic oscillator model has been used to calculate the microscopic 
second-order polarizabilities for Si from the linear ones [144, 145, 171]. 
Kramers-Kronig analysis 
Before closing this section the Kramers-Kronig relations will be briefly discussed. Just 
as in the linear case (see section 2.2 and eq. 2.4) the real and imaginary part of x ' 2 ' for 
SHG, SFG and DFG are related by Kramers-Kronig relations [76, 172-174]. The analysis 
can be extended to arbitrary-order [175, 176], including the case when all frequencies in 
this high-order nonlinear response are different [177]. They are however not as useful as 
their linear counter parts, since they apply to individual tensor components, and connect 
imaginary and real part of the response at the sum-frequency with the corresponding 
real and imaginary parts of the response at both the sum- and difference-frequency 
[76]. A possible exception is the case of SHG, for which the relations greatly simplify 
[76, 172-174]: 
Y(2) f y J p r & W ^ 
W a W )
- '
P A ^ ^ (2,0) 
V(2) <1u\- lP rX'¿ f l (2tj )¿_/ 
Χ
« * · '
( 2 ω )
- " π
Ρ 7 „ ω'-ω *" 
where Хд is the real and x\ ' the imaginary part of X^2 .^ With the advent of eas­
ily and widely tunable high-power laser sources, SHG spectra can now in principle be 
taken over spectral ranges comparable to linear optical spectroscopies (like for instance 
ellipsometry), say 1-5 eV [66, 67]. A Kramers-Kronig analysis could then be useful to 
have a rough check on the validity of the measured dispersion of X ^. Only recently 
experimental verification of the validity of the Kramers-Kronig relations in nonlinear 
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optics was obtained from Third Harmonic Generation in polysilane poly(dihexylsilan) 
(PDHS) films [178]. Also a 'maximum-entropy' method has been devised to obtain the 
phase from a measurement of the modulus | \ ( 3 ) | [179, 180]. For a review on the use 
of Kramers-Kronig relations in nonlinear optics, see Hutchings [181]. In nonresonant 
conditions the phase of X^2^ should be 0° or 180°, and intermediate values indicate 
that resonances are nearby [46, 182, 183]. Note finally that the anharmonic oscillator 
model inherently satisfies the Kramers-Kronig relations. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental introduction 
Due to the very low generation efficiency of the optical surface SHG process, usually 
high-power pulsed lasers and sensitive photomultiplier detection are necessary, although 
SHG measurements using Continuous Wave (CW) lasers are possible [1]. For the SHG 
experiments described in this thesis two types of laser were used, a Nd-YAG laser and a 
Ti:Sapphire laser. Polarizers in the in- and output beams select different polarizations 
and thereby the tensor elements of X^2^ measured. Rotational anisotropy measurements 
are made, which give direct information about the point group symmetry of the sample. 
Both the SHG and ellipsometry setups will be described. 
3.1 Nd-YAG laser setup 
Most SHG experiments in this thesis were performed with the frequency-doubled output 
at 532 nm of a Nd-YAG laser. Around this laser a flexible setup for measurements in air 
was constructed which is shown in figure 3.1. 
3.1.1 Optical setup 
A Spectra Physics DCR3 Q-switched Nd-YAG laser with a repetition frequency of 30 
Hz is used, producing 8 ns pulses with a maximum energy of about 650 mJ at 1064 nm. 
The output beam has a pseudo-Gaussian profile. The fundamental of the Nd-YAG can 
be efficiently (~ 30%) doubled to 532 nm using a KD*P crystal in a thermally stabilized 
housing (Spectra Physics HG-2). The best stability and mode profile are always obtained 
by using the laser at full power. 
Using dichroic mirrors (M) and a filter (Fl) the spurious 1064 nm radiation is removed 
from the beam. Beam dumps (D) are used to block transmitted light at 1064 nm. A 
'variable beam-splitter' (VBS) is used to regulate the fluence incident on the sample. 
This is a dielectric substrate with alternating layers of λ/2 and λ/4 thickness for 532 
nm. By varying the angle of incidence the interference in the beam-splitter and therefore 
the transmission can be varied. Typically only a few percent of the full laser power is 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the Nd-YAG setup. M dichroic mirror 
- D beamdump - F l stopfilter for 1064 nm - VBS variable beam splitter - BS 
beam-splitter - Ρ polarizer - λ/2 half-wave plate - L lens - F2 stopfilter for 266 
nm - Q quartz plate (Z-cut for reference, Y-cut for phase) - F 3 stopfilter for 532 
nm - A analyzer - M C monochromator - P M T photomultiplier - B P F bandpass 
filter for 266 nm. 
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needed in a SHG experiment. An air-spaced Gian-Taylor polarizer (P) with a 10 - 4 
extinction ratio and a high damage threshold selects accurately the polarization of the 
light incident on the sample. Α λ/2 plate for 532 nm can rotate the polarization to the 
desired one (usually s or p). Although the same effect can be achieved by interchanging 
polarizer and half-wave plate, this is the preferred order, since rotating the air-spaced 
Gian-Taylor displaces the beam and thereby changes the alignment. Using Brewster-
angle reflection from a thick glass plate and a second polarizer (used as analyzer in the 
detection arm of the setup) the orientation of the polarizers and half-wave plate for 5 
and ρ polarization are calibrated with an accuracy of about 2 minutes of arc. Through 
a two-lens telescope a carefully collimated beam of typically 4 mm diameter is incident 
on the sample. A filter (F2) removes any spurious SH light at 266 nm that has been 
generated in the bulk of the optically active non-centrosymmetric materials of which the 
polarizer (calcite) and half-wave plate (quartz) are made. Diafragms along the whole 
beam path are used for easy alignment and to remove any stray or scattered light. 
After the sample the generated SH light is measured with a detector assembly placed 
on a goniometer arm. This allows the angle of incidence to be varied between 4° and 
80°. The goniometer arm was not angularly coupled to the sample rotation. The angle of 
incidence on the sample could be set very accurately (~ 2 arcminutes) using a rotation 
stage. This means that for a given angle of incidence θ on the sample, the detector 
assembly has to be set at an angle 20 independently, and alignment has to be checked. 
Because of the large acceptance angle of the detection system, accurate quantitative angle 
of incidence dependent SHG measurements are difficult. However, most measurements 
are done at a fixed angle of incidence on the sample with respect to the incoming beam, 
which can be set very accurately. 
The detection consists of a filter (F3) that blocks most of the unwanted fundamental 
light at 532 nm. A UV-transmitting air-spaced Gian-Taylor serves as an analyzer (A), 
after which a UV-transmitting lens focuses the collimated beam at the entrance slit 
of a monochromator (MC, Jobin-Yvon Η. 10 UV). This small monochromator (20 cm 
path length) has a bandwidth of about 8 nm, using a 1200 grooves/mm blazed grating 
and 1 mm slits. It is very convenient in confirming the spectral position of the SH 
light at 266 nm and to check for unwanted broadband luminescence. A photomultiplier 
(PMT, Hamamatsu R106UH) is directly connected to the exit slit of the monochromator, 
where two more filters (F3) block the fundamental light at 532 nm. The complete 
detection setup has an efficiency of about 2 %. Due to the large acceptance angle of the 
monochromator (wide slits) great care had to be taken in alignment. For a given angle 
of incidence θ on the sample, a misorientation of only a few hundredth of a degree in 
the angle 2Θ for the detection system results in a 10-20 % decrease in signal. Obviously 
this problem can be solved by using smaller slits, however at the cost of signal. Since it 
is very desirable to use as low as possible excitation power, in order to prevent sample 
heating, the power was not increased. For the experiments at a certain angle of incidence 
the detection system is aligned extremely carefully. The reflected spot of a HeNe laser 
at a large distance (~3 m) is used to check the alignment when samples are changed or 
translated through the beam. Using this trigonometric alignment it was checked that 
the reproducibility of the SH signal when moving or changing samples is well within the 
stochastic error of the measurement, which is typically 3 %. 
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The samples are mounted on a holder system using appropriate rotation and trans­
lation stages. In this way the angle of incidence can be set very accurately, as well 
as the position of the sample at the heart of the goniometer arm (important when 
changing the angle of incidence), and the position of the sample with respect to the 
plane of incidence. For rotational anisotropy measurements the sample is mounted on 
a computer-controlled rotation stage. The sample surface is aligned perpendicularly to 
the rotation axis to within ~ 0.02°, using again the reflection of the Nd-YAG or HeNe 
laser at a large distance. This holder system is very flexible and allows a lot of different 
measurements to be 'plugged' in. One special example of this is the setup for the in 
situ etch measurements which will be described later on. The same holder system is also 
used in the spectroscopic ellipsometry experiments. 
It proved essential that during the measurements a reference signal is measured to 
correct for laser fluctuations and long term drift. Since the fundamental and SH beam 
have a different dependence on the temporal and spatial profile of the laser beam, it is 
not sufficient to normalize to the squared laser power. Therefore a reference SH signal 
is measured from a piece of Z-cut quartz in a separate detection arm (see figure 3.1). 
A small amount of the laser beam (about 4 %) is split off into the reference detec­
tion arm using a beam splitter (BS). Filters (F2,F3) are used again to block unwanted 
SH and fundamental light. An air-spaced Glan-Taylor polarizer was used to select the 
proper polarization. Instead of a monochromator a narrow bandpass filter (BPF) is used 
to spectrally select the SH light at 266 nm, After that two more filters (F3) block un­
wanted fundamental light, and the SH signal is measured using a photomultiplier (PMT, 
Hamamatsu R106UH). The average value of the sample and reference SH over a number 
of laser shots is used for the normalization. 
A phase measurement in a SH experiment is done by interfering the SH from the 
sample with that from a reference sample. If in addition the amplitude of the SH signal 
from the reference sample is known, absolute values of the sample SH signal can be 
determined. Calibration measurements are needed for determining the relative size of 
SHG signals for different polarization combinations, since the efficiency of the detection 
setup is different for s- and p-polarization (mostly due to the grating of the monochro­
mator) and because of beam propagation effects. In our case we use a piece of Y-cut 
crystalline quartz for the phase and calibration measurements. This quartz plate can be 
put in the optical path of the detection setup, very close to the sample. In order to make 
nonlinear interference measurements the quartz can be moved along the beam path with 
a computer-controlled translation stage. For the calibration measurements the quartz 
is mounted on a computer-controlled rotation stage, which allows anisotropy measure­
ments of the quartz to be made. The specifics of phase and calibration measurements 
are explained more extensively in appendix C. 
3.1.2 Electronic setup 
Since the photomultipliers used are of the open collector type, the signal from them is 
terminated at the 50 Ω input of a fast preamplifier. The cables to these preamplifiers are 
only a few centimeters long to avoid pickup. The output from these 10 times amplifiers 
is fed into two Stanford SR250 gated integrator units. With a trigger from the Q-
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switch of the Nd-YAG laser, gates of approximately 15 ns are synchronized with the 
photomultiplier signals, using a fast Hewlett Packard 54510A digital oscilloscope. The 
averaged outputs of the integrators are shown on a Stanford display module SR275 to 
check for drift in the background. The data from the integrators is sent on a shot-by-shot 
basis to a Stanford SR245 computer interface which collects the data in a buffer. A PC 
is used to collect the data, to average over the number of shots desired and to calculate 
the normalized signal. Reference and data are also saved separately, so the stability of 
the laser can afterwards be checked. Since the Stanford computer interface contains in 
total 8 analogue inputs that can be read to the computer, in principle 6 more signals 
can be measured simultaneously with the SH signals. This opportunity is used in the 
m situ etching experiment that is described later on. In order to limit the drift due to 
thermalization, the preamplifiers, photomultipliers and integrators were never switched 
off. 
3.1.3 Linear reflection setup 
In the m situ etching experiment it is convenient to measure simultaneously with the 
SH signals the linear reflection of the sample. The setup for this is shown in figure 
3.2. An unpolarized green HeNe leiser at 543 nm is used, which is very close to the 
532 nm fundamental used for the SH experiment. To get rid of laser fluctuations and 
drift a reference signal is measured. For this reference channel part of the beam is 
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split off using a beam-splitter (BS) The light of the HeNe laser is chopped and the 
signal and reference are measured using lock-in amplifiers The reference beam and 
signal beam go through different parts of the same chopper, with a different numbers 
of slots, and are therefore measured at different chopping frequencies (640 Hz and 960 
Hz respectively) In this way crosstalk between signal and reference becomes negligible 
Sheet polarizers are used to select appropriate polarizations for the measurement (no 
elhpsometnc measurements) The quality and orientation of these polarizers is checked 
with the same method as described for the Gian-Taylor polarizers used in the Nd-YAG 
setup In the input arm two polarizers are needed One is after the beam-splitter to 
select the appropriate polarization (the beam-splitter slightly de-polarizes) Although 
the HeNe laser was unpolanzed it actually showed a slight polarization which drifted m 
time To make sure that this affects the signal and reference in the same way, a second 
polarizer is put just after the HeNe laser Both signal and reference are measured with 
a photo-diode which is mounted on a X-Y translation stage for easy alignment These 
signals are, after amplification, fed in the Stanford computer interface as discussed above 
and read out by the computer 
3.1.4 Etching measurement setup 
In chapter 7 m situ etching studies using SHG, linear reflection and ellipsometry are 
described For this purpose an etch cell was designed and built which is shown in figure 
3 3 This cell is completely compatible with the Nd-YAG setup described in section 3 1 
and also with the spectroscopic ellipsometry setup described m section 3 3 2 Since it 
was technically not possible to join the Nd-YAG setup for SHG measurements to the 
spectroscopic ellipsometry setup, during the SHG measurements linear reflection was 
measured, to have an in situ reference for the linear optics involved The experiments 
were then repeated under identical conditions in the spectroscopic ellipsometry setup 
In order to make these measurements the cell has to fit the criteria that 
• the cell is HF-resistant 
• measurements at several angles of incidence should be possible 
• the etch-speed has to be constant, which means the cell should be temperature 
controlled since the etching speed depends exponentially on temperature, and a 
stirrer is needed to thermahze the etching fluid 
• m situ amsotropy measurements should be possible 
• the cell should have replaceable UV-transmitting quartz windows (they etch too) 
A Neslab RTE-100 thermostat bath was used to flow water through a sealed back com-
partment, which has an as high as possible thermal conductivity through a thin wall to 
the front compartment that contains the etching fluid Long rubber tubes decouple the 
cell vibrationally from the thermostat bath A small DC motor rotates a Teflon stirrer 
in the etching fluid, and a Teflon-coated thermocouple measures its temperature Four 
quartz windows are placed at different positions, making possible angles of incidence 
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Figure 3.3: Etch cell: 1: Sample, 2: rotation stage, 3: Teflon-coated thermo-
couple, 4: stirrer (motor), 5: scale for reading angle of incidence, 6: motorshaft 
rotation stage and control connector, 7: cooling water in- and outlet, 8: quartz 
windows, 9: etch compartment, 10: cooling water compartment, 11 thin Teflon 
wall. 
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of ~0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 75°. The windows are placed in such a way that they 
simultaneously allow a SHG measurement at 60° and a linear reflection measurement 
at near-normal-incidence, and vice versa. Teflon-coated rubber rings (HF-resistant) on 
either side of the quartz windows and a hollow Teflon cylinder allow the windows to be 
pressed in by a metal strap, making them leak-tight, yet easy to replace. The windows 
are high-quality UV-transmitting fused quartz windows (Hereaus Suprasil I/II [2]) of 1 
mm thickness. As long as the windows are homogeneously etched at the inside during 
the experiment, their transmission will not be influenced, as was checked by transmission 
measurements in a UV-VIS spectrophotometer1. Also the windows generate no SH light 
because they are isotropic and the beam is normal to them. If in doubt, windows were 
replaced. 
For the in situ anisotropy measurements an HF-resistant rotation stage was made, 
consisting of gold-plated brass, polymer Multilane-M, and a Teflon bearing. It was driven 
by a DC motor with a tachometer and gearbox, allowing minimum steps of 0.292°. The 
PC sends 17 pulses via a controller to the motor, making steps of 4.97°. In this way 
rotational anisotropics over the full 360° can be made very accurately. Samples are 
mounted on this rotation stage and aligned to within 0.1° perpendicular to the rotation 
axis. A small needle and an angular reading scale, mounted on the back- compartment 
of the cell, are used to set the angle of incidence. This is very important since the 
fundamental and SH beams are no longer collinear, due to the dispersion between ω and 
2ω in the etching fluid. In general, for a non-absorbing ambient with dielectric constant 
e and a fundamental beam coming in at an angle θ
ω
, the SH beam is reflected at an 
angle θ-nü given by [3]: 
02ω = arctan 
sin(0,„) 
^ § ? - s i n 2 ( M 
(3.1) 
In air the dispersion is very small, and the angle between fundamental and SH beam is 
negligible. The dispersion of the etching fluid is measured independently with ellipsom-
etry (see appendix F). In the SH etching experiment, the signal was always optimized 
in air (i.e. in the cell without liquid). When etch fluid is added the angle of incidence 
has to be changed to get the SH beam into the detector again. The angle needed to do 
so was found to be consistent with the one calculated from the measured dispersion, and 
typically 0.5°. 
All etching experiments were performed at a temperature of 14-16°C, which gives 
low-enough etch speeds without condensation of water on the cell windows. To achieve a 
stable temperature, the etch cell is thermalized a couple of hours before every measure­
ment, and the etching fluid (about 150 ml) is precooled to a temperature slightly below 
the desired one. After alignment of the sample in the cell and test measurements, the 
etching fluid is poured in the cell, the measurement started, and the sample realigned 
for both SH and linear reflection measurements, which typically takes a minute. After 5 
' I n a typical etching experiment 100 nm of thermal oxide on Si is etched, and therefore roughly 
the same amount from the windows. This thickness decrease is negligible with respect to the window 
thickness of 1 mm. 
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minutes the etch fluid is at a stable temperature. Given the total duration of an etching 
experiment of 2-3 hours, and the temperature stability of about 0.5°C, in all experi­
ments a constant etching speed throughout the measurement is assumed. This allows 
us to transform the time axis of the real experiment to a thickness axis, knowing the 
starting thickness of the oxide film from ellipsometry. 
For the data collection the electronic setup described in section 3.1.2 is used. Apart 
from the SH and linear reflection signal and reference, the temperature from the thermo­
couple is fed into the computer interface. The SH data is taken in 150 sample blocks (5 
seconds), and for efficiency reasons the other signals are only taken every 5 seconds. If 
needed, signals were amplified to make better use of the resolution of the Analog to Dig­
ital Converter (ADC) of the Stanford gated integrator. The time measurement provided 
a slight complication. Sending a block of data to the PC takes a finite amount of time 
from the Stanford computer interface and the PC, during which they cannot take data 
or perform other tasks. This will lead to 'gaps' in the data, which show slight variations 
in length. Obviously this a problem since we wish to do a real-time experiment. The 
problem was solved by using the Nd-YAG laser trigger to run a 10-bit binary counter, 
and converting that count by a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) to a voltage. This 
voltage is then read by the Stanford simultaneous with the other data, and can be used 
to 'tag' the data. 
3.2 Ti:Sapphire laser setup 
For the spectroscopic SHG measurements described in chapter 8 a Ti:Sapphire laser is 
used. The setup is shown in figure 3.4. A mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics, 
Tsunami) is pumped by an Argon Ion laser (Spectra Physics, 2040E). The output beam 
has a Gaussian profile, a repetition frequency of 82 MHz, a pulse width of about 100 fs, 
and is continuously tunable between 710 and 850 nm. The average output in the middle 
of the tuning range is about 1 W. The fluence on the sample is set by a set of neutral 
density filters (NDF). A Babinet-Soleil (BSC) compensator is used as a half-wave plate, 
followed by a polarizer (P). The beam is focused on the sample with an achromatic 
lens (L) to a typical spot size of 100 μπι, after passing through a filter (Fl) that blocks 
unwanted SH signals. The sample is mounted on a rotation stage and accurately aligned 
perpendicularly to the rotation axis for anisotropy measurements. After the sample a 
filter (F2) removes unwanted fundamental light, an analyzer (A) selects the appropriate 
polarization, and the beam is detected with a Peltier-cooled photomultiplier (Thorn EMI, 
9893/50), after filters (F2) have removed the last part of unwanted fundamental light. 
In the measurements a monochromator is not used because its transmission is very poor 
and would just reduce the signal. Test measurements using a small monochromator 
(Jobin-Y von, H. 10 VIS) are however made to check that really only the SH signal is 
measured. Part of the setup is enclosed in a black box to reduce the background signal. 
The detection electronics consists of a Stanford SR400 photon counter. The data is 
fed into a PC that also controls the sample rotation stage. A small monochromator 
is available just after the Ti:Sapphire laser to measure the wavelength, and to check if 
the laser is pulsing. An autocorrelator can measure the shape of the laser pulse, and a 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the Ti:Sapphire setup. M dichroic mir­
ror - BS beam-splitter - M C monochromator - N D F neutral density filter - BSC 
Babinet Soleil compensator - Ρ polarizer - (A)L (achromatic) lens - F l stopfilter 
for the SH frequency - F 2 stopfilter for the fundamental frequency - A analyzer 
- P M T photomultiplier. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of a basic ellipsometry measurement (after 
[4])· 
similar setup with a retroreflector on a computer-controlled translation stage is used to 
measure the width of the laser pulse. 
In doing a spectroscopic experiment it is extremely important to have a reference 
sample with a well-known SH spectrum to normalize for the dispersion of the setup. 
A piece of Z-cut quartz is used in reflection for this purpose. The dispersion of the SH 
signal of the quartz can be estimated from the linear optical dispersion using Miller's rule 
(see Section 2.3.7 and eq. 2.68), and is very small over the wavelength range used. The 
measured spectrum showed a monotonie decrease in signal with decreasing wavelength. 
The spectrum shows no extrema, as expected, and the signal is always large enough to 
measure easily, which makes it suitable for use in the normalization of signals. For these 
measurements all the elements in the detection channel (analyzer, filter, mirror), and the 
lens and filter in the input beam are translated using magnetic click-holders. The quartz 
is then measured in reflection in front of the sample with the same optical components 
and detection system. This proved effective. 
3.3 Ellipsometry setups 
The basic ellipsometry experiment is schematically depicted in figure 3.5. Linearly po­
larized light is incident on the sample at an angle of incidence Θ, and after reflection is 
usually elliptically polarized. In the Muller-Nebraska convention [5, 6] the direction of 
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the polarization vector is measured by an observer, who is looking against the direction 
of the propagation of the light. Positive polarization angles are measured in a counter 
clockwise direction starting from the right hand half of the plane of incidence. The po­
larization of the incoming light is set with a polarizer at angle Φρ, and the ellipsoidal 
polarization of the reflected light scanned by an analyzer set at an angle Φ д. 
3.3.1 Single-wavelength ellipse-meter 
For the routine single-wavelength ellipsometry (SWE) measurements a tabletop Gaertner 
L117C fixed- compensator nulling ellipsometer with a HeNe laser at 632.8 nm is used [7]. 
It is equipped with a polarizer and analyzer with large circular readings, a sample table 
which can be adjusted in height and tilt angle for optimal alignment, and a detector 
whose the output is amplified and read out on a display. The angle of incidence can be 
set very accurately and repeatably to one of a series of discrete values. The whole setup 
is extremely simple and rigid and comes completely pre-aligned from the manufacturer. 
A two-zone measurement is always made. This ellipsometer is mostly used for oxide-
thickness measurements. Given the accuracy of the circular readings, a typical oxide 
thickness can be determined with an accuracy of ±1 nm, using the known dispersions for 
Si and S1O2. A measurement at a different angle of incidence usually resolves ambiguities, 
which can arise from multiple reflection effects in the oxide film. The accuracy becomes 
less for films thinner than ~20 nm, however it is still sufficient for our purposes. The 
lateral homogeneity of an oxide film is checked by performing ellipsometry measurements 
on different positions on the sample. 
3.3.2 Spectroscopic ellipsometry setup 
The spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) setup used is a home-built one similar to the usual 
Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer (RAE) [8]. In our setup both polarizer and analyzer are 
set to a limited number of discrete angles, and from these measurements the ellipsometric 
angles Φ and Δ are calculated using goniometrie relations. This idea was first put forward 
by Beattie [9, 10]. This type of ellipsometer will now be termed DRAPE (Discrete 
Rotating Analyzer and Polarizer Ellipsometer). The setup used dates back to the late 
70's [4, 11-13] and for the measurements in this thesis has been completely revised and 
improved to allow more accurate measurements. Both the error analysis and calibration 
procedures, which are needed to get the maximum amount of information from these 
measurements, are described in appendix A. Fits were made to the data by using the 
Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm with a biased estimator [14-16], allowing a Goodness-
Of-Fit (GOF) to be determined. This means that the experimental error bars are taken 
into account and weighted. 
In figure 3.6 the setup is schematically shown. As a light source a stabilized 150 Watt 
Xenon lamp (Oriel) is used, with a condenser lens (L) in front of it. The lamp output 
is coupled to the entrance slit of a monochromator (Hilger Watts D330). Two blazed 
gratings are used to cover the range from 230 to 850 nm (230-400 nm and 400-850 nm). 
In all measurements the data at 400 nm from the two scan ranges are the same within 
error bars. After the monochromator a condenser lens (L) collimates the beam to the 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of the spectroscopic ellipsometry setup. L 
condenser lens - M removable mirror - CH chopper - Ρ polarizer - D diafragm -
A analyzer - F filterrevolver - PMT photomultiplier. 
desired size. The input beam is modulated using a chopper (CH) at 317 Hz. A high-
quality air-spaced Gian prism (P) with an extinction ration of ~ 1 0 - 6 is used to set the 
input polarization. After reflection from the sample (S) the light is appropriately filtered 
(F) using a revolver containing a number of filters, and the output polarization is again 
selected by a Gian prism (A). Finally the light is collected by a photomultiplier (PMT, 
EMI 9558 QB), and the signal measured by a Stanford SR530 lock-in amplifier that gets 
a trigger signal from the chopper. Polarizer and analyzer are mounted on stepper-motors 
for accurate rotation, and are controlled by a computer, as are the lock-in and the filter 
revolver. The incoming and detection arm are mounted separately on two heavy metal 
beams on tripods. This is somewhat awkward, and great care needs to be taken in 
aligning this setup. For this purpose the light from a HeNe laser mounted next to the 
monochromator can be passed through the setup using a mirror (M) that can accurately 
be re-inserted at the same position, without changing the HeNe optical path through 
the setup. With this laser a trigonometric alignment can be performed. It is used for 
a first rough alignment of the setup, which is then calibrated according to procedures 
described in appendix A. The main use, however is in checking the alignment when 
samples are changed, for instance in measuring a whole series of samples under the same 
experimental conditions (such as the same angle of incidence, see chapter 5). The angle 
of incidence can be determined by measuring the ellipsometric spectrum of high-quality 
fused quartz [17], which is absorption-less in the whole spectral range measured, and 
for which the dispersion is known very accurately [18]. The angle of incidence is then 
the only parameter in the fitting process, and can therefore be determined extremely 
accurately from such a measurement (typically ± 0.02°). By using a fused quartz prism 
it is easy to get rid of the reflections from the back-faces of the sample. 
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The power supply of the SE setup is divided in three groups: the supply for the 
lamp, for the stepper-motors, chopper and filter revolver, and for the lock-in. These 
three groups are electrically separated from each other as much as possible. The lamp 
and lock-in power supplies have their own mains filters. In this way the crosstalk and 
mutual influence is minimized. Extensive testing showed that the linear range of the 
detection system (PMT+lock-in) is 6 decades, and is limited by the quality of the sine 
from the 220 V line power [19]. 
For a measurement of Φ and Δ the polarizer is set at +45° and —45° with respect 
to the plane of incidence. For each polarizer setting, eight analyzer settings at 45° in­
tervals are used. At each polarizer/analyzer setting four readings are taken from the 
lock-in, allowing an estimate of the noise in the data. This gives in total 16 measured 
intensities and their respective error bars, taking approximately 2 minutes of measure­
ment time (including the time for rotating analyzer and polarizer). This constitutes a 
four-zone measurement [7], allowing systematic errors to be canceled to a high degree. 
The spectral range 230-400 nm is measured with 2 nm intervals, and the range 400-850 
nm with 5 nm intervals. Note that the spectrum is measured in equidistant wavelength 
steps, rather than equidistant energy steps, due to the construction of the motor that 
scans the monochromator. The fact that the data is equidistant in wavelength and that 
the wavelength step changes at 400 nm is somewhat awkward, especially in calculating 
derivatives. However, it reduces measurement time, which is needed because a full spec­
trum from 230-850 nm typically takes 7 hours. This is a big drawback of the current 
setup, but the price that has to be paid for high accuracy. Fortunately none of the sam­
ples studied showed any time-dependence, and tests showed the setup to be extremely 
stable. 
3.3.3 In situ ellipsometry during etching 
The etch-cell described in Section 3.1.4 for in situ etching SHG experiments has also 
been used for in situ ellipsometry experiments, using samples from the same batch of 
wafers, and prepared identically. As discussed in the previous section a single four-zone 
measurement takes approximately 2 minutes. Obviously this is too long for the etch 
experiment, where typical etching speeds are 1-3 nm/min, and we are interested particu­
larly in what happens in the last few nanometers of oxide close to the S1-SÍO2 interface. 
Therefore the number of averages taken for each point was reduced, and only a two-zone 
measurement was performed, leading to a measurement time of 15-20 seconds per point. 
The consequence however, is that systematic errors do not cancel so well anymore, lead-
ing to an overall increase in error bars. Especially close to the 'difficult points' of the 
ellipsometer this can be seen in the measurement. 
Another point to consider are the cell windows. As long as the windows are very 
accurately perpendicular to the beam, and consist of optically inactive material there 
is no influence of them on the ellipsometric measurement [7]. The windows used (high-
quality fused silica plates of 1 mm [2]) qualify as such. However, in the cell the windows 
are under considerable force, to make the cell leak-tight. This means that in general the 
windows are not exactly perpendicular to the beam and, more importantly, strained, 
which leads to birefringence that could be detrimental to the ellipsometry experiment. 
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Although we did observe changes in the ellipsometric angles from samples in the empty 
cell with and without windows, the effects were not very large (maximum 5 degrees in 
Δ and only about one degree in Φ). Since we did not have an easy means of improving 
the setup, and did not want to end up with very elaborate calibration procedures to 
take out the effect of the windows, these effects were neglected. This was also done 
because it was found in the measurements that the sampling time was still somewhat 
too large with respect to the etching time. Therefore the measurements should only be 
considered qualitative. Further reduction of the etching speed by diluting the etchant 
was not feasible, since oxygen intake from the atmosphere became significant, influencing 
the etching speed, meaning that the time axis can no longer linearly be translated to a 
thickness axis. More appropriate for these measurements would be a fast RAE using a 
white light source and an Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA) based detection system, 
that can measure a whole spectrum very quickly (typically in the millisecond range, see 
e.g. [20, 21]). 
To make the measurements as accurate as possible, prior to each etch experiment 
the sample was mounted in the etch cell without fluid, and aligned as discussed in the 
previous section, using a four-zone measurement. After that the sample was immersed 
in the etch fluid, and the two-zone measurement started, without further alignment. All 
procedures for pre-cooling the etchant, and thermalizing the cell are the same ones used 
in the SHG experiment (see Section 3.1.4). 
3.3.4 Immersion ellipsometry 
As discussed in Section 2.2.3 the S1O2 film on Si can be Optically' removed by index-
matching with carbon tetrachloride (CCI4) or benzene (СбНб). Immersion ellipsometry 
(IE) measurements have been performed using the spectroscopic ellipsometry setup de­
scribed in the previous section. For this purpose a small gold-plated brass cell with fused 
quartz windows was used, which is shown in figure 3.7. As mentioned above, in using win­
dows in an ellipsometry setup great care has to be taken. Our accurately machined cell 
has three windows, one for normal incidence, and two at an angle of 78.30±0.05° with 
respect to the sample normal. The SÍ-S1O2 sample, a 2x2 cm plate, is placed against 
the reference back wall of the cell and held in place by two Teflon knife edges. This 
method only works because the samples are extremely flat and plane-parallel to within 
a few micron. To minimize strain, the high-quality fused quartz windows (Suprasil I/II, 
Hereaus [2]) are mounted with a very thin low-viscosity glue, using only the window's 
own weight for contact. The above mentioned accuracies for the angles of the windows 
were estimated from trigonometric alignment measurements, as discussed in the previous 
section, and accurate mechanical measurements. 
The cell is closed with a lid, allowing access only for a thermocouple, and temperature 
controlled for accuracy and security. IE derives its usefulness from the Optical' removal 
of the oxide layer. Since it is essentially a differential measurement, any change in 
the dispersion of the liquid leads to changes in the ellipsometric parameters, especially 
the 'phase' Δ, which coiild be wrongly attributed to interface effects. Given the long 
time it takes to measure a spectrum (see the discussion in the previous section), and 
the measured 'runaway' of the temperature without thermostat bath of typically 5°C, 
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Figure 3.7: Cell for immersion ellipsometry. 
thermalizing the CCI4 is essential. The second reason for thermalizing is the highly 
carcinogenic nature of CCI4. In order to minimize the amount of vapor, the fluid was 
thermalized at typically 5° С below room temperature, and the cell volume was minimized 
and closed with a lid. The CCI4 used was ultra-pure (pro analyse, Merck). Its dispersion 
is very accurately known [22-24]. 
Due to the high angle of incidence and the differential nature of the measurement, 
the error bars are somewhat larger than in the air-measurements. This is properly taken 
into account by the fitting routines, as explained before. The highest sensitivity is that 
of Δ, the 'phase' parameter, with the effect on Φ being much smaller. The spectral 
range over which a meaningful measurement can be made is roughly 3-4 eV. The upper 
boundary is given by the onset of absorption in CCI4, which violates the index matching 
with the oxide, the lower boundary by the decrease of both Φ and Δ to very small values, 
leading to large error bars. 
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Chapter 4 
Review of the properties of the 
SÌ-S1O2 interface 
4.1 Introduction 
The properties of the SÌ-S1O2 interface depend strongly on the oxide growth and pro-
cessing conditions, and there is no general consensus on the interface structure. Second 
Harmonic Generation is particularly sensitive to interfaces, but the interpretation of the 
results is often difficult. It is therefore both useful and necessary to use as much infor-
mation on the SÌ-SÌO2 interface obtained from other techniques as possible. In chapter 
5 the characterization measurements performed on our samples are discussed, with em-
phasis on (spectroscopic) ellipsometry. These measurements by themselves, however, 
are not sufficient, and some assumptions have to be made. In this chapter therefore a 
review of the properties of the SÌ-S1O2 interface and the corresponding experimental 
techniques is given. Only aspects relevant to our SHG measurements are discussed, for 
a more extensive description see [1-6]. A compilation of Si properties is given in [7], and 
its optical properties are reviewed in [8]. In figure 4.1 a schematic graphical overview 
of the SÌ-S1O2 interface is given. The picture refers only to high-quality dry thermal 
oxides such as those present on our samples, and to the (111) crystal orientation, where 
applicable. Following the picture the different aspects of SÌ-S1O2 will be discussed, di-
vided into preparation (sections 4.2-4.4) and structural (sections 4.5-4.7, 4.11), electrical 
(sections 4.8-4.10) and optical properties (sections 4.12-4.15). 
4.2 Dangling bonds 
If a perfect Si crystal is cut perpendicularly to the (111) axis one single bond per surface Si 
atom is broken, which points up in the (111) direction. In air Si oxidizes and this induces 
some disorder in the top few atomic layers, as schematically shown in the first frame of 
figure 4.1. One reason for this could be charge-transfer-induced short-range structural 
relaxation [9, 10]. At the Si(lll)-Si02 interface a thin layer of distorted Si has been 
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identified [11], and to explain the interface electronic structure of SÌ-S1O2 weakened 
and stretched Si bonds have been proposed [12-15] (see also section 4.8). A Si(lll) 
surface can however be made atomically flat over significant distances and mono-hydride-
terminated by appropriate wet chemical etching [16, 17]. In this case no geometrical 
distortion of the bonds is necessary, and this can be seen as a model 'bulk-terminated' 
Si(lll) surface, in accordance with theory [18, 19]. The precise nature, origin and sign 
(compressive/tensile) of this interface/subsurface bond strain remains under debate. 
4.3 Oxidation 
The oxidation of Si is schematically sketched in the second frame of figure 4.1. The 
process is very complex and till today not completely understood. Most of the electrical 
and structural properties of Si-based devices are the consequence of the oxidation process, 
which has been heavily researched [21, 22, 28-33]. The key issues are: 
• oxidation takes place at the S1-SÌO2 interface, not at the outer S1O2 interface. 
This means that oxygen has to diffuse through already existing oxide to form new 
oxide underneath. This is schematically indicated in frame 2 of figure 4.1. 
• using this 'diffusion' idea the growth of (thick) oxides in time can be modeled with 
a linear-parabolic growth law [34]. This model is the basis for all models concerning 
oxide growth. 
• Si and S1O2 do not match structurally. A Si repeat unit has a volume of ~ 20 Â3, 
and a S1O2 repeat unit a volume of ~ 45 Â3 (fully relaxed bulk fused silica) [35]. 
Given the way Si oxidizes this means that the volume is locally expanded by a 
factor of ~2.25 [21, 22, 25, 35-37]. Apart from this structural mismatch there is a 
thermal mismatch, since the thermal expansion coefficient of Si (~ 2.5 χ I O - 6 ° C - 1 ) 
is larger than that of Si0 2 (~ 0.5 χ IO" 6 °C _ 1 ) [38-40]. Upon cooling down from 
the oxidation temperature (typically 800-1000 °C) the Si contracts much more than 
the S1O2. Together this leads to stress and strain in the SÌ-S1O2 system. Strain is 
the deformation of a material, and stress is the force or pressure associated with 
that deformation [41]. The oxide film shows compressive and the Si substrate 
tensile stress at the interface. Note that although S1O2 is on the convex side of 
the structure, its strain is compressive (see section 4.11). 
• In order to take these mismatch effects into account, a viscous flow model has been 
devised [42], which together with the linear-parabolic growth law is the basis for 
most explanations of oxide growth. In this model the oxide at the high oxidation 
temperature is treated as a viscous fluid, which will tend to minimize its surface free 
energy by relaxation, governed by a typical relaxation time. Given the boundary 
condition of the Si substrate to which the oxide is attached, the only direction 
in which relaxation can take place is perpendicular to the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. For 
the relaxation the relative growth speed versus relaxation time is important. If an 
oxide is grown 'too fast' at a low temperature (high viscosity), strain can only be 
partly relaxed over a large oxide thickness, which leads to a high total strain and 
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a low strain-gradient over the oxide. If on the other hand an oxide is grown slowly 
at a high temperature (low viscosity) the strain can be relaxed, which leads to a 
low total strain but a high strain-gradient close to the interface. The compressive 
in-plane stress and the viscous flow of the oxide are schematically indicated by the 
large arrows in frame 2 of figure 4.1. The influence of stress on the oxidation of 
Si has been studied extensively [43-48]. It is well known that Si in air oxidizes 
to a typical oxide thickness of 2nm, and it has been proposed that this is due to 
stress-limited diffusion [49]. 
• Due to the nature of the oxidation process there is an inherent difference between 
the oxide grown in the beginning and at the end of the oxidation cycle. Whereas 
the 'old' oxide has been annealed at the oxidation temperature for the whole time it 
took to complete the oxidation, the 'fresh' oxide has hardly been annealed. Given 
the fact that oxidation takes place at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface, it is expected that 
non-relaxed oxide is located there. 
Because of the effects mentioned above the oxide growth on different crystal faces of Si 
((100),(110),(111)) is expected, and also experimentally found to be different. This is 
due to the different density of Si bonds available at the interface for connection to the 
oxide. All effects at the Si-SiCb interface discussed hereafter are in one way or another 
a consequence of the oxidation of Si and the fact that SÌ-S1O2 cannot be described as a 
two-layer system of a bulk fused silica film on a bulk Si substrate. 
4.4 Etching of S1O2 
Solutions of gaseous HF in water are known to etch glasses, and are widely used in the 
semiconductor industry because of the high etch rate for S1O2 and the low etch rate for 
Si (see frame 3 of figure 4.1). For reviews on the chemistry of silicon surfaces see [50-52]. 
In dilute fluoride solutions the following equilibria are well established [53]: 
HF Ti H+ + F -
HF + F - ^ ( H F 2 ) _ (4.1) 
2HF ï± (HF)a 
For solutions stronger than 1 mol/1, the formation of (HF)2F~, (HF)3F~ and (HF)4F~ 
must be taken into account. Since the relative concentrations of each fluoride species 
is strongly pH-dependent (see e.g. [54, 55]), and all of them except F _ etch S1O2 with 
different rate constants and selectivity, the pH of the etching solution is very important. 
Generally speaking, the etch rate is lowered by an increase in pH, due to a lower con-
centration of HF and HF2 [55], and by a decrease in temperature (roughly a factor of 
two for every 10°C). 
Although studied comprehensively [53-59], the actual dissolution mechanism of S1O2 is 
not exactly known. A few possible mechanisms are shown in figure 4.2, where silanols 
and silicon fluoride are created from S1O2 , which react with HF and HFJ to form 
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Figure 4.2: Possible mechanisms for etching of S1O2 (after [56], · : Si atom, o: 
О atom). 
S1F4 [56]. The chemical reaction belonging to this scheme can be written as: 
Si0 2 + 4HF -> S1F4 + 2H 2 0 (4.2) 
When all S1O2 is etched away the Si surface is initially F-terminated, eventually be­
coming H-terminated [57, 60, 61]. A possible scheme for this is schematically shown in 
figure 4.3 [52]. Rinsing in water has been found to be an important step in obtaining 
mono-hydride-terminated surfaces [52, 62]. 
As can be expected, the selectivity of the etching process and resulting Si surface 
morphology depend strongly on the pH of the etchant. Etching with concentrated HF 
(48%, pH«l-2) results in a rough Si surface, terminated with mono- di- and tri-hydrides. 
Etching with 40% NH 4F (pH«4.5) leads to mono-hydride termination and near atomic 
flatness of the Si(l l l) surface [16, 17, 60, 64]. The fluoride species selectively etch 
Si, although with a much smaller rate than S1O2, starting with the sterically easiest 
accessible Si atoms, i.e. those at steps and kinks on the surface. As the pH is increased 
above that of 40% NH 4F using buffered etchants (i.e. mixes of NH 4F and HF), 
the defect density at the Si surface decreases, due to the higher etch rate for Si of 
these surfaces [65]. The difference between the effect of 48% HF and 40% NH 4F has 
been explained by a difference of the etch rate for Si of the fluoride species present in 
both etchants [52]. Especially the ideal case of Si(ll l) with large atomically flat mono-
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Figure 4.3: Possible mechanism for Η-termination of Si (after [52, 63]). Step d 
is repeated untili finally an S1F4 species is removed in step e, leaving the surface 
H-terminated ( · : Si atom). 
hydride-terminated areas of nearly macroscopic dimensions (>1000 Â) has been studied 
extensively (see e.g. [66-68]), since it is a very interesting and relatively simple model 
system. Etching of Si(100) with HF or NH4F leads to a rough surface, although progress 
is being made to obtain atomically flat surfaces [69, 70]. 
In experiments using NH4F etchants hydrogen bubbles are often formed on the Si 
surface, giving rise to additional roughness, since the etchant cannot attack the surface 
at places where these bubbles are formed. Possible explanations have been given for this 
phenomen [61, 71]. A way to prevent hydrogen from forming is adding NaBH3CN [72] 
or a small amount of a surfactant [73] to the etchant. Since a lot of ionic species play 
a role (see figures 4.2 and 4.3) the electric field is a very important parameter. Many 
studies have indeed been performed in an electrochemical environment. An alternative 
explanation for the hydrogen bubbles is related to the formation of electron-hole pairs 
by above-bandgap photons in photo-electrochemical etching [74-78]. This is important 
given the fact that our in situ SHG measurements employ above-bandgap high-power 
pulsed lasers. During this photo-electrochemical etching anodic oxides can regrow, which 
can subsequently be etched again by HF, giving rise to photocurrent oscillations and the 
formation of porous silicon [78-80]. For a review of photo-electrochemical etching of Si 
see [81]. It should be noted that the presence of even a thin oxide has been found to 
prevent laser photo-electrochemical etching [82]. 
4.5 Roughness 
Depending on the initial roughness of the Si substrate and processing conditions, the 
top S1O2 interface can be more or less rough. The thickness uniformity of the S1O2 film 
is related to this. In frame 4 of figure 4.1 this is schematically indicated. Roughness 
can have severe consequences for the performance of devices. The roughness of the 
SÌ-S1O2 interface has been correlated with both ellipsometry and SHG experiments, and 
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is therefore relevant to our experiments. The Si roughness can be measured with (among 
others) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), X-
ray diffraction and Transmission Electron Microscopy (ТЕМ), and the S1O2 surface 
roughness by AFM. Oxidation of Si can actually smooth the SÌ-SÌO2 interface (see 
e.g. [83, 84]), because Si protrusions tend to oxidize faster than a flat Si surface. 
4.6 HRTEM 
Another way of studying the Si-Si02 interface is by High Resolution Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) [85]. For a review of HRTEM on Si-Si02 see [86]. 
Since Si is crystalline and S1O2 amorphous, the interface between the two is easily 
visible in a HRTEM image, as is shown in an artist's impression of a HRTEM picture 
in frame 5 of figure 4.1. The advantage of this method is that it provides direct visual 
information about the interface structure, the disadvantage is that it is destructive. 
Apart from this fact, care should be taken in the interpretation since the picture is an 
average over the, in terms of atomic dimensions, non-negligible sample thickness. This 
can be partly overcome by making multiple pictures while scanning the focus through 
the sample, careful modeling and simulation [87, 88], and by simultaneously using optical 
diffraction patterns from the HRTEM images [89]. The problems of bulk reflections can 
be fully overcome by careful digital substraction and filtering, as recently was shown in a 
plan-view High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HREM) experiment on a few hundred 
Â thick Si(lll) sample in ultra-high vacuum. The images revealed the full structure 
of the 7x7 reconstruction on both outer surfaces, not just the adatoms, but also the 
third-layer dimers, in excellent agreement with other experiments and theory [90]. 
From HRTEM measurements it has been inferred that a properly processed Si(ll l)-
SÌO2 interface is atomically flat, whereas the Si(100)-SiO2 interface is rough(er) (see 
[91-93] and references therein). Given the fact that the density of S1O2 is lower than that 
of Si (see discussion above), and that the amorphous S1O2 layer is grown on a crystalline 
substrate with an in-plane periodicity, it has been proposed that a higher-density ordered 
or even crystalline polymorph of S1O2 might exist at the SÌ-S1O2 interface in a few 
nm thick layer. Such layers have actually been observed in HRTEM measurements 
[86, 94-97] (although this interpretation has been questioned [98, 99]), and inferred from 
X-ray scattering experiments [96, 100-104], but only on Si(100). The precise structure 
of this crystalline layer is unclear so far, although it has been related with tridymite, 
and a and β cristobalite, which are crystalline polymorphs of SÌO2 [105] (See section 
4.13 for a short discussion on the polymorphs of S1O2). Obviously one could argue 
that by definition at least the first layer of oxide is crystalline because it is bound by 
the underlying Si substrates periodicity. Recent Car-Parinello [106] calculations on the 
relaxed structure of the Si(100)-SiO2 interface involve a crystalline S1O2 interface 
layer [107, 108]. Using Crystal Truncation Rod (CTR) scattering, evidence has been 
found for an ordered oxide which is epitaxially related to the underlying Si(100) substrate, 
and distributed throughout thermally grown oxide films with a concentration of about 
1% [109, 110]. 
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4.7 Chemical state 
In the ideal case a Si atom in S1O2 is bound to four oxide atoms forming a tetrahedron. 
After oxidation, the most recently formed oxide, which is that at the Si-SiCbinterface, 
does not always have to be completely oxidized. In fact many authors have proposed a 
graded non-stoichiometric suboxide layer at the S1-SÌO2 interface. Such a layer could 
partly 'absorb' the mismatch between Si and SÌO2. X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy 
(XPS) has been used extensively to study this aspect of the SÌ-S1O2 interface [111-117]. 
For recent reviews see [118,119]. These measurements allow the distinction of individual 
oxidation states of Si (Si0, Si1+, Si2+, Si3+ and Si4+) in the vicinity of the interface by 
their chemical shifts [9], and therefore give information about possible suboxide species 
close to the interface. XPS spectra have been interpreted in terms of a strained layer at 
the SÌ-S1O2 interface due to the lattice mismatch between Si and S1O2 [9,10]. Although 
the interpretation of these spectra is difficult, and recent experiments on model cluster 
systems question their interpretation [120-122], Car-Parinello [106] calculations support 
the original interpretation in terms of suboxide species [123, 124]. Recent extended fine 
structure XPS measurements indicate that the Si(lll)-Si02 interface can be atomically 
abrupt, i.e. no suboxide species are present [23]. The corresponding bonding model for 
the interface atoms is shown in frame 6 of figure 4.1. 
4.8 Defects in Si-Si02 
Defects at the SÌ-S1O2 interface greatly affect the electrical properties. For reviews see 
[125-131]. The most important defect is the P¡, center, which is basically an unsaturated 
Si dangling bond from a three-fold back-bonded Si atom at the SÍ-S1O2 interface, as 
measured by Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) [132] (for a review on the use of ESR to 
characterize SÍ-S1O2 interface defects see [133]). These defects lead to electronic states in 
the forbidden Si bandgap. At the Si(l l l) surface the P;, defect is simply understood as a 
dangling bond perpendicular to the interface (see frame 7 of figure 4.1), but at the Si(100) 
surface there are at least two types of defects, although the precise nature is unclear [24]. 
The number of the defects can be decreased by for instance annealing in H2 [126, 134], 
although recently it has been shown that by prolonged annealing P& centers can actually 
be (re)-created [135,136]. There is a relation between the number of P(, centers and stress 
at the SÍ-S1O2 interface [49, 137, 138]. This can be understood by realizing that lattice 
mismatch or local misfits or dislocations can lead to unsaturated dangling bonds, the 
Pi, centers. After appropriate annealing there always remains a characteristic U-shaped 
distribution of states in the bandgap [132, 139], which has been theoretically correlated 
with strained and weakened Si bonds close to the SÍ-S1O2 interface [9, 11, 13-15] (see 
also frame 1 of figure 4.1). 
4.9 Charges in Si-Si02 
The U-shaped distribution of states in the Si bandgap, mentioned above, is usually 
determined by Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) measurements [139]. From C-V measurements 
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however a lot more can be learned about charges and electrical defects in S1-SÌO2· For 
reviews on their properties see the references in the previous section, and for reviews on 
the measurement methods see [25, 37, 140-144]. A simplified picture of the charges in 
the SÌ-S1O2 system is shown in frame 8 of figure 4.1. The basic classification for these 
charges is: 
• Q t i : interface charge, these are basically the P(, centers discussed above. Usually 
an interface trap density D,t is defined according to [25]: 
The distribution of these interface states shows the mentioned U-shaped profile, 
with increased density towards both Si band edges, and they are amphoteric, 
i.e. they can trap both electrons and holes. For properly processed Si(100) 
D,t at midgap is of the order of 1010 cm _ 2 eV - 1 , whereas for Si(l l l) it is an order 
of magnitude larger [25, 37]. 
• Qf·. charge located within typically 30Â from the S1-SÌO2 interface in the oxide, 
which is immobile under applied electric field [25, 37]. This charge is generally 
positive, due to excess (trivalent) silicon or the loss of an electron from excess 
oxygen near the SÌ-S1O2 interface. 
• Qot : oxide trapped charges distributed throughout the oxide; generally negligible 
in high-quality thermal oxides. 
• Q ro: mobile ionic charges, like sodium atoms; also generally absent in high-quality 
thermal oxides. 
• N4: for completeness bulk Si traps are shown, due to bulk defects. For properly 
processed Si these can be neglected. 
The distribution of the interface states has been correlated, among others, with Si crys-
talline orientation [145], processing [48, 146, 147] and roughness [148]. A C-V mea-
surement is experimentally very simple, and a standard tool for characterizing electrical 
properties of Si-based devices. It requires a metallization on S1O2 to apply voltages. 
4.10 Si-Si02-Cr MOS structure 
Figure 4.4 shows the energy diagram of an ideal p-type Si-SiCb-Cr MOS, i.e. without 
interface traps etc. For simplicity the tilt in the S1O2 energy bands is not shown. To 
clarify the parameters involved the structures with and without contact between the 
metal, oxide and semiconductor are shown. The energy levels involved are the vacuum 
level Eo, the semiconductor valence and conduction band energies Ev and Ec, the gap 
energy E Q , the intrinsic Fermi or midgap energy E,, and the semiconductor and metal 
Fermi energy Ep. The metal (Cr) and semiconductor (Si) work functions are given by 
еФ
м
=4.5 eV and еФэс—4-09 eV respectively, and the S1O2 electron affinity XQX is 0.9 
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Figure 4.4: Energy-band diagrams for an ideal p-type MOS structure for applied 
bias V/0. a: accumulation, b: depletion, c: inversion (from [149], after [25]). 
eV. еФв is the energy difference between E, and Ep. The electron affinities of the metal 
Хм and semiconductor Xsc are given by (taking the doping density No = 5 χ IO15 c m - 3 , 
the intrinsic carrier density of Si n, = 1010 c m - 3 [25, 37], and room temperature): 
Хм = еФ
м
 - Xox = 4.5 - 0.9 = 3.6 eV 
Xsc = еФзс + -γ + еФв - Хох 
л п г
 1.12 кТ. ' 
= 4.05+ — - + — Í n 2 e 
(4.4) 
N D 
- 0.9 = 4.02 eV 
The surface barrier height еФз is given by: 
еФ3 = Xsc -XM = 4.02 - 3.6 = 0.42 eV (4.5) 
Since for zero applied bias ФБ>ФВ the Fermi level has crossed midgap and the MOS is 
already in inversion (see below). V is defined as the bias applied to the metal electrode 
with respect to the back electrode. The flat-band voltage рв is the bias that has to 
applied to obtain flat bands and is thus given by V=-0.42 Volt. Starting from V=0, by 
convention a bias which flattens the band bending (V<0) is called forward, and one that 
increases it (V>0) is called reverse1. 
'Note that this sign convention depends on the difference in work function between metal and semi­
conductor and on the doping type (p or n) of the semiconductor [25, 37]. 
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Figure 4.5: Energy-band diagram for a Cr-SiCb-p-type Si MOS structure with­
out applied bias, a: no contact between Cr, S1O2 and Si, i.e. Fermi level not 
aligned, b: contact between Cr, S1O2 and Si, i.e. Fermi level aligned (from [149]). 
Figure 4.5 shows schematically the energy bands for an ideal p-type MOS for different 
applied biases V, and the charge distributions in the metal and semiconductor. Charge 
neutrality requires the total integrated charge densities in the metal and semiconductor to 
be equal but opposite in sign. If V<0 majority carriers (holes for p-type Si) accumulate at 
the SÍ-S1O2 interface, and the MOS is said to be in accumulation. For V>0 the electric 
field penetrates into Si and the width of the space charge region dscR increases with 
applied bias, untili the Fermi level crosses midgap. The MOS is in depletion. Further 
increasing the applied bias in this direction (V>0) leads to accumulation of minority 
carriers (electrons for p-type Si) in a very narrow region (typically a few nm wide) close 
to the SÌ-SÌO2 interface, which effectively 'screens' the bulk Si from the electric field. 
4.11 Strain/Stress 
As mentioned above, the SÌ-S1O2 system is stressed. Strain and stress are very important 
parameters in Si technology, and generally speaking one would like to minimize them 
as much as possible. Strain is the deformation of a material, and stress is the force or 
pressure associated with that deformation [41]. Wafer deformation is a major problem 
in processing Si, especially for the very large diameter wafers used today [150]. For a 
review of stress-related problems in Si technology see [151]. One way of releasing part of 
the stress is by mechanical deformation, either by reversible elastic or irreversible plastic 
deformation. In frame 9 of figure 4.1 this is indicated, assuming elastic deformation. 
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Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration of the stress distribution in a single-side-
oxidized Si wafer (after [152]). 
Using elasticity theory [41] a number of authors have discussed this problem theo­
retically [35, 152-155], treating it as a bending beam problem. The simplest approach 
is to treat SÌ-SÌO2 as a bulk substrate, bulk film system, i.e. without taking into ac-
count viscous flow and stress relaxation mechanisms other than elastic deformation. The 
whole system should be in balance, i.e. the stress in the S1O2 film should be equal but 
opposite to the stress in the Si, in such a way that the line integral of the stress over 
the interface is zero. The result of such a calculation for typical parameters is shown in 
figure 4.6. Although the S1O2 is on the convex side of the structure, it is completely 
compressively stressed, while the Si is tensile stressed near the S1-SÌO2 interface, and 
compressively stressed near the back surface. Note the small change in stress over the 
oxide, and most importantly, the jump at the SÌ-S1O2 interface. This jump is due to 
the different 'stiffness', but mostly the different thickness of Si and S1O2. Note that if 
a wafer is oxidized in an oven, the oxide grows on both faces of the Si wafer. Assuming 
an initial flat wafer, no curvature will be induced by the oxidation. This however corre-
sponds to twice the planar distortion and stress as in the single-side film case [154]. For 
an extensive theoretical treatment of strain and stress in S1-SÌO2 see [153]. The lines in 
frame 8 of figure 4.1 schematically show the dependence of stress in S1-SÌO2. 
If we compare this discussion on strain and stress in Si with that in sections 4.2, 4.3 
and 4.8 and frame 1 of figure 4.1, it is difficult to combine the results on stress in the 
topmost layers of Si [9, 11, 13-15], with the basically macroscopic mechanical concept 
of stress discussed here. It seems logical that the discrete jump at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface 
as shown in figure 4.6 is more a gradual transition. Indeed, experimentally much larger 
stresses in the top few Si layers have been observed than expected from this simple 
macroscopic calculations. Within the macroscopic model it is not clear a priori what the 
stress is at the interface, since in-plane compressive stress leads to out-of-plane tensile 
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stress and vice versa [156]. For films much thinner than the substrate however, it has 
been shown that the tensile stress in the Si at the interface is proportional to the oxide 
film thickness multiplied by the average oxide stress [35, 151-153, 157]: 
a
mt{Si) α -doxaav(Si02) (4.6) 
The minus sign implies that the Si stress is tensile, given the compressive stress in 
the oxide. From a simple model without any stress relaxation mechanism it has been 
estimated that the intrinsic compressive stress in the S1O2 at the SÌ-S1O2 interface is 30 
GPa (!), which would however lead to mechanical breakdown of both Si and S1O2 [42]. 
So far this remains an open question, but it is clear that the SÌ-S1O2 interface plays an 
important role. 
Experimentally, the macroscopic stress can easily be determined from wafer curva-
ture, which means measuring the deviation of a reflected laser beam when scanned over 
the convex/concave sample surface (see e.g. [26, 158-160]). Note that for this technique 
there must be a curvature R, i.e. there should only be an oxide film on one side of the 
wafer. From the change in curvature the strain e (not to be mistaken for the dielectric 
constant, but this is clear from the context) and the stress σ in the oxide film can be 
calculated according to Stoney's formula [154, 155]: 
E E d ^ /_1 l_ 
σ
~ (l-u)e~ (1-й)'d
ox
' \R2 Rj. 
Here E is the Young's modulus and ν is the Poisson's ratio of Si (the biaxial elastic 
modulus 7j3¡7j= 229 GPa for Si(ll l) [38-40]), dsi and dox are the substrate and film 
thickness respectively, Ri is the radius of curvature prior to oxidation, and R2 the radius 
after oxidation of one side of the sample. Note that Ri and R2 are negative (convex 
surface looking from the oxide side). Since Ri > R2 (curvature is induced by oxidation 
and a flat surface has an infinite curvature) this means that the oxide stress is negative 
or compressive, as expected. This expression is valid for film thicknesses much smaller 
than the substrate thickness, which is usually the case. This stress σ is the sum of 
the intrinsic stress aintr due to mismatch and the thermal stress σ ^ due to the different 
thermal expansion of Si and S1O2. The thermal stress is zero at the oxidation temperature 
and develops during cooling down, and can, assuming temperature-independent thermal 
expansion coefficients, be written as [42, 158]: 
σ»Λ = (as, - <*s,o2) (тт^Ц ) Δ Τ (4.8) 
V U v) J S1O2 
Here atst is the thermal expansion coefficient for Si (2 .5xl0 - 6 ° C _ 1 ) and asto2 that 
of Si0 2 (~ 0.5 χ 1 0 - 6 ° C _ 1 ) [38-40]. The biaxial modulus for a Si0 2 film deviates 
significantly from that of bulk fused quartz (~86 GPa [39, 161]) and values between 
21±5 GPa [26] and 55±5 GPa [161] are reported. ΔΤ is the difference between the 
oxidation temperature and the measurement cq. room temperature. Note that since ΔΤ 
is negative, ath is compressive. For an oxidation temperature of 1000°C, ath is between 
-42 and -110 MPa. 
(4.7) 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.7: a: Si band structure along two symmetry directions showing the 
main optical transitions b: Brillouin zone for Si showing the main symmetry 
directions [162]. 
4.12 Optical properties of Si 
In figure 4.7a the volume band structure of Si along two main symmetry directions is 
shown [163-166], and in figure 4.7b the corresponding Brillouin zone (BZ) for a diamond 
lattice like Si, indicating the main symmetry directions. The optical properties of Si in 
this region are dominated by interband transitions at points with a high Joint Density 
of States (JDOS) of valence and conduction bands. Momentum conservation and the 
fact that the light wave vector is very small compared to the electron wave vectors in 
the crystal leads to all allowed optical transitions being vertical in the Ε-k diagram 
[167, 168]. The main interband transitions in the 3-6 eV region in Si, according to 
standard conventions, are [166, 169] (see figure 4.7a): 
• E Q : the indirect fundamental gap at ~1.12 eV, between the top of the valence 
band at Γ and the bottom of the conduction band at Δ. 
• Eg: the lowest direct transition of ~3.32 eV at the Γ point. 
• Εχ: at ~3.40 eV along the <111> direction between Λ3 and Αχ. 
• Eo: at ~4.2 eV, which is extremely small and usually not observed [170]. 
• E2: the nature of this transition is more complicated. Low-field electro-reflectance 
showed that it actually consists of three transitions at ~4.34 eV, ~4.46 eV and 
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~4.60 eV [171, 172], but mostly two transitions are reported, E2(X) at ~4.27 eV 
along <100>, and Ε 2(Σ) at ~4.51 eV along <110>. Only E2(X) is shown in figure 
4.7a. 
• E'j: at ~5.32 eV along the <111> direction like Ei, but a transition to the next-
higher conduction band. 
There seems to be a third transition near Εό-Εχ at ~3.5 eV, although its origin and 
location in the BZ are unclear [173, 174]. Therefore it will not be discussed further. 
Since EQ and Εχ are nearly degenerate they are usually treated as a single transition at 
~3.37 eV. 
Figure 4.8 shows the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function of Si and their 
second derivatives [175-177], with the main interband transitions indicated. Because 
the transitions are broad and appear on a background, resulting from transitions outside 
this spectral range, only a few transitions can be recognized in the dielectric function. 
The dielectric function of Si has mainly been determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry, 
although there is an ongoing discussion on its intrinsic value. This is due to three effects: 
• the lack of accuracy in an ellipsometric measurement for small values of the ab­
sorption (see section 3.3.2) 
• the difficulty to obtain an ideal 'bulk-terminated' Si sample, i.e. without over-
layer, roughness, strained Si layers at the surface etc. This means that on the one 
hand proper chemical cleaning procedures are needed (see e.g. [178, 179]), and on 
the other hand that care should be taken in analytically inverting the measured 
ellipsometric parameters to obtain e (see section 2.2.3) 
• it is not obvious that an intrinsic isotropic e can be measured at all. Due to 
the high absorption in the interband region of Si (leading to a typical penetration 
depth of only a few tens of nm), the surface could inherently have a nonnegligible 
effect on the optical properties that are measured [180-184]. 
These effects are particularly important when surfaces and interfaces are to be studied. In 
spectroscopic ellipsometry on S1-SÌO2 , the dielectric functions of the constituting Si and 
Si02 bulk should be accurately known, if the residue is to be meaningfully interpreted 
in terms of an interface contribution. In appendix D the reference dielectric function 
of Si is discussed. Much effort has been put in modeling e or calculating it 06 mitio, 
since it would be very convenient to have a closed-form analytical expression for e in 
terms of for instance resonance energies, amplitudes and widths. For the simpler case of 
amorphous Si (a-Si) these models are rather successful [185-189], but for crystalline Si 
(c-Si) they are not so good. The most accurate and useful values for e are therefore still 
the experimentally determined values using mostly spectroscopic ellipsometry. 
The derivatives of e show more pronounced structure in terms of isolated optical tran-
sitions, which are usually described by a Critical-Point (CP) formalism [169, 190, 191]. 
It should be noted that the CP formalism is useful for handling derivatives of e, e itself is 
however not properly described, i.e. integrating the derivatives of e as parameterized by 
their CP values does not lead to the correct value for e. Given the local approximations 
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that underly the model this comes as no surprise. Experimentally, derivative-like spec­
tra are obtained by modulation spectroscopies (like electro- and photo-reflectance), and 
ideally their signal is proportional to the third derivative of the dielectric function via 
the Pranz-Keldysh effect [192-196]. For reviews on modulation spectroscopies and the 
properties they measure see [169, 190, 191, 197-201]. The properties of the individual 
optical transitions of Si have mostly been determined from low-field electro-reflectance 
measurements (see e.g. [171, 173, 202]), and for a list of their CP parameters see [203] 
and references therein. Alternatively, e as obtained from spectroscopic ellipsometry can 
be numerically differentiated [204-207], although care should be taken to avoid peak 
broadening and distortion [175, 208-212]. The second derivative spectrum of e as shown 
in figure 4.8 can thus accurately be reproduced. 
Many parameters influence the optical transitions, leading to e.g. a shift in the 
transition energy, as measured by modulation or derivative spectroscopies (see frame 10 
of figure 4.1). The temperature dependence of the CP parameters of Si has been studied 
extensively both theoretically and experimentally [203, 213-215]. The EQ-EI doublet 
which is almost indistinguishable at room temperature for instance splits up at lower 
temperatures. The full dielectric function of Si as a function of temperature has also been 
determined and modeled empirically [216-221]. Here mention is made of this because in 
a SHG experiment high-power pulsed lasers are used and heating effects could arise. 
For a review on the optical properties of semiconductors under pressure see [222-224]. 
The effect of (uniaxial) strain on the linear optical properties of Si is well studied [166, 
224-232], and leads to splitting and shifting of the optical transitions. More specifically, 
the uniaxial part of the strain leads to splitting as it lifts the degeneracy among the 
different equivalent directions in the BZ, and the hydrostatic part of the strain leads to 
shifts [226, 227]. The splittings are very small (several meV) and difficult to observe, 
but the main effects, the shifts due to the hydrostatic component of the strain, are easily 
observable [228]. The size of the shift of the interband transitions can be calculated 
from the strain and the Piezo-optical tensor or deformation potential [166, 228]. To 
give an idea, the shift of the Ey and E2 transition are ~5 meV/kbar and ~3 meV/kbar 
respectively. In appendix D this is discussed in more detail. 
4.13 Optical properties of S1O2 
The optical properties of Si0 2 in the UV-VIS range are fairly simple. The bandgap of ~9 
eV is far away, as are the characteristic IR resonances (see section 4.14). The dielectric 
function £ or the refractive index η is then a real function and can be described by a 
simple dispersion formula in terms of real numbers. For bulk fused silica the data of 
Malitson is considered the standard [233]. Using a one-term Sellmeier approximation for 
e, the measured data can be accurately represented [233, 234]: 
e(X)-l=n(Xf-l = ^ ^ (4.9) 
where λ is the wavelength in nm, C=1.099 and λο=92.27 nm. This leads to a refractive 
index that increases monotonically towards the UV, with typical values between 1.45 and 
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1.50. With S1O2 on Si there are a number of effects that make things more complicated 
(see also section 4.3 and 4.11): 
• thermal oxide on Si is not the same as bulk fused silica, because due to the bonding 
to the Si the oxide can never fully relax. 
• the oxide growth on Si induces an intrinsic 'asymmetry' or gradient, and it is not 
clear о priori whether the S1O2 layer can be described as a homogeneous isotropic 
dielectric. 
• measuring the optical response of a SÌO2 layer on Si to determine its dielectric 
function is hindered by the underlying substrate and possible interface effects. 
• thin films of S1O2 are hard to measure as the optical response is to first order 
a function of the product of film thickness and refractive index, and it becomes 
difficult to separate them. 
These effects are all small, but it should be noted that the highly nonlinear nature of 
the ellipsometry equations (see section 2.2.3) will lead to intermixing of bulk substrate, 
interface and film effects in the overall optical response of SÌ-S1O2. Precise values of the 
dielectric function of S1O2 are therefore important, as they can be used to reduce the 
number of possibilities to explain deviations from the expected optical response. Eq. 4.9 
however remains the basis for describing the dielectric function of SÌO2. 
Due to compressive stress in the oxide film a more dense oxide is formed at the inter-
face, possibly crystalline. Given a typical stress in the oxide of 300 MPa (see figure 4.6), 
and the change in refractive index of S1O2 with pressure dn/dP = 9.09 χ I O - 6 M P a - 1 
at λ=546 nm [235], the change in refractive index would be about 0.003 [42]. The 
measured increases in the refractive index are however an order of magnitude or more 
larger [42]. This means that it cannot be simply explained in terms of elastic defor­
mation of the S1O2, and that plastic deformation or complete restructuring has to be 
taken into account. There are a number of polymorphs of S1O2 with different struc­
tures [105, 236-239]. All these polymorphs have a common S1O4 tetrahedron building 
block, and a characteristic Si-O-Si bond angle (note that each O-atom is connected to 
two Si atoms). In bulk fused silica these tetrahedrons are located in a so-called con­
tinuous random network [240], with a Si-O-Si bond angle of 144°. There are however 
a number of (crystalline) polymorphs of S1O2 with different Si-O-Si bond angles, den­
sity and refractive index. To give a rough idea of the possible S1O2 polymorphs and 
their densities and refractive indices, the phase diagram of S1O2 is shown in figure 4.9a, 
and the refractive index vs. density in figure 4.9b [105]. In table 4.1 the symmetry 
and the Si-O-Si bond angle are summarized for a number of S1O2 polymorphs. Note 
that tridymite is the stable crystalline phase of S1O2 over the widest range of oxidation 
temperatures, which are typically in the range 800-1100 CC [131]. It is possible that for 
each crystalline polymorph there is an amorphous counterpart with the same density, 
but obviously lacking the structural order. Therefore increased density of S1O2 near the 
interface does not imply crystallinity of this near-interface S1O2. For a more extensive 
discussion see [9, 105, 131]. 
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Figure 4.9: Phase diagram (a) and empirical relationship between the refractive 
index η and density (b) of various SiCb polymorphs (after [105]). 
polymorph 
a//3-quartz 
a//3-tridymite 
Q-cristobalite 
/5-cristobalite 
keatite 
coesite 
stishovite 
vitreous silica glass 
symmetry 
hexagonal 
monoclinic/ 
hexagonal 
tetragonal 
cubic 
tetragonal 
monoclinic 
(hexagonal) 
tetragonal 
amorphous 
Si-O-Si bond 
angle 2Θ (°) 
144 
140-173 
147 
180 
154 
120 
? 
144 
Table 4.1: Some structural parameters for different polymorphs of S1O2 (compiled from [9, 
105, 131, 241].) 
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4.14 IR properties of S1O2 
In contrast to the rather featureless UV-VIS part of the spectrum, S1O2 has a number 
of characteristic resonances in the infrared (IR) range of the spectrum between 400 and 
1500 cm - 1 . In the same spectral region Si is transparent with a real refractive index 
of ~3.42, which is convenient for the interpretation of the spectra. The key issue is 
that the IR spectra of amorphous S1O2 (а-ЭіОг) and crystalline S1O2 (c-SiCb, more 
specifically a//3-quartz) are very similar, basically the only difference being the larger 
line widths observed for a-SiC>2 [242-244]. This means that the vibrational spectra 
are dominated by short-range order , dictated by the S1O4 tetrahedron building block 
of both structures [105, 236-238]. These IR spectra are easily measured by Fourier 
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) [245]. For reviews on the use of FTIR to study 
semiconductors and the Si-Si02 system, see [242, 244, 246-248]. 
For normal incidence the three main transverse optical (TO) phonon resonances are 
the Si-0 rocking mode at ~465 c m - 1 , the Si-0 bending mode at ~800 c m - 1 and the Si-0 
asymmetric stretching mode at ~1075 c m - 1 [22, 244, 249, 250]. In frame 11 of figure 4.1 
these TO modes and the longitudinal (LO) mode are schematically shown. Indicated are 
the directions of motion of the 4 O-atoms and the Si atom in a S1O4 tetrahedron. The 
spectral position and strength of these resonances can be reasonably well understood from 
the so-called central force model [156, 251, 252], the noncentral force model [253-255], 
or using a more ab initio approach [27]. The spectral position ν of the asymmetric 
stretching mode at 1075 c m - 1 can within these models be correlated with the opening 
angle 20 of the Si-O-Si bond [26, 156, 161, 252, 256] (see figure 4.1): 
i/ = i/
o
sin(0) (4.10) 
Here i/o=1134 c m - 1 as determined empirically by setting f=1078.5 c m - 1 for 20=144° 
[252], which are the mode frequency and opening angle respectively of fully relaxed 
bulk S1O2. In table 4.1 the opening angles for a few S1O2 polymorphs are shown. 
Fully relaxed amorphous S1O2 can be visualized as a continuous random network of 
S1O4 tetrahedrons [240] with a very small bond angle distribution (~30°), leading to a 
IR resonance width At/ ~75 c m - 1 [252]. The opening angle 20 is directly proportional 
to the Si-Si distance in Si0 2 (see frame 10 of figure 4.1) [26, 156, 161, 252, 256]: 
dsi,Si = 2r
o
sin(0) (4.11) 
Here ro is the Si-0 bond length. The Si-Si distance is obviously related to the density 
p, which is connected with the refractive index η in the UV-VIS range of S1O2 (see the 
previous section), using Clausius-Mosotti [257]: 
p a 
n
2
 + l 
n
2
 + 2 
(4.12) 
This finally leads to a relation between the UV-VIS refractive index η of S1O2 and the 
IR resonance position v. 
n o e - (4.13) 
ν 
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Alternatively the relative strain e can be expressed in terms of the change in the Si-Si 
distance in S1O2 : 
e = . = 1 - — (4-14) 
dSi,Si "0 
Here u0 is as defined above and the stress can be calculated according to eq. 4.7. 
Experimentally measured shifts in и and the resonances asymmetry have been identified 
with changing density [251, 253, 258], stoichiometry [254], inhomogeneity [259], strain 
[156, 157, 260-262] and possible long-range order [243, 263] in Si0 2 . 
Experimentally the simplest way of measuring the IR absorption bands of S1O2 is in 
single transmission. Given the high absorption near the three characteristic bands, even 
a few nm thick S1O2 film can readily be detected this way. Boyd et aZ.showed that these 
three bands obey the Lambert-Beer law, i.e. their peak intensity I, or more precisely the 
area under this peak, can be written as [260]: 
I = I 0 . e~
A
 = Io · e~ad (4.15) 
Here Io and I are the incident and transmitted intensity respectively, A is the absorbance, 
a the absorption coefficient and d the thickness of the SÌO2 film. This law has been 
shown to apply to films down to the native oxide thickness of about 2 nm [260], and 
can be conveniently used to estimate the S1O2 thickness [264]. To calculate the IR 
transmission and reflection of Si-SiCb systems often the thin-film approach by Mclntyre-
Aspnes [265] is used. Recently it has however been shown that the full calculation must 
be performed, taking into account the retardation through and multiple reflections in the 
oxide film [250, 253, 266]. This showed that many observations of peak-shifts are mere 
optical effects. Given the high absorption of SÌO2 at the IR resonances, the effect of 
multiple reflections in the usually studied thickness range of 0-500 nm is a monotonie shift 
of the TO modes. The magnitude of the shift is directly proportional to the absorption 
line strength [250, 267], and therefore largest for the asymmetric stretching mode at 
~1075 cm - 1 . Obviously multiple reflections also appear in the transparent Si substrate. 
This leads to interference fringes that appear as a high-frequency modulation on top of 
the IR spectra. To get rid of these one can either reduce the resolution, smooth the data 
or, given a certain resolution, increase the Si substrate thickness [268, 269]. 
Finally it should be noted that although Si is transparent to a high degree of accuracy, 
its IR spectrum in the 400-1500 c m - 1 is not entirely structureless. There are a number 
of absorption bands of Si in this range, all of them except one being extremely small 
and negligible with respect to the S1O2 absorption [260]. Apart from that there two 
large absorption bands related to impurities in Si. This means on the one hand that 
carefully measured spectra of clean Si (no oxide) can be used to asses the Si quality (see 
e.g. [270, 271]), and on the other hand that great care has to be taken to normalize the 
spectra on S1-SÌO2 with spectra on the corresponding clean Si, to compensate the two 
non-negligible impurity absorption bands. 
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4.15 Ellipsometry on Si-Si02 
The SÌ-S1O2 system has been studied very extensively with ellipsometry. The reader 
is referred to the proceedings mentioned at the beginning of this chapter [1-5], and the 
proceedings of a number of ellipsometry conferences [272-275]. Apart from being used 
to determine the dielectric function of Si (see appendix D), ellipsometric measurements 
on SÌ-S1O2 have been correlated which most effects discussed in the previous sections, 
an exception being electric-field effects due to the negligible electro-optical coefficients 
of Si. Most measurements have concentrated on the fact that optically SÌ-SÌO2 cannot 
be described as a perfect two-layer film-substrate system. By extensive study of the 
influence of all sorts of effects on the optical properties, one often hopes to achieve the 
inverse, i. e. to infer the characteristics of the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. To achieve this often 
series of samples are measured as a function of oxide thickness [234, 276, 277], angle of 
incidence [278], or wavelength [234, 279, 280]. In order to increase the sensitivity for 
the SÌ-SÌO2 interface immersion ellipsometry [84, 281-286], as well as in situ etching 
experiments [71, 75, 287-292] have been performed. This is then combined with more 
realistic optical models for SÌ-SÌO2, some of which are schematically indicated in frame 
12 of figure 4.1. 
The oxide refractive index and its dependence on processing conditions has been 
studied extensively [277, 293-297], often combining ellipsometric and FTIR measure-
ments [26, 156, 161, 249, 252, 256, 298]. Given the fact that due to the the thermal 
oxidation the oxide is not fully relaxed and there is a density gradient, leading to a 
higher (average) refractive index, ellipsometry usually overestimates the oxide thickness 
(remember, to first order the measured optical response is proportional to nd, where d is 
the oxide thickness). This has been confirmed by comparison to more direct (non-optical) 
techniques, like HRTEM [297, 299-302], Fowler-Nordheim tunneling [300, 303] or C-V 
measurements [300]. The gradient has also been modeled directly [280, 303-307], and 
actually leads to (very small) birefringence in the oxide [276, 278]. All these analyses still 
imply a simple two-phase system: an (inhomogeneous) transparent film on an absorbing 
substrate. Many authors have given numerical inversion algorithms for this case (see 
e.g. [308-313]). Special attention has been paid to the consequences of inhomogeneity 
and densification of the oxide film, and the possibility of a distinct interface layer, on 
the thickness determination by ellipsometry [277, 302, 314-319], which is closely related 
to a proper error analysis [320-322]. 
The SÌ-SÌO2 interface properties have been inferred from ellipsometric measurements 
by modeling it with a layer with a distinct dielectric function. Usually an Effective 
Medium Approach (EMA) is used to model the interface as either a physical or chemical 
mix of Si, S1O2 and possibly air (representing voids) [280]. In this way also nm-scale 
interface roughness can be modeled [279, 323], because ellipsometry is extremely sensitive 
to this, but not to lateral features larger than ~ λ/2 [323-325]. Strain in the top most 
layers of Si, leading to a redshift of the interband transitions, has recently been studied 
with ellipsometry [326-328], the results obviously depending critically on the chosen 
reference dielectric function of Si. 
For a real sample all of these effects could play a role. Given the highly nonlinear 
nature of the ellipsometric equations these effects will intermix, making it impossible to 
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obtain a single model system with parameters from measurements on a single sample. 
Even with a series of samples it is difficult to separate them, which is precisely why 
additional, more specific, characterization of the samples is necessary to obtain a mean-
ingful result. Ellipsometry then could be seen like a sort of 'glue', interconnecting the 
results from these different characterization methods. The goal is then to obtain a single 
consistent model for the optical response from the sample, which in turn can be used to 
describe for instance the linear optical effects in SHG from Si-Si02-
4.16 Conclusions 
An overview has been given of the Si-SiCb interface properties that are relevant to 
our SHG experiments. Apart from that a few characterization methods which will be 
used have shortly been discussed, and where applicable simple models have been given 
to interpret their data. Most aspects of the SÌ-S1O2 interface properties are a direct 
consequence of the oxidation process of Si and the fact that Si and S1O2 do not match 
structurally. Given the large number of parameters and a prion the lack of selectivity of 
SHG, the simplest parameter to change is the oxide thickness in an etchback experiment2 . 
Although ellipsometry has been used to investigate almost all aspects of Si-SiCb, it 
appears that a systematic study, which takes Si substrate, S1-SÌO2 interface (strain, 
SiOj: etc.) and S1O2 film (possible density and refractive index gradient) effects in a 
three-layer model into account, has yet to be performed. This reflects the difficulty to 
single out any of these effects, especially optically. Note finally that although a division 
has been made in structural and electrical properties of S1-SÌO2, they are obviously 
strongly interrelated. 
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Chapter 5 
Experimental characterization 
of the SÌ-SÌO2 interface 
5.1 Introduction 
The sample preparation and the results of our characterization measurements will be 
discussed. HRTEM, wafer-curvature and FTIR are used to study the structural proper-
ties, and C-V measurements to study the electrical properties of these samples. Optical 
measurements in the UV-VIS spectral region, with emphasis on spectroscopic ellipsome-
try, then combine all this characterization in describing the linear optical response. For 
the first time the effect of strain on the linear optical properties of both S1O2 and Si is 
taken into account in the analysis. Given the negligible linear electro-optical response 
of SÌ-S1O2, the C-V characterization is only relevant to the EFISHG measurements in 
chapter 8. 
5.2 Sample preparation 
Most measurements in this thesis have been performed on Si(l l l) . All the samples used 
are from one single batch of about 50 wafers made by Philips1. The samples are 250 
μπι thick Czochralski (CZ) grown 2 inch wafers, one-side-polished to an optical finish, 
low p-type Boron-doped (~ 5 χ IO15 c m - 3 , 2-5 Ωαη), with a (111) orientation (miscut 
<0.5° as checked by Laue diffraction pictures2). On these wafers a high-quality thermal 
oxide has been grown with a thickness of about 325 nm 3 . For the specific procedures and 
parameters see appendix E. Although the oxidation temperature is 1000°C, the oxide 
properties are expected to be those of a 1050°C oxide, given the prolonged annealing 
'Prof. Giling is gratefully acknowledged for providing all these samples. 
2 This upper limit being determined by the resolution of the X-ray diffraction instrument, thus not 
excluding smaller miscuts of the samples. 
3Simon Bakker of the group Physics of Thin Layers of prof. Klapwijk at the university of Groningen is 
gratefully acknowledged for preparing all thermal oxides and many helpful discussions and suggestions. 
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and therefore relaxation at this temperature. Note, the oxide is at both sides of 
the wafer, and unless specifically noted differently, all SHG measurements in 
this thesis are performed on such samples. To obtain the desired oxide thickness 
the samples are etched using commercially available buffered NH 4F etch solutions
4
. All 
this etching was done using thoroughly cleaned quartz and Teflon glassware, tweezers 
etc, and all chemicals used are of ultra pure pro analyst quality. Prior to etching the 
samples are cleaned in a 1:1 НгЭО^НгОг solution, and etching itself is performed in a 
temperature controlled Teflon beaker, using the same thermostat bath as for the in situ 
SHG etch measurements (see section 3.1.4). Etched samples are cleaned and rinsed in a 
demiwater cascade, ultrasonically rinsed in ethanol, and blown dry using pure nitrogen 
gas. 
Apart from 2 inch wafers smaller samples were used. 1 cm, 1.4 cm and 2 cm square 
samples were laser cut from the wafers5. For this purpose a polished gold-plated suction 
table was used to mount wafers with the optically polished side down in a CO2 laser-
cutting setup. The samples are partially laser-cut, after which they can be broken into 
the desired pieces. This ensures a clean cut and repetitive sample quality. These smaller 
samples can be processed in the same way as whole wafers. Also 'stepped' oxides could 
be made by stepwise dipping of a wafer in two directions in the etch fluid. In this way 
a checkerboard sample can be made with multiple oxide thicknesses on one wafer. By 
using Fibonacci numbers for the relative etching times in both directions, the number 
of otherwise unavoidable double oxide thicknesses can be minimized. In this way three 
3x3 checkerboard samples were made with oxide thicknesses between 20 and 325 nm, as 
well as a 5x5 sample with only 3 the same thicknesses. The temperature control for the 
etching fluid is essential for sample preparation since it ensures that the etching rate is 
constant. Thus this rate can easily be calibrated using spectroscopic ellipsometry. Apart 
from the stepped oxides a series of about 20 2 χ 2 cm samples was prepared with oxide 
thicknesses ranging from a few nm to 250 nm. We ensured that possible features as a 
function of oxide thickness were common to all samples. This series is the basis for many 
of the characterization measurements, specifically spectroscopic ellipsometry. 
As none of the measurements (SHG, linear optical or otherwise) ever indicated any 
difference in characteristics between whole wafers, laser-cut samples or stepped oxides, no 
differentiation will be made among them. Each sample series always contains at least one 
oxide thickness in common with other sample series. Therefore, the results for various 
series can be easily calibrated. For the SHG studies actually only one measurement 
used all available samples (see figure 6.5). For other (characterization) measurements 
representative subsets of samples were used, while destructive measurements (HRTEM, 
FTIR, wafer curvature) were made mostly after all other measurements were finished. 
Apart from the (111) orientation, a few SHG measurements were made on other 
samples. For this purpose high- and low-doped (111) and (100) oriented samples were 
thermally oxidized in exactly the same way as the other samples. These were: 
• one 3x3 stepped oxide prepared on a low-doped η-type Si(100) (±0.5°) wafer 
(~ 4 χ 1015 c m - 3 , 8 - 12 Пет), with 9 oxide thicknesses between 10 and 150 nm. 
4
 Merck, AF-97. 
5(100) oriented wafers can be easily cleaved, but the 3-fold symmetry of the (111) face prohibits this. 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic structure of the MOS samples used for EFISHG measure­
ments. 
• one 3x3 stepped oxide on a high-doped η-type Si(100) (±0.5°) wafer (~ 1018 cm - 3 ,5— 
10 mOcm), prepared with exactly the same oxide thicknesses as the sample men­
tioned above. 
• a series of 11 2x2 cm samples laser cut from 3 high-doped η-type Si(l l l) (±0.5°) 
wafers (~ 101 8 c m - 3 , 7 — 20 mficm), with oxide thicknesses between ~2 and ~325 
nm. 
No extensive characterization was made on them, and they are only used for SHG mea­
surements. 
The Electric-Field Induced SHG measurements (EFISHG) described in chapter 8 
were performed on MOS structures prepared from the above mentioned 2x2 cm sam­
ples. The ohmic back-electrode was made by evaporating and anneahng an aluminium 
film, and contacted by an Au wire on a scratched spot using either an In-Ga eutec-
tic or silver paint. The geometry of the MOS is shown in figure 5.1 and consists of a 
large (~15 mm diameter) 3 nm thick semitransparent Cr electrode through which the 
optical measurements can be performed, on which semicircle-shaped ~ 1 μνη. thick Au 
contacts are evaporated for wirebonding purposes. Cr is used since Au does not stick 
on S1O2 (see [1] page 631), and a thin transparent Al film oxidizes and is therefore no 
longer conducting. This configuration is replicated in four ~1 mm diameter contacts for 
C-V measurement purposes. There are two reasons for using these rather than (better 
characterized) thick Al contacts for the C-V measurements. The first is that in this way 
the whole MOS can be made in just two evaporation steps (given the oxide and the 
pre-processed Al back-electrode). The second reason is that we are only interested in 
measuring the characteristics of the MOS structure relevant to the optical measurements, 
i.e. the non-ideal Cr-Si02-Si system (non-ideal because the 3 nm thin Cr electrode had 
a finite resistance). Finally it should be noted that extensive optical transmission and 
ellipsometry measurements showed the Cr electrode to be sufficiently transparent. 
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Figure 5.4: Enlargement of Figure 5.2. 
5.3 HRTEM measurements 
Since most samples at one time or another are chemically processed (etched), it is im-
portant to know that this influences the buried SÍ-S1O2 interface that we are interested 
in. To this purpose HRTEM measurements were made6. Four samples were studied: one 
with the original oxide thickness of about 325 nm (i.e. unprocessed after oxidation), one 
etched to an intermediate oxide thickness of ~ 176 nm, one etched clean from an originally 
thermally oxidized sample, and finally one sample from the same batch with a native 
oxide (i.e. not processed at all). Some of the results are shown in figures 5.2, 5.3 and 
5.4. figure 5.2 shows the SÍ-S1O2 interface of the intermediate oxide thickness. Clearly 
visible is the crystalline ordered Si in the bottom half, and the amorphous S1O2 in the 
upper half of the picture, as well as the interface between them. The sloping boundary 
that can be seen in the left upper part of the picture is not the SiCVair interface, but 
a hole in the sample that is part of the preparation process. The dark and light bands 
that can be seen on either side of the image, if one looks slightly away from the figure are 
imaging artifacts. The distance between successive atomic planes in the (111) direction 
(i.e. normal to the SÍ-S1O2 interface and in the plane of the paper) is 3.14Â. An en-
largement of this picture is shown in figure 5.4. The pictures for the original oxide (~325 
nm) looked exactly the same. A picture of the clean-etched thermal oxide is shown in 
6Dr. Henny Zandbergen and Anneke Delsing, both from the laboratory of Material Science of the 
Technical University of Delft, are kindly acknowledged for preparing the samples, performing the mea-
surements, and helpful discussions in their interpretation. 
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figure 5.3, clearly showing a larger undulation/roughness of the Si-SiCb interface. Note 
that this sample has an oxide regrown on it, due to exposure to air, of typically 2 nm. 
Unfortunately, the contrast between S1O2 and the glue or epoxy that is used in the 
sample preparation is too low for the S1O2/ambient or S1O2/epoxy interface to be seen. 
The picture for the native oxide looked more or less like that of the clean-etched thermal 
oxide sample. From these pictures the following conclusions can be made: 
• The buried S1-SÌO2 interface is not influenced by processing of the oxide layer, as 
is expected for proper laterally homogeneous etching of a dense oxide layer. 
• The clean-etched sample shows more undulation/roughness. Unless etchants with 
a specific pH are used, roughening of the Si after etching the oxide away is expected. 
• The SÌ-S1O2 interface is much sharper for the thermally oxidized samples than 
for the native oxide sample, i.e. the high temperature oxidation smoothes the 
interface (see also section 4.5). 
• No ordered layer at the S1O2 side of the S1-SÌO2 interface can be seen. Although 
this does not exclude the possibility of atomically small SÌO2 crystallites, it does 
exclude an epitaxially ordered crystalline S1O2 layer of thickness larger than one 
atomic layer being present at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. To this purpose a comparison 
is made with HRTEM pictures in [2], which clearly do show SÌO2 crystallites at 
the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. 
• As far as SÌ-S1O2 interface roughness is concerned, no real difference is seen between 
the clean-etched and the native oxide. 
It should be noted that in the HRTEM studies on the thermally-oxidized samples, not a 
single atomic step was found over large microscopic distances (~ 100 μπι). This means 
that for this sample the miscut was really much smaller than the upper limit of 0.5° as 
determined by Laue diffraction (on average a 0.5° miscut leads to ~400 Â terrace 
with a single-height atomic step of 3.14Â). Given the fact that the roughness in the 
directions parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the paper is independent (we are not 
looking at highly-oriented trenches of roughness along particular directions), complete 
averaging would always show an atomically flat interface, clearly in contradiction with the 
measurement in figure 5.3, which does show some roughness. Through careful comparison 
with other studies and techniques one can conclude that the SÌ-SÌO2 interface shown 
in figure 5.2 is indeed atomically flat, or more accurately, contains many atomically flat 
terraces. Finally, it should be noted that preliminary AFM measurements7 on a few 
thermally oxidized samples showed a very small RMS roughness of ~0.5 nm over scan-
areas of typically 18 χ 18 μπι. This suggests that both the аіг-ЭіОг and SÌ-S1O2 interface 
are very flat. 
Jan Gerritsen is gratefully acknowledged for his help with these measurements. 
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5.4 Wafer-curvature measurements 
To characterize the stress in the S1O2 film, wafer curvature measurements (using a 
Tencor FLX-2900 Thin Film Stress Measurement apparatus8) were made as a function 
of oxide thickness on the series of 20 2x2 cm samples, and on a single thermally oxidized 
2 inch wafer from the same batch. The results of both measurements are completely 
consistent, as far as the shape of the oxide-thickness-dependence is concerned. The data 
for the small samples is somewhat more noisy, and the absolute value for the stress not 
very reliable. These samples were also characterized by spectroscopic ellipsometry (see 
section 5.8.2). 
The curvature measurements were done on two-side-oxidized, single-side-oxidized and 
clean-etched samples, to check if the samples retained their original curvature. Although 
strictly speaking the samples should be flat with no oxide on it, or with oxide of equal 
thickness on both sides, there is always some residual curvature that should be taken 
into account. The oxide thicknesses in the calculation (see eq. 4.7) were those obtained 
from ellipsometry. The Si sample thickness needed for calculating the stress was carefully 
measured with a micrometer. The 2 inch wafer was measured prior to processing, etched 
and measured in steps, and finally calibrated against the fully clean-etched sample. 
The oxide thicknesses were obtained from automated single-wavelength ellipsometry and 
interferometry, and found to be consistent with thicknesses expected from the etching 
speed of the chemicals used. 
Figure 5.5 shows the oxide-thickness dependence of the stress for the 2 inch wafer. 
The dots are the data and the solid line indicates a single exponential decay (~ exp(-
z/zo) with zo ~20 nm). The bulk stress of about 430 MPa is seen to strongly increase 
in the last 50 nm till a value of about 1 GPa (compressive) in the neighborhood of the 
SÍ-SÍO2 interface. Note that the picture shows the stress distribution in the oxide, 
and not the oxide thickness dependence of the stress exerted on Si by the oxide. This 
net stress exerted on Si by the oxide film obviously increases with oxide thickness, as 
suggested by eq. 4.6. The stress distribution as shown is a direct consequence of the 
way oxide grows on Si. Note that for each oxide thickness the average stress integrated 
over that thickness is measured, i.e. the real stress gradient is established in the limit 
of very many thickness measurements. These results are generally consistent with those 
of other studies [3-9]. It has been shown that the results are the same if different oxide 
thicknesses are grown, rather than etched back from an original thick oxide. Given the 
decidedly different thermal budgets of these two sorts of samples, the stress relaxation 
must be fast relative to the oxidation time. Note that the oxide thickness in the thin 
oxide region is probably overestimated (see section 4.15), leading to an even larger slope 
of the increase of the stress towards the interface, and higher interface stress (see again 
eq. 4.7 which contains the oxide thickness). 
These measurements unambiguously show stress to be there in the SÍO2. As expected 
for these high-temperature oxides (see section 4.11), the bulk stress is relatively low, with 
a large gradient near the interface. Associated with this a densification of the oxide in 
this region can be expected. The value of the stress in the oxide increases to a value of 
8 Jan Verhoeven of the group Devices, Technology and Services at the Philips Research Laboratory 
in Eindhoven is kindly acknowledged for all his help in these measurements. 
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F i g u r e 5.5: Stress dis tr ibution in thermal oxide measured by wafer curvature. 
1 GPa near the interface. Following the discussion in section 4.11 it is expected that the 
Si close to the SÌ-S1O2 interface undergoes an equal but opposite 1 GPa tensile stress. 
5.5 C-V measurements 
To characterize the samples electrically, combined high-frequency and quasi-static C-
V measurements [1, 10, 11] have been performed using a HP 4061 C-V measurement 
system9. Measurements were performed on the MOS structures described in section 
5.2. The main result for a Si(100) MOS is presented in figure 5.6, showing the U-shaped 
density of interface traps D l t in the gap of Si. The midgap D^ of ~ 1 χ IO10 c m _ 2 e V - 1 is 
indicative of a high-quality MOS [1, 10]. The oxide fixed interface charge Q/ was found to 
be ~ 1 χ 1011 c m - 2 . Similar measurements on Si(ll l) revealed D, t « 1 χ IO11 c m _ 2 e V _ 1 
and Q/ « 1 χ 1011 c m - 2 . The one order of magnitude larger D,t is usually found for 
Si(lll) [12], although device-grade MOS structures can be prepared on Si(ll l) [13, 14]. 
These measurements show that the devices are appropriate MOS structures, and that 
the electrical characteristics of our samples are as expected for high-quality thermal 
oxides [1, 10, 13-17]. 
9 I would like to thank dr. Richard Heemskerk and dr. Hans Vrijmoeth of the group Physics of Thin 
Layers of prof. Klapwijk at the University of Groningen for all their help with these measurements. 
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of interface traps D,f through the Si bandgap for a 
Si(100) MOS structure, as determined from C-V measurements. 
In order to determine the flat-band voltage of a MOS from a C-V measurement 
the work function of both the metal and the semiconductor are needed [1, 10]. In the 
ideal case the combined Au-Cr contact (see figure 5.1) would be electrically equivalent 
to a single perfectly conducting Cr electrode with the Cr bulk work function. This is 
however unlikely for the thin granular 3 nm thin Cr film which has intermixed with Au. 
Careful I-V measurements on the Cr electrode indeed showed a finite resistance. Simply 
assuming the bulk work function for the Cr electrode (~4.5 V [1, 10]) led to a flat-band 
voltage of roughly -1 V for oxide of ~100 nm. Comparing this with results from C-
V measurements on samples from the same batch with thick Al electrodes [18, 19], and 
taking into account the work function difference between Cr (~4.5 V) and Al (~4.2 V) [1, 
10], a discrepancy of ~0.5 V remained, which is good enough for our purposes. Moreover, 
the C-V measurements on the Al-contacted MOS structures showed the expected linear 
dependence of the flat-band voltage on oxide thickness [18, 19]. 
5.6 Linear reflection spectroscopy 
Calibrated linear reflection spectroscopy measurements between 200 and 1200 nm at 
near-normal-incidence were made on the 5x5 stepped oxide sample using a Perkin Elmer 
Lambda 9 spectrophotometer, using a photomultiplier for the UV-VIS and a PbS (lead-
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Figure 5.7: Results of linear reflection spectroscopy for four different oxide thick-
nesses with fits Subsequent curves have been offset by 0.1 in reflectivity. 
sulfate) cell for the near-infrared (NIR) range10. Fits were made to these measurements 
using literature optical constants [20], and the thicknesses found were in good agreement 
with those from single-wavelength ellipsometry (see section 5.8.1). In figure 5 7 mea-
surements and fits are shown for four oxide thicknesses of 80 nm and thicker, showing 
excellent agreement. Fits to spectra of two thinner oxides however were not very good. 
Inclusion of an interface in the model improved the fits, but does not lead to a reliable 
and consistent description of this interface in terms of thickness and composition. The 
measurements clearly indicate that no unexpected flaws or optical effects are present 
in the samples, showing the three-phase model (ambient-film-substrate) with literature 
optical constants to be at least a very good first approximation for its description. The 
origin of the deviation for thin oxides remains unclear. Since only one parameter (the 
reflectivity) is measured hypotheses are not easily confirmed or rejected. 
10
 Jan Jans from the group Professional Instrumentation Research at the Philips Research Laboratory 
in Eindhoven is kindly acknowledged for performing these measurements and all the interesting and 
helpful discussions on linear optics on S1-S1O2 
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5.7 FTIR measurements 
FTIR measurements were performed on the series of 20 2 χ 2 cm samples, using a Perkin 
Elmer 1720-X FTIR equipped with an automated sample changer, allowing real and 
background measurements to be made alternatively11. Prior to and during measure­
ments the instrument was continuously purged with dry nitrogen, thereby reducing the 
background characteristic water absorption peaks. All samples were mounted with the 
unpolished side towards the incoming IR beam. A measurement was made by 100 repet­
itive scans on the two-sided oxidized samples from 220 to 4000 c m - 1 , with a 8 c m - 1 
resolution, an equal amount of background scans of air automatically being made in be­
tween. At the end all samples were etched clean, and the measurements were repeated. 
The final data were obtained by averaging the scans, and normalizing the spectrum of 
the oxidized sample with the data from the same sample without oxide. In this way 
most errors are taken out as explained in section 4.14. For the 250 μπι thick Si sam­
ples 8 c m - 1 is the minimum resolution at which interference fringes in the Si substrate 
are avoided [21, 22]. The FTIR measurement always showed a increasing slope toward 
lower wavenumbers, due to beam-scatter from the unpolished sample side [23]. This is 
corrected for by normalizing the spectra. Also a correction was made for the reflectivity 
Д=0.5 of Si. 
Figure 5.8 shows the thus normalized IR absorbance spectrum of a clean-etched 
thermal oxide sample. Note that a thin layer of ~2 nm oxide will have regrown on either 
side of the wafer in ambient. The spectrum can directly be compared with literature 
results on a CZ Si wafer [23]. The peaks at 568, 685, 740, 820, 890, 964, 1107 and 1302 
c m
- 1
 can be ascribed to Si lattice absorption bands (see [23] and references therein). 
The large peak at 607 c m - 1 is a Si two-phonon lattice vibration. Apart from these 
bands interstitial oxygen, unavoidably incorporated in a Si crystal, gives rise to bands at 
515 and 1107 c m - 1 , and substitutional carbon to a band at 602 c m - 1 . The interstitial 
oxygen band is known to be due to vibrations of a molecular Si-O-Si unit (like a water 
molecule, as indicated in figure 5.8 [23]). Two peaks at 420 and 442 c m - 1 cannot 
be assigned. A very small hump is seen at 1055 c m - 1 which is possibly related to the 
stretching mode of the oxide. Even more interesting is the band at 1255 c m - 1 . This band 
has been seen by many authors in thick thermal oxide films, and interpreted in terms 
of an ordered crystalline interface SÌO2 [23, 24], or a disorder-induced mode coupling 
relating this spectral feature to the stretching mode at ~1075 cm - 1 [25, 26]. In both 
cases the feature was found to be much smaller than the band at 1075 cm - 1 . Since we 
measure on a clean-etched sample, with possibly only ~2 nm of regrown oxide on either 
side, and the stretching mode at ~1075 cm - 1 itself is either extremely small (related 
to the feature at 1055 cm - 1 ) or not seen at all, both explanations are inconsistent with 
the data. Thus the band cannot be assigned. Apart from the three unassigned bands, 
comparing this spectrum with literature results, our samples are representative of high-
quality properly cleaned Si. It should be noted that all these features are very small (note 
the absorbance scale), and that by using each sample as its own reference when etched 
clean, the normalized spectra do not contain any of these features. The IR spectra of 
u D r . Koos Willemse of the Anorganic Chemistry group of prof. Gal at the University of Nijmegen is 
gratefully acknowledged for all his help with operating and understanding the instrument. 
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Figure 5.8: IR absorbance spectrum of clean-etched silicon with the main Si 
peaks indicated by arrows. Also shown are the peaks due to interstitial oxygen 
(due to vibrations of a molecular Si-O-Si unit, resembling water) and substitu­
tional carbon. 
oxidized samples were also studied in a wider spectral range. The complete absence of 
characteristic SiOH and SiH bands at 3660 c m - 1 and 2250 c m - 1 is also consistent with 
a high-quality thermal oxide [27]. 
Figure 5.9 shows the normalized IR absorption spectra of some of the samples. Al­
though similar spectra were obtained for the thinner oxides, these were too noisy due 
to the low resolution12. The three main absorption peaks as discussed in section 4.14 
are clearly visible. The dotted lines are the theoretical predictions for these spectra [32]. 
Note that these are not fits, since there are no free parameters other than the reflectivity 
of the Si for which the measured spectra had to be corrected (one parameter for all spec­
tra). The theoretical spectrum is the result of the incoherent addition of the absorption 
of the oxide on two sides of the wafer. The Si refractive index is constant over this 
spectral region (3.42), and for S1O2 the data from Palik has been used [20], although 
it should be noted that this is a limited set only, and when analyzed in terms of peak 
positions does not fully comply with the data for bulk fused quartz (fitting a Lorentz 
1 2The signals can be drastically enhanced by measuring in an Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) 
or Multiple Internal Reflection (MIR) configuration [28-31]. Although spectra were measured on our 
samples in an ATR setup with a Ge prism, the samples often broke under the high clamping pressure 
applied. This analysis was therefore not pursued. 
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Figure 5.10: Frequency (a) and absorption (b) of the stretching vibration as a 
function of oxide thickness. 
oscillator gives ι^ο=1065 c m - 1 [33], instead of 1078.5 c m - 1 , see section 4.14). Obviously, 
given the high sensitivity of egio, to the characteristic resonances in this spectral range, 
this should come as no surprise. Nevertheless it is seen that the theory predicts all the 
essential features: the thickness-dependence of the position, strength and spectral shape 
of the three main absorption bands, as well as the characteristic shoulder at the high 
wavenumber side of the stretching vibration. The same analysis has been made for the 
longitudinal LO-mode, giving similar results [32]. The line width of ~ 75 c m - 1 of the 
stretching vibration is independent of oxide thickness, and equals that of bulk fused 
silica, indicating fully relaxed oxide. The same goes for the other two bands, although 
the data is more noisy. The only feature not described properly is the characteristic 
band developing at ~1270 c m - 1 for the thicker oxides. Following the arguments in the 
previous paragraph, where the band was seen in approximately the same spectral range 
on clean-etched Si, we exclude the possibility that it is due to an ordered crystalline 
SÌO2 phase at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. There is no assignment at present. 
To quantify the results a closer look is taken at the position and amplitude of the 
dominating stretching mode at ~1075 cm - 1 . The thickness-dependence of the center 
frequency in figure 5.10a is a mere optical effect (see section 4.14), the shape of which 
is determined by the precise optical constants [32]. Given our low resolution, the data 
is seen to be described well by a straight line. The 'intrinsic' frequency is ~1072 cm - 1 , 
which is lower than 1078.5 cm - 1 for fully relaxed bulk fused silica (see section 4.14). 
Following eq. 4.12 and 4.13 this indicates a higher refractive index and density than 
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for bulk fused silica. Alternatively, following eq. 4.7 and 4.14 it suggests positive (com­
pressive) stress and stress in the oxide. Note however that, using eq. 4.10, the Si-O-Si 
opening angle is ~142°, which is very close to bulk fused silica. If we use eq. 4.7 and 
4.14 and the values for the biaxial modulus of thermal S1O2 from section 4.11 (between 
21 and 55 GPa), we get a bulk compressive stress in the oxide between 127 MPa and 
332 MPa. Note that using the bulk fused silica biaxial modulus of 86 GPa we obtain 
518 MPa. This is in reasonable agreement with the experimentally observed value of 430 
MPa (see section 5.4), and again suggests that our oxide is close to bulk fused silica. Due 
to the low resolution that had to be used and the low overall absorption, unfortunately 
no reliable frequency positions could be found for oxide thicknesses smaller than 30 nm. 
Because of the stress and density gradient in this region, as suggested by the curvature 
measurements, this is a very interesting thickness range. Recently it has been shown 
that for a proper analysis of deviations from expected behavior the LO-phonon mode 
should also be studied [32, 34, 35]. 
The absorption as a function of oxide thickness for the stretching mode is shown 
in figure 5.10b. Note that the plot does not show the peak absorbance but rather the 
integrated band intensity, which has been shown to be a more reliable number and less 
sensitive to changing band shapes [23]. Also this allows us to use some of the results 
for thinner films, for which the frequency shift is difficult to quantify, but for which 
the integrated band intensity was still found to be a reliable number. As expected, the 
absorption scales linearly with oxide thickness, and an absorption coefficient of ~ 3.53 χ 
IO4 c m - 1 can be deduced, in good agreement with literature values of 3.4xl04 c m - 1 [23] 
and 3.6x 104 c m - 1 [32]. The intercept with the x-axis suggests a common regrown native 
oxide thickness on the clean-etched reference samples of ~6 nm (i.e. 6 nm on each 
side of the wafer). This is reasonable, although somewhat high, since ~2 nm on each 
side is expected. A deviation towards larger absorbance is seen for thicknesses smaller 
than 30 nm, possibly due to an increased density of the S1O2 . Note that assuming 
the small oxide thicknesses to be overestimated by ellipsometry actually only increases 
this deviation. The conclusion would be that there is a density gradient over the last 
~30 nm, in agreement with the curvature measurements. The above analysis of center 
frequency and absorption was also made for the other two bands. Due to the lack of 
accuracy for small absorption and small resolution, no quantitative conclusions could be 
made. However, the observed shift of the center frequency was much smaller than for 
the stretching frequency, as expected (see section 4.14 and [33, 36]). 
5.8 Ellipsometry measurements 
The ellipsometry results will be discussed and analyzed. The results of the other char­
acterization measurements will be put into the analysis, since without them it is not 
possible to obtain a single meaningful model. The main goal of the ellipsometry is to 
find the overall linear optical response of our samples, needed for a proper description 
of the linear optics involved in SHG on S1-SÌO2. All the ellipsometry measurements in 
this thesis have been performed by dr. Marijn Devillers at the University of Nijmegen. 
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5.8.1 Single-wavelength ellipsometry 
As SWE was used for determining the oxide thickness of each Si-SiO^ sample prior to 
and after each possible processing step, literally hundreds of measurements were made 
on one single sample batch. The literature values for the Si and S1O2 refractive index 
at λ=632.8 nm are [20, 37]: 
n(Si) = 3.882+ Ю.019 
n(Si0 2) = 1.457 ( 5 Л ) 
Analyzing all measurements in terms of the ellipsometric angles Φ and Δ, the real oxide 
refractive index can be determined very accurately. In particular samples for which 
δΦ/δά and/or δΔ/δά are large, i.e. with thicknesses in the range 130< d <150 nm 
(for λ=632.8 nm) were studied. This corresponds to half an ellipsometric period or an 
anti-reflection minimum, which is optimum for an oxide thickness determination as the 
results are very insensitive to the Si refractive index [38, 39]. Assuming a homogeneous 
oxide layer this gave: 
n(Si0 2) = 1.4594 ± 0.0002 (5.2) 
Using this value all thicknesses were recalculated, which are the ones that appear on any 
oxide-thickness scale in this thesis. The value found suggests a slightly larger density 
of the oxide, homogeneously distributed over the whole oxide film. However, given the 
strong correlation between η and d, these measurements cannot prove this. 
5.8.2 Spectroscopic ellipsometry 
SE measurements in the range 250-850 nm were performed on 12 samples with oxide 
thicknesses between ~10 nm and 250 nm, at an angle of incidence of 70.10±0.02°. Mod­
els were fitted to these measurements, using oxide dispersion, oxide thickness and the 
interface properties as fitting parameters, and assuming homogeneous media with paral­
lel flat boundaries. For each model the fits were made automatically to all the samples 
and using three sets of reference dielectric constants for Si (see appendix D), as obviously 
any conclusion, especially about the SÌ-SÌO2 interface, should not depend on the choice 
of esi· F° r a discussion on the reference dielectric function of Si see appendix D. All 
fits were judged by their Chi-squared and the Goodness-Of-Fit (GOF) [40]. Great care 
was taken regarding signal interdependencies between different fit parameters using the 
correlation matrix. Always simulated data was used to check the usefulness and validity 
of the conclusions from fits. Rather than showing all these results, the main conclusions 
will be summarized. 
As a first step two-layer models, i.e. with bulk Si and a S1O2 film but no interface, 
were fitted. Assuming the oxide to be bulk fused quartz and only fitting the oxide 
thickness gave reasonable fits. Fitting the oxide dispersion through a Sellmeier function 
(see eq. 4.9) improved the fits considerably. In figure 5.11 the result is shown in terms of 
the refractive index at Λ=632.8 nm as a function of oxide thickness. It can be seen that 
the refractive index for thick samples is very close to the value for bulk fused quartz, 
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Figure 5.11: Thickness dependence of the oxide refractive index at 632.8 nm 
wavelength from spectroscopic ellipsometry, using three different reference dielec­
tric spectra of Si (those of Aspnes [41], Yasuda [42] and Jellison [43], see Appendix 
D). The inset shows the proposed real gradient. 
and shows a slight increase towards thinner oxides. Below 50 nm a sharp slope towards 
lower refractive indices is seen. This result is the same for all three sets of reference 
dielectric functions for Si, although the corresponding oxide thickness varied within a 
few nm. Given the wafer-curvature measurements that were done, the small slope in the 
50-250 nm range is believed to be due to a high-density oxide layer near the interface. 
Note that at each thickness the oxide layer is treated as homogeneous and an effective 
dispersion is fitted, averaging over the layer. Any high-density, high refractive index 
layer underneath the (probably) fully relaxed bulk S1O2 layer will lead to an increase in 
the overall refractive index. The sharp decrease towards lower refractive indices in the 
10-50 nm range is strange. It could physically only be due to voids, as this is the only 
way to obtain an effective dielectric constant lower than that of S1O2 • Using an Effective 
Medium Approximation (EMA) led however to unrealistically high void fractions, whose 
effect should also be observable as a decrease in the effective refractive index in the 
thick oxide region, which is clearly not the case. Also large void fractions would lead to 
a very large number of dangling bond defects, whereas the C-V measurements showed 
this to be not true (the numbers are characteristic for high-quality relaxed dense oxide). 
Careful studies of the fits and simulated data shows that in this thickness range the oxide 
thickness and its refractive index show a strong correlation. This increased correlation 
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is due to the fact that for these thinner oxides no interference peaks are present in the 
ellipsometric spectra, and the spectra become rather featureless. The oxide thicknesses 
however increase relative to the values for the fixed-refractive-index fits, in such a way 
that the product nd still shows a relative increase. Given the characterization in the 
previous sections, the slope in the 10-50 nm range should be interpreted as a gradient 
towards higher refractive indices. 
Since we lack any independent, i.e. non-optical, means of accurately measuring the 
(small) oxide thicknesses the fits cannot be improved at this point. Careful simulation 
showed that the breakpoint at ~50 nm is real, i.e. it should be interpreted as the onset 
for a refractive index gradient. Given the fact that no indication is found or expected 
for any SiOx near the interface, there is no reason to assume a Si/SiCb gradient, i.e. a 
layer where the Si changes to SÌO2 through intermediate SiOx, as some authors have 
done [44]. Taking into account the results from our own characterization it seems more 
appropriate to use a gradient in the S1O2 film itself, with a decay length of 20 nm as 
suggested by the wafer curvature measurements. Several authors have found the same 
decay length [45-47]. In an extensive ellipsometry study Jellison [45], using a more 
accurate ellipsometer, was able to infer a limiting value for the oxide refractive index 
close to the SÌ-S1O2 interface, which could be parameterized with A=2 and Ao=92.27 
(see eq. 4.9). This should be compared to A=1.099 and λ=92.27 for bulk fused silica (see 
section 4.13). Simply putting in a gradient with these parameters led to the same quality 
fits, thereby showing the ellipsometric equivalence of both. In the inset of figure 5.11 the 
thickness dependence of the oxide refractive index derived in this way is shown, which 
should be compared to figure 6 of ref. [45]. The value of the refractive index close to the 
S1-SÌO2 interface appears to be too high for the common polymorphs of S1O2 · Given 
the oxidation temperature of 1000°C the phase diagram in figure 4.9a suggests tridymite, 
cristobalite or /?-quartz as candidates for near-interface SÌO2. The only polymorph that 
comes close to the refractive index is stishovite, which however is only stable for low 
temperatures and extremely high pressures. This issue cannot be solved at this point. 
It should however be mentioned that such high values for the refractive index close to 
the S1-SÌO2 interface have also been inferred from other ellipsometry measurements 
[44, 48, 49]. As the data from figure 5.11 are directly obtained from the fit, they are 
considered most appropriate for further investigations of the SÌ-S1O2 interface. 
After this three-layer models, i.e. including explicitly an interface layer, using the 
results from the two-layer fits were studied. A SÌ-SÌO2 interface was modeled and its 
parameters fitted, i.e. the interface thickness, and the fraction of Si (amorphous and/or 
crystalline) vs. S1O2 and/or air. Although the error bars were large and sometimes 
within these error bars unphysical results were obtained (e.g. a Si fraction larger than 
one) there are some general trends: 
• for start thicknesses between 0 and 5 nm the interface thickness tends to roughly 
1 nm. 
• no indication was found for amorphous Si or SiOx at the S1-SÌO2 interface. 
• there is no indication of (air)-voids at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. 
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Actually the fits all tended to a 1 nm interface of c-Si, i.e. no interface at all (the 
substrate is simply made 1 nm thicker). Fits were also made assuming an interface of 
stressed crystalline Si, using the optical constants of stressed Si as discussed in appendix 
D. The stress was taken to be 1 GPa, based on the curvature measurements. Although 
this led more or less to the same fits, no definite conclusion could be drawn from this. The 
general trends seem to indicate no interface at all, in principle what would be expected 
for a perfect Si-SiOî sample. 
Since the fits indicate the absence of any specific SiOz interface but cannot distin-
guish clearly between the presence or absence of a thin stressed Si layer at the interface, 
an attempt was made to derive the interface from the data in a different way. Given 
the fit parameters for the oxide properties discussed above, a 1 nm thick interface was 
simply assumed to be there. Starting from a dispersion based on an EMA of oxide and 
Si (amorphous or crystalline), the interface optical constants were then iterated to con-
vergence with the ellipsometric measurements using a two-dimensional Newton-Rhapson 
minimization algorithm [40, 50]. In other words, the original fits are subtracted from 
the measurement and the residue (including all measurement errors!) is interpreted as 
being due to an interface between Si and S1O2. Although the starting point for the 
iteration is taken from a dispersion, each measurement point (wavelength) is iterated 
independently, i.e. no effort is made to retain a smooth dispersion! Note that after 
this procedure the measurement is by definition perfectly described, it is not a fit but 
a substraction. A typical result is shown in figure 5.12, and compared to the dielectric 
spectrum of crystalline Si. The following conclusions can be made: 
• Although no dispersion is imposed beforehand, a clear dispersion is found in the 
data. 
• Since the residue includes all measurement errors, this clear and sharp dispersion 
indicates very high-quality ellipsometric spectra, with only in the deep UV some 
scatter which is possibly due to measurement errors. 
• Independent of the starting dispersion (an EMA of a-Si, c-Si and S1O2), the pro-
cedure iterates towards a dispersion very close to that of c-Si. 
• Compared to c-Si, the peaks are lower and a redshift can be observed for both the 
Ei and E2 transition. This is consistent with stressed Si (compare to figure D.3). 
This picture is for an oxide film of ~30 nm and for the fit results using the Si reference 
data of Jellison [43]. Similar pictures were obtained for all samples and using two other 
Si reference dielectric spectra and their corresponding fit results for the oxide dispersion 
(those of Aspnes [41] and Yasuda [42], see appendix D). The general trend in all these 
pictures is the fact that the interface dispersion is close to that of c-Si but shows a 
redshift. Given the noise in the data, the slight differences between the results for 
different Si reference dielectric spectra, and the assumed interface thicknesses, only a 
very rough estimate of the average redshift of 50±30meV can be given. Conclusions on 
a dependence of this redshift on oxide thickness, which is suggested by eq. 4.6, cannot 
be made. This again shows the necessity of accurately knowing the (intrinsic) dielectric 
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Figure 5.12: Dielectric function of an assumed 1 nm interface between Si and 
S1O2 using Newton-Rhapson iteration (dots), compared to the dielectric function 
of silicon (c-Si, lines). The main optical transitions are indicated by arrows. 
spectrum of Si. However, making the interface thick (~100 nm) led to the dispersion 
of c-Si itself, as expected (the substrate is simply made 100 nm thicker). As a matter 
of fact, an increase towards 5 nm was enough to get rid of the redshift, suggesting the 
stressed Si layer to be located in the top few nm. 
To check the interdependence of interface and oxide film properties all fits and cal­
culations were iterated, which however did not change any of the main conclusions. The 
spectroscopic ellipsometric measurements are thus consistent with high-quality dense 
thermal oxides with a density gradient towards the interface. The resulting optical pa­
rameters will be used to analyze the nonlinear optical response from SÌ-SÌO2. 
5.8.3 Immersion ellipsometry 
Immersion ellipsometry measurements in ССЦ were made on a representative subset of 
the samples on which spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed, at an angle of incidence 
of 78.30±0.05°. Rather than making fits to these spectra to obtain the interface prop­
erties an alternative method was used. The key point of the immersion is to make the 
oxide film on top of the Si substrate optically 'invisible'. This means that the measured 
ellipsometric spectrum, neglecting any Si-SiCb interface that might be present, should 
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Figure 5.13: 2nd derivatives of the dielectric function in the Ei region derived 
from immersion ellipsometry, compared to theoretical spectra of bulk Si with and 
without a 1 nm 1 GPa tensile stressed Si interface layer, (a) real part (ei), (b) 
imaginary part (£2). 
correspond to that of a Si substrate in ССЦ ambient. Since this is a two-phase model, 
the data can be inverted analytically to obtain a dielectric spectrum (see section 2.2.3). 
Any deviation would then indicate a SÍ-S1O2 interface. This works as long as the devia-
tion is small. To enhance the sensitivity the derivatives of the dielectric function (rather 
than the function itself) should be compared. 
Following the suggestion of a stressed layer of Si near the SÍ-SÍO2 interface, the 
second derivatives of e were calculated for pure Si and for Si with 1 nm of stressed Si on 
top. The size of the stress was taken as 1 GPa (leading to a redshift of the Ei transition 
of ~50meV, see appendix D), in accordance with the wafer curvature measurements. 
The ellipsometric data were analytically inverted using the calibrated angle of incidence 
78.30° and the well-known dispersion of ССЦ (see section 3.3.4 and [51-53]). No other 
operation was performed on either the theoretical or experimental data. 
A typical result is shown in figure 5.13, showing that the measured data is closer 
to the theory including the stressed interface. The results for the other samples with 
oxide thicknesses between 10 and 250 nm were similar. It was also checked that the 
conclusions do not depend on the choice of the Si reference dielectric function, nor on 
the presence or absence of an oxide film on top of Si in the theoretical spectra (i.e. the 
optical matching between S1O2 and ССЦ is very good). It should be stressed again that 
no fits are made, and there are no adjustable parameters. 
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An at tempt was made to find the oxide-thickness-dependence of the stress at the 
SÌ-SÌO2 interface by fitting the measurements with the analytical C P expressions [54-58]. 
The E'0 transition has a 2D line shape, and although unexpected [59] the E i transition 
is best described with an excitonic line shape [60]. The combined E(,-Ei transition is 
however best described with a 2D Une shape. Within the error no thickness dependence 
of the CP parameters was found, which is probably due to the averaging over the op-
tical penetration depth. This means that the measurements can neither dispute nor 
corroborate a thickness dependence of the interface stress as suggested by eq. 4.6. 
5.9 Conclusions 
The general conclusion of our characterization measurements is that our samples are 
high-quality dense thermal oxides consisting of (almost) fully relaxed bulk fused silica, 
with a density and refractive index gradient over typically the last 30-50 nm close to 
the SÌ-S1O2 interface. The SÌ-S1O2 interface appears to be atomically flat over may 
large terraces, with no intermixing of Si and SÌO2. The data is consistent with a 1 nm 
1 GPa tensile stressed Si layer near the SÌ-S1O2 interface, leading to a redshift of the 
Ei transition of roughly 50meV. Part of the linear optical response has been ascribed to 
this stressed layer. As far as the author is aware this is the first time that the effect of 
strain on the linear optical properties of both S1O2 and Si is taken into account in the 
analysis. 
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Chapter 6 
SHG from thermally oxidized 
S i ( l l l ) 
In this chapter SHG measurements from thermally oxidized Si(l l l) are discussed It is 
shown that the oxide thickness dependence of the SH signal is dominated by linear optics, 
due to multiple reflections in the oxide film for both the fundamental and SH frequency 
For p-polanzed light these multiple reflections are greatly reduced at the Brewster angle 
of the air-SiCb interface For a series of well characterized oxide thicknesses on low-doped 
p-type Si(ll l) (see chapter 5), for which anisotropy and phase measurements have been 
done, deviations from the simple multiple reflection behavior are observed After careful 
elimination of alternative explanations, using the results of the sample characterization, 
the m situ SHG etch measurements m chapter 7 and the EFISHG measurements in 
chapter 8, this is directly explained in terms of the refractive index gradient as discussed 
in chapter 5 
6.1 Sample preparation and experimental setup 
The Si(lll) samples and the Nd-YAG setup used have been extensively discussed in 
chapter 5 and 3 respectively Use is made of both the checkerboard and 2x2 cm sam­
ples As no difference was found between them, no distinction will be made here The 
measurements are done with the frequency-doubled output at 532 nm of the Nd-YAG 
as the fundamental radiation, using typically 20 mW of power At normal incidence this 
leads to a fluence of the 8ns pulses of ~5 mJcm - 2 , which is not only far below the dam­
age threshold of Si (~100 m J c m - 2 [1-4]), but also low enough to neglect heating effects 
(which are typically 20°C for this fluence, see appendix C) All signals measured were 
true SHG signals, г e without (luminescent) background and purely quadratic in input 
power, and very reproducible The SHG signals were also completely time-independent, 
both on the short time scale of minutes (г e no charging or heating of the samples), 
and on the long time scale of months (г e no aging effects of the samples) 
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Figure 6.1: Aziimithal dependence of I°
s
 (a) and l£iP (b) at an angle of incidence 
of 56°, for low-doped p-type Si. 
6.2 Multiple reflections in SHG from Si-Si02 
Most SHG plots shown in this chapter are derived from anisotropy measurements. Figure 
6.1a shows I
s
,s and figure 6.1b shows I P i P , both as a function of the azimuthal angle Φ, 
at a 56° angle of incidence, and including an appropriate fit to eq. 2.48. In IS i S clearly 
the 3-fold symmetry (for the SH electric field) is observed, leading to six peaks in the 
SH intensity. I P i P shows an almost completely anisotropic 3-fold symmetry, which means 
that the 3-fold anisotropic and isotropic contributions to the SH electric field are nearly 
equal and have opposite phases. From I P i P the ratio A/B and the relative phase ψ 
are obtained. All samples showed these well-known anisotropies, consistent with the 
orientation of the crystalline axes of the samples as checked by Laue pictures. These 
Laue pictures also confirmed that the miscut from the (111) face was <0.5°. 
Figure 6.2 shows the amplitude of the s-polarized SH signal under s-polarized excita­
tion I" as a function of the angle of incidence for oxide thicknesses of 310 nm (triangles) 
and 260 nm (squares), and for the reference sample with a native oxide (~ 2 nm, circles). 
All data is scaled to the intensity of the reference sample. Following chapter 2 the SHG 
response for this polarization combination is determined by one effective tensor element, 
and the angle of incidence dependence is given by the Fresnel factors. The calculation 
of these Fresnel factors can be done by using the transfer matrix model described in 
chapter 2. The SHG response from the bulk S1O2 and the air-SiC^ interface is negli­
gible, because S1O2 is a centrosymmetric medium with a very low nonlinear response 
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Figure 6.2: Ι°3 as a function of angle of incidence for different oxide thicknesses. 
(2) (2) 
(XcjQ « O.OlXgj [5, 6]). A direct comparison of the relative signals of Si and fused 
quartz (а-ЭіОг) showed the latter to be at least two orders of magnitude smaller in our 
case. Moreover, a contribution from this interface would be isotropic and therefore sym­
metry forbidden in this polarization combination. The reference sample shows the usual 
monotonie decay from a maximum at 0° to zero at 90° (see figure 2.7 and [7, 8]), which 
is well described by the Presnel factors (solid line), using η(ω) = 4.151 + ¿0.052 and 
η(2ω) = 1.854 + ¿4.438 for Si [9]. Obviously, multiple reflections play a minor role for 
this thin oxide. Note that no fitting parameters are involved, merely an overall scaling 
factor. 
The measurements on the thick oxides show a large increase in SH signal with oxide 
thickness. Although the overall angle dependence is similar to that for the native oxide, 
now maxima appear at 25° (oxide thickness 310 nm) and 55° (oxide thickness 260 
nm). For all thicknesses the azimuthal dependence contained only an anisotropic term. 
Having a refractive index between that of air and silicon and negligible absorption for 
wavelengths from the UV to the infrared, an oxide film on silicon can act as a resonator 
that can enhance the coupling of the fields into and out of the silicon. Describing such 
films with a perfect 3-layer model (air-SiCb-Si), it is straightforward to calculate the 
Fresnel factors /
ω
 and ƒ20;, both of which will show interference effects. Using the 
same scaling factor for both thick-oxide samples, and η(ω)=1.461 and η(2ω)=1.500 [10], 
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both measurements on the thick oxides are well described by this model, especially the 
amplitude. The angle of incidence dependence is seen to deviate for large angles of 
incidence, which is thought to be due to the setup, as discussed in chapter 3. The dotted 
line is the prediction from this model for a 2 nm oxide, given the amplitudes for 310 nm 
and 260 nm. It shows that X^2^ of the thermal oxide sample is a factor 1.2 larger than 
that of the native oxide. This difference indicates that these are two different interfaces, 
and shows that SHG is sensitive to the microscopic differences between thermal and 
native silicon oxides. This will be discussed in detail later. 
The thickness dependence is more directly demonstrated in figure 6.3, where the 
amplitude of I °
s
 and linear reflection are plotted as a function of oxide thickness, at 
a fixed angle of incidence of 4°. These data clearly show oscillations that are again 
well described by the model (solid lines). The linear Fresnel factors fu> and ¡2ω show 
interference. Neglecting the change in phase rotation upon reflection from silicon (which 
is negligible for the fundamental field at 532 nm, but not for the SH field) and the 
dispersion in the oxide, the period for f^ would be exactly half that of fu). Because 
of the phase rotation and the dispersion in the oxide, the curve for ¡2Ы shifts and its 
period is no longer exactly half of that for faj. Thus the phase rotation leads to a shift of 
the interference peaks and the dispersion leads to a gradual change of the peak heights. 
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Figure 6.4: I°p as a function of oxide thickness at an angle of incidence of 55.6°, 
for low-doped p-type Si. 
One can calculate that a maximum enhancement of 1°
 9 at an angle of incidence of 4° is 
obtained for an oxide thickness of ~1200 nm. The open symbols at 2 nm are measured 
on a part of the sample that was etched clean and then put in air, to attain again a thin 
native oxide. These data are well described by the model curves for both the SHG and 
the linear reflectance. This means that the thermal oxide and the native oxide obtained 
after etching the thermal oxide away actually have a similar X^. This suggests that 
these two interfaces are the same or that SHG is insensitive to the differences between 
them. Contrary to the example of Figure 6.2 for a native oxide of unknown history, in 
this case the results at 2 nm are completely consistent with the thick oxides. 
The changes in 1° can thus be understood in terms of multiple reflections in the 
oxide film. Since the source for SHG is located at the buried SÍ-S1O2 interface and in 
the Si bulk, this should not be surprising. The analysis is simplified by the fact that 
for this polarization the SHG can effectively be characterized by one single parameter. 
The same applies to the s-polarized SHG signal for ар-polarized pump beam I° p , which 
also contains only anisotropic contributions. However, with p-polarized light we can 
use the Brewster angle of the air-SiC>2 interface to suppress multiple reflections in the 
oxide film. In figure 6.4 I S j P is shown as a function of oxide thickness for an angle of 
incidence of 55.6°, which is the Brewster angle for the fundamental wavelength 532 nm 
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of the incoming p-polarized light. It shows that only the s-polarized SH beam undergoes 
multiple reflections in the oxide film and so only a single oscillation period is observed. 
The model (solid line) again describes the measurements very well. 
6.3 Beyond multiple reflections 
Although the overall oxide thickness dependence is well understood, the question arises 
whether SHG is also sensitive to the detailed structure of the Si-SiCb interface, as 
is suggested by many authors (see references in section 6.4). This can be done most 
sensitively by getting rid of the normal thickness dependence. For the p-polarized SH 
signal under p-polarized excitation the Brewster angle configuration can be used to 
suppress the multiple reflections for both ω and 2ω. Since the dispersion of S1O2 is very 
small (n(u)=l.461 and η(2ω)=1.500 [10]), the Brewster angles for ω and 2ω (55.6° and 
56.3°) are very close together, and at an angle of incidence of 56° multiple reflections for 
both fundamental and SH beam are almost completely suppressed. However, for the p-
polarized SH signal more tensor components are involved, both isotropic and anisotropic 
(see eq. 2.46). All tensor elements that enter are complex numbers, and therefore it 
is not immediately clear what the thickness-dependence would be. However, we know 
from Snell's law (eq. 2.5) that the propagation direction of light in a non-absorbing film 
like S1O2 is independent of film thickness. Also from the Fresnel formulae (eq. 2.8), we 
know that there is no polarization rotation for light propagating through such a film if 
the incoming beam is purely s- or p-polarized1. This means that for s- or p-polarization 
the orientation of the electric field vector with respect to the sample coordinate system, 
and therefore the covalent bonds in Si from which the SHG is thought to originate, is 
independent of oxide thickness. This leads to the conclusion that the relative size and 
phase of the contributions from different tensor elements due to their Fresnel factors do 
not change. 
The p-polarized SH intensities for Si(l l l) can be written in a compact form (see 
eq. 2.48). The influence of multiple reflections for p-polarized SHG is then only on the 
overall intensity I o, which will show oscillations as a function of oxide thickness. The 
ratio of the isotropic and anisotropic contribution A/B and their relative phase φ are not 
dependent on oxide thickness, i.e. as far as trivial linear optical effects are concerned. 
(The most interesting part is of course that which is not described by trivial linear 
optics). Measuring I p p , A/B and φ suffices to characterize the thickness dependence 
of the p-polarized SHG under p-polarized excitation. Since the anisotropic contribution 
for all polarization combinations is the same (see eq. 2.46), a measurement of 1°
 s
 at the 
same angle of incidence can serve as a check for multiple reflections. Possible mechanisms 
for deviations from this could be different for both polarization combinations. 
In figure 6.5 the results at an angle of incidence of 56° are shown for 1°
 p, 1° s, A/B and 
ψ respectively. The plots for I o include the model prediction for the multiple reflections, 
again using only a scaling parameter. The solid lines in the plot of the ratio A/B are 
1If a mixed polarization is used, there will be a polarization rotation as a function of oxide thick­
ness, which has to be taken into account. This is another reason why the mixed in-s out polarization 
combination is not used, see also the discussion after eq. 2.36. 
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Figure 6.5: l£ i P (a), I ° e (b), the ratio A/B (c), and the phase φΡίΡ (d) as a 
function of oxide thickness for low-doped p-type Si, at an angle of incidence of 
56° The insets show the thin-oxide region in detail. 
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meant as a guide to the eye. Although the curved line suggests a deviation over ~75-100 
nm, the straight line shows that within error bars this deviation is in the range 25-50 
nm. The left inset shows the thin-oxide region in detail. Note that the total isotropic 
and anisotropic contributions (including Presnel factors) are almost equal, which leads 
to the the disappearance of the SH signal at Φ=0°, 120°and 240°. Although the phase 
difference ψ between A and В can be obtained from the fit to I P v P (see figure 6. lb) , this 
resulted in large error bars. Therefore separate phase-measurements were performed, the 
result of which is shown in figure 6.5d. Although it is tempting to see a steep increase 
in phase in the last ~25 nm, as suggested by the dashed line, it should be considered 
constant, given the error bars, as is indicated by the solid line. From figure 6.5a it is clear 
that there is a deviation from the expected behavior for the thin-oxide region (~50 nm 
and below). Note that a small thickness dependence is predicted, due to the dispersion in 
the oxide between ω and 2ω, which leads to a different Brewster angle for them. Setting 
the angle of incidence to the 'average' Brewster angle means that multiple reflections 
for both ω and 2ω are not entirely suppressed, as evidenced by the small oscillations 
in figure 6.5a. The first point is for a reference sample, and show a drastic difference 
with the thermally oxidized samples. Comparing figures 6.5a and 6.5c suggests that 
the isotropic contribution is responsible for the deviation from the expected thickness 
dependence. IS i S in figure 6.5b does not shows such a large deviation. Close inspection 
of the curve for I
s
,
s
 (see the inset in figure 6.5b) shows that there might be a deviation 
from multiple reflection behavior in the 0-20 nm thickness range (all points except two 
lie under the theoretical curve). However, this depends critically on the scaling of the 
theoretical curve. Several plots were made, using only the thick-oxide region to determine 
the scaling factor. From these no consistent deviation from theory could be determined 
for the thin-oxide region, partly due to the steep increase in both data and theory in 
this region, although a small effect cannot be excluded entirely. This shows another 
advantage of the Brewster configuration for the ρ,ρ-polarization combination; it is easier 
to measure a deviation from a straight line than from a (change in slope of a) steep 
increase. 
Although it is tempting to directly correlate the deviation observed with the index 
gradient in the oxide from chapter 5, a large number of effects could play a role. A few of 
these SHG measurements have been repeated on high-doped η-type Si(lll) (see figure 
6.6 for Ι" ρ and for I°
s
), and low- and high-doped η-type Si(100) (see figure 6.7 for IP i P)· 
Unfortunately I °
s
 for Si(100) was too small and noisy to measure. The measurements 
on Si(100) were performed on 3x3 stepped oxide samples, and those on high-doped 
Si(ll l) on 2x2 cm samples of which the back-oxide was removed in order to 
prepare MOS samples on them. Therefore only a few points in the oxide thickness 
dependence are measured. However, the results are very accurate as they are obtained 
from many experimental repetitions, and many checks have been made (see above). The 
results for Si(100) if anything suggest the same as for Si(l l l), i.e. a deviation from 
expected behavior towards lower signals for the last 25-50 nm. It should be noted that 
in two previous experiments on Si(100), changes in the ratio of isotropic to anisotropic 
contributions have been correlated with surface roughness through careful combination of 
SHG and AFM [11] and X-ray scattering [12]. The results for high-doped η-type Si(ll l) 
suggest an increase in the thin-oxide region of I p p (figure 6.6a), but more pronounced 
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Figure 6.6: I p P (a) and I°B (b) as a function of oxide thickness at an angle of 
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Figure 6.7: I° i P as a function of oxide thickness at an angle of incidence of 56° for 
low-doped (a) and high-doped (b) η-type Si(100). 
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is the increase in the same region for I° s (figure 6.6b). It should be kept in mind that 
the substrates used for these samples are from different sample batches. Therefore in 
principle, without the extensive characterization as for the Si(ll l) samples in chapter 5, 
no real conclusions can be drawn from these measurements. The similarity of the results 
for Si(100) however suggests the same mechanism for the deviation as for (low-doped 
p-type) Si(l l l) . We will return to the results for high-doped Si(ll l) later. We would like 
to rule out as many explanations as possible from (our) SHG measurements themselves 
and the characterization in chapter 5, which is done in the next section. 
6.4 Possible but incorrect explanations 
Obviously, after the discussions on multiple reflections, trivial macroscopic linear optical 
effects due to a homogeneous oxide layer can be ruled out as an explanation for the 
observed oxide thickness dependence below 50 nm. Previous measurements of SHG on 
thick oxides [13-19] or as a function of oxide thickness [16, 20-23] do not include a proper 
analysis of multiple reflections in the oxide film. In in situ SHG etching experiments 
[24-28] these effects are (correctly) neglected due to the (partial) index-matching with 
the etchant. Apart from the symmetry sensitivity to different crystal faces of Si (see 
e.g. [29-32]) many parameters have been suggested or shown to influence SHG from Si 
and SÌ-SÌO2. Some of these are listed below together with references. The classification 
is somewhat arbitrary as many parameters are correlated, and many references are listed 
with multiple items. For our measurements we can rule out some of these effects directly: 
Charge transfer from Si to S1-SÌO2: time-dependent SHG or THG signals from 
SÌ-S1O2 have been interpreted in terms of charge transfer between Si and S1O2 [33-35]. 
Since our SHG signals are completely time-independent we can rule out this possibility 
Miscut/steps at surfaces: since our samples have only a very small miscut, there is 
no significant net macroscopic step structure. Effects of steps on SHG, which have been 
seen by many authors [19, 23, 36-49], are thus not relevant to our SHG measurements. 
This can also be concluded from the SHG anisotropy measurements themselves, which 
show only a threefold symmetry, and not a onefold component due to steps (see figure 
6.1 and the above references). 
Influence of high-power laser pulses: SHG has been used to study many laser-
induced effects, such as the creation of an electron-hole plasma [30, 31, 50, 51], disorder 
and melting [3, 4], substrate temperature rise [52, 53] and laser-induced annealing [21]. 
For our measurements this does not play a role because we measure true quadratic SHG 
signals, whereas an electron-hole plasma effect would by itself obviously depend on the 
laser power, leading to an overall non-quadratic SHG. Although a significant electron-
hole pair density is created by the laser pulse (see appendix C), its density is many 
orders of magnitude lower than that of a metal (~ 1023 cm - 3 [54]). Contrary to what 
has been suggested [30, 31, 55, 56], SHG from Si under these excitation conditions should 
therefore not be discussed in terms of a laser-induced metallic properties of an interface 
layer, using theories for SHG based on an (isotropic) Jellium model (see e.g. [57, 58]). 
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Heating effects, which can be estimated from the laser pulse characteristics [59-61], are 
also very small (~20°C) for the fluences used (<5 mJcm - 2 ) [62] (see also appendix C). 
Since the effect which we want to explain changes with oxide thickness, and taking into 
account the characterization in chapter 5, four more explanations can be ruled out in 
our case. This is not because they cannot influence the observed SHG, but because 
they cannot explain the oxide thickness dependence in an etch-back experiment, where 
all samples are originally oxidized in the same way and to the same thickness, and the 
etching does not influence the buried Si-Si02 interface. These four are: 
Roughness at the Si-Si02 interface [11, 12, 19, 63]. 
crystalline S i 0 2 (c-Si0 2 ) at the Si-Si02 interface [24-28, 42]. 
Bonding at the Si-Si02 interface [13-15, 19, 23, 43, 46-50, 64-67] 
Processing: SHG has been used to study many processing steps of Si, among which 
are chemical modification/H-termination [16-19, 23, 46-48, 68-70], in situ etching: 
[17, 24-28, 69, 71], temperature annealing [19-21, 23, 46, 47, 72], H 2 /N 2 annealing 
[13-15], pulsed laser annealing [21], ion implantation [20, 28] and oxidation conditions 
[14, 19, 21, 46, 48, 68, 73, 74]. 
The similarity of the SHG results for l£
 p for Si(l l l) and Si(100) (see figures 6.5a and 
6.7) confirms this, as all four effects mentioned are different for Si(l l l) and Si(100). The 
Si(100)-SiO2 interface is rougher, has different bonding configurations, its oxide and 
Η-termination are different, and in contrast to Si(l l l) it can accommodate a crystalline 
c-Si02 transition layer (see chapter 4). Two more possible explanations can be ruled 
out if the SHG measurements from chapter 7 and 8 are taken into account: 
Static electric field: Various static electric field induced effects on SHG from Si have 
been discussed in the literature, both in electrolyte [17, 18, 22, 75-78] and MOS config­
urations [35, 72, 79-85]. Among the effects studied are the in-plane electric field distri­
bution [85-87], the density of interface traps D¡t [15, 19, 46, 47], the space charge field in 
Si-Si02 [25-28, 35], the charge on the Si02-air interface [17], and the doping density [88]. 
All these electric field related effects are ruled out by direct Electric-Field-Induced SHG 
(EFISHG) measurements on MOS samples prepared from these Si-Si02 samples, as 
described in chapter 8. The difference in results for low-doped p-type and high-doped 
η-type Si(ll l) (see figures 6.5a, 6.5b and 6.6) is therefore not due to the different band 
bending at the Si-Si02 interface as a result of the doping (see [89, 90]), which could in 
principle lead to a different EFISHG contribution [91]. 
Casimir effect: recently a similar thickness dependence in SHG on samples from the 
same batch as discussed here was observed, using λ=1064 nm as the fundamental ex­
citation. A rather complex but beautiful explanation based on the Casimir effect [92] 
was given [93]. This explanation stems from the optical (Casimir) non-locality of the 
thickness-dependent electron-electron interaction via virtual photons of the quantized 
electromagnetic field. The oxide layer in this explanation serves as a cavity, which 
through boundary conditions imposes certain restrictions on the spectrum of this fluctu­
ating electromagnetic field. Essential for the discussion here is the fact that the observed 
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deviation in that work was seen to disappear upon immersion in water. This was ex-
pected because through the (partial) index-matching the boundary conditions of the 
cavity are (partially) lifted. For the measurements at A=532 nm the deviation remains 
essentially unchanged upon immersion (see the in situ SHG etching measurements in 
chapter 7), even though the etchant index-matches S1O2 even better than water (see 
appendix F). This means that here this explanation does not play a role. Calculations 
showed that the 'Casimir' effect is wavelength-dependent, and smaller for 532 nm than 
for 1064 nm [94], which could explain this. 
Although no extensive characterization has been performed on the Si(100) and high-
doped Si(ll l) samples, together with the SHG measurements it is enough to exclude 
most explanations mentioned above also for these samples. After all this elimination we 
are left with the effect of strain, which is discussed in the next section. 
6.5 Strain effect on SHG 
The effects of strain on the optical properties of SÌ-S1O2 has been extensively discussed 
in chapters 4 and 5. We will start by taking into account the index gradient in the oxide 
film as determined in that chapter. As this only involves (nontrivial) Fresnel factors it 
merely says something about the overall amplitude of the SHG signal. The relative size 
and phase of isotropic and anisotropic tensor components is not influenced, since the 
oxide film is completely transparent and has negligible birefringence. The calculations 
for the SHG signal at a 56° angle of incidence as a function of oxide thickness for 
both the s,s- and ρ,ρ-polarization combination (1°
 s
 and 1° respectively) are shown 
in figure 6.8, both with and without the index gradient (see the inset of figure 5.11). 
Since the absolute value remains to be determined, for the moment only the curves 
scaled to one another (in the thick-oxide region) should be considered. The issue of 
absolute SH signal size will be discussed later on. Note that no fitting parameters 
are used. These calculations should be compared to the measurements in figures 6.5a 
and 6.5b. For the ρ,ρ-polarization combination the deviation over the last 25-50 nm 
is qualitatively reproduced, as is shown in figure 6.9 by the dashed line. For the s,s-
polarization combination the effect of the index gradient is observed over the whole 
thickness range, but it is very small and within the experimental error bars. This is 
partly due to the limited number of data points. It should be noted that for the in situ 
SHG etch experiments in chapter 7 the same calculations also describe the measurements 
very well. There, due to the partial index-matching with the etchant ambient, the 
measurement for the s,s-polarization combination does show a clear deviation for the 
last 25 nm, like for the ρ,ρ-polarization combination in air (see figure 7.3). Again no 
fit parameters are used. Thus the effects on 1°
 s
 and 1°
 p are qualitatively explained by 
strain in the S1O2 film. It should be stressed that this is a pure bulk Fresnel effect, the 
possible influence of strain on X^2' has not yet been taken into account. 
The effect of strain on X^2^ can be seen in the ratio A/B between isotropic and 
anisotropic contributions in figure 6.5c. However, this does not mean that the charac­
teristic decay length of strain in silicon is the same as for the oxide, but simply that the 
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total integrated strain in the silicon scales with that of the oxide as it should (i.e. de-
creases with decreasing oxide thickness, see section 4.11). The fact that the isotropic 
term is more influenced than the anisotropic one is consistent with the large in-plane 
strain at the SÍ-S1O2 interface, and the fact that the effective Х±цц or Хцхц is dom­
inant (see section 7.4). If we suppose that the anisotropic term is not influenced at 
all, the influence on the overall SHG intensity 1°
 p from strain effects on X^ can be 
calculated from the curve for A/B. The result is shown in figure 6.9 by the dotted line. 
Note that this does not include Presnel factor effects. The total effect on 1°
 p is given 
by the convolution of Fresnel and X^2' effects, which is shown by the dash-dotted line 
in figure 6.9. The measurements do not allow for a quantitative separation between the 
influence of the oxide strain on the Fresnel factors and that of the silicon strain on the 
overall amplitude of χ ' 2 ' . However, assuming the anisotropic contribution to X^ to 
be unaffected, the combined effect seems to overestimate the experimentally observed 
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deviation. This in turn means that the overall amplitude of X^ slightly increases over 
the last 25-50 nm, i.e. with decreasing total integrated strain in the silicon, whereas the 
ratio A/B decreases. In this respect the results for high-doped η-type Si(l l l) (see figure 
6.6) is very interesting as they are measured on one-sided oxides, drastically influencing 
the strain in the Si bulk and at the S1-SÍO2 interface (see section 4.11). Having excluded 
electric-field/doping effects (see section 8.2), the observed deviations towards larger SHG 
signals in the last ~25 nm could suggest again a strain effect. Assuming the linear optical 
properties of these samples to be the same as those for the well-characterized low-doped 
p-type Si(ll l) samples (i.e. the strain effect on the Fresnel factors leads to a decrease 
in SHG signal), this strain effect must be due to an increase in X^2K 
Having established that the Si strain is the origin for the observed effects in the well-
characterized samples, the question remains whether anything can be said about the 
surface or bulk origin of the SHG signal. The concept of inversion symmetry breaking 
(at the SÍ-S1O2 interface, in the top few Si layers and in the Si bulk) is very powerful, 
but the question remains to what microscopic level this affects the signal. Information 
on the microscopic local fields and the strengths of the X^ and χ(3) elements involved 
is essential but unavailable. However, the relative phase between A and В in figure 6.5d 
is zero (modulo 180°, see chapter 2) and shows no effect at all in the oxide thickness 
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range where the strain effect is observed. Irrespective of the precise origin of the SHG 
this seems odd, and contrary to expectation. If, apart from a surface contribution, 
there is a significant strain-induced bulk dipole contribution, these two terms will show 
(non)-linear interference, leading to an overall phase between A and B. The strength 
of the bulk term, like the surface term, obviously depends on the strain which varies 
between zero (no oxide) and some limiting value (thick oxide). Even apart from the 
phase of x' 3) this would have to lead to a change in the overall phase between A and B. 
This is because the phase difference between the Presnel factors for bulk isotropic and 
anisotropic tensor elements is different to those for the surface, due to the propagation 
through the strongly absorbing Si (this effect is nonnegligible even for propagation over 
the ~5 nm escape depth of the SH frequency). For the contribution from the top few 
layers of Si these Fresnel effects obviously do not play a role, and if strain influences 
the size of the tensor components their relative phase need not be influenced. Although 
rather speculative, this suggests that the signal is due to the top few layers of strained 
silicon. Chapter 5 clearly confirms the presence of such a layer. 
Apart from the fact that it does not change, the value of the phase itself is interesting. 
The SH frequency 4.66 eV is very close to (one of) the E2 interband transition(s) in Si (see 
section 4.12). According to section 2.3.7 and figure 2.8, X^ drastically changes phase 
near such an SH resonance. The phase between A and В consists of the phase due to the 
χ(2) elements and that due to the Fresnel factors. The latter can be calculated from 
the known dielectric function of Si, using the transfer matrix model discussed in chapter 
2. The result, for a 56° angle of incidence and irrespective of the oxide thickness, is a 
phase difference between Χχχχ/Ххцц and X ^ = X K X X of ~75°, and between Хцхц and 
Χξξί
=
Χχχχ of ~0°(both modulo 180°). The first phase is close to 90° , which could mean 
that one tensor component has a phase zero (out of resonance) and the other a phase of 
90°(in resonance) (see figure 2.8). This was first suggested by Jordan from recent SHG 
spectroscopy in the range 430-650 nm for the fundamental wavelength on Si(ll l) [50, 56]. 
He proposed that Χξξξ at Λ=554 nm was in resonance since it probes the in-plane Si-Si 
bond (at the surface), and that X±\\\\ was out of resonance since it probes the Si-0 bond 
at the surface. SiO
x
 has no resonance at all in the UV-VIS range of the spectrum. In 
the second case of Хцхц dominating our measurements, the phase difference is zero and 
both Χ||χ|| and Χξξξ could be in-or out-of resonance. Note that Xj.у у and Хцхц could 
be separated by measuring in addition the p-polarized SHG signal under s-polarized 
excitation (see eq. 2.46). However, this would lead to strong oscillations due to multiple 
reflections for the s-polarized fundamental and severely hinder the determination of the 
relative size of Ххцц and Хцхц. At this point no further conclusions can be drawn. 
One aspect remains to be discussed and that is the absolute amplitude of the SHG sig­
nals. By performing calibration measurements the relative size of s,s- and p,p-polarized 
signals have been determined for the Si(l l l) samples (both low- and high-doped). Note 
that the low-doped p-type samples which are well characterized have oxide on both 
sides, whereas the high-doped η-type samples have no back-oxide. As a check, also the 
SHG signal from one of the well-characterized samples with its back oxide removed was 
calibrated. The results are shown in Table 6.1 in terms of the SHG intensity of the 
y-cut quartz plate in normal transmission IQ, which is a constant. As the linear optical 
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sample 
low-doped 
p-type 
two-sided 
oxide 
low-doped 
p-type 
one-sided 
oxide 
high-doped 
n-type 
one-sided 
oxide 
low-doped 
p-type 
native oxide 
I o 
P,P 
homog. 
oxide 
(io- 51%) 
72.7І17.5 
12.4±3.0 
14.3І4.8 
~41 
inhomog. 
oxide 
(io-51%) 
57.4І13.8 
Ю.2І2.5 
11.5±3.8 
~33 
I o 
homog. 
oxide 
(io-5l£) 
1.21±0.30 
1.57І0.41 
1.42І0.52 
~0.6 
inhomog. 
oxide 
(io-51°Q) 
0.62І0.15 
1.ЮІ0.28 
1.19І0.43 
~0.3 
I o / I o 
p,p/ 8,S 
homog. 
oxide 
60±21 
7.9І2.8 
10±5 
~68 
inhomog. 
oxide 
93±32 
9.3±3.3 
9.7І4.8 
~110 
Table 6.1: Absolute SHG intensities Ι°
ιΡ
 and I°„ for Si(lll) in terms of the SHG intensity 
of Y-cut quartz in normal transmission Iq. Since multiple reflections have to be taken into 
account, the results assuming a homogeneous and a strained inhomogeneous oxide are both 
tabulated. Shown are the intrinsic values, i.e. for zero oxide thickness. 
properties enter in the calibration (see section B) because of the multiple reflections, the 
results for both the homogeneous and the strained inhomogeneous oxide are included. 
The intrinsic SHG signals shown have been corrected for all these multiple reflections, 
i.e. for zero oxide thickness. The (large) error bars are the result of the uncertainty in 
the determined azimuthal angle of the quartz (see appendix B), as well as many repe­
titions of the calibration on samples with different oxide thicknesses, for which multiple 
reflections can drastically change. Also included are the results for the native oxide 
reference sample (see the open circle in figures 6.5a and 6.5b). 
All s-polarized SHG signals under s-polarized excitation for the thermal oxides are 
found to be the same within error bars, irrespective of doping density and the presence or 
absence of the back-oxide. For the p-polarized SHG signal under p-polarized excitation 
the SHG signals for both samples without the back-oxide are the same within error bars, 
but drastically different from that of the sample with the back-oxide. The low-doped 
p-type sample without the back-oxide is from the batch of well-characterized samples, 
and its SHG signal had also been calibrated prior to removing the back-oxide. In this 
way it was checked that 1°
 p drastically decreased upon removing this back-oxide, as 
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expected for strain effects on X^2^ 2. In the simplest model the in-plane strain at the 
SÌ-S1O2 interface decreases by a factor of two upon removing the oxide from one side of 
a wafer (see section 4.11), whereas the SHG signal changes a factor 5-6 ! This strongly 
suggests that the SHG electric field is linearly dependent on strain, and actually that 
SHG from these thermal oxides is dominated by strain. 
Apart from the large change in Ip p, there is also something odd about the ratio 
Ip p/Ig
 s. From eq. 2.46 it can be seen that the anisotropic contribution is the same for 
both polarization combinations. Knowing 1°
 s, the ratio A/B and the relative phase <pPiP 
(see eq. 2.48), the ratio Ι
Ρ ) Ρ /Ι° 8 can be calculated according to: 
Jam 
rS,S 
.1 ani. 
2 
A P . P
 + e i * p , 
B P,P 
where ƒ££ and ƒ*£ are the Fresnel factors for the anisotropic contribution (see eq. 2.46), 
which can be calculated using the transfer matrix model. For our experiments (0=56°, 
AwB, φ
ΡίΡ
 ~0°) this leads to a ratio Ι
Ρ ) Ρ /Ι° 5 of roughly 40
 3
, in clear disagreement with 
the measured values in table 6.1. Assuming strain to be the origin for this discrepancy, 
and taking into account the fact that the same ratio is found for the native oxide sample 
(native oxide of ~2 nm on both sides)4, the SHG signal is mostly due to the thin 
layer of strained Si near the SÌ-S1O2 interface. This is because the thick-oxide-film 
induced bulk strain in silicon is obviously missing (or at least much smaller) for the 
native oxide sample, which has never had any oxidation or thermal treatment whatsoever. 
On the other hand, the stress in the top few layers of silicon is primarily determined 
by the volume expansion due to the (native) oxide on top, irrespective of the precise 
nature of the oxide (see chapter 4). An alternative explanation could be 'nonlinear 
birefringence', were it not for the fact that within the Fresnel model this does not play 
a role for anisotropic tensor components, because they are not screened by the surface 
dielectric function (see eq. 2.45) and are solely determined by in-plane field gradients 
(see section 2.3.4). As far as the author is aware, the only other experimental value 
for the ratio IPiP/IgiS was obtained at a fundamental wavelength λ=1064 nm on clean 
reconstructed Si(l l l), and found to comply with theory [95]. For λ=1064 nm the SH 
escape depth is much larger (see appendix C). More importantly, the SH signal in the 
case of clean reconstructed Si is dominated by the surface local dielectric response, and 
thus no 'nonlinear birefringence' is expected (see section 2.3.4). This might indicate the 
breakdown of the simple phenomenological Fresnel model for SHG in case of a significant 
nonlocal contribution, although this obviously needs to be investigated more extensively. 
It is surprising that I p is so strongly affected by strain, whereas the anisotropy 
(i.e. the ratio A/B) and l°
s
 remain basically unchanged. The qualitative model for 
2
 Optical effects from the backside of the sample can be excluded because the penetration depth for 
the fundamental excitation at A=532 nm of ~ 1 μπι and the SHG escape depth at λ=266 nm of ~ 5 nm 
are orders of magnitude smaller than the wafer thickness of 250 μπι. 
3 D r . Georg Erley is kindly acknowledged for confirming this value through his calculations. 
4Unfortunately this sample broke prior to calibration measurements, but the ratio Ip,p/Ie,e can still 
be inferred from the relative SH intensity measurements in figures 6.5a and 6.5b. This explains why two 
values for this ratio are tabulated, even though multiple reflections obviously do not play a role for a 2 
nm oxide. 
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strain-induced SHG (see section 2.3.6) does not provide any answers. Although it sug­
gests that the symmetry of X^2^ under strain is unchanged, it says nothing about the 
relative size of tensor components, which one would expect to be influenced. The mea­
surements suggest a scaling effect of strain on I p > p . This also applies to the roughly 
factor of two difference in the SHG intensities of the native oxide sample (see Table 6.1 
and figures 6.5a and 6.5b), which cannot be explained simply. 
Finally, through careful absolute calibration we have determined a χ ( 2 ' value for 
SÌ-S1O2. Since the isotropic tensor components are screened by the (unknown) interface 
dielectric function (see eq. 2.45) and because we have not separated out single isotropic 
tensor components, the calibration was done for Χξξξ, for which these effects do not play 
a role. Note that given the deviating ratio I P i P /I 8 i S this calibration only applies to the 
s,s-polarization combination, i.e. to Xyyy, which has a value of ~ 2.8 χ I O
- 1 8
 m
2 V - 1 
(see appendix B). This is the first ever-reported value for X^2) from SÌ-S1O2, and can 
only be compared to some values for clean reconstructed Si surfaces (see Appendix B). 
6.6 Conclusions 
It has been shown that SHG from thick thermal oxides on Si(ll l) is dominated by linear 
optical effects, due to multiple reflections in the oxide film. So far these effects were 
neglected or simply forgotten, though the possibility of (linear or nonlinear) interference 
in SHG has long been recognized, both in theory (see e.g. [96-99]) and experiment (see 
e.g. [100-105]). The nonlinear optical response from SÌ-S1O2 has been correlated with 
strain in the top few Si layers at the S1-SÌO2 interface, through careful quantitative SHG 
measurements and extensive sample characterization. The Fresnel factors are influenced 
by strain in the oxide, whereas the strain in silicon is mostly observed in the ratio A/B 
between isotropic and anisotropic contributions to SHG. A factor of 5-6 change in 1° 
upon removal of the back-oxide of a sample suggests a linear relation between the SHG 
electric field and strain, which changes by a factor of two upon back-oxide removal. A 
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental ratio IpiP/Is,s has tentatively been 
suggested to be due to strain or 'nonlinear birefringence'. In the last case this would 
be the first experimental indication of the shortcomings of a phenomenological Fresnel 
model for SHG based on an effective, purely local electric dipole x'2^ response from 
S1-SÌO2. The separation between linear and nonlinear optical effects has been shown to be 
essential, but not always easily obtainable and unambiguous. Although the correlation 
between SHG and strain has clearly been shown, more (specific) measurements and 
models are needed, both in order to clarify the precise nature of strain itself in the 
SÌ-S1O2 system, and the effect of it on SHG. 
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Chapter 7 
In situ s tudies of S1O2 etching 
For more precise thickness dependence studies, a continuous variation of the oxide thick-
ness would be convenient. This can be achieved by in situ optical measurements during 
etching, which has the advantage that in principle hydrogen-terminated Si can also be 
studied at the same time. Apart from that one may expect additional effects due to 
the photo-electrochemistry which takes place during etching at the SiO^-fluid interface 
(see section 4.4). Obviously the linear optical effects discussed in chapter 6 have to be 
taken into account. Due to the dispersion of the etchant the fundamental and SH beams 
are no longer collinear (see also section 3.1.4 and eq. 3.1). Unfortunately this means 
that phase and calibration measurements are not possible, and for reasons discussed in 
chapter 3 the absolute size of the SHG signal therefore cannot be determined reliably. 
These experiments also show the feasibility of SHG as an etch stop indicator. 
7.1 Sample preparation and experimental setup 
The samples are p-type Boron-doped (~ 1015cm -3) Si(ll l) (± 0.5°), laser cut in 14x14 
or 10x10 mm squares. The etch cell setup as well as the Nd-YAG setup has been 
described in chapter 3. Typical laser power used is 20 mW, leading to a fluence of ~5 
mJcm - 2 for normal incidence and even lower for larger angles of incidence. The samples 
have a thermal oxide on both sides. Due to the construction of the sample-holder in the 
etch cell, both sides are etched simultaneously during the measurements. A commercially 
available buffered NH4F etchant was used (Merck, AF-95-05/97-03), with modified pH 
to obtain etching speeds of 2-3 nm/min. at 15°C. Since linear optics plays an important 
role, the optical dispersion of the etchant was determined (see appendix F). From our 
extensive work on etching S1O2 samples, no thickness dependence of the etch rate was 
found, provided the temperature was kept stable using the thermostat bath. Therefore 
the time-axis from the in situ measurement can be transformed into an oxide-thickness 
axis. 
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7.2 Comparison of in situ SHG, linear reflection and 
ellipsometry 
Figure 7.1 shows the main result of the combined SHG, linear reflection and ellipsom­
etry experiments. The top curve shows the amplitude of the SH signal IS j S for s.njSout 
polarization combination at an angle of incidence of ~4°. Due to the shorter averaging 
time to 'keep up' with the etch rate the data is more noisy than the air measurements 
in chapter 6. The second curve is the linear reflection measured simultaneously with a 
green HeNe laser at 543 nm, at an angle of incidence of 60°. The last two curves show 
the ellipsometric angles Φ and Δ at the SH and fundamental wavelength, at an angle of 
incidence of ~75.0°. That these are relatively low-accuracy ellipsometric measurements 
can be seen in the ellipsometric angle Δ, which shows increased noise for the divergency 
point around 90° for both the fundamental and SH wavelength (see section 3.3.2 and 
3.3.3). This low accuracy is expected to play an even greater role for Δ towards 180°. In 
all measurements oscillations are seen, due to the multiple reflections in the oxide film. 
However, these multiple reflections are suppressed with respect to those observed in the 
air measurements, due to the partial matching of the refractive index of the etchant and 
S1O2 (compare the top curve with figure 6.5a). 
Figure 7.1 shows that the SHG response is extremely sensitive for the removal of 
the oxide. The linear reflection and ellipsometry measurements at first sight show a 
constant signal after the silicon is etched clean, as expected for a surface that is not 
changing in time or is in (dynamic) equilibrium with the etchant. This is the case for 
the Η-terminated Si surface that results from etching with a buffered NH 4F solution 
(see section 4.4). In contrast to the linear optical measurements, the SH signal shows a 
drastic decrease when the silicon is etched clean, after which the signal becomes constant. 
It should be noted that a large number of samples has been studied with SHG and linear 
optical techniques in this way. Often the SHG signal was not constant after the silicon 
was etched clean, but rather increased in time again, accompanied by a white haze 
and bubble formation on the sample, which was also observable in the simultaneously 
measured linear reflection. These effects are believed to be due to photo-electrochemical 
etching (see section 4.4), which was confirmed by a black layer of adduct (porous silicon) 
sometimes found on the samples afterwards. However, many samples sustained this 
photo-electrochemical etching for a few minutes after the silicon was etched clean, as 
shown for instance in figure 7.1. In any case, even a thin layer of oxide prevents photo-
electrochemical etching [1], so these effects only play a role after the silicon is etched clean. 
A recent combined гп situ SHG and current-transient study of S1O2 etching confirms 
this view [2]. Unfortunately, no reliable anisotropy measurements could be performed on 
the hydrogen-terminated silicon, as photo-electrochemical etching was never suppressed 
long enough to complete such a measurement. An alternative method is discussed in 
section 7.3. 
Analogous to the description in chapter 6 the measurements are modeled by exactly 
calculating the Fresnel factors for this three-phase system (etchant-SiCb-Si). The optical 
dispersion of the etchant is discussed in appendix F, those of Si and S1O2 are taken from 
the literature [3, 4]. The etch rates were calibrated by the starting oxide thickness and the 
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Figure 7.1: Result of insitu optical measurements on the etching of SiCb films. SH signal I° i S 
for 532 nm fundamental wavelength (top trace), linear reflectivity using a HeNe laser at 543 nm 
(second trace), ellipsometnc angles Φ and Δ for 266 nm (third set of traces) and 532 nm (fourth 
set of traces). The points are the measurements and the lines are the model as described in the 
text, assuming a homogeneous oxide film for the moment. 
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time necessary to etch the sample clean. After the measurement this was then checked 
by etching another sample for a known time, again calibrating the change in thickness. 
The etch rates determined in this way should and did agree with each other. Since the 
angle of incidence is known, this leaves us with no fit parameters, merely two irrelevant 
intensity scaling factors for the SHG and linear reflection measurement. It should be 
mentioned however that the ellipsometric angles, and especially Δ for the SH frequency 
case, is very sensitive to the etchant dispersion and the angle of incidence. Part of this is 
caused by the fact that in order to 'keep up' with the etch rate, concessions in accuracy 
in the ellipsometry had to be made (see section 3.3.3). Despite this, the model is seen 
to describe all measurements very well in the thick-oxide regime. 
7.2.1 The thick-oxide regime 
Before discussing the more interesting thin-oxide region, some things need to be clarified 
about the thick-oxide region. From the fact that our simple Fresnel model explains the 
measurements so well and is completely consistent with the results of this model for 
the air measurements in chapter 6, we can conclude that the assumptions about the 
SÌ-SÌO2 nonlinear optical response in chapter 6 are justified. A possible X^2' contribu-
tion from the аіг-ЭіОг is strongly suppressed upon immersion because of the (partial) 
index matching. Given the fact that there is no difference between the air- and m situ 
etch-results, both being completely consistent with a simple three-phase model for the 
Fresnel coefficients with only one source for SHG at the SÌ-S1O2 interface and possibly 
in the Si bulk, such an air-Si02 contribution was rightfully neglected in chapter 6. Vice 
versa, any influence of the complex (electro)-chemistry at the etchant-SiCb interface (see 
figures 4.2 and 4.3) on the measurements can, within error bars, be ruled out because 
of this similarity. These effects broadly fall into three classes, although they cannot be 
easily separated: 
• electric-field-induced effects: as there are many ionic species present, the 
etchant-SiO-2 interface is charged [5], leading to a voltage drop across the ox-
ide and the Si depletion layer, which in turn leads to an electric field that depends 
on oxide thickness. This could give rise to an EFISHG contribution and in a recent 
experiment a phase change as a function of oxide thickness was interpreted in this 
way [2]. Apart from being deduced from the consistency of air and m situ etch 
measurements, EFISHG effects can be ruled out directly for this case (see section 
8.2). 
• orientation effects: these are related to structural order in the orientation of 
the near-surface molecular species, leading to a nonnegligible overall χ ' 2 ' . For 
water this has been studied theoretically (see e.g. [6]). Due to its symmetry-
sensitivity SHG has actually been used frequently to study preferential alignment 
of water molecules at the water-air or water-vapor interface [7-12], and the water-
NaCl(lOO) interface [13, 14]. This orientation effect is closely related to the first 
effect mentioned, since it is the surface electric field which polarizes and orients 
the molecules. An SHG study of orientation effects at the water-Si02 (!) interface 
showed the effect to be strongly dependent on the pH of the etchant [15]. 
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• 'chemical' effects: i.e. possible alteration of the near-surface S1O2 due to 
chemical reactions which, in contrast to the original S1O2 interface, could lead to 
a SHG contribution. 
Because all these effects can be neglected, the in situ SHG etching experiments can be 
simply seen as an oxide-thickness dependence measurement in an ambient fluid which 
has (partial) refractive index-matching with the S1O2 film. 
7.2.2 The thin-oxide regime 
Having understood the thick oxide results we now turn to the thin oxide region. First of 
all one notices the drastic decrease in SH signal when the Si surface is etched clean. Lower 
SH signals from Η-terminated Si compared to oxidized Si have been observed by various 
authors [16-25], and can qualitatively be understood from two effects. First, the smaller 
electro-negativity of hydrogen leads to a smaller nonlinear polarizability of the Si-Η bond 
compared to the Si-0 bond. Secondly, following the characterization in chapter 5 there 
is a thin layer of strained silicon near the SÌ-SÌO2 interface, where SHG is believed to 
originate from (see chapter 2 and the results of chapter 6). Hydrogen termination relieves 
this strain [26], thereby restoring inversion symmetry in the Si except for the top layer, 
which would also lead to a reduction of the SH signal. The fact that the signal decreases 
by 80% upon etching the Si clean means that the surface contribution is significant, 
consistent with the results of chapter 6. Since ISiS contains only an anisotropic term, this 
surface contribution is given by Χξξξ, and the bulk contribution by αζ (see eq. 2.46). 
Though the unaltered bulk contribution ζ could interfere destructively with a surface 
contribution from the etched silicon interface, this explanation seems coincidental and 
unrealistic from a physical point of view. If on the other hand we assume that there is 
no bulk contribution, but only a surface contribution from the outer layer of Si atoms 
or Si-0 bonds, we find that X^(Si-H)w0.45Xççç(Si-O) because the surface becomes 
hydrogen-terminated after etching (see section 4.4). However, due to the strain relief 
in the top few nm of Si, and the expected larger difference in polarizability of a Si-H 
bond with respect to a Si-0 bond, a larger decrease could be expected. In any case, 
it is likely that there are both surface and bulk contributions. Assuming for simplicity 
that the (effective) surface signal Χζζξ is completely absent for the clean-etched surface 
(X££í(Si-H)<SX££c(Si-0)), and an unchanged bulk signal ζ, the surface-bulk ratio can be 
estimated, provided their relative phase is known. Theory in its simplest form predicts 
a phase difference of 0° between surface dipole and bulk quadrupole contributions (see 
section 2.3.2 and eq. 2.40), leading to a ratio Χξζξ/αζ wl.3. For the opposite extreme 
(a phase difference of 180°) this ratio is even агтЗ.З. This is the most direct proof 
of surface sensitivity of SHG on Si-Si0 2 at this wavelength in this thesis. 
Apart from any particular model SHG would make a nice etch-stop indicator, due to the 
large change in signal upon etching the Si clean. In order to asses its usefulness as such, 
SHG should be compared to other techniques, such as optical emission spectroscopy (see 
e.g. [27, 28]). It is interesting to note that for the same fundamental wavelength the SH 
signal is almost unchanged upon oxidation of clean reconstructed Si(l l l)7x7 [29]. This 
need not be a contradiction since etching Si clean and oxidizing clean reconstructed Si 
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Figure 7.2: In situ SHG etch measurement for the ρ,ρ-polarization combination 
at an angle of incidence of 45°, close to the etchant-SiCb Brewster angle. 
are not simply complementary, but rather two distinct physical processes (see sections 
4.3 and 4.4). 
In figure 7.1 one again observes a deviation over the last 25 nm for both the SH 
signal and the angle Δ for the fundamental wavelength from the theoretical curves, cal­
culated assuming a homogeneous oxide film for the moment. This immediately suggests 
the same mechanism as in the air measurements, namely the density/index-gradient in 
the oxide film. Just as with the air measurements, there is a Brewster angle for the 
etchant-SiC>2 interface for the p-polarized SHG or p-polarized fundamental. The refrac­
tive indices for oxide are η(ω)=1.461 and η(2ω)=1.500, and for the etchant η(ω)=1.370 
and n(2u>)=1.408 (see Appendix F). This leads to a Brewster angle of 43.2° for both of 
them, close to the angle of 45° that is possible with the etch cell. Figure 7.2 plots the 
amplitude I P i P for p-polarized SHG under p-polarized excitation at an angle of incidence 
of 45°, clearly showing the deviation from the expected (almost linear) line. The calcu­
lation for the results in figure 7.1 using the proper index gradient (see the inset of figure 
5.11) is shown in figure 7.3. This qualitatively explains all measurements, with the ex­
ception of the ellipsometric angle Δ for large angles. It should be stressed that no fitting 
parameters are used. Just as with the air measurements, the SH signal is enhanced with 
respect to the case of a homogeneous oxide. Due to the lack of an absolute calibration, 
only the scaled curves are relevant, clearly showing the decrease over the last ~25 nm of 
the SH signal (indicated by the arrow). Note that the same index gradient also explains 
the effect on the ellipsometric angle Δ for the fundamental wavelength (also indicated). 
In contrast to the SH signal the influence of the oxide inhomogeneity can be seen over 
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Figure 7.3: The model calculations for a homogeneous oxide of figure 7.1 (solid 
line), compared to calculations that take into account the density gradient (dashed 
line). 
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ω ηβε.Γ zero oxide thickness. 
the whole thickness range in the ellipsometric angle Δ, although not observed in the ex­
periment. This is probably due to the low accuracy of these ellipsometric measurements, 
especially for large angles Δ. The same applies to the angle Δ for the SH wavelength, 
where the simulations were found to be much more strongly dependent on conditions 
like the etchant dispersion and angle of incidence than the Δ for the fundamental wave­
length. The angle Φ is in all cases very small, as is the effect on it. Finally, the effect 
on the linear reflection is within the error bars. These findings are therefore completely 
consistent with the interpretation of the SH signal decrease in chapter 6. Because these 
results are consistent under totally different circumstances, this leads to a strong confir­
mation of the interpretation in terms of a stress-induced refractive index gradient in the 
oxide. 
A third and final effect can be seen in the SHG measurement of figure 7.1 just 
before the drastic decrease in signal. A small peak with an amplitude ~2 times the 
noise level is seen. The peak is more clearly observed in figure 7.2 and was sometimes 
found to be even larger (see figure 7.6). A similar effect is observed at or around 0 nm 
oxide thickness in the ellipsometric angle Δ for the SH wavelength. In figure 7.4 this is 
shown in more detail. The angles Φ and the angle Δ for the fundamental wavelength 
are too small and too noisy to see any additional effects in them. In previous in situ 
SHG etching experiments with a fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm such a peak has 
also been observed [23-25, 30, 31]. The peak in the SH signal was explained in terms 
of breaking up of the very thin (crystalline) oxide film due the strain in the silicon, 
leading to microcrystal oxide islands that enhance the SH signal [31, 32], and electric 
field effects. We can exclude electric-field-induced effects (see section 8.2), and given the 
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characterization in chapter 5 a crystalline S1O2 layer near the interface seems unlikely. 
Although the idea of the oxide film breaking up seems reasonable, the lack of crystalline 
S1O2 in our case would not lead to an enhancement. Besides, the enhancement through 
local fields as discussed in [32] is for metals only, and therefore not applicable to SÌO2. 
All explanations so far for this small peak were based on a X^ effect. Since in our 
measurements an effect is also observed in the ellipsometric angles, the linear optical 
properties should also be considered. Effects on Φ and Δ like the 'dip' in figure 7.4 
have been observed by various authors [33-37] and explained by complete oxidation of 
a SiOi transition layer prior to etching the silicon clean, or by a competitive oxidation 
and dissolution process of in situ photo-electrochemically-grown anodic oxides once the 
etchant reaches the bare silicon (see section 4.4). These effects were observed in etch-
back experiments of both anodic and thermal oxides [33], which excludes an explanation 
in terms of a crystalline S1O2 interface layer since this is not present in anodic oxides. 
Other m situ ellipsometry experiments during etching were interpreted in terms of rough­
ening and growth of a film on the bare silicon [38, 39], which was deduced from changing 
ellipsometric angles even after the silicon was etched clean and end-values of these pa­
rameters which are not those of bare silicon immersed in etchant. A recent m situ study 
of ellipsometric etching measurements showed explicitly that photo-electrochemistry also 
plays a role in ellipsometry unless extremely low light intensities are used [40]. This can 
actually be seen in figure 7.4, where Δ still slightly changes after the silicon is etched 
clean. All this suggests that the simultaneous effects observed in our nonlinear and linear 
optical measurements should be interpreted in terms of photo-electrochemistry. A more 
detailed analysis requires more quantitative measurements, which is beyond the possibili­
ties of the current SHG and ellipsometry setup. The similarity of our m situ etching SHG 
experiments at 532 nm with the previous measurements at 1064 nm suggests the same 
mechanism for both. The possibility of photo-electrochemistry was excluded in those 
measurements because the absorption of Si at 1064 nm is extremely small. However, 
this wavelength corresponds to 1.165 eV, still above the (indirect) fundamental gap of Si 
of 1.12 eV. Since photo-electrochemistry has been shown to play a role even for the many 
orders of magnitude lower light intensities used in ellipsometry, photo-electrochemical 
effects о prion cannot be excluded in the SHG measurements at 1064 nm. Finally note 
that although linear optical effects are seen to play a role in the explanation of the small 
peak prior to reaching the bare silicon, Fresnel effects cannot explain the strong decrease 
in SH signal after the oxide is removed. This is really a purely nonlinear optical effect. 
In conclusion, all the measurements can be very well understood except the precise 
origin of the small peak just before the oxide is removed. The necessity to properly 
take into account the linear optics in a SHG experiment is demonstrated once again. 
Note that the separation in linear and nonlinear optical effects is not necessarily one 
between bulk and interface effects. Whereas the deviation in the SH signal over the 
last 25 nm has been shown to be a pure bulk Fresnel effect in the S1O2 film, the small 
feature prior to etching the silicon clean is obviously an interface effect, irrespective of its 
interpretation in terms of linear or nonlinear optical properties. This shows that linear 
and nonlinear optical measurements should be combined and explained in terms of one 
consistent model. 
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polarization 
combination 
P,P 
P,P 
s,s 
angle of 
incidence 
60° 
45° 
~4° 
azimuthal 
angle Φ 
0 (max) 
30 (sub-max) 
60 (min) 
0 (max) 
60 (min) 
30 (max) 
0 (min) 
Ι(2ω) 
before 
1.0 
0.4 
0.05 
1.0 
0.02 
1.0 
0.0 
А/В 
before 
1.55 
1.37 
— 
Ι(2ω) 
after 
0.3 
0.4 
0.05 
0.35 
0.02 
0.2 
0.0 
Table 7.1: Results of the in situ etch SHG measurements. The relative signal strengths for 
different azimuthal angles prior to etching have been calibrated using the anisotropics measured 
in water. The change in these signal strengths upon removing the oxide is directly determined 
from the in situ etching experiment. 
7.3 SHG anisotropy measurements 
As explained in the previous section no anisotropy measurements can be performed 
after the Si is etched clean. Obviously there is also no possibility to do so prior to 
reaching the bare silicon since the etching is then in progress. However, we can make 
an anisotropy measurement on the original thick-oxide sample in water, prior to the 
etch experiment. Since the refractive indices of water and the etchant used are similar1 
(see appendix F), we can use this anisotropy to calibrate the etching measurement for 
a few different azimuthal angles. In this way the anisotropy of the hydrogen-terminated 
sample can be obtained indirectly. This was done for the s,s-polarization combination at 
a ~4° angle of incidence and for the ρ,ρ-polarization combination at angles of incidence 
of 45° and 60°. In table 7.1 and figures 7.5 and 7.6 the results are shown. 'Before' 
and 'after' here mean prior to and just after etching the Si clean respectively. The 
characteristics of the clean-etched sample can be obtained from the signals either right 
after the strong decrease in SH signal, or just prior to an increase which is thought 
to be due to photo-electrochemical effects. The first method is obvious, and for the 
second method the simultaneously measured linear reflection is very useful, since the 
onset of photo-electrochemical etching can also be seen there, sometimes even with the 
naked eye as scattering. In addition the calibration of the etch speed (which leads to an 
accuracy in finding the zero oxide thickness of ±2 nm) can be of help, since often photo-
electrochemistry does not start immediately after the oxide is removed. This method 
of inferring the anisotropy of a clean-etched and possibly hydrogen-terminated silicon 
sample is therefore both quite reasonable and reliable. 
For the s,s-polarization combination only an anisotropic contribution В is measured, 
the amplitude of which behaves as shown in the top trace of figure 7.1. The anisotropy 
shows six equally spaced maxima with zero signal in between (see figure 6.1a). This 
'Although the dispersion of ethanol is even closer to that of the etchant its fast evaporation makes 
it inconvenient to work with on the typical time scale of an anisotropy experiment of roughly an hour. 
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minimum of the anisotropy (not shown) was indeed found to be zero experimentally 
and did not change during etching, as expected since isotropic terms do not contribute. 
The 80% decrease in SH intensity after the oxide is removed is completely due to a 55% 
decrease of the effective anisotropic X ^ , irrespective of the precise mechanism or surface 
and/or bulk origin of it. Since the anisotropic contribution is the same for all polarization 
combinations (see eq. 2.46, only the Fresnel factors differ) the relative change in it will 
also be the same, whatever the angle of incidence or polarization combination. Sometimes 
the minimum of the anisotropy was found to increase after the oxide was removed in 
the etchant. Since isotropic contributions are symmetry-forbidden for this polarization 
combination, this indicates roughening of the silicon surface on a submicron scale [41]. 
This is consistent with the observations of a white haze over the sample and the formation 
of hydrogen bubbles and porous silicon due to photo-electrochemistry (see section 4.4 
and 7.2). 
For the ρ,ρ-polarization combination, both anisotropic and isotropic terms con­
tribute. In principle both the ratio of isotropic (A) to anisotropic (B) and their relative 
phase φ have to be determined. In chapter 6 this was done for the same samples in air 
at an angle of 56°, and the phase difference was found to be ~0°. This phase consists of 
the phase of the tensor elements, which obviously does not depend on the measurement 
geometry, and of the phase of the Fresnel factors. Although this last phase does depend 
on measurement geometry, the phase difference between Fresnel factors for different ten­
sor elements does not, as long as the SH source is buried under an isotropic transparent 
film and/or is situated in a transparent ambient. Thus, the phase difference between the 
isotropic and anisotropic contribution is still ~0° for the oxides in water/etchant, and 
remains so during etching. This argument obviously does not hold for the clean-etched 
sample, since the source for SHG at the interface is changed, which could lead to a 
phase change. Using the proper expression for the SH anisotropy (see eq. 2.46) however 
shows that the three points measured at a 60° angle of incidence for the clean-etched 
sample cannot be properly described, irrespective of the relative size and phase of the 
isotropic and anisotropic contributions. Given the agreement of the other two points in 
the anisotropy for both the 45° and 60° angle of incidence, these are further analyzed. 
The reason for the non-consistency of the sub-maximum for 60° may be an early onset 
of photo-electrochemistry. 
Since only two points in the anisotropy are known, no unique solution for the complete 
azimuthal dependence can be found. Therefore a few simple models for the isotropic 
contribution A have been checked, given the 55% decrease in the anisotropic contribution 
B. These calculations have been made for the 60° angle of incidence, i.e. a ratio 
A/B=1.55 for the oxide-covered sample in water (see table 7.1). For all the models the 
change in A/B in going from the oxide-covered to the clean-etched sample is indicated: 
• A decreases also 55% =*> A/B = 1.55 • \ -+ A/B = 1.55 · £f§ = 1.55 
• A is not influenced at all =i> A/B = 1.55 · γ -> A/B = 1.55 · ^ = 3.45 
• A is completely removed => A/B = 1.55 • \ -» A/B = 1.55 · ¡j^r = 0 
The relative phase φ of A and В has been taken either 0° (as for the thick-oxide 
samples), or the extreme opposite 90°. The overall intensities of the anisotropics that 
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Figure 7.7: Data for the inferred anisotropy of the clean-etched Si sample, com­
pared to model calculations based on different assumptions about the relative 
change in the isotropic and anisotropic contributions. 
are calculated in this way are scaled to the measured signal for the maximum in the 
anisotropy. The results are shown in figure 7.7. It can be seen that A is not completely 
zero for the clean-etched sample, since this would lead to a purely anisotropic signal, 
in clear contradiction to the measurement. Also a large change in relative phase seems 
to be unlikely, since this leads to almost purely isotropic pictures. Although the case 
where A is not influenced at all seems more reasonable, the measurement is actually 
closest to the original anisotropy. This is the case where the ratio A/B is not changed, 
meaning that A decreases 55% just like B. Taking the ratio A/B of the original sample 
as 1.37, as for the 45° angle of incidence case (see table 7.1), produces little change. 
A safe conclusion would be that the isotropic contribution A changes significantly upon 
removing the oxide, suggesting that like В it is also mainly a surface contribution. This 
is in contrast to previous in situ SHG etching experiments at λ=1064 nm, which showed 
that the isotropic contribution vanished and the anisotropic term remained [23, 30]. This 
is however not a contradiction, since given the complex nature of the silicon interface 
in etchant the outcome is expected to be strongly dependent on the precise chemical 
conditions. Apart from that optical effects play a role, for example nonlinear interference 
between different X^ tensor elements that also have different wavelength dependencies. 
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To the best of the author's knowledge no measurements on hydrogen-terminated Si(ll l) 
using the fundamental wavelength of 532 nm have been performed to directly compare 
these results with. 
7.4 The dominant χ"> element 
SHG measurements in immersion liquids are also interesting from another point of view. 
Given a fixed angle of incidence in ambient, changing its dielectric function changes the 
angle of propagation in the Si nonlinear medium according to Snell's law (eq. 2.5), lead­
ing to a different ratio A/B of isotropic to anisotropic contributions (see figure 2.7) and 
a different SH signal amplitude. Accurate, explicit angle of incidence dependent SHG 
measurements are difficult (see the discussion of the Nd-YAG setup in chapter 3) and 
therefore no attempt was made in chapter 6 to separate X
zzz
 from the other isotropic 
contributions. SHG immersion measurements could provide an attractive alternative to 
this since the effect is 'translated' into a change in the ratio A/B which can be much 
more easily and accurately determined from an anisotropy measurement. Phase and cal­
ibration measurements are not possible and both isotropic and anisotropic contributions 
are mainly of surface character (see the previous section). Therefore only effects on A/B 
in terms of a single dominating surface isotropic tensor element (X_L_LX=X2ZZ) Х±ЦЦ or 
Хцхц) and the surface anisotropic term Χξξξ will be discussed. Obviously this simple 
Presnel effect merely explains the change in the ratio A/B in going from one ambient to 
another, not the value of A/B itself. 
Apart from this Fresnel effect there are two additional effects, the first of which is 
connected with the surface that generates the SHG. Upon immersing this surface the 
dielectric environment of the SHG source polarization is changed, leading to different 
local fields and directly influencing X^2^ itself (see e.g. [42]). Secondly, there could be 
possible effects of oriented molecules on the surface (for references see section 7.2.1). Note 
that for SHG these two effects are intimately related, as the orientation angle determined 
for the molecules depends on the dielectric function of the ambient [43, 44]. Since here we 
are primarily interested in the dominant X^2) tensor element at the S1-SÌO2 interface, 
we do not want to influence X '2 ' itself by immersion. This is simply achieved by using a 
(thick) thermal oxide covered Si sample. The presence of the oxide does not influence the 
relative change in A/B upon immersion, as can easily be seen from repeated application 
of Snell's law. However it does not exclude the effects of oriented molecules or electric 
field as they apply equally well to the Iiquid-Si02 interface. 
Water, ethanol and carbon tetrachloride have been used as immersion liquids, since 
they have distinctly different refractive indices (see appendix F). Although centrosym-
metric on a macroscopic scale (X^2'=0) water and ethanol have a molecular hyperpo-
larizability β, whereas carbon tetrachloride does not, due to its tetrahedral symmetry. 
All three liquids do have a microscopic (macroscopic) third-order hyperpolarizability 7 
( χ ' 3 ' ) . A literature survey revealed that the β (if present) and 7 of these liquids and 
fused quartz (а-ЭіОг) are the same within an order of magnitude (for some references on 
this see appendix B). A direct experimental comparison of the SHG signal from fused 
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θ 
15 
45 
60 
X(2)-pair 
zzz/xxx 
zxx/xxx 
xxz/xxx 
experiment 
zzz/xxx 
zxx/xxx 
xxz/xxx 
experiment 
zzz/xxx 
zxx/xxx 
xxz/xxx 
experiment 
water 
(H 2 0) 
2.36 
1.33 
1.33 
1.4Ü0.07 
2.42 
1.33 
1.35 
1.45І0.07 
2.50 
1.35 
1.36 
1.33±0.07 
ethanol 
(C2H5OH) 
2.54 
1.36 
1.37 
1.30±0.07 
carbon tetra­
chloride (CCI4) 
3.13 
1.46 
1.46 
1.41І0.07 
Table 7.2: Experimental and theoretical results for the relative change in the ratio A/B for 
the different immersion fluids and angles of incidence Θ. 
quartz and Si showed the former to be at least two orders of magnitude smaller. A priori 
this however does not exclude the possibility of seeing an orientation effect on the Si sam­
ples in immersion, since the orientation of molecules at the surface can lead to a much 
larger coherent signal. The enhancement of the signal from the liquid-SiC>2 interface by 
multiple reflections in the oxide film is of course small due to the partial index-matching 
between the liquid ambient and Si0 2 . However, if this interface does play a role its SHG 
signal should depend on oxide thickness, in contrast to the Fresnel effect discussed in 
the first paragraph. 
Immersion anisotropy measurements were performed in air/water at angles of inci­
dence of 15°, 45° and 60°, and in ethanol and Tetra at 15°. Two Si(ll l) samples were 
studied with thermal oxide of a few nm and 100 nm respectively. For the thick oxide 
possible SHG effects from the liquid-Si02 interface could be enhanced, whereas for the 
thin oxide they cannot. The results of all the measurements for the thin oxide are shown 
in table 7.2 in terms of the relative change in A/B with respect to the value in air at the 
same angle of incidence. The results for the thick oxide were the same within errorbars. 
Also shown are the predicted values from the transfer matrix model for combinations of 
the different isotropic tensor elements with the anisotropic element. In table 7.3 the the­
oretical results are shown for the transfer matrix model and two approximations. These 
are in terms of the tangents of the angles of propagation of the fundamental θ
ω
 and SH 
beam 02ω
 m t n e
 Si nonlinear medium, which can be further approximated in terms of 
the liquid ambient refractive index. This is because the refractive index of Si is very 
high, leading to small angles of propagation in Si. Assuming Xzzz to be dominant, the 
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θ 
15 
45 
60 
Х
(2)
-раіг 
zzz/xxx 
zxx/xxx 
xxz/xxx 
zzz/xxx 
zxx/xxx 
xxz/xxx 
zzz/xxx 
zxx/xxx 
xxz/xxx 
water (H 2 0) 
matr. 
2.356 
1.329 
1.332 
2.421 
1.327 
1.351 
-
-
-
tan0 
2.442 
1.366 
1.337 
2.478 
1.358 
1.351 
2.501 
1.353 
1.359 
η 
2.436 
1.367 
1.335 
2.436 
1.367 
1.335 
2.436 
1.367 
1.335 
ethanol (C2H5OH) 
matr. 
2.543 
1.363 
1.366 
tand 
2.609 
1.398 
1.366 
η 
2.603 
1.399 
1.364 
carb. tetrachl. 
matr. 
3.130 
1.459 
1.464 
tan0 
3.246 
1.514 
1.464 
(ССЦ) 
η 
3.236 
1.516 
1.461 
fluid 
water (H 2 0) 
ethanol (C2H5OH) 
carb. tetrachl. (ССЦ) 
Пш 
1.335 
1.364 
1.461 
п2ш 
1.367 
1.399 
1.516 
Table 7.3: Theoretical results from the different models for the relative change in the ratio A/B 
for the different immersion fluids and angles of incidence θ (matr. refers to the transfer matrix 
model). The inset shows the refractive indices of these immersion fluids at the fundamental and 
SH frequency (see also appendix F). 
change in A/B in going from air to water ambient (subscript w) can be written as: 
Ε
ζ<νι(2ω) • £z,w(w)2 (A/B)w = (zzz/xxx)w α 
EX | W(2w)-£ x,w(u/) 2 
|tanö2(j,w · tan2 9WtW\ « η 2 ω · τ?ω (7.1) 
Analogous expressions can be written down for the other two tensor components that 
contribute to the isotropic term. Note that the Si refractive indices do not enter in 
either approximation, the effect being fully determined by those of the ambient. Both 
approximations are seen to agree within 5% with the full transfer matrix calculation. 
The fact that the results for the thin and thick oxide are the same, and that the ratio 
A/B is the same for the three liquids within error bars, strongly suggests that orientation 
effects do not play a role. An additional check was made by adding 40% NH 4F to the 
sample immersed in water. Despite adding large amounts (~25% of the cell volume), 
thus drastically changing the pH of the solution, no effect whatsoever on the ratio A/B 
was observed. Since the water orientation has been shown to depend critically on the 
pH [15], this excludes the possibility of an orientation effect in our case, or to be more 
precise the effect is negligible with respect to the SH signal of Si. However, the results 
in table 7.2 strongly suggest that the effective X±±±—XZzz is not the largest tensor 
component, but rather the effective Ххцц or Хцхц is. This is in sharp contrast to what 
is commonly thought, since the breaking of inversion symmetry and the discontinuity 
in the electric fields are expected to be largest across the interface boundary and not 
along it. This however may have been partly due to the many misconceptions about the 
precise definition of X ( 2 '. Although the intrinsic X
zzz
 can be much larger than the other 
tensor components, the effective X
zzz
 is strongly 'screened' by the dielectric function 
(see eq. 2.45). Nevertheless, in one case the effective X
zzz
 of clean Si(l 11)7x7 is still 
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reported to be much larger than all other tensor components ( [45], see also appendix 
B). The fact that here the effective Ххцц or Хцхц is the largest could on the other hand 
be consistent with the large in-plane strain in the SÌ-S1O2 interface due to the mismatch 
between Si and S1O2 (see chapter 4). 
The bulk contributions have not been taken into account, since it was argued in 
chapter 2 that their dependencies are virtually indistinguishable from the surface terms. 
The bulk isotropic 7 only radiates at the surface and is therefore inherently insepara-
ble. However, the bulk anisotropic term ζ which enters both isotropic and anisotropic 
contributions was inseparable due to the high refractive index of Si relative to the am­
bient. For a lower relative refractive index a separation could perhaps be possible. This 
is achieved by raising the refractive index of the ambient with respect to that of the 
nonlinear medium, which is exactly what is done by the immersion measurements. If the 
accuracy of the angle of incidence dependent SH measurements could be improved by an 
order of magnitude over that achieved in chapter 6, measurements in different ambiente 
might help to discriminate surface and bulk contributions in this way. 
7.5 Conclusions 
In situ SHG etch measurements have been performed on SÌ-SÌO2. The results for both the 
thick-oxide and thin-oxide region are completely consistent with the notion of multiple 
reflections in the oxide film and the existence of a density gradient in the oxide over 
roughly the last 25 nm. In contrast to the linear optical measurements SHG was found 
to be extremely sensitive to the removal of oxide from Si, making it a good etch-stop 
indicator, irrespective of any particular model. The surface contribution to both the 
isotropic and anisotropic terms was found to be at least of equal size as the bulk term, 
indicating large surface sensitivity. Close comparison of ellipsometry and SHG showed 
that many effects observed in the SHG signal are linear optical effects, and that light-
induced effects play an important role. Finally, immersion anisotropy measurements 
showed the effective Ххцц or Хцхц to be the dominating isotropic term instead of X
zzz
. 
Contrary to what is commonly thought, this would seem to be consistent with the large 
inplane strain at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. These measurements help in understanding SHG 
from SÌ-S1O2, especially if used in conjunction with the results of chapter 6 and 8. 
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Chapter 8 
EFISHG spectroscopy on 
Si(l l l)-Si0 2 -Cr MOS 
structures 
8.1 Sample preparation and experimental setup 
In this chapter EFISHG measurements will be described. The MOS-type structures used 
for these measurements have been amply discussed in section 5.2 (see figure 5.1). Mea­
surements were done with λ=532 nm and in the range λ=710-850 nm as the fundamental 
excitation. The setups have been described in chapter 3. For the EFISHG measurements 
at 532 nm an IEEE-controlled Keithley model 228 voltage source and model 199 cur­
rent meter were added to the Nd-YAG setup. These were integrated in the computer 
program controlling the experiment to allow for easy and reproducible measurements as 
a function of voltage. The preparation of the samples used for the EFISHG imaging 
experiment in section 8.4 is described in appendix E. 
8.2 EFISHG measurements at λ=532 nm 
Using the output at 532 nm of the Nd-YAG laser EFISHG measurements have been 
performed on the samples listed in Table 8.1. Since the primary effect in chapter 6 is 
a deviation from the predicted oxide thickness dependence, measurements have been 
made on MOS structures with a number of oxide thicknesses. Also two different doping 
densities and doping types (p or n) have been investigated, as the MOS properties depend 
strongly on these (see any textbook on semiconductor devices, for instance [1, 2]). The 
SH signal was measured in reflection through the circular thin Cr electrode (see figure 
5.1). The main result is that no electric-field-induced effect on SHG has been observed 
for any of these samples, under any condition. Listed below are the checks that have 
been made: 
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Si crystal 
orientation 
(111) 
(111) 
(100) 
(100) 
doping 
type 
Ρ 
η 
Ρ 
η 
doping 
concentration (cm - 3 ) 
~ 5 χ 1015 
~ 1 χ 1018 
~ 4 χ 1015 
~ 1 χ 1018 
oxide 
thickness (nm) 
12/31/102/140/176/219/256 
15/29/51/108 
30/140 
30/140 
Table 8.1: compilation of the parameters of the MOS-type samples used for EFISHG measure­
ments at 532 nm. 
• all samples are proper MOS structures as was checked by C-V and I-V measure­
ments, although the Cr electrode is not perfectly conducting. 
• the Cr electrode does not interfere with the EFISHG measurement: 
- by measuring on a MOS with an optically thick (~100 nm) Cr film, the 
(EFI)SHG signal of Cr was found to be very small, isotropic and independent 
of applied bias 
- in measuring the SH anisotropy from the MOS structures with the 3 nm 
semi-transparent Cr electrodes, the usual symmetries of Si were observed (see 
figure 6.1) 
• true SH signals are measured, i.e. quadratic in input power, and at the correct 
spectral position (266 nm) 
• bias-dependent ellipsometry measurements were performed on some of the MOS 
samples, showing no influence of the bias and thereby excluding any sizable linear 
electro-optical effect, as expected (see section 2.3.5) 
• the inherent lower quality of Si(lll)-based MOS structures does not play a role, 
as the same results are obtained for Si(100)-based samples, for which the density 
of interface traps D¿t is an order of magnitude lower, and which represent device-
quality MOS structures (see also chapter 5) 
EFISHG measurements have been performed on a representative subset of the samples 
at 3 different angles of incidence (θ=15°,45° and 56°), for all polarization combinations, 
and for input pulse energy densities between 0.2 and 50 m J c m - 2 . Also the phase of the 
SH signal has been measured by interfering it with quartz. Under all these conditions, 
applying a bias to the MOS structures (in forward or reverse direction) did not influence 
the measured SH intensity, anisotropy or phase. However, the simultaneously measured 
leakage current through the MOS structures drastically increased when the laser light 
was incident on the sample. 
Given the fact that there is no physical reason why intrinsically χ(3) would be 
zero for this wavelength, the reason for the observed effects must be due to the laser 
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(wavelength) used. As already discussed in chapter 2, the influence of the photo-induced 
carriers on the band bending at the SÌ-S1O2 interface has to be taken into account. Since 
a pulsed laser is used, the dynamics of this effect has to be calculated, taking into account 
all possible recombination phenomena [1-3]. In appendix С all the relevant parameters 
are compiled. The result is that due to the high number of photo-generated carriers 
the MOS structures are effectively always at flat-band during the time the laser pulse 
interacts with the sample, even for the lowest fluences used. Once flat-band is reached 
the additional photocarriers simply give rise to leakage currents in our non-perfect MOS 
structures. This is still consistent with the measured purely quadratic power dependence 
of the SH signal, because the calculations also indicated that electron-hole plasma and 
temperature effects are still small for the fluences used (see appendix C). 
To the best of our knowledge no EFISHG measurements have ever been performed 
using the output at 532 nm of a Nd-YAG laser. There are however a number of 
measurements using the fundamental output at 1064 nm, both in an electrochemical 
cell [4-10], and with MOS structures [11-13]. The parameters for this wavelength have 
also been compiled in appendix C. In collaboration with Aktsipetrov et aí.EFISHG 
measurements for λ=1064 nm have been performed on samples from the same batch 
and prepared identically as the ones described above (t.e. Si(l l l), p-type, Boron-doped 
~ 5 χ 1015 c m - 3 ) [12, 13]. For this wavelength and the laser power used the number 
of photo-induced carriers is two to three orders of magnitude smaller, due to the much 
lower absorption. On top of that, only a small portion of the carriers (roughly an order 
of magnitude less than the doping density) is generated within the depletion layer. This 
explains why EFISHG effects are observable at λ=1064 nm and not at λ=532 nm using 
the same type of laser. 
Before closing this section one last thing must be noted. Sofar we have neglected 
any (EFI)SHG contribution from the S1O2 layer. In the context of extensive research 
on glass-based optical fiber technology, SHG signals from such centrosymmetric glasses 
however are commonly seen (see e.g. [14-16]). Many explanations have been posed for 
this effect (see e.g. [17-21]). Key points are the presence of defects and/or impurities in 
the glass/silica and the fact that the effect is not intrinsically there, but can be induced by 
an electric field through an EFISHG effect (Χ ( 2 ) =Χ ( 3 ) ·Ε(0)). Using high-power pulsed 
lasers this electric field can also be created by a photoinduced charge (re)-distribution 
(see e.g. [22]). In fibers this leads to a typical nonlinearity X^2^~10-3 p m V - 1 [23], which 
should be compared to for instance the value for crystal quartz χ( 2 )~1 p m V - 1 [24, 25]. 
By poling fused silica films with a high electric field (~ 5 χ IO6 Vm _ 1 ) at an elevated 
temperature (~300°C) a permanent X^2^ of ~1 pmV - 1 (!) can be induced [26], which is 
three orders of magnitude larger (see also [23, 27-29]). The order of magnitude smaller 
amount of metal impurities in synthetic fused silica with respect to that of natural fused-
quartz materials has also been used to explain its order of magnitude smaller SHG signal. 
The high-quality dense thermal oxides we use have even less impurities. Although the 
field in the oxide of our MOS structures is very high (typically 10 V over 100 nm, leading 
to lx lO 8 Vm - 1 ) , no EFISHG effect is observed. It is so far unclear in how far these 
effects play a role in SHG studies of the much lower-quality anodic oxides that are grown 
in an electrochemical environment. No effect has ever been reported there. 
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Thus we can conclude that for a fundamental wavelength of 532 nm using a low 
rep-rate Nd-YAG laser EFISHG effects are absent due to the laser-induced free carrier 
density. This also means that EFISHG cannot explain in any way the effects observed 
in the oxide thickness dependence of the SHG signal from Si, as discussed in chapter 
6. Obviously, for studying EFISHG phenomena on Si-based MOS structures, the fun­
damental output of the Nd-YAG laser is more appropriate. Even more interesting is 
EFISHG spectroscopy, which will be discussed in the next section. 
8.3 EFISHG spectroscopy 
Spectroscopic EFISHG measurements were performed using the Ti:Sapphire setup de­
scribed in chapter 3, for 10 wavelengths between 710 and 850 nm (~2.9-3.5 eV for the 
two-photon energy range, which includes the Ei and interface transition in Si). The 
sample was a 2 inch wafer, p-type, Boron-doped, ~ 5 χ IO15 c m - 3 . All measurements 
were done at a 45° angle of incidence, with the 100 mW light focused to a ~ 100 μτη spot 
on the sample, leading to a pulse fluence of 15 /¿Jem-2. The SH signal was measured in 
reflection through the thin Cr electrode. Similar test measurements as described in the 
previous section were performed to make sure the Cr electrode does not influence the 
SHG measurement. A quadratic dependence of the SH signal on power was measured, 
for average powers <120 mW in a 100 μιη spot. The possibility of photo-induced carriers 
should again be considered, and the corresponding parameters are compiled in appendix 
C. Although the density of carriers induced by one pulse is still an order of magnitude 
larger than the doping, within the pulse the flat-band situation cannot be reached, due 
to the limited diffusion speed and the short pulse duration. However, because the time 
between pulses (12 ns) is much shorter than the carrier lifetime, recombination of the 
photo-induced free carriers between pulses is negligible. In the simplest case the number 
of carriers increases very rapidly at first, after which the density is dominated by the 
recombination, leading to a steady-state density of photocarriers of ~ 4 χ IO15 c m - 3 . 
Although this is roughly the same as the doping density, no specific influence on the mea­
surements was observed. This is consistent with the purely quadratic power dependence 
of the SH signal and recent SHG studies performed under similar conditions, which show 
that screening effects only start for fluences above 30 /iJcm - 2 [30]. 
For each wavelength SHG anisotropics were measured for different applied bias volt­
ages, and for p.n.Pout and s,„,po„t polarization combinations. In section 6.3 it was shown 
that for SHG the relative size and phase of the tensor elements remains constant as a 
function of oxide thickness, and only the overall amplitude and phase changes. Here this 
argument does not hold because of the strongly absorbing Cr electrode on top of the 
oxide. In order to obtain the 'intrinsic' SHG spectrum, i.e. with the multiple reflection 
effects de-convoluted, the dielectric function of the 3 nm thick Cr layer should be accu­
rately known and systematic oxide-thickness and angle-of-incidence dependent EFISHG 
spectroscopy measurements should be made. This is beyond the scope of this experi­
ment and all data is shown as measured. In all cases a forward bias (see section 4.10) 
hardly changed anything in the SHG signals, and the results were basically the same as 
for 0 V. Therefore no results for forward bias will be shown. In figure 8.1 the measured 
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Figure 8.1: Azimuthal dependence of I P l P at an angle of incidence of 45° 
three applied biases, and for a fundamental wavelength λ=725ηπι. 
for 
anisotropy for Pi
n
,Pout is shown for 0, 10 and 17 V reverse bias, at a wavelength of 725 
nm. As can be seen the bias drastically increases the SH amplitude but does not change 
the symmetry. Actually the pictures look like the anisotropics measured with the Nd-
YAG output at 532 nm (see figure 6.1b), although the error bars are somewhat larger. 
Also here the SHG signal is zero at azimuthal angles of 0,120 and 240°, indicating that 
the anisotropic and isotropic contributions are nearly equal and the phase between them 
~0° (modulo 180°). This was more or less the case for all wavelengths and, given the 
larger error bars, makes it difficult to fit the phase meaningfully. Since no spectroscopic 
phase measurements were performed, the phase was therefore put to 0° and not fitted 
for any anisotropy measurement. Note that it is the relative phase between isotropic and 
anisotropic contribution that is experimentally found to be close to zero. The overall 
phase will obviously change strongly when a resonance is crossed, as discussed in chapter 
2 (see figure 2.8). 
Figure 8.2 shows the spectrum of the anisotropic amplitude for the p-polarized SH 
intensity under both s-polarized (BP]S) and p-polarized excitation (BP i P), as a function 
of reverse bias. The symbols are the data and the solid lines are fits using Lorentzian 
line shapes for the resonances. For both polarizations we observe at zero bias only one 
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Figure 8.2: Spectra of the anisotropic amplitudes for the p-polarized SH inten­
sity under (a) s-polarized excitation (BPlS), and (b) p-polarized excitation (Bp,p) 
as a function of gate bias. 
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resonance at ~3.25 eV, whereas a strong bias-dependent resonance appears at ~3.43 eV. 
Figure 8.3 shows the spectra of the corresponding isotropic amplitudes APiS and AP i P. 
Now, at zero bias both resonances are already present, with the 3.25 eV peak dominating 
the p,p response and the 3.43 eV peak the p,s response. For both cases, the 3.43 eV 
peak strongly increases with reverse bias, whereas the 3.25 eV peak is bias-independent 
within the error bars (note the bias-dependence of the nonresonant background in the 
anisotropic and the shoulder of the 3.43 eV peak in the p-p isotropic amplitude). It has 
been shown by a combination of SHG and Sum-Frequency-Generation studies that these 
are two-photon resonances [31-33]. 
The anisotropic response is governed by a single effective tensor component [Χξξξ-
αζ] for both polarization combinations (see eq. 2.46), which accounts for their similar 
frequency and bias dependence. The zero bias peak at ~3.25 eV should correspond to 
the 3.3 eV interface resonance as observed by Daum et al. [31, 32]. They attributed this 
peak to the shifted Ei interband transition, induced by strain in the top few silicon layers 
in the direction perpendicular to the S1O2 interface. They also showed that for the p,p-
polarization combination (the same as measured here) the X
zzz
 component dominated 
for oxidized Si(100). Here the effect of strain is also seen in the anisotropic in-plane SH 
response. This seems logical since, as discussed in chapter 4, the main direction of strain 
at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface is in-plane, and the origin of the shift of interband transitions 
is the hydrostatic component of the strain. In this way the strain couples to all tensor 
components, including Xççç, as was also observed by Meyer [33]. Following chapter 5 
this resonance should originate from a 1 nm thick 1 GPa tensile strained silicon layer at 
the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. 
The 3.43 eV resonance then corresponds to the Ei interband transition itself. This 
mode is bulk-quadrupole allowed and will become bulk-dipole allowed through an EFISHG 
contribution if there is a (bias-induced) band offset. It is clear from figure 8.3 that this 
mode is already strongly present in the isotropic p,s response, even at zero bias, whereas 
it is weakly present in the p,p response. The interface resonance at 3.3 eV disappears 
for a Η-terminated Si surface [31, 32], consistent with the fact that the strain is then 
mostly relieved [34]. Although the original data by Daum and coworkers showed that 
also the bulk Ej resonance at 3.43 eV disappears upon H-termination [31, 32, 35], recent 
data by the same group indicates that there is an Ei resonance [36]. Most likely the 
3.43 eV resonance we observe is an electric-field-induced bulk dipole contribution. The 
appearance of the Ei mode in the zero bias spectra of the isotropic components indicates 
that there is already strong band bending in this case, which is induced by the Cr elec­
trode. With this Cr electrode and for zero applied bias, the MOS is in depletion/weak 
inversion, whereas without it the bands would be nearly flat [1, 2]. 
The bias independence of the interface resonance suggests that the electric-field-
induced bulk dipole term at 3.43 eV is generated in a volume that is large compared to 
that of the layer of strained silicon. From X-ray reflectivity [37] and ellipsometry [38] 
studies the thickness of the stressed Si layer was estimated to be about 1.5 nm. Our 
characterization in chapter 5 was consistent with a 1 nm layer of 1 GPa stressed Si. 
We numerically solved the Poisson equation for our MOS with the MEDICI Poisson 
solver, [39] using the parameters found for our samples from C-V measurements (see 
section 5.5). An inversion layer width of about 10 nm was found, which hardly changes 
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Figure 8.4: Bias dependence of the isotropic and anisotropic contributions to 
Ιρ,ρ at 3.4 eV. 
with (reverse) bias [1,2]. Since for zero applied bias our MOS is already close to inversion, 
the depletion layer width is already maximum and applying a reverse bias will only 
increase the electric field in the inversion layer [1, 2]. This is reasonably consistent with 
the notion of different volumes from which the two resonances are generated. However, 
the leakage current measured (of the order of μΑ) in our MOS must be mentioned. It is 
partly due to the large area of the Cr electrode and the current density is still very small. 
The buildup of an inversion layer in a MOS however is a consequence of the isolating 
nature of S1O2 and due to a leakage current inversion could decrease or even completely 
disappear [1, 2]. As the C-V measurements, which did show proper inversion, are made 
on smaller electrodes for which the leakage currents are negligible, the presence of an 
inversion layer for the EFISHG measurements can neither be corroborated nor excluded. 
If there is no inversion layer the electric field under reverse bias would vary over the 
whole depletion layer width (~ 1 /im). This drastic enhancement of the volume from 
which the EFISHG bulk dipole term is generated could possibly explain the interface 
resonance bias dependence being negligible in comparison. 
In figure 8.4 the bias dependence of both AP i P and B p ? p at the resonance energy 3.43 
eV are shown, showing a clear linear dependence until ~1.5 V beyond the flat-band 
voltage of —1 V (see section 5.5), after which the signals did not change anymore. Since 
the escape depth of the SH radiation at 3.4 eV ( α - 1 (ω) ~5 nm) is the same as the 
inversion layer width in which the electric field changes (~10 nm) we are not in any of 
the regimes mentioned in section 2.3.5 for which simple approximations lead to a linear 
or quadratic dependence of the SH intensity. The measured linear dependence could then 
possibly be explained by a large interference term between X^2^ and χ( 3 ) . If however, 
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Figure 8.5: Schematic NLO microscope setup. L lens - Fl stopfilter for the 
SH frequency - Obj. microscope objective - F2 stopfilters for the fundamental 
frequency - CCD CCD camera. 
there is no inversion layer, for reasons discussed above, α - 1 (ω) <IC dscR (the width of 
the space charge region) and apart from interference effects a linear dependence of the 
SHG intensity on applied bias is predicted (see eq. 2.55), as is experimentally observed. 
From the current measurements no further conclusions on this could be drawn. The 
bias independence of the SH signals for forward bias is unclear, but possibly related to 
increased leakage current. 
In section 2.3.5 it was shown that within the framework of the model for EFISHG all 
tensor elements have the same dependence on electric field (and thus bias). Although 
the amplitudes of the EFISHG effect for different tensor elements could be different, 
there is no suggestion of an offset in bias dependence. However, in comparing Figures 
8.2 and 8.3 it is obvious that such a bias-offset is measured (for zero applied bias there 
is no 3.4 eV resonance in the anisotropic contributions, but there is one in the isotropic 
contributions). At first one might think that (non)-linear interference could explain this. 
In that case it seems odd that no shifts in the apparent resonance energies are found, 
i.e. within the (large) error bars. So far there is no explanation for this, and more 
accurate measurements are needed. 
In conclusion, most features of these measurements can be qualitatively understood 
by combining the theory of SHG with the well-known models for MOS structures. This 
spectroscopic EFISHG data on a SÍ-S1O2 MOS shows for the first time simultaneously 
the stress-induced surface resonance and the well-known Ei bulk resonance. 
8.4 EFISHG imaging 
So far we have limited ourselves to azimuthally isotropic static electric fields applied 
perpendicularly to the SÍ-S1O2 interface in a MOS configuration. However, in section 
2.3.5 the possibility of measuring in-plane inhomogeneous electric fields was already 
mentioned, and this has experimentally been pioneered by Lüpke and coworkers [40-42] 
and Heinz and coworkers [43]. Here a preliminary experiment on MOS-type samples with 
in-plane spatially inhomogeneous static electric fields is briefly described. Although we 
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Figure 8.6: The front-electrode pattern of the samples used for EFISHG imag­
ing. Shown are the contact pads (ϋ750/500μηι) and connecting leads (50/ип 
thick). The circles contain the actual devices used for the imaging, which are too 
small to be shown to scale (see figure 8.7). The pattern shown is 1cm square and 
centered on 2cm square silicon samples. 
—-1-ом 
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Figure 8.7: Electrode configurations: a dipole, b quadrupole, с semi-circle. All 
electrodes are present in four combinations of line width and principal gap value 
respectively, namely 4/20, 4/50, 10/50 and 10/100 /im. d 'knife-edge' electrode 
(not to scale), with 400/лп thick lines ending in a sharp angle and a 20/xm gap. 
have not been able to observe bias-dependent effects in the SHG, for reasons discussed 
below, the results are shown since they are the first application of nonlinear optical (NLO) 
microscopy to this important field. Nonlinear optical microscopy, i.e. the spatially 
resolved SHG response, has been pioneered by several people, applying it to imaging 
of Сбо, Rhodamine 6G and (self-assembled) monolayers [44-46], ferroelectrics [47] and 
recently to domain structures in magnetic films [48, 49]. In order to measure the very 
small signals, usually the photomultiplier in a SHG setup is replaced by a microscope 
objective and a sensitive CCD camera. The setup used here was developed in our own 
laboratory for magnetic domain imaging [48, 49], in conjunction with the TirSapphire 
setup discussed in chapter 3. The setup of this NLO microscope is shown in figure 8.5. 
The samples used are schematically shown in figures 8.6 and 8.7, and consist of spe­
cially shaped Al electrodes on top of thermally oxidized S i ( l l l ) 1 . The simple electrode 
xDr. Han Gardeniers of the faculty Electric Engineering of the Technical University of Twente is 
gratefully acknowledged for providing and preparing these samples. 
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shapes ('dipole', 'quadrupole' and 'semi-circle') are chosen to give rise to distinct in-
plane inhomogeneous electric field distributions when a voltage is applied across them. 
They were made in different sizes with a typical 'gap' value (20, 50 and 100 μπι) and line 
width (4 and 10 μπι), as a priori it was not clear what the optimum balance between 
resolution and sensitivity is. The sensitivity has to do with the 'spread' of the electric 
field outside the Al electrodes. It is not easy to obtain a sizeable in-plane field gradient 
extending over a large distance in or on silicon. Theoretically such a field gradient is 
obtained by applying a bias between two electrodes on the surface. Note however that if 
we would have a perfect ΑΙ-Si Schottky or AI-SÌO2-SÌ MOS the electric field induced by 
the applied bias would not show such a gradient or 'spread' as the field lines would only 
be present directly under the Al electrodes, i.e. perpendicular to the S1-SÌO2 interface. 
In a EFISHG microscope experiment we would then possibly only see the bias depen-
dence of the electrode areas2, which is not very interesting since these are equipotential 
planes. In a non-perfect MOS (e.g. one based on Si(lll)) with a thick oxide (~180 nm 
in our case) and interface traps and charges, a gradient can be expected. 
Based on the results of C-V characterization of these samples3 3D simulations using 
the DAVINCI numerical Poisson solver4 indeed showed such field gradients. As an 
example figure 8.8 shows the contour lines of the in-plane electric field distribution of 
the quadrupole configuration at the electrode surface. A positive bias of 5 V is applied 
to the top and left electrode arm, and an equal negative bias to the right and bottom 
electrode arm. As expected there is little or no spread. Figure 8.9 shows the contour lines 
of the field distribution induced in the underlying silicon (at the SÌ-S1O2 surface). The 
sign of the field is conserved, but its amplitude is smaller. Most importantly however, a 
spread of the field outside the electrode area is clearly observed. Since in principle the 
spatial resolution of a nonlinear optical microscope is determined by the wavelength λ, 
these gradients should be observable. 
EFISHG measurements were performed5 at a fundamental wavelength of 730 nm, 
since at 2u>~3.4 eV the largest nonlinear electro-optical or EFISHG effect was observed 
on Si-Si-Si02-Cr MOS structures in the previous section. The lOOmW of laser light 
was focused to a ~ 30μπι spot on the sample, leading to a pulse fluence of 150μ·Ι«η- 2. 
No polarizer or analyzer was used and there was no specific choice of orientation of 
the crystallographic axes of Si(l l l) with respect to the lab frame. In figure 8.10 the 
results are shown for the smallest (i.e. gap 20 μπι and line width 4 μπι) 'semi-circle' 
(a) and 'dipole' (b) electrodes without applied bias. Clearly the shapes of the electrodes 
are observed, with some features at their edges. It is not clear whether these features 
are due to the breaking of symmetry at the electrode edges which possibly enhances the 
SHG signal [40], or simply shadows. The vague blob around the electrode images roughly 
corresponds to the laser beam diameter. Figure 8.10c shows a differential measurement 
2 This is not completely true since the edges of the electrodes give rise to in-plane breaking of sym­
metry, leading by itself to (EFI)SHG localized at these edges [40]. 
3Marcel Weusthof of the Testcentre of the MESA Research Institute at the Technical University of 
Twente is kindly acknowledged for performing these measurements and help in understanding them. 
4 Dr. Wim Eijsenga of the group Electronic Components, Technology and Materials at the Technical 
University of Delft is kindly acknowledged for performing these and other simulations and all his help 
with topics regarding device simulations. 
5
 Dr. Andrei Kirilyuk is kindly acknowledged for performing these measurements. 
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Figure 8.8: Simulated field contours of a quadrupole shaped electrode at the 
metal electrode surface. 5 V is applied to the top and left arm of the quadrupole 
and -5 V to the right and bottom arm. The thicknesses of the electrode arms is 
5 μπι and the gap is 10 μιη. See text for further explanation. 
Figure 8.9: Same as the above Figure, but now at the surface of the underlying 
silicon. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 8.10: EFISHG images of the 'semi-circle' (a) and 'dipole' (b) electrodes. 
In (c) a differential picture is shown for the 'dipole' electrode with and without 
30 V applied bias. 
of the dipole electrode between 0 V and 30 V applied bias. Although this leads to a 
clear difference, reversing the sign of the applied bias led to the same picture. Therefore 
the observed effect most likely has to do with heating due to leakage currents pinned 
at one of the electrodes for some reason. No dipole field pattern could be observed. 
The large leakage currents are due to a high density of mobile charges in the S1O2 film 
as found from the C-V measurements, and in connection with that, a possible over-
dimensioning of the contact pads (see appendix E). Note also that a lot of free carriers 
are laser-induced, both per pulse and on average ( ~ 4 x 10 1 7 cm~ 3 and ~ 4 χ 1 0 1 6 c m - 3 
respectively, see appendix C). As explained in previous sections this may lead to photo-
induced bandflattening, thereby reducing the observed EFISHG effect. 
Although not exactly giving the results we had hoped for these pictures together with 
the EFISHG results of the previous section show the feasibility of EFISHG imaging as a 
non-contact nonlinear electro-optical sampling technique. By using a microscope, rather 
than mapping the field distribution by repeated translation of the laser beam [40-42], 
the resolution in the micron-range comes close to the relevant length scales in typical 
semiconductor devices6. Given the small optical Kerr and Franz-Keldysh effects in sil­
icon (see sections 2.3.5 and 4.12) a direct linear optical measurement is not feasible7, 
even with high-power pulsed lasers 8. However, many linear electro-optical modulation 
techniques have been devised which measure X^3'(—ω;ω,0,0). Electro-reflectance, as 
mentioned in section 4.12, is not commonly used as it is often not convenient to have to 
modulate the electric field (or applied bias) of a device. Also the signals are very small. 
This could be improved by using more sensitive (imaging) ellipsometry-based techniques 
6 T h e resolution can be increased beyond this by using Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy 
(SNOM) [50, 51]. In this way recently linear optical imaging experiments of carrier dynamics with 
sub-wavelength resolution have been performed [52]. 
7 An indirect electro-optical method is Photo Emission Microscopy (РЕМ) , see e.g. [53]. 
8 For GaAs, which due its lack of inversion symmetry has a linear (Pockels) electro-optical coefficient 
rather than a quadratic (Kerr) one as in Si, direct electro-optical sampling is possible, see e.g. [54]. 
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(see e.g. [55-57]). However, mostly photo-modulation of an average-power continuous 
wave (CW) laser is used (see e.g. [58-68]). Depending on the CW laser power two 
contributions to the differential reflectance AR/R have to be taken into account: the 
plasma contribution due to the density of photogenerated free carriers Δ η (calculated 
from Drude type of expressions, see appendix C), and a thermal contribution due to the 
induced temperature rise ΔΤ [63]. This technique is therefore known as photothermal 
modulation spectroscopy, and has been used, for example to map ion implantation pro­
files [58, 65]. It is however immediately clear that this technique is highly invasive. An 
alternative method is to bring an electro-optical crystal close to or in contact with the 
silicon-based device to sense the electric field and measure directly the linear electro-
optical effect [69-72], which however influences the measurement. EFISHG on the other 
hand is potentially much less invasive. Table C.l in appendix С shows a significant 
transient and static density of photogenerated carriers, which can however be reduced 
greatly by using below-bandgap excitation (e.g. with λ=1064 nm) for which the ab­
sorption is very small. Although electro-optical effects (linear or nonlinear) are always 
enhanced greatly near optical transitions where the absorption is high, the reduction in 
EFISHG signal in using below-bandgap excitation can be afforded since the EFISHG 
contribution χ(3)(—2ω;ω,ω,0) is comparable to or even larger than the intrinsic field-
independent SHG contribution χ(2)(—2ω;ω,ω). Apart from all this the time resolution 
in the pico- or femtosecond regime can be exploited [41-43, 73], opening the way to non­
linear electro-optical sampling of high-speed circuits [42, 71]. Note that Χ^(—ω;ω,0,0) 
and Χ^(-2ω;ω,ω,0) are closely connected and relations between them have been derived 
theoretically [74] and investigated experimentally on polymer systems [74-76]. Obviously 
also the Third Harmonic Generation (THG) response X^(—3ω;ω,ω,ω) is closely related. 
THG has been used to study ion-implanted silicon [77, 78], also exploiting its relation 
to structural symmetry [79, 80] through anisotropy measurements. This all indicates 
that further development of EFISHG sampling, possibly combined with or compared to 
linear electro-optical sampling techniques, is very promising. 
8.5 Conclusions 
EFISHG measurements have been performed on Si-Si-Si02-Cr MOS structures. The 
measurements at λ=532 nm clearly show the large influence a high-power pulsed laser 
can have on band bending in a MOS. They can be used to rule out any EFISHG effect 
from S1-SÌO2 in the oxide-thickness dependence in chapter 6. The EFISHG spectroscopy 
measurements for the first time simultaneously show the shifted (so-called interface or 
stress) resonance and the Ei bulk resonance. Following the characterization of our 
samples in chapter 5 this stress resonance originates from a 1 nm thick layer of 1 GPa 
tensile stressed silicon at the SÌ-S1O2 interface, in qualitative agreement with the redshift 
of the SHG resonance. These EFISHG measurements also show the importance of a 
high-quality well-characterized planar MOS structure and its spatial field dependence, if 
progress in this field is to be made. In the last section for the first time the feasibility of 
EFISHG imaging using nonlinear optical microscopy has been shown. 
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Chapter 9 
What can we learn from SHG 
on Si-Si02? 
After discussing extensively all SHG results we return to the question what can be 
learned from SHG on SÌ-S1O2 (interfaces). There are still a lot of open questions about 
SÌ-S1O2 interfaces, but also about SHG. The use of SHG to study (non-optical) physical 
properties of, or effects at SÌ-S1O2 interfaces can be divided into three possible lines of 
research, where SHG: 
• obtains information that is difficult to obtain by other techniques 
• is or might be more convenient than other methods 
• (independently) gives additional information or confirmation 
SHG has been used a lot to study the processing of Si (in situ), as is amply shown by 
the references in section 6.4. Changes in the SH signal are correlated with changes in 
physical properties by 'calibrating' SHG by other appropriate techniques. Especially 
on clean reconstructed Si surfaces SHG has been very successful, because the signal is 
usually dominated by the surface response, linear optical effects are negligible in the 
absence of a thick overlayer, and the interface properties can be easily, selectively and 
systematically influenced (see the work by Tom et al. [1, 2], Heinz et al. [3, 4], Hollering 
et al. [5-7], Daum et al. [8, 9], McGilp et al. [10-14], Suzuki et al. [15-17], Pedersen 
et al. [18-21], Höfer et al. [22-28], Nakamura et al. [29-31], and Downer et al. [32-34]). 
In this way SHG has become a correlation technique, just like ellipsometry. However, in 
this area SHG has to compete with many existing electronic techniques 1 and no use is 
made of the unique capability of optical probes to study (deeply) buried interfaces, where 
electronic techniques fail or require time-consuming and often destructive measurements. 
In practical situations these buried interfaces are often more important than the clean 
surface model systems. Therefore in this thesis buried SÌ-SÌO2 interfaces are studied by 
lNote that this does not hold for monitoring MOCVD processes, whose relatively high-pressure 
environment only allows the use of optical techniques. 
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the simplest possible systematic variation of parameters, namely the oxide thickness. In 
general it is difficult to systematically vary parameters at a buried interface, and even 
more difficult to isolate its SH response and separate it from linear optical effects. The 
work in this thesis has addressed the following aspects of this interesting problem: 
• Combining SHG and (linear optical) characterization measurements, the influence 
of strain on SHG has clearly been demonstrated. The strain in SÌO2 influences 
the Presnel factors and the strain in Si influences X^2 .^ 
• The possible application of SHG as an etch-stop indicator and electro-optical mea-
surement technique has been demonstrated. 
• The effect of linear optics on nonlinear optical measurements has been discussed 
and demonstrated, showing that the two are not always separable. This is partly 
due to the lack of consistent definitions, indicating the need for standardization. 
• Within the phenomenological model for SHG a meaningful separation between 
surface and bulk contributions is not possible, due to the fact that: 
- an interface thickness is not incorporated 
- electric dipole and quadrupole contributions are separated, rather than surface 
and bulk 
- there is an inherent anisotropy (apart from the in-plane one), due to the 
strong field gradients across the interface. A first experimental indication of 
this 'nonlinear birefringence' is reported. 
• The influence of the high-power lasers used for SHG has been demonstrated, show-
ing that great care should be taken if SHG is to be used not only as a nondestructive 
but also as a non-invasive probe. 
• The surface sensitivity of SHG for A=532 nm has been directly shown by in situ 
etch measurements. 
• The difference in angle-of-incidence dependence of tensor elements for SHG can be 
enhanced by immersion measurements. If applied accurately, this may lead to the 
separation of the phenomenological surface and bulk anisotropic SHG responses. 
• For these samples, the effective Ххцц or Хцхц is the dominant tensor element, 
rather than X
zzz
. 
• A calibrated value for X^2) of Si(lll)-Si02 is reported. 
To make further progress a few ideas are proposed, concerning both general issues 
regarding SHG from S1-SÌO2 (or buried interfaces in general) and specific experiments: 
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• In order to meaningfully study the surface X^ of a system and compare it with 
other SHG experiments it is essential that the models: 
- properly take into account linear optical effects 
- properly define X^2^ (with or without Fresnel factors, intrinsic or screened) 
- use a single system of units for X ^ 
The best way to implement this is to use flexible transfer-matrix-based models for 
the calculation of Fresnel factors and always use the intrinsic (i.e. on vacuum 
basis) effective surface X^2) values in units of m 2 V - 1 . For a proper calibration of 
χ(2\ Y-cut quartz is ideally suited. Also it can serve as a convenient SH intensity 
reference, independent of the above-mentioned definitions. 
• Apart from the size of the isotropic and anisotropic contributions, also their relative 
(and if possible absolute) phase and amplitude should be determined. This could 
help in determining the origin of the SH response. 
• The possibility of 'nonlinear birefringence' should be further investigated, by mea­
suring the ratio ΐ£
ι Ρ
/Ι°
β
 of the SH intensities for the s,s- and p,p-polarization 
combinations. 
• SHG should be further developed as an etch-stop indicator and compared to 
conventional techniques for this, such as optical emission spectroscopy (see e.g. 
[35, 36]). 
• A well-characterized MOS structure, i.e. with a proper semi-transparent electrode 
(for instance Indium-Tin-Oxide), should be studied with EFISHG. The spatial de­
pendence of the (static) electric field, found from device simulations and C—V mea­
surements, should be taken into account. An interesting question is if in EFISHG 
the static field really only acts as a scalar on all tensor components. 
• EFISHG imaging should be further developed. 
• The influence of strain on SHG should be measured directly by applying (uniaxial) 
stress to a well-characterized Si sample, as was done in the linear optical case (see 
e.g. [37]). 
• Properly prepared hydrogen-terminated S i ( l l l ) l x l H is an ideal model system, 
probably the closest one can get experimentally to a well-defined, virtually bulk-
terminated Si surface. In contrast to previous reports [8, 9], S i ( l l l ) l x l H does 
show a clear SH resonance at the Ei position [38]. The SHG spectra for different 
polarization combinations should be compared with linear optical spectra, possibly 
giving information about the influence of selection rules on SHG spectra. 
Concluding, SHG shows great potential for studying buried interfaces, if systematic 
studies are carried out in combination with other appropriate techniques. 
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Appendix A 
Error analysis and calibration 
of the D R A P E ellipsometer 
An error analysis is essential in order to obtain the maximum amount of information 
from the measurements of a DRAPE ellipsometer. Standard error analysis for an (RAE)-
ellipsometer involves writing down the Jones matrices for all components, leading to 
an expression for the overall transmission function of the ellipsometer [1], taking into 
account the component imperfections. Since experience with the DRAPE has taught 
that these are negligible compared to the errors that are specific to a DRAPE, namely 
the strong coupling between Φ and Δ, and the drastic increase in the error for Δ for the 
divergence points (Δ=0,180°), we will assume perfect optical components. These larger 
errors for a DRAPE ellipsometer are a direct consequence of the fact that Φ and Δ 
have to be calculated from a limited number of goniometrie relations, rather than from 
Fourier analysis as with an ordinary RAE. The formula for the intensity as a function 
of analyzer and polarizer angle, eq. A.l, can be seen as a result of the Jones matrix 
approach with perfect optical components. Α (Φ, Δ) pair is determined by measuring 
the reflected intensity for a number of analyzer and polarizer settings [2-4] (see figure 
3.5): 
І ( Ф Р , Ф
Д
) = Г 2 І 0 ІаП
2(Ф)с052(Фр)с032(Фл) + 8ІП2(Фр)вІП2(Фд) 
+ ^ап(Ф)соз(Л)зіп(2Фр)зіп(2Ф
л
) (АЛ) 
For the definitions of the parameters see figure 3.5. The Muller-Nebraska convention 
for the definition of angles is used [5, 6]. One polarizer and four analyzer settings are 
enough to calculate Φ and Δ. However, in order to minimize stochastic errors and cancel 
systematic errors to a high degree, a four-zone measurement is made [1]. This means 
that two polarizer settings (— f , + f) and eight analyzer settings (0. --^f, step j) are 
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used. The intensities are then defined as: 
i i - l V ì ì fn r i=1 R 
(A.2) 
I, = Ι(Φρ = + f , Фд = (i - 1) · f) or i l . . .8 
ІІ = І ( Ф
Р
 = - | , Ф
Л
 = ( І - 1 ) · * ) fori=9...16 
Prom these intensities the ellipsometric parameters Φ and Δ can be determined as: 
(A.3) 
for 1=1,5,9,13 
Note that four (Φ, Δ) pairs can be calculated, all of which should be the same ideally. 
Assuming perfect optical components leaves us with three sources of error: stochastic 
errors in the measured intensities, systematic errors due to misalignment of analyzer and 
polarizer, and systematic errors due to the spectral width of the probe light. These will be 
dealt with in subsequent sections, assuming they are decoupled and normally distributed. 
Although this is just an assumption, the alternative is to ignore the errors completely. 
For proper fitting to ellipsometric spectra however, the error bars are essential. Another 
advantage of taking the error bars into account is that the data can be propagated 
into any other representation without consequences for the fitted parameters, which is 
otherwise not possible. After this the calibration procedure for the DRAPE ellipsometer 
will be discussed. 
A.l Systematic errors due to misalignment of ana­
lyzer and polarizer 
Due to misalignment of analyzer and polarizer, systematic errors end up in Φ and Δ. 
The simplest way to proceed is to put error-angles 6A and δρ of the analyzer and 
polarizer respectively in eq. A.l: 
Ι ( Φ Ρ , Φ
Α
) = r% ^ап2(Ф)соз2(Фр + 5
Р
)соз2(Ф
А
 + δ
Α
) 
+ 8Іп2(Фр + ¿
Р
)зіп2(Фл + δ
Α
) 
+ ^η(Φ)α>3(Δ)8ΐη(2[Φ
Ρ
 + <5Р])ЗІП(2[Ф
Л
 + δ
Α
])] ( Α · 4 ) 
Using the definitions of eq. A.2 it can be seen that: 
I, = I1+4 ψ I,+8 = I.+12 fori=1...4 (A.5) 
Since the equalities do not lead to any additional systematic errors, new intensities can 
be defined: 
j li + І1+4 , τ І1+8 + Ii+12 г , . /л с л 
I, = ф\
і+й = for 1=1. ..4 (А.6) 
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Extensive calculations showed that the way in which most systematic errors cancel out, 
is by proceeding with both sets ïi —14 and Ig — Ï12 to calculate two pairs of Φ and Δ, and 
than average these to obtain the final Φ and Δ. Since <5д and δρ are very small (<S 1 °), 
Taylor expansions can be made to obtain expressions for the intensities in terms of the 
intrinsic (error-free) intensity and additional error terms. Prom these intensities Φ and 
Δ are calculated according to eq. A.3, and the errors propagated into these parameters 
according to standard methods of error analysis [7-10]. In all calculations errors are 
taken into account to third order (i.e. δ
Α
, δ
Α
δρ, δλδρ etc.), and only in the final 
answer reduced to second order. Straightforward but tedious calculations then lead to 
expressions for the measured Ф
е х р
 and Δ
β χ ρ
 in terms of the desired intrinsic Φ and Δ: 
Фехр = Φ + ¿Φ 
Δ
ε χ ρ
 = Δ + δ Α 
(Α.7) 
The errors in Φ and Δ are then given by: 
¿ Φ = - [1-ί3η
2(Φ)]α*3(Δ) 
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δ
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Ρ
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Лап(2Ф)[1-со8 2 ^)]5 
All angles are in radians. The first thing to notice is that due to the four-zone measure­
ment all errors linear in the error-angles <5д and δρ drop out. The error in Δ contains 
the error in Φ as expected. The divergence points for the DRAPE ellipsometer are: 
• circular polarization : іап(Ф)=1, cos(A)=0 
• linear polarization : ΰ08(Δ)=±1 
These points are seen to lead to divergences in the error calculation. This is partly 
because some of the Taylor expansions cannot be used for these critical points. The error 
calculations should not be used then. Remember, the origin of these systematic errors 
is the mechanical misorientation of analyzer and polarizer, which obviously does not 
diverge. The divergence is only noticeable for Δ, and the error is limited to 5°(indicating 
a bad point). Note finally that in order to calculate the systematic errors, the values for 
the analyzer and polarizer misalignment are needed (see section A.4). 
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A.2 Stochastic errors 
Every intensity is measured four times, which allows a standard deviation to be calcu­
lated. Using the definitions of eq. A.2 it is immediately clear that, neglecting systematic 
errors for the moment (compare to eq. A.5): 
li = Ii+4 = Ii+e = Ii+ia fori=1...4 (180°-rule) 
li + Ii+2 = li+i + Ii+3 for i=l,5,9,13 (sum-rule) 
Given these equalities there are many ways to calculate the mean Φ and Δ. However, 
it is best to calculate them along the same lines as the systematic errors, for which not 
all of these equalities hold (see eq. A.5). This means that the definitions in eq. A.6 are 
used and from that two sets of Φ and Δ are calculated, which are averaged to obtain the 
final Φ and Δ. Given an intensity I¡ and its stochastic error dl¡, it is straightforward to 
calculate the stochastic errors in Φ and Δ, by propagating the errors in the intensities 
into the final representation of the data using standard error analysis [7-10]. 
A.3 Systematic errors due to the spectral width 
The finite spectral width of the probe light leads to additional systematic errors. Its 
origin lies in the slit width of the monochromator. In our case the Pull Width Half 
Maximum (FWHM) width is 0.2 nm. Although it is possible to fit to data which has 
error bars in both x- and y-variables (for a review see [11]), this leads to difficult and 
not always unambiguous algorithms. Therefore we transform the wavelength error to 
a (Φ,Δ) error [12]. It is obvious that in regions of steep increase or decrease with 
wavelength of (Φ, Δ) the errors due to the spectral width are largest. However, we 
simply use the derivative of (Φ, Δ) with wavelength multiplied by the FWHM (0.2 nm) 
for the error calculation. A problem with this is that the ellipsometric spectrum contains 
singularities in the sharp interference peaks (see for instance figure A.l), due to the fact 
that cos(A) is measured and not Δ. We used a recently proposed scheme based on a 
Kramers-Kronig (KK) transformation (see eq. 2.4)*, to calculate sin(A) from Іап(Ф) 
and cos(A) [13-15]. This is not done to obtain the amplitude of sin(A), but to obtain 
the sign of Δ. This method has been shown to work [13-15] for S1O2 films on Si. 
Since a KK transformation depends very critically on the measured spectral range, 
the way the data is extrapolated outside this range, and on the accuracy of the measured 
data (especially around the 'critical' points where Δ is close to 0° or 180°), we have 
adapted the method slightly. A fit is made to the raw data (i.e. 0°<Δ<180°), which 
is usually already very close to the data. A KK transform is made with the theoretical 
fit data and compared to a model calculation, using the same fit parameters, taking 
into account the sign of Δ (which simply follows from the model). If these two compare 
well, the data for Δ can safely be 'flipped over', to obtain a continuous spectrum. This 
can be seen most clearly in figure A.l. If the sign is ambiguous, points are given a large 
error, to make sure their weight in the fitting is negligible. Given a continuous spectrum, 
1
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Figure A.l: Measured elhpsometry spectrum of Φ and Δ of a ~250 nm 
S1O2 film on Si The dashed line is the original fit to |Δ| and Φ, which has 
been 'flipped' over (solid line Δ) and used to obtam a continuous spectrum 
(dots) 
the final errors in (Φ, Δ) are calculated using the derivative with respect to wavelength 
multiplied by the FWHM spectral width of 0 2 nm 
A.4 Calibration procedures 
The calibration of an elhpsometer involves first of all the geometrical alignment of all 
optical components, which can readily be accomplished using the HeNe alignment laser 
in the spectroscopic elhpsometry setup (see figure 3 6) The monochromator can be 
calibrated using the sharp and well-known emission lines of a Xenon lamp, and the angle 
of incidence by the method discussed in section 3 3 2 
Here the azimuthal alignment of analyzer and polarizer will be discussed, assuming 
the whole setup to be properly aligned in every other aspect The calibration of a RAE 
elhpsometer has been extensively discussed in the literature (see e g [1, 16-18]) The 
error calculation for our particular type of RAE elhpsometer has also been discussed 
extensively [2, 19-27] For a perfectly aligned DRAPE elhpsometer the 180°- and sum-
rules hold (see eq A 10) The basic idea of the calibration is to minimize the deviation 
from these rules, the so-called residue This means that an ellipsometnc measurement is 
made, from these the deviation from sum- and 180°-rule evaluated, which should then 
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be translated into an appropriate realigning of analyzer and polarizer, after which the 
whole procedure is iterated. 
To this purpose an elegant method for the DRAPE ellipsometer has been devised 
[22, 23]. The following functions are defined: 
+ _ (I a - I4) .+ _ (Ιχ - I3) 
gan
 = ТГТм
 №
°
ι Ξ
 тпгп 
(І2 + І4) ( I i + І з ) (А λ 
- _ ( l i a - l i o ) , - _ (І9 - I n ) l '" ' 
and from these: 
6an
"=(ïi7TM Spor = (h
 + in) 
fa = gan+ - gan 
fp Ξ gpol+ - gpol" 
(A.12) 
These functions have been chosen in such a way that for the ideal case (6A=SP=0°), 
gan+=gan~ (f
a
=0) and gpol+=gpol~ (fp=0), which can immediately be seen from the 
sum- and 180°-rule (see eq. A.10). Moreover, if these functions are evaluated from eq. 
A.4, it can be seen that gan+ and gan - depend strongly on SA, and only weakly on Sp, 
and vice versa for gpol+ and gpol - . The key idea is to linearize these expressions so 
that they can be inverted, leading to explicit expressions for SA and Sp. Obviously, this 
only works if SA and S ρ are small (4Cl°), which can relatively easily be accomplished 
by pre-aligning analyzer and polarizer using a crossed-polarizer configuration, and if the 
coupling between SA and Sp in the functions is small, as in gan and gpol. Using the 
following definitions: 
a = t a n 2 ( * ) + 1 7 = 2tan($)cos(A) 
β = tan2(Φ) - 1 δ Ξ 8tan 2 (*) ( Α 1 3 ) 
the expressions for gan and gpol can be linearized using Taylor series expansions, anal­
ogous to section A.l, and readily inverted to obtain: 
=
 aSU + 2aßjip 
A = 4
^
2
-
5 1
 (A.14) 
5P = 
Q2[7fa + /?fp] 
2/3[272 - 6] 
The values for SA and Sp from this can be used as a feedback to optimize analyzer 
and polarizer settings, and the procedure repeated. Close inspection of the formulas 
reveals that, as expected, divergences appear for the divergence points of the ellipsometer, 
for which the calculations should therefore not be used. Prior to a measurement the 
ellipsometer is calibrated at a number of points in the spectral range of interest, which 
should, and in practice does, lead to one single calibration for the angular positions of 
analyzer and polarizer. These settings are then used for the whole measurement. Since 
the continuous rotation of analyzer and polarizer during a measurement only leads to 
(small) stochastic errors due to slack in the gear boxes (see section 3.3.2), the calibration 
is kept during the measurement, which can be checked afterwards. 
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All calibrations can be checked afterwards since all the information is contained in 
the measured 16 intensities and their error bars per (Φ,Δ) pair. Note finally that, 
given SA and δρ, the residual <5Φ and δ A can be evaluated using eq. A. 10. Therefore 
measurements can always be re-evaluated, should problems arise during their fitting. 
This calibration procedure is directly implemented in the software of the PC controlling 
the ellipsometer. Given the raw data from a measurement (16 intensities and their 
standard deviation for each wavelength) a C-program is used to calculate all errors. 
Apart from the final data (Φ and Δ with their respective error bars for each wavelength) 
this program also automatically tracks and signals bad points and gives them a large 
error, thereby reducing the weight in the fitting. It should be stressed that this is 
essential, since the sharp interference peaks in the ellipsometric spectra, which pin down 
the fit strongly, contain the least reliable data for this ellipsometer. Neglecting this leads 
to significantly different fits. Finally, it should be noted that since fits to ρ are made 
rather than to (Φ,Δ) the final errors should be propagated to this representation [12]: 
Fits are made to ρ since p
r
 and p¡ are roughly of the same size, avoiding problems in 
choosing the relative weight in the fitting between the generally large Δ ~ 100° and the 
small Φ ~ 10°. 
The final result of all this is a typical error in Φ of 0.02° and in Δ of 0.05°, with the 
angle of incidence θ calibrated with an accuracy of 0.02°. This compares reasonably with 
a modern RAE, for which typical errors of 0.01° in Δ, Φ and θ are quoted. However, if 
Δ is close to 0°,90° or 180°, or if Φ is very small, the error in Δ can however drastically 
increase to even a few degrees. This is taken into account in the fit algorithms. 
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Appendix В 
SHG phase and calibration 
measurements 
SHG phase and calibration measurements will be discussed (for reviews see [1, 2]). All 
that is needed for a SHG phase measurement is some medium that generates a SH 
electric field, which can be interfered with the sample's SH field, and for a calibration 
measurement in addition the medium's value of X*2> should be (accurately) known. Both 
can be conveniently combined by using Y-cut quartz. SHG from this quartz plate will 
be discussed first, then a general SHG interference experiment, and finally the quartz's 
application in phase and calibration measurements will be treated. 
B.l SHG from Y-cut quartz 
SHG from (crystalline) quartz has been widely studied (see e.g. [3, 4]). For Y-cut quartz 
at normal incidence only one tensor component (XiH) plays a role [3-6]. The quartz SH 
intensities for different polarization combinations in transmission at normal incidence 
can then be written as: 
I P i P = I ^ c o s
6 ( n ) 
I
s
,
s
= I ^ s i n 6 ( n ) 
I 8 ,p=I^sin
2 (n)cos 4 (n) 
Ip , s=I^cos2(0)sin4(fì) ( В Л ) 
Ip,q = 1 ^ [cos3(fì) + 2 s in^ ) cos2(Ω) + cos(fi) s in 2 (n)] 2 
I
s q =I°j [sin3(n) + 2cos(n)sin2(n) +sin(n)cos 2 (n)] 2 
Here Ω is the angle between the quartz's X-axis and the plane of incidence, q is a 
mixed s- and p-polarization with E I = E ! / , and the overall SH intensity IQ contains the 
Fresnel factors for transmission and XxJ
x
. Since the Y-cut quartz is here only used 
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sample 
Figure B.l: Definition of the polarization directions and azimuthal angle of Y-
cut quartz, in relation to those definitions for the sample in an interference experi­
ment (compare to figures 2 1,2 5 and 2 6) Also shown are the coordinate systems 
for the laboratory (x,y, z), the sample (ξ,η,ζ) and Y-cut quartz (Χ,Υ,Ζ) 
in an interference experiment, the polarization directions and the plane of incidence, 
which are undefined for normal incidence, are taken as those applicable to the sample 
This is schematically shown in figure В 1 For a given input and output polarization 
the quartz plate can thus simply be rotated azimuthally to obtain the desired SH field 
amplitude Eq В 1 m our case is exact because the quartz birefringence, which changes 
polarization and phase of the fields, is taken out by using a quartz plate which is a full 
A- or 2n7T-retardation plate at both the fundamental and SH wavelength (n=3 for λ=532 
nm, n=7 for λ=266 nm *) Such a plate can be inserted in the beam without changing 
the polarization or phase of both the fundamental and SH fields2 
Apart from the anisotropic dependence, the intensity IQ can be calculated explicitly, 
'Obtained from Bernard Halle Nachfl GmbH, Optische Werkstatten, Berlin 
2
 Similar methods were first mentioned by Tom et al [7], and have been applied successfully by Hofer 
et al (see e g [8, 9]) Dr Hofer is gratefully acknowledged for his help in understanding SHG from this 
quartz plate and its use in phase and calibration measurements 
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Figure B.2: Calculated Maker fringes for Y-cut quartz, for a fundamental wave­
length λ=532 nm, the s,s—polarization combination, a quartz plate thickness of 
173.6 μτη, and refractive indices η0,ω=1.54689 and η0,2ω=1·59165 [12]. 
analogous to the case of surface SHG (see eq. 2.49 [10, 11]) 
I°Q(Z) = 
27Γ2 
íoe(w)v/e(2w)cA| | e2o; ·Χ
( 2 )
· е
ш
е
ш
 | 2 
2ω 
i n ( ^ ) sin 
L ( ¥ ) J I
2M 
(B.2) 
Here all parameters are defined as in eq. 2.49. Note that here a distance dependence is 
explicitly included. X^ in this case consists only of Χ
Χ
χ
Χ
, which has units [mV - 1] 3 . 
The maximum SH intensity strongly depends on the phase mismatch Дк = к(2ш) — 2k(c¿). 
The distance over which the fundamental and SH fields are phase-matched is given by the 
coherence length lc, the distance over which the phase difference between fundamental 
3This should be compared to eq 2 49 for surface SHG, for which phase matching does not play a 
role and which does not include an explicit interaction thickness, leading to units [m 2 V _ 1 ] . 
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and SH wave has increased by 2π [11]: 
° Дк 2[η{2ω)οο*{θ'2ω)-η(ω)οο3(θ'ω)] K ' ' 
Неге η is the refractive index of quartz and Θ' is the angle of propagation inside the 
quartz crystal. For Y-cut quartz at normal incidence only the ordinary refractive index 
is relevant, for λ=532 nm given by η(ω)=1.54689 and η(2ω)=1.59165 [12], leading to 
l
c
 « 6 μπι. 
Given the thickness of the quartz plate (L=173.6±0.1 μπι [12]) and the refractive 
indices, the angle of incidence θ dependence of the transmitted SH intensity can be 
calculated, which is shown in figure B.2 for the s,s-polarization combination 4 . The Maker 
fringes [3, 4, 13] can be seen clearly. The maximum SH signal (for θ « ±13°) can be seen 
as that of an imaginary quartz plate of thickness l
c
/2 [11], whereas at normal incidence 
the signal has dropped to 40% of this maximum. Given the value for xiJ
x
 the absolute 
SH intensity can be calculated (see section B.5). By measuring the SH anisotropy for 
the six polarization combinations in eq. B.l and fitting them simultaneously to the 
given functions, the cut of the crystal was verified and the X-direction determined to 
within ~0.1° 5 . It was found that the measured values for I P i P and I s, s were not the 
same, indicating a polarization dependence of the detection setup, mostly due to the 
mirrors and gratings of the monochromator. Through careful interference measurements 
it was also verified that the quartz plate was indeed a 2n7r-retardation plate for both 
the fundamental and SH wavelength. This Y-cut quartz plate, hereafter simply referred 
to as quartz, is used in all phase and calibration measurements discussed in the next 
sections. 
B.2 SHG interference 
In figure B.3 the interference between two SHG sources that are coherently excited by a 
single fundamental monochromatic field, and the resulting interferogram, are schemati­
cally shown. The net SH intensity I detected is given by [16-19]: 
I = I I + I 2 + 2QV/ÏÏÏ2COS(V3), (B.4) 
where φ is the phase shift between the SH fields of the two sources, Ij and Ι2 the corre­
sponding intensities, and α a coherence parameter. For complete temporal and spatial 
overlap and perfect coherence, a=l. In our case of a Q-switched Nd-YAG operated 
at its 2nd harmonic (λ=532 nm), for which the mode structure is more complex than 
the fundamental output at A=1064 nm, non-perfect temporal and spatial coherence de­
crease a. Through careful test interference measurements [16] we determined a «0.85, 
in agreement with previous results for this type of laser [19]. Apart from a the contrast 
4 Anton Anema is kindly acknowledged for helpful discussions on Maker fringes. 
5 Note that this does not determine the sign, i.e. the absolute direction of the positive X-axis. For 
this piezo-electric measurements are necessary [14, 15]. 
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Figure B.3: Schematic setup for SHG interference measurements (after [1, 2]). 
Ii and Ь are the SH intensities from the two sources, φι and ψ2 the corresponding 
phases (note the phase difference ip&¡T between ω and 2ω in propagating through 
air, with a coherence length L
c
), F is a stopfilter for the SH frequency, and I is the 
SH intensity detected by the photomultiplier (PMT). The net phase difference φ 
can be varied by moving one of the SH sources along z. 
of the interferogram is determined by the relative size of Ii and I2, being maximum when 
Іі=І2· The higher the contrast, the better φ can be determined. 
The phase ψ in figure B.3 can be varied in a number of ways [1, 2]. The simplest 
method is to move one of the SHG sources, exploiting the small but non-negligible disper­
sion of air (η(ω)=1.0002782, η(2ω)=1.0002975 at 15°C, 1 atm. and for 'dry' air [20-23]). 
Analogously to eq. B.3 a coherence length L
c
=1.37cm can be defined, which determines 
the periodicity of the interferogram (see figure B.3). Since the refractive indices are de­
pendent on temperature, L
c
 can vary slightly, and experimentally we determined 1.34cm. 
B.3 Phase measurements 
For a measurement of the phase φ in eq. 2.48 for I P i P , the SH field of the Si sample and 
quartz are interfered6 (indicated in the schematic drawing of the Nd-YAG setup, figure 
3.1). The only difference is that in this case the fundamental and SH waves reflect off Si 
at an angle of 56°. The quartz is used in transmission at normal incidence (±0.05°). By 
translating the quartz over a distance ~ 2LC, an interferogram is taken at an azimuthal 
angle of the sample Φ=60° (i.e. at the maximum of the anisotropy, see figure 6.1b) and 
Φ=90°, and fitted to eq. B.4. In order to minimize the number of fit parameters both 
the SH intensity of the sample (Ii) and the quartz (I2) are measured independently, 
and the quartz rotated azimuthally such that I i = b 7 . Since the coherence length is 
also known, this only leaves φ as a fit parameter, and the phase difference Αφ between 
the two interferograms is determined. Because neither at Φ=60° nor at Φ=90° the 
6Dr. Ralf Stolle is kindly acknowledged for many helpful discussions on SHG phase measurements. 
7This can be done because the quartz does not change the phase, irrespective of its azimuthal angle. 
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isotropic (A) and anisotropic (B) contributions are directly measured (see eq. 2.48), the 
ratio A/B is needed in order to determine their relative phase tpPjP
 8
. Thus in practice 
the anisotropy and phase measurement are simultaneously and self-consistently fitted 
to obtain both the ratio A/B and the relative phase φ
ρ>ρ- The result of these phase 
measurements is shown in figure 6.5d. 
B.4 Calibration of the SH intensity-
it is important to know the relative sizes of different SH signals for one sample (e.g. 
the intensities for different polarization combinations of a Si sample). Quartz is ideally 
suited as an intensity reference (IQ in eq. B.l), if applied in an interference experiment9. 
As can be deduced from eq. B.4, the absolute minimum in the interferogram is obtained 
when Іі=І2 and cos(ip)=-l. By iterative translation and azimuthal rotation of the quartz 
this minimum can be found10. Because the azimuthal angle is calibrated (see section 
B.l), Ω can be determined and the sample's SH intensity can be expressed directly as a 
fraction of the overall quartz intensity IQ, which is a constant. In practice values that can 
meaningfully be compared were obtained by taking into account the multiple reflections 
in the S1O2 film on the Si sample. Obviously, these multiple reflections also influence the 
SH signal from the quartz, because the fundamental field that excites the Si sample is 
different from that of the quartz. This was also carefully normalized out. Thus the final 
SH intensity is expressed in terms of a signal from a Si sample with no oxide. This whole 
procedure was checked by experimentally calibrating the SH signals for different oxide 
thicknesses on Si and calculating from these the 'intrinsic' SH intensity for the sample 
with no oxide, finding within error bars the same numbers. The calibration method 
has been used for I P i P and IS i S, which are determined by cos
6(fi) and sin6(fì) azimuthal 
dependencies (see eq. B.l). Because these dependencies are very steep and the Si SH 
signals were found to be much smaller than that of quartz (typically 10 - 5 IQ), the error 
bars were actually dominated by the (small) uncertainty in the angle Ω. The results of 
these intensity calibration measurements (in units of I Q ) are shown in table 6.1. 
B.5 Calibration of χ& 
To calibrate the SH response strength X^ of a sample in absolute numbers, many 
parameters, e.g. the basis on which the fields are defined (see chapter 2), need to be 
known. In the case of SÌ-SÌO2 , where the SH signal contains both local and nonlocal 
contributions, that have different units (m 2V - 1 and m V - 1 respectively), the overall 
signal amplitude becomes even more ambiguous. Most of the reported literature is 
8This is due to the special case here where AssB, leading to (near)-zero submaxima in the anisotropy. 
A phase measurement at these submaxima would lead to arithmetically simpler solutions. 
9Note that the Z-cut quartz used in the reference arm of the Nd-YAG setup (see figure 3.1) merely 
normalizes for laser power fluctuations. Although theoretically it could serve as a SH intensity calibra-
tion, the non-perfect spatial and temporal coherence and beam propagation effects of the laser make it 
far less reliable and accurate than a (short-distance) interference experiment. 
10This minimum is not zero because α < 1. 
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dominated by the use of CGS units, where X ^ has units of esu n . This system lacks 
the subtlety of discrimination between the units of surface and bulk Х^2\ A literature 
survey of values for X (2) of Si (and other systems which are relevant in this thesis) did 
not provide a clear picture, except for some recent values expressed in the proper SI 
units [8, 25-29]. A list of references on X^ values is provided below. 
Although in some aspects less ambiguous, the reported values of bulk x' 2) for 
reference materials (like crystalline quartz) still vary (see e.g. [5]). This is due to a 
lack of adherence to uniform nomenclature and conventions [30]. In addition, in de­
termining X^2) values the original work of Jerphagnon and Kurz [3, 4] is usually 
followed, which however is not completely correct [31, 32]. Here we will use XXJX = 
0.72 ± 0.06 χ 10 _ 1 2 mV _ 1 for quartz [5]. In order to obtain a value which can meaning­
fully be compared to a surface X '2^ value, the thickness of the region from which the 
maximum SH signal originates is taken into account [8, 33]. 
To obtain an indication of the SH response strength of our samples we have calibrated 
Xxxx, for which screening effects do not play a role (see eq. 2.45). The starting point is 
the intensity calibration discussed in the previous section (1°9 « 1 0 - 5 IQ, see table 6.1). 
Since in this case the SH intensities of the sample and quartz are equal we find, using 
eqs. 2.49 and B.2: 
sec2 θ2ω 
esi(w)v/esi(2u) / t t i * 
(2) 
Í Í Í 
eQ(u>)y/eQ(2üj) 
f x ( 2 ) sin (ψ) (ψ) }Ъ) (B.5) 
Неге 0 2 ω=56°, eSi(w) « eSi(2w) «15, ες(ω) « eQ(2u) «2, L=173.6 μτη, the 'envelope' 
function between the square brackets for normal incidence is 0.026, and l
c
/2 « 3 μπι. 
/ξξξ «0.28 is the Fresnel factor ( /„¿ in eq. 2.46) for lss from Si in our geometry, and 
fxxx «0.94 is the corresponding Fresnel factor for quartz. χ\Λ and Xxxx are the tensor 
components of Si and quartz respectively. In this way we find: 
Χ^
ξ
 « 0.39 χ 10~SXX
2
XX « 2.8 χ 1 0
- 1 8
 m
2 V _ 1 (B.6) 
This is the first ever-reported X^2^ for oxidized Si, and can only be compared to some 
published values for clean reconstructed Si surfaces: 
• Experimental spectra of I P i P of Si(100)2xl in SH energy range 3.15-3.35 eV [26]: 
- | e™ ·Χ<2)- e
w
 e
w
 | « 3 χ 10~21 п ^ " 1 
• Experimental value of I P i P for λ=1064 nm excitation on Si [25]: 
- Si( l l l)7x7 : | "ε2ω ·Χ(2)- 4 « ω | = 6.5 x IO" 2 1 n^V" 1 
- Si(100)2xl : | e 2 a , ·χ(2>· ε ω β ω | = 1.8 χ IO" 2 1 n^V" 1 
Actually all higher-order responses x ' n ' are expressed in esu, see e.g. appendix A of [24]. 
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• Experimental effective values for λ=1064 nm excitation on Si(ll l)7x7 [8]: 
- Χ
{
^
ζ
 = 6.4 ± 1.7 χ 1СГ19 n^V- 1 
- Х^ц = 7.5 ± 2.9 χ Ю - 1 9 n^V" 1 
- xgj = 15.0 ± 1.7 χ I O " 1 9 m 'V- 1 
- χ<£2 = 539.5 ± 162 χ 1(T 1 9 т 2 _ 1 
• Theoretical spectra of X^2^ for clean and hydrogen-terminated Si(ll l) [27]: 
- Χ^
ξ
 « 2 x IO" 1 8 n^V" 1 for λ=532 nm 
• Theoretical spectra for clean and hydrogen-terminated Si [28, 29], with intrinsic 
values at λ=532 nm: 
- S i ( l l l ) l x l - H : XÍ2¿ я 1.5 χ IO" 1 8 n^V" 1 
- S i( l l l )2x l : XÍ2¿ « 1 χ 1(Г 1 9 п^ " 1 
- Si(100)2xl: ХІ^ и 2 χ ΙΟ" 1 9 n^V" 1 
• Theoretical spectra of X^2^ for Si(l l l) [34, 35] and Si(lll)-As [36, 37] 
Our value can be directly compared with, and is roughly the same as, the values of 
Holleman and Bratu for clean (reconstructed) Si(l l l). Although SHG experiments on 
in situ oxidation of Si generally show a large decrease of the SH signal with increasing 
oxygen coverage [38-44], the decrease for 532 nm excitation is very small [45]. Therefore 
we can say that our value for χίλ is in good agreement with previous experiments. 
B.6 Published χ^ values 
Since in the SHG measurements in this thesis SH signals from different media are con­
sidered, one would like to be able to compare their signal sizes. For reasons discussed 
above this is not always possible, because of definitions and units used. For future use a 
list of references that in one way or the other measure, define or calculate X ^2' values 
for the materials relevant to the work in this thesis, is given here: 
• Si: 
- X<2> [8, 25-29, 46] 
- X<3> [47-50] 
- X(3)*xx*/X(2)xxx « Ю-5 [51] 
- relative size of different tensor elements for Si: [7, 8, 27, 52] 
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• fused S1O2: 
- χ<2> [53, 54] 
- Χ
( 3 )
 [55-59] 
- field-induced Χ ( 2 ) through poling: [58, 60, 61] 
• χ( 2 ) crystal l ine S i 0 2 : [3-5] 
• χ( 2 ) water: [53, 62-66] 
• χ
( 3 )
 e thanol , tetra: [56, 67] 
• χ(3> I T O (Ind ium Tin Oxide) : [59] 
The values for water, ethanol and carbon tetrachloride could be relevant in immersion 
SHG experiments, and ITO is much-used as a transparent electrode, which could be 
relevant for EFISHG measurements. 
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Appendix С 
Laser-induced effects in Si 
In this appendix a compilation is given of laser-induced effects in Si. The focus is on the 
lasers and wavelengths used in this thesis, i.e. a low rep-rate Nd-YAG at Л=532 nm (see 
chapter 6, 7 and 8), and a high rep-rate Ti:Sapphire at the representative wavelength 
λ=730 nm (see section 8.3). For comparison also the Nd-YAG laser at λ=1064 nm is 
also considered, referring to the measurements in [1, 2]. The interaction of pulsed lasers 
with solids has been reviewed in [3-7]. Given the relatively low pulse intensities used in 
this work, only reversible heating and electron-hole plasma effects will be considered1, 
and multi-photon absorption will be neglected [7]. The coupled diffusion equations for 
electron-hole pair density N and temperature Τ should then be solved [5, 6, 18, 19], but 
for simplicity we will deal with them separately here2. Heating effects in SHG from 
Si using different lasers has recently been reviewed in [20], and the effect of screening 
of the internal electric field by photo-induced carriers is discussed in e.g. [21-25]. The 
main effects and parameters are discussed below, and their values for the particular 
lasers used are compiled in table C.l, starting with the characteristics of the lasers and 
the optical properties of Si at the corresponding wavelengths [26]. Low-doped p-type 
(ND « 5 χ 1015 c m - 3 ) Si with a depletion layer width dscR « 1 Mm [27] is considered. 
The temperature rise of the sample is due to single-pulse and possibly cumulative 
multi-pulse heating. Single-pulse heating ΔΤ may be estimated, assuming a semi-infinite 
lossless medium and neglecting free-carrier absorption, from [20, 28]: 
д т =
а Н ( 1 - Д ) Р 
pL 
Here α is the linear absorption coefficient, R = [(n — l ) / ( n + 1 ) ] 2 is the normal incidence 
reflectivity, F the pulse fluence (in J e m - 2 ) , ρ the density (2.33 gem - 3 ) and С the heat 
capacity (0.7 J g - 1 ° C - 1 ) of Si [27, 29]. For cumulative multi-pulse heating the thermal 
'For studies of laser-induced melting or phase transitions of Si (surfaces) using linear-optical tech­
niques see e.g. [8-14], and using SHG see [7, 15-17]. 
2
 Because we are interested in order of magnitude estimates of the effects involved, and because there 
is roughly a three orders of magnitude difference between the time scales on which heat and carrier 
diffusion take place. 
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diffusion equation has to be solved [3, 4, 20]: 
^ - D T V
2 T = G T - L, (C.2) 
where D T = K/pC « 1 c m 2 s _ 1 is the thermal diffusion coefficient [3, 4], К is the thermal 
conductivity (1.5 W c m _ 1 ° C _ 1 at T=20°C [27, 29]), G T describes the cumulative heat 
generation by the laser pulses, and L is the loss term (due to radiation, conduction or 
convection). Heat diffusion takes place on a typical time scale tx given by: 
t T = , > a n (C.3) 
Cumulative multi-pulse heating is negligible for the low rep-rate (10-30Hz) Nd-YAG 
lasers, but becomes the dominant effect for the high rep-rate (82MHz) Ti:Sapphire [20]. 
The incident laser pulses photo-generate carriers, which could influence the band-
bending in Si-SiC"2 or a (biased) Cr-SiC^-Si MOS. In the simplest approximation a pulse 
of infinitesimal width induces a electron-hole plasma with density N given by [7, 24, 30]: 
N = Ä ^ ) i
 (c.4) 
ηώ 
In this simple model the distance d
s e p over which the photo-generated carriers diffuse 
during a pulse of width t p is given by [30] : 
dsep = л/DÑtp' (C-5) 
where DN « 20 cm2s_ 1 is the carrier diffusion coefficient [30]). For nanosecond pulses 
the pulse width and recombination phenomena [27] have to be taken into account [7]. 
The carrier-diffusion equation then has to be solved [7, 30]: 
— - DNV2N = GN - A (C.6) 
Here GN ~ N · exp(—az)/tp is the carrier generation rate and the Auger recombination 
term A is given by [7, 30, 31]: 
A =
 7N3 = ? U T ~ ¿ , (C.7) 
with τ the carrier lifetime and 7 = 3.8 χ I O - 3 1 c m 6 s _ 1 [30]. 
The electron-hole plasma that is photo-induced can be described by a Drude model 
[32, 33], with the plasma frequency ω
ρ
 given by: 
4πΝε2 
v
 m* es, to 
where N is the density of photo-induced carriers, e the electron charge, m* the re­
duced mass (~0.5m
e
 [27, 29, 34]) and es, the background dielectric constant (11.9 [27]). 
laser 
wavelength λ (nm) 
energy hu (eV)/w (10 1 5 Hz) 
pulse duration t p 
time between pulses t
r e p 
pulse fluence F 
Nd-YAG 
532 
2.33/3.54 
10ns 
33ms 
5 m J e m - 2 
Nd-YAG 
1064 
1.165/1.77 
10ns 
100ms 
15 m J c r n - 2 
Ti:Sapphire 
730 
1.7/2.58 
lOOfs 
12ns 
15 / / J e m - 2 
Optical propert ies Si 
η(ω)=η + ik 
η(2ω)=η + ik 
absorption depth α - 1 (ω) 
SH escape depth α~1(2ω) 
Reflectivity R 
7i=4.151 
fc=0.045 
n=1.828 
fc=4.420 
~ 1 μτη 
~ 5 nm 
0.37 
n=3.575 
Jfc=6.7xl0-5 
n=4.151 
Jfc=0.045 
~ 1 m m 
~ 1 μιπ 
0.32 
7i=3.752 
fc=0.010 
7i=6.547 
fc=2.673 
~ 6 μιη 
~ 11 nm 
0.34 
Temperature effects in Si 
single-pulse heating Δ Τ
Ρ 
thermal diffusion time tx 
steady-state heating A T D C 
~20°C 
~ l l n s 
-
~0.06°C 
•~llms 
-
~0.05°C 
~400ns 
~3°C 
Electron-hole p lasma effects in Si 
density of photo-induced 
carriers per pulse N p u i s e 
distance d
s e p traveled during 
pulse by free carriers 
static density of photo-
induced free carriers N D C 
carrier lifetime τ 
'screening' time ω~ι 
'Drude' change in 
reflectivity AR/R (Ac) 
< 10 2 0 c m " 3 
~ 4.5 μτη 
— 
~260 ps 
~ 1 fs 
~ io~2(~ io-1) 
~ 4 χ 10 1 7 c m - 3 
~ 4.5 μιη 
— 
~ 17 /ÍS 
~20 fs 
~ i o - 4 ( ~ U T 3 ) 
~ 4 χ 10 1 6 c m " 3 
~14 nm 
~ 4 χ 10 1 5 c m - 3 
~2 ms 
~60 fs 
10-4 _ ί ο - s 
(ю-3 - Ю-4) 
Compar i son of relevant t ime- and length scales 
diffusion time t x vs t p 
diffusion time tx vs t
r e p 
carrier lifetime r vs t p 
carrier lifetime τ vs t
r c p 
dsep vs dsCR 
α'
1
 (ω) vs dscR 
α
- 1 ( 2 ω ) vs d S cR 
tp ~ tT 
trep > tx 
t p > T 
trep » Г 
d
s e p > ¿SCR 
α "
1
 (ω) « d s c R 
a -
1 ( 2 w ) < i : d s c R 
t p « t T 
trep ~ tT 
t p « C r 
trcp > Τ 
dsep > ¿SCR 
α'
1
 (ω) » d s c R 
α
_ 1 ( 2 ω ) « d s c R 
t p « t T 
trep «C tx 
tp « Г т 
trep < Τ 
dsep < dsCR 
Q - 1 ( w ) >dsCR 
α~
1(2ω) «CdscR 
Table C.l: Compilation of the parameters and laser-induced effects relevant for the description 
of (EFI)SHG on Si, using both a Nd-YAG laser at A=532 and 1064 nm, and a Ti:Sapphire laser. 
The values for the Nd-YAG at 532 nm refer to the measurements in section 8.2, and at 1064 
nm to [1, 2]. The values for the Ti:Sapphire laser refer to the measurements in section 8.3. The 
Si sample in all cases is low-doped p-type (ND И 5 Χ IO1 5 c m - 3 ) , with a (maximum) depletion 
layer width dsca ~ 1 Mm [27]. 
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Screening of an electric field by photo-induced carriers takes place on a time scale 
ω'
1
 [21, 24, 25]. For the low levels of excitation (ω
ρ
 < ω [35]) used here, the frac­
tional change in the refractive index due to the electron-hole plasma is given by [35-37]: 
η essoin и 
with ω the probe angular frequency. From this the relative change in the optical dielectric 
constant Ae/e and the reflectivity AR/R can be calculated [37]. Typical values for 
AR/R are 1 0 - 2 — 10 - 4 for the lasers used here. For comparison, the electro-optical 
effect in Si (which is not related to laser-induced effects, but just a consequence of the 
applied static bias, see section 2.3.5) leads to AR/R < 10 - 4 , even for the high fields in 
a MOS structure [38]. Both these linear electro-optical effects are thus negligible and do 
not have to be considered in our SHG experiments. 
Heating effects are small or negligible in all cases, although the use of even lower 
pulse intensities for the Nd-YAG laser at λ=532 nm are preferable. The effects of the 
electron-hole pair density N differ for the three lasers. For the Nd-YAG at A=532 nm N, 
although overestimated since recombination takes place during the pulse (r < t p ) , is very 
large (N3> N D ) · Thus the bands are expected to be completely flattened, even during the 
pulse since the carriers can diffuse through the complete depletion layer (d
s e p > dscR.)· In 
particular, if one takes into account the extremely small SHG escape depth (α~ι(2ω) 4C 
dscR)) any electric field present (e.g. in a biased MOS) will be completely screened 
during the pulse (ω" 1 <S t p ) , even for orders of magnitude lower pulse intensities. For 
the Nd-YAG at A=1064 nm still N3> N D , and carrier recombination during the pulse does 
not take place since r » t p . However, only ~0.1% of the carriers is photo-generated over 
the relevant length scale for (EFI)SHG (α~1(2ω) Ä dscR « 1 μπι). This is lower than 
the doping density N D , and therefore not expected to influence the band-bending much. 
For the Ti:Sapphire laser at λ=730 nm N is low and carrier diffusion and recombination 
during the pulse is negligible. Although screening is relevant (о»"1 и t p ) in the very 
small SHG escape depth, no electron-hole plasma effects were observed (see section 8.3). 
This is in agreement with a recent time-resolved SHG study of screening on Si with 
a comparable laser and wavelength, which predicted an onset of such effects for pulse 
intensities above ~ 30 //Jem - 2 [24]. 
Table C.l gives a systematic compilation of both the laser-induced temperature and 
electron-hole plasma effects relevant to SHG from Si. It shows that great care should 
be taken in choosing the appropriate laser for a nonlinear optical experiment, taking 
all relevant laser and sample parameters into account. Since we are interested the 
SÍ-SÍO2 interface properties, it is clear that the low rep-rate Nd-YAG lasers are not 
the best choice. They are either invasive (λ=532 nm) 3, or force one to use fundamental 
wavelengths (λ=1064 nm) which are non-invasive, but for which the SH frequency is 
outside the interesting interband spectral region4. 
3 I n this case this invasiveness can be used to advantage, in that it allows us to rule out electric-field 
induced or EFISHG effects as an explanation for the measurements in chapter 6 and 7. 
4 This can be solved by measuring higher harmonics, as was recently discussed for 4th harmonic (!) 
generation from GaAs [39]. 
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Appendix D 
Si reference dielectric function 
The (intrinsic) dielectric function of Si has long been studied using spectroscopic elhp-
sometry1. Apart from improvements in the technique of ellipsometry, the most important 
aspect is to prepare clean and well-defined Si samples, which is generally achieved by 
wet-chemical processing. Measuring ellipsometrically the ambient-Si system the dielec­
tric function of Si can be obtained from analytical inversion (see eq. 2.21): 
(e) = (ei + it2) sin2(0) + ( γ — τ ) sin2(θ)tan2(θ) (D.l) 
The brackets indicate that a pseudo dielectric function is determined. There could 
possibly be films of oxide or other chemical species on the surface and apart from that 
the top layers of Si themselves could be distorted due to stress, roughness etc., all of which 
influence the measured dielectric function. The dielectric function of an overlayer is in 
general lower than that of Si 2 , especially in the region of high absorption around the E2 
transition. The pseudo dielectric function (e), found from an Effective Medium Analysis 
(EMA), is therefore usually reduced with respect to the intrinsic e of Si. Therefore the 
height of the absorption at the E2 transition, given by ег, is generally considered to be a 
good indication of the quality of the data (the higher the better)3. For a compilation of 
data on e of Si see [4]. We have used three sets of reference data4 (the fourth by Nayar 
is mentioned): 
• The data by Aspnes and Studna [6], which have been used extensively. These data 
were measured using a Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer (RAE) on wet-chemically 
prepared Si(l l l) samples [7] (e2,max=47.2). 
1
 Often combined with more accurate transmission measurements in the transparency regions [1] 
2Roughness can be analyzed, using an Effective Medium Analysis (EMA), as a mix of Si and air [2, 3] 
3 Note that since there is no independent information on the absolute intrinsic value of e, this is only 
a relative criterion 
4Prof Aspnes of the Physics Department of North Carolina State University and prof Jelhson of the 
Solid State Division of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory are gratefully acknowledged for providing 
their reference data and helpful discussions on their use 
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Figure D. l : Difference curves for the dielectric function relative to the data of 
Jellison [5] for Si( l l l ) , with the main optical transitions indicated by arrows. 
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• The data by Jellison [5], measured with a polarization modulation ellipsometer 
on wet-chemically prepared Si. The advantage over an RAE is that three instead 
of two parameters are measured, which means that the two physical parameters 
needed (Φ and Δ, p
r
 and p„ t\ and e2 or η and k) are over deter mined. As a con­
sequence the consistency of the data can be checked and the sign of Δ determined 
(see section 3.3.2). Data were taken on Si(100), Si(llO) and Si(l l l) (e2,max=47.5 
for Si(lll)). 
• The data by Nayar and coworkers [8, 9], measured with an RAE on epitaxially 
grown Si layers, emphasizing the lateral homogeneity of the sample surface and 
more importantly the optical equivalence of Si(l l l) and Si(100) (ег.шах ^47). Al­
though theoretically obvious for an optically isotropic medium, differences in the 
surface quality and roughness of Si for different crystalline faces (see chapter 4) 
have long prevented experimental verification of this (see e.g. the differences in 
t2,max for Si(lOO), Si(llO) and Si(ll l) of Jellison [5] in figure D.l). 
• The data by Yasuda and Aspnes [10], measured with an RAE on wet-chemically 
prepared mono-hydride-terminated Si(l l l) . Using proper cleaning procedures Si(l l l) 
can be made atornically flat and extremely clean, only covered by a mono-atomic 
layer of hydrogen [11, 12]. This supposedly has the additional advantage that 
the top Si layers are not distorted by stress (see also section 4.4). As such it is 
considered the closest one can get to 'intrinsic' Si (e2,
m
ax=48.3). 
In figure 4.8 the dielectric function of Si and its 2nd derivative were shown, with arrows 
indicating the main optical transitions. In figure D.l the differences in € for the data of 
Aspnes [6], Jellison [5] and Yasuda [13] are shown, relative to e for Si(l l l) as determined 
by Jellison [5]. Note that, as expected, the main differences arise around the direct 
transitions Ei and E2. When trying to interpret Si-Si02 interface properties from 
(spectroscopic) ellipsometry data these differences obviously become very important. 
The 2nd derivative of e however is less susceptible to these differences. Recently Aspnes 
and coworkers presented the first systematic study of the differences among published 
reference dielectric functions of Si [14]. 
The influence of stress on Si has been widely studied (see references in section 4.12). 
In order to find the change in e due to stress the piezo-optical tensor PtJki{u) is 
needed [15, 16]. This tensor has three independent components (in contracted nota-
tion): Рц(ш), ί"ΐ2(ω) a n d P44(ω)· For a sufficiently strong uniaxial or biaxial stress, 
optical anisotropy/birefringence is induced in Si. However, here we will only consider 
the hydrostatic (i.e. isotropic) component of the stress, given by [Ρη(ω) + 2Ρΐ2(ω)] 
(in units of G P a - 1 ) [15]. The change in dielectric function is then given by Ae = 
\Ри(ш) + 2Ρι2(ω)] ·Χ, where X is the stress in GPa. In figure D.2 the real and imagi­
nary part of the ellipsometrically determined [Ρ\\(ω) + 2Ρ\2(ω)] for Si is shown [15,16]5. 
5This data was obtained by scanning the figures in [15], as the original data was no longer available. 
This procedure leads to some inaccuracies, and calculations of Ae based on them should be considered 
accordingly. Dr. Pablo Etchegoin of the group of prof. Cardona at the Max-Planck Institut fur 
Festkòrperforschung in Stuttgart is kindly acknowledged for his efforts to retrieve the original data and 
his help in understanding and using them. 
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Figure D.2: Experimentally determined hydrostatic component 
[Ριι(ω) + 2Ρι2(ω)] of the piezo-optical tensor of Si (after [15]). 
In figure D.3 the dielectric function of Si is shown with and without 1 GPa hydrostatic 
tensile stress applied to it6. This shows that stress decreases the ε peak values7 and 
leads to a redshift. This redshift (~50 meV for the combined Eo'-Ei transition) can be 
seen more clearly in the 2nd derivative of ε, as shown in figure D.4. Note that the E2 
transition is much less susceptible to stress, leading to a smaller shift [15, 17-19]. 
So far wet-chemically prepared Si has been discussed, for which one expects and fi­
nally measures [8, 9] identical optical responses from the different crystal faces, г. e. within 
the assumption of an isotropic X^K Note however that according to the general rule 
discussed in section 2.3.2 χ'1* can resolve up to and including 2-fold symmetry. This 
means that singular (100) and (111) faces of Si exhibit no linear optical anisotropy (their 
symmetry being 4-fold and 3-fold respectively), but (110) and miscut or reconstructed 
faces do [20]. This anisotropy can be measured on clean surfaces in UHV by Reflection 
Anisotropy or Difference Spectroscopy (RAS/RDS), and is of the order of 10~3 (see 
e.g. [20, 21]). Since in this thesis only singular (111) and (100) faces of Si are studied 
and to the best of the author's knowledge no linear optical anisotropy has been observed 
on oxidized Si samples, only an isotropic intrinsic reference dielectric function ε is used. 
6
 i.e. the dielectric function of stressed Si is calculated from the expérimentale using the experimental 
piezo-optical tensor. 
7Note that this is the same effect as overlayers on Si have (see first paragraph), which explains why 
it is so difficult to separate all these effects. 
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Figure D.3: Dielectric function of Si with and without 1 GPa tensile stress, 
calculated using the piezo-optical tensor of Si from figure D 2. 
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Appendix E 
Sample preparation procedures 
A short overview is given of the precise preparation recipes for the thermal oxide samples 
used throughout the work described in this thesis. The silicon samples were Czochralski 
(CZ) grown 2 inch wafers, kindly provided by the group Experimental Solid State Physics 
III of prof. Giling at the university of Nijmegen. The specifics of these wafers has been 
discussed in section 5.2. All sample cleaning and oxidation has been done by Simon 
Bakker of the group Physics of Thin Layers of prof. Klapwijk at the university of 
Groningen, under clean room conditions and using Teflon and/or quartz holders and 
glassware. Rinse means rinsing in a distilled water cascade. 
• Sample cleaning (modified RCA clean [1-4]): 
- clean in H 2 S 0 4 + H 2 0 in ratio 1:1 at 100°C for 10 minutes 
- rinse 
- etch in 1% HF solution at 20° С for 30 seconds 
- rinse 
- clean in NH4OH+H2O2+H2O in ratio 1:1:5 at 80°C for 10 minutes 
- rinse 
- clean in H C H - H 2 0 2 + H 2 0 in ratio 1:1:6 at 80°C for 10 minutes 
- rinse and spin dry 
• Oxidation: 
- temperature 1000° С 
- moving into oven at 20-40 cm/min. 
- flow 0.5 L./min. O2 
- duration 13-14 hours 
- flow 0.75 L./min. N 2 for 15 minutes 
• Annealing: 
- temperature 1050° С 
- flow 0.75 L./min. N 2 for 30-60 minutes 
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— cooling of samples under flow till 500°C 
— same flow at 500° С for 15 minutes 
— moving out of oven at 40 cm/min. 
• Back-oxide removal: 
— cover front-oxide with varnish by spin coat 
— dry varnish at 85°C and bake at 120°C 
— etch back-oxide in HF solution 
— rinse 
— remove varnish 
— rinse 
— clean in NH4OH+H2O2+H2O in ratio 1:1:5 at 80°C for 10 minutes 
— rinse and spin dry 
• AI back-electrode preparation: 
— evaporation on back-side from an e-gun system 
— e-gun parameters 10 keV, 0.5 Amps 
— background pressure 2·10 - 7 Torr 
— evaporation pressure 8-10-10-7 Torr 
— 8 minutes at ~2.1 nm/sec. -+ ~ 1pm Al 
— flow 1 L./min. N2 through bubbler with water 
— anneal at 450° С for 20 minutes to obtain Ohmic contact 
• Cr/Au front-electrode preparation: 
— evaporation at ~ 5 χ 1 0 - 6 Torr and room temperature 
— Cr film grown by resistive heating of tungsten rods covered by ultra-pure Cr 
— Au film grown from a piece of ultra-pure Au rod in a tungsten crucible 
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Appendix F 
Etchant preparation and 
characterization 
F.l Etchant preparation 
Although buffered etch solutions can be made from basic chemicals in a straightforward 
way, it is obviously far easier to use standard commercially available etchants. We have 
used AF 97-03 and AF 95-05 MOS Selectipur etchants from Merck. Since the etch 
speeds of these etchants are too high for our purposes (~20-30 nm/min at T=20°C), 
they were slowed down by making them more basic (i.e. increasing the pH, see section 
4.4) through addition of NH3. A linear relationship was found between the etch speed 
and the amount of NH3 added. Adding 15ml. 25% NH3 to 250ml. AF 97-03 etchant 
reduced the etch speed at T«20°C from 25 nm/min. to 3 nm/min. Fine tuning of 
the desired etch speed can then be achieved by varying the temperature, since the etch 
speed increases exponentially with temperature. It should be kept in mind that the 
etch speed can vary slightly in time due to possible 'out-gassing' of the added NH3 and 
the dissolving of CO2 from the surrounding ambient in the etchant, since both processes 
alter the pH. These effects are most noticeable for etchants with very small (<1 nm/min.) 
etch speeds. By closing the etchant compartment of the etch cell during measurements 
and using etchants with slightly higher etch speeds, these effects were minimized on the 
typical length scale of an experiment (~2-3 hrs.) This etch speed then dictates the rate 
at which data should be taken (see chapter 3). 
The initial pH of the commercial etchants used is around 5-6 (5.7±0.1 for AF 97-
03 and 5.3±0.1 for AF 95-05 according to Merck specifications), ensuring hydrogen 
termination upon etching the silicon clean (see section 4.4). Addition of NH3 will further 
increase the pH, which promotes low defect density and smooth clean-etched and mono-
hydride terminated silicon. Note that although the samples in the in situ SHG etching 
experiments are observed to roughen and deteriorate, this has nothing to do with the 
etchant, but with photo-induced electrochemical effects due to the high-power laser used. 
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medium 
water [1, 2] 
ethanol [1, 2] 
Tetra [3-5] 
AF 97-03 
η«; 
1.3241 
1.3527 
1.4427 
1.3576 
С (χIO4) 
0.306 
0.326 
0.515 
0.356 
Tk¡jj 
1.335 
1.364 
1.461 
1.370 
n2Ui 
1.367 
1.399 
1.516 
1.408 
Table F.l: Cauchy parameters for the dispersions of water, ethanol, Tetra and AF 97-03 
etchant and the corresponding refractive indices for ω (532 nm) and 2ω (266 nm) in the 
SHG experiments 
F.2 Optical dispersion etchant 
Because of all the linear optics involved in the in situ etch measurements, the optical 
dispersion of the etchant is of vital importance, especially for the interpretation of the 
ellipsometric data. In particular the phase parameter Δ is sensitive to this. Lacking an 
Abbe refractometer, which is usually employed for these measurements, an alternative 
method was used which does not depend on the destructive use of an expensive quartz 
prism (the liquid etches quartz!). The lower accuracy of this measurement was sufficient 
for our purposes, given the reduced accuracy of the ellipsometer during the in situ etch 
measurements. 
The method relies on the fact that for a two-phase system (ambient-substrate) the 
ellipsometric equations can be analytically inverted (see section 2.2.3 and eq. 2.21). 
This means that if the ellipsometric data and dispersions for one ambient-substrate 
combination are known, the dispersion of another ambient can be obtained by measuring 
the ellipsometric data from the same substrate in this ambient. This method requires 
that the substrate's dispersion is accurately known and not influenced by the ambiente. 
However, if two different known ambiente are used, the substrate's dispersion drops out 
of the problem, since interpolation can be used. This works because all the fluids used 
have no features in the UV-VIS spectral range and show only a small monotonie increase 
in refractive index with decreasing wavelength. Since it is not affected by the HF-based 
etchants gold is a good substrate choice, and we used an optically thick (~500 nm) gold 
film evaporated on a silicon sample. In table F.l the dispersions of a few well-known 
liquids are summarized in terms of the parameters of a Cauchy fit to their spectrum in 
the UV-VIS range, as well as the resulting refractive indices for ω (532 nm) and 2ω (266 
nm) in the SHG measurements. The refractive index can be calculated from the Cauchy 
parameters by: 
n(A) =n
x
 + ^ (F.l) 
with A in nanometers. The ellipsometric spectrum of the gold film was measured in the 
etch cell between 300 and 700 nm at a 60° angle of incidence in water, Tetra and AF 
97-03 etchant. By measuring the spectrum in water both prior to and after immersion in 
etchant, it could be shown that the gold was not affected by the etchant. All spectra were 
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Figure F.l: Dispersions of water, ethanol and Tetra and the dispersion of the 
AF 97-03 etchant as determined by the ellipsometric measurement. 
taken at room temperature (~20°C). The parameters of the resulting dispersion of the 
etchant are also tabulated in table F. l , and the dispersions of all fluids are shown in figure 
F. l . The etchant dispersion is close to that of ethanol, but distinctly different from water 
and Tetra. Independent transmission measurements using a spectrophotometer showed 
that the etchant was completely transparent, similar to water and ethanol. Although the 
etchant's dispersion will be influenced by pH and temperature, measuring these small 
effects is neither possible nor meaningful with the current setup. Therefore in all etch 
measurements the displayed dispersion was used. 
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Appendix G 
List of abbreviations used 
a-Si 
a-Si02 
ADC 
AFM 
ATR 
BHF 
BZ 
CCD 
CP 
c-Si 
c-SiC-2 
CTR 
CZ 
C-V 
CW 
DAC 
DFG 
DRAPE 
EFISHG 
EMA 
ESR 
FTIR 
FWHM 
GOF 
HeNe 
HREM 
HRTEM 
IE 
Amorphous silicon 
Amorphous silicon-dioxide 
Analog to Digital Converter 
Atomic Force Microscopy 
Attenuated Total Reflection 
Buffered HF solution 
Brillouin Zone 
Charge-Coupled Device (camera) 
Critical Point 
Crystalline silicon 
Crystalline silicon-dioxide 
Crystal Truncation Rod (scattering) 
Czochralski (silicon growth method) 
Capacitance-Voltage 
Continuous Wave (laser) 
Digital to Analog Converter 
Difference Frequency Generation 
Discrete Rotating Analyzer and Polarizer Ellipsometer 
Electric-Field-Induced Second Harmonic Generation 
Effective Medium Approximation 
Electron Spin Resonance 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
Full Width Half Maximum 
Goodness-Of-Fit 
Helium Neon (laser) 
High Resolution Electron Microscopy 
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Immersion Ellipsometry 
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IR 
ITO 
I-V 
JDOS 
KK 
LO 
MIR 
MOCVD 
MOS 
Nd-YAG 
NIR 
NLO 
OMA 
РЕМ 
РМТ 
RAE 
RAS 
RCA 
RDS 
SE 
SH 
SHG 
SFG 
SNOM 
STM 
SWE 
ТЕМ 
THG 
Ti.Sapphire 
ТО 
UHV 
UV 
VIS 
XPS 
Infrared (spectral range) 
Indium-Tin-Oxide (electrode) 
Current-Voltage 
Joint Density Of States 
Kramers-Kronig (transformation) 
Longitudinal Optical (phonon) 
Multiple Internal Reflection 
Metal Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition 
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 
Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (laser) 
Near-Infrared (spectral range) 
Nonlinear Optics/Optical 
Optical Multichannel Analyzer 
Photo Emission Microscopy 
Photomultiplier Tube 
Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer 
Reflection Anisotropy Spectroscopy 
Radio Company of America (standard Si cleaning process) 
Reflection Difference Spectroscopy 
Spectroscopic Ellipsometry 
Second Harmonic 
Second Harmonic Generation 
Sum Frequency Generation 
Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy 
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
Single Wavelength Ellipsometry 
Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Third Harmonic Generation 
Titanium Sapphire (laser) 
Transverse Optical (phonon) 
Ultra-High Vacuum 
Ultraviolet (spectral range) 
Visible (spectral range) 
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy 
Summary 
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) is a nonlinear optical technique that derives its 
surface sensitivity from the breaking of inversion symmetry at the interfaces of cen-
trosymmetric media. This thesis discusses the use of SHG to study the technologi­
cally important but complex Si-SiCb interface. A systematic approach was followed by 
studying the oxide-thickness dependence of the SHG signal on a well-characterized set 
of samples, at a fundamental wavelength λ=532 nm. 
A phenomenological model for SHG is given in chapter 2, showing the influence 
of linear optical effects and discussing the difficulties in separating surface and bulk 
contributions to the SHG signal. 
The setups used for the linear and nonlinear optical measurements are discussed in 
chapter 3. 
In chapter 4 a review of the SÌ-S1O2 interface properties relevant to SHG is given 
and in chapter 5 our extensive characterization measurements are described. Combining 
these we obtain a consistent model for the linear optical properties of our samples, as 
measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. We find a refractive index or density gradient 
in the oxide film due to compressive stress, counter-balanced by a 1 nm thick 1 GPa 
tensile stressed Si layer near the SÌ-SÌO2 interface, which was found to be very flat. 
The SHG signal is discussed in chapter 6 with emphasis on the thick-oxide region. 
These measurements are dominated by hitherto neglected trivial linear optical effects, 
due to multiple reflections in the oxide film for both the fundamental wavelength at 532 
nm and the SHG wavelength at 266 nm. A deviation from this expected behavior in the 
thin-oxide region is observed for the ρ,ρ-polarization combination at the Brewster angle, 
where the multiple reflections are suppressed. By combining these results with those 
of in situ SHG etch (chapter 7) measurements, Electric-Field-Induced SHG (EFISHG) 
(chapter 8) measurements and the sample characterization of chapter 5, many expla­
nations for the deviation in the oxide-thickness dependence of SHG can be ruled out, 
leaving strain effects as the most probable cause. Strain in the oxide film influences the 
Fresnel factors in SHG and strain in the Si top layer affects the SHG response parameter 
X (2). A discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental ratio of the SH intensity 
for the p,p— and s,s— polarization combination Ιρ
ι Ρ
/Ι° 3 is tentatively ascribed to strain 
or 'nonlinear birefringence'. In the last case this would be the first experimental indi­
cation of the shortcomings of a phenomenological Fresnel model for SHG based on an 
effective, purely local electric dipole X^2^ response. 
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The oxide-thickness dependence is studied in real-time in chapter 7, with in situ SHG 
etch measurements. In the thick-oxide region the measurements support the analysis of 
chapter 6. Upon etching the Si clean the SHG signal changes drastically, proving directly 
the surface sensitivity of SHG for SÌ-SÌO2 at this wavelength. This suggests a possible 
application of SHG as an etch-stop indicator. Immersion SHG anisotropy experiments 
show that the effective Ххцц or Хцхц is the dominant tensor component instead of X
zzz
. 
Although contrary to expectation, this seems to be consistent with the large in-plane 
strain at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. 
In chapter 8 the absence of an EFISHG signal at a fundamental wavelength A=532 
nm shows the large influence a high-power pulsed laser can have on the band bending 
in a Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) structure. Care should therefore be taken in 
selecting the appropriate laser and wavelength for EFISHG measurements. EFISHG 
spectroscopy measurements show for the first time simultaneously the Ej bulk resonance 
and the red-shifted interface resonance which originates from a thin layer of strained Si 
at the SÌ-SÌO2 interface. Finally the feasibility of EFISHG imaging using nonlinear 
optical microscopy is demonstrated. 
In chapter 9 the question 'what can we learn from SHG on SÌ-SÌO2?' is raised. The 
key results of this thesis are shortly summarized and suggestions for future experiments 
are given. 
Samenvatting 
Tweede Harmonische Generatie (THG) is een niet-lineaire optische techniek die zijn 
oppervlakte gevoeligheid ontleent aan de breking van inversie symmetrie aan de grens-
vlakken van centro-symmetrische materialen. Dit proefschrift beschrijft het gebruik van 
THG om het technologisch belangrijke maar complexe Si-SiCb grensvlak te bestude-
ren. Een systematische aanpak is het bestuderen van de oxide dikte afhankelijkheid 
van het Tweede Harmonische signaal op een goed gekarakteriseerde set samples, bij een 
fundamentele golflengte van 532 nm. 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een fenomenologisch model voor THG beschreven. De invloed 
van lineair-optische effecten wordt gedemonstreerd en de problemen bij het scheiden van 
de oppervlakte en bulk bijdragen aan het THG signaal wordt besproken. 
De opstellingen die voor de lineaire en niet-lineaire optische metingen zijn gebruikt 
worden in hoofdstuk 3 besproken. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de eigenschappen van SÍ-S1O2 grens-
vlakken die relevant zijn voor THG en in hoofdstuk 5 worden de uitgebreide karakte-
risatie metingen beschreven. Als we deze twee combineren krijgen we een consistent 
model voor de lineair optische eigenschappen van onze samples, zoals door ellipsometrie 
gemeten. We vinden een gradient in de brekingsindex of dichtheid van de oxide film ten 
gevolge van compressieve mechanische spanning, die in evenwicht wordt gehouden door 
een tensile mechanische spanning ('stress') van 1 GPa in een 1 nm dik laagje Si aan het 
SÌ-SÌO2 grensvlak. Dit SÌ-SÌO2 grensvlak blijkt zeer vlak te zijn. 
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het THG signaal besproken, waarbij de nadruk wordt gelegd op 
dikke oxiden. Deze metingen worden gedomineerd door tot dusver verwaarloosde lineair-
optische effecten, ten gevolge van meervoudige reflecties in de oxide film voor zowel de 
fundamentele golflengte van 532 nm als de THG golflengte van 266 nm. Een afwijking 
van dit verwachte gedrag voor dunne oxiden wordt gezien voor de p,p— polarisatie com-
binatie bij de Brewster hoek, waar de meervoudige reflecties worden onderdrukt. Door 
deze resultaten te combineren met die van in situ THG ets metingen (hoofdstuk 7), 
electrisch-veld-geïnduceerde THG metingen (hoofdstuk 8) en de karakterisatie metingen 
van hoofdstuk 5, kunnen veel mogelijke verklaringen voor de oxide dikte afhankelijk-
heid van het THG signaal worden uitgesloten. Als enige mogelijke verklaring blijft het 
effect van mechanische spanning over. Mechanische spanning in het oxide beïnvloedt 
de Fresnel factoren voor THG en de spanning in het bovenste laagje Si beïnvloedt de 
THG respons parameter X^2 .^ Een discrepantie tussen de theoretische en experimentele 
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ratio van de THG intensiteiten voor de ρ,ρ— en s,s— polarisatie combinaties Ip iP/lJ iS 
wordt toegeschreven aan mechanische spanning of aan 'niet-lineaire birefringence' In het 
laatste geval zou dit de eerste experimentele indicatie zijn van de tekortkomingen van 
een fenomenologisch Fresnel model voor THG, gebaseerd op een effectieve, puur lokale 
electrische dipool respons X^2\ 
De oxide dikte afhankelijkheid wordt 'real-time' bekeken in hoofdstuk 7, met behulp 
van in situ THG ets metingen. Voor de dikke oxiden bevestigen deze metingen de analyse 
in hoofdstuk 6. Bij het schoon etsen van het Si verandert het THG signaal drastisch, 
wat het directe bewijs levert voor de oppervlakte gevoeligheid van THG voor SÍ-SÍO2 bij 
deze golflengte. Dit suggereert een mogelijke toepassing van THG als ets-stop indicator. 
THG immersie anisotropie metingen laten zien dat X±\\\\ of Хцхц het dominante tensor 
element is in plaats van X
zzz
. Alhoewel dit niet overeenstemt met de verwachting, lijkt 
dit consistent te zijn met de grote mechanische spanning in het SÍ-S1O2 grensvlak. 
Het ontbreken van een electrisch-veld-geïnduceerd THG signaal bij een fundamentele 
golflengte van 532 nm, in hoofdstuk 8, toont de grote invloed aan die een hoog-vermogen 
gepulste laser kan hebben op de bandbuiging in een MOS structuur. De gebruikte laser 
en golflengte zullen derhalve voor dit soort metingen zorgvuldig moeten worden gekozen. 
Electrisch-veld-geïnduceerde spectroscopische THG metingen laten voor de eerste keer 
tegelijk de bulk Ei optische overgang en de rood-verschoven grensvlak overgang zien. 
Deze laatste overgang is afkomstig van een dun laagje Si aan het SÍ-SÍO2 grensvlak dat 
onder mechanische spanning staat. Tenslotte wordt de mogelijkheid van electrisch-veld-
geïnduceerd THG afbeelden met behulp van niet-lineaire optische microscopie gedemon-
streerd. 
In hoofdstuk 9 wordt de vraag gesteld wat we kunnen leren van THG op SÌ-SÌO2. 
De belangrijkste resultaten van het werk in dit proefschrift worden samengevat en er 
worden suggesties gedaan voor toekomstige experimenten. 
Voor niet-natuurkundigen 
In de volgende pagina's wil ik op een begrijpelijke manier uitleggen waar dit proefschrift 
over gaat. Hopelijk krijgt men zo een indruk van het onderzoek dat ik in de afgelopen 
jaren heb gedaan. In het Nederlands vertaald luidt de titel van het proefschrift 'Niet-
lineair-optische en lineair-optische studies van Silicium-Siliciumoxide grensvlakken'. Er 
worden experimenten in beschreven waarbij met behulp van licht het materiaal Silicium 
wordt onderzocht. In een aantal stappen zal ik proberen het belangrijkste effect dat is 
gemeten uit te leggen. 
Licht 
Er zijn drie eigenschappen van licht die we allemaal kennen, namelijk kleur (rood, groen, 
etc), intensiteit (een waterig herfst zonnetje of een volle zomerzon) en polarisatie (denk 
aan de polaroid zonnebril die de lichtschitteringen bij het zwembad wegneemt). Fysisch 
is licht voor te stellen als een golf die energie bevat en zich voortplant, zoals geschetst 
in het plaatje op pagina 215. De kleur wordt nu bepaald door de golflengte, de lengte 
van één volledige slingering. Vaak wordt meer over frequentie gesproken, die aangeeft 
hoe snel een golf op en neer gaat. Een golf met een kleine golflengte (blauw of UV licht) 
gaat snel op en neer en heeft dus een grote frequentie. Omgekeerd heeft een golf met een 
grote golflengte (rood licht) een kleine frequentie. Een typische golflengte van zichtbaar 
licht is een paar honderd nanometer (een paar honderd miljoenste millimeter). Wit licht 
of omgevingslicht is een verzameling van alle kleuren en frequenties. De intensiteit of 
sterkte van licht wordt bepaald door de hoogte van de golf, hoe hoger des te groter de 
intensiteit. De polarisatie wordt bepaald door de trillingsrichting. Dit is de richting 
waarin de golf op en neer gaat. In het eerder genoemde plaatje trilt het licht in het vlak 
van het papier, maar het kan ook loodrecht daarop trillen. 
Aangezien licht een voortbewegende golf is kan het onderweg op materiaal 'botsen'. 
Afhankelijk van het materiaal kan de golf er doorheen gaan, worden gereflecteerd ('terug 
gekaatst'), of worden geabsorbeerd. In het laatste geval wordt de energie uit de golf 
opgenomen in het materiaal en verdwijnt de golf dus. Deze effecten ervaren we allemaal 
dagelijks. Licht gaat door een ruit (we kunnen naar buiten kijken), reflecteert in een 
spiegel (we zien onszelf) en wordt geabsorbeerd door een muur (we kunnen er niet door-
heen kijken). Meestal gebeuren deze drie dingen tegelijk, een deel van het licht wordt 
doorgelaten, een deel gereflecteerd en een deel geabsorbeerd. Iets is groen omdat het de 
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kleur groen het best reflecteert, en iets is zwart omdat het (bijna) géén licht reflecteert 
maar alles absorbeert. Als licht ergens doorheen gaat wordt het afgebogen ('gebroken'). 
Denk hierbij maar aan de rechte stok die, als je hem in het water steekt, onder water 
opeens geknakt lijkt te zijn. Hoe licht 'botst' op een materiaal hangt af van de kleur 
van het licht, de voorplantings- en trillingsrichting van het licht ten opzichte van het 
materiaal en natuurlijk de eigenschappen van het materiaal zelf. 
Optische technieken 
Als we het voorgaande omdraaien, kunnen we licht dus gebruiken om iets over de eigen-
schappen van een materiaal te weten te komen. Als licht alleen maar reflecteert, leren 
we iets over de buitenkant van het materiaal, als het er doorheen gaat leren we ook iets 
over het binnenste van het materiaal. Hoe groter de absorptie van een materiaal, hoe 
groter de invloed op het licht dat er doorheen gaat. Als het materiaal erg dun is wordt 
die invloed echter heel klein en moeilijk te zien. 
Ook objecten die bestaan uit meerdere lagen van verschillende materialen kunnen 
met licht bestudeerd worden. In principe kun je dan iets leren over alle lagen waar het 
licht kan komen, al is het soms moeilijk ze uit elkaar te houden. 
Om materialen te bestuderen worden vaak lineair-optische technieken gebruikt. Dat 
lineair slaat op het feit dat alles simpel schaalt met de hoeveelheid licht die men gebruikt. 
Als er twee keer zoveel licht van een bepaalde kleur ergens op schijnt, wordt er ook twee 
keer zoveel licht van die kleur gereflecteerd en/of doorgelaten. Om zo nauwkeurig moge-
lijk te meten wordt vaak niet zozeer de hoeveelheid licht gemeten, maar de verandering 
in trillingsrichting van het licht. Deze techniek heet ellipsometrie. 
De optische eigenschappen van een materiaal kunnen worden samengevat in twee 
getallen. Eén getal geeft aan hoeveel licht wordt gereflecteerd en afgebogen door het 
materiaal, het andere getal geeft aan hoeveel licht er wordt geabsorbeerd. Deze getallen 
zijn voor iedere kleur anders en leveren een soort Optische vingerafdruk' van het ma-
teriaal op. In de bovenste helft van het plaatje op pagina 82 staat zo'n vingerafdruk 
van Silicium, het materiaal dat in dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht. Op de horizon-
tale lijn staat de kleur van het licht, verticaal staan de twee getallen (de getrokken en 
de gestreepte lijn). De pijltjes geven een aantal karakteristieke lijnen aan, waar deze 
vingerafdruk aan kan worden herkend. 
Grensvlakken 
Er is vaak een duidelijk verschil tussen de eigenschappen binnen in een materiaal en 
die aan de buitenkant. Het bekendste voorbeeld is het roesten van ijzer dat alleen aan 
het oppervlak plaatsvindt. Even met een staalborstel erover en je hebt weer schoon 
ijzer! Dat komt omdat er aan de buitenkant een overgang zit tussen het materiaal en 
bijvoorbeeld de lucht. Binnenin zitten echter aan alle kanten ijzer atomen. 
Naarmate dingen kleiner worden krijgen ze in verhouding steeds meer buitenkant 
en steeds minder volume binnenin. Het is dan logisch dat de eigenschappen van de 
buitenkant steeds belangrijker worden. Dit speelt onder andere een grote rol binnen 
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de halfgeleider-industrie waar de chips, zoals die in veel elektronische apparaten zitten, 
steeds kleiner worden. 
De typische afstand waarover een materiaal naar binnen toe anders is, is een nanome-
ter (1 miljoenste millimeter). Toch kan dit kleine laagje grote invloed hebben. Omdat 
het zo dun is spreken we van een grensvlak. Waar twee verschillende materialen (of dit nu 
vaste stoffen, vloeistoffen of gassen zijn) elkaar raken bevindt zich altijd zo'n grensvlak. 
Tweede Harmonische Generatie (THG) 
Omdat grensvlakken zo belangrijk zijn, is het natuurlijk zéér interessant om deze met 
licht te bestuderen. Als het grensvlak in kwestie aan de buitenkant zit kan men dit met 
een hoop verschillende technieken bestuderen. Als het grensvlak echter 'begraven' is 
onder een laag materiaal wordt dat vaak moeilijk. Met licht lukt het echter wel, zolang 
de laag maar transparant is. Denk maar aan een ruit die aan de achterkant mat is 
gemaakt door opschuren. Dit kun je aan de voorkant niet voelen, maar omdat je er 
doorheen kunt kijken zie je meteen dat de achterkant mat is. Licht lijkt dus ideaal om 
grensvlakken te bestuderen. Er is echter één maar, zoals eerder gezegd is de invloed 
van een grensvlak op het licht dat er door heen gaat verschrikkelijk klein en nauwelijks 
meetbaar. 
Tweede Harmonische Generatie (THG) is een optische techniek waarbij het effect 
van het grensvlak op het licht enorm wordt versterkt, zodat het wel meetbaar wordt. 
Tijdens het proces waarbij de Tweede Harmonische wordt gegenereerd, wordt de kleur 
van het invallende licht omgezet naar een andere kleur. Deze andere kleur heeft precies de 
dubbele frequentie (Tweede Harmonische) en dus de halve golflengte van de inkomende 
kleur. Deze omzetting is zéér inefficiënt, er verandert maar 1 miljoen-miljardste deel 
van het inkomende licht van kleur. Om THG te kunnen meten moet dus heel veel licht 
invallen op het materiaal en moet er zéér gevoelig worden gemeten. Om niet te worden 
'verblind' door die grote hoeveelheid licht van een bepaalde kleur moet heel selectief 
gekeken worden naar de andere, THG, kleur licht die gemeten moet worden. Denk 
hierbij aan een rode zonnebril, als je die opzet zie je alleen rood en geen andere kleuren 
licht meer. THG is een niet-hneaire optische techniek, wat wil zeggen dat de hoeveelheid 
THG licht niet meer lineair schaalt met de hoeveelheid invallend licht, maar kwadratisch. 
Silicium-Siliciumoxide 
Ik heb wat verteld over de techniek die we hebben gebruikt om te meten, nu wat over het 
materiaal dat we hebben bestudeerd. Silicium (Si) is een halfgeleider, dat wil zeggen dat 
er in tegenstelling tot een isolator een stroom doorheen kan lopen, maar die stroom is veel 
kleiner dan in een metaal (denk maar aan de koperen elektriciteitsdraden). Siliciumoxide 
(of kortweg S1O2) is een fraaie naam voor kwarts en is een isolator. Beide materialen 
kunnen uit zand worden gewonnen. Siliciumoxide (S1O2) kan gemaakt worden door 
Silicium (Si) te oxideren met behulp van zuurstof (O2). In lucht ontstaat op Si vanzelf 
een laagje S1O2 van ongeveer 2 nanometer. Er ontstaat dan dus een tweelaags systeem 
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SÌ-S1O2. Silicium absorbeert licht, je kan er niet doorheen kijken, en reflecteert licht, het 
ziet er zilverkleurig uit. S1O2 (kwarts) is echter volkomen transparant. 
SÌ-S1O2 is zeer belangrijk, vooral in combinatie met een extra metaallaag. In deze 
'sandwich' zit eerst Si, dan een laag S1O2 en dan een metaallaag. De elektrische 
stroom die in Si loopt onder invloed van een aangelegde elektrische spanning kan worden 
beïnvloed door de elektrische stroom in de metaallaag, zónder dat er een stroom loopt 
in de tussenliggende isolerende S1O2 laag. Op dit principe is de transistor gebaseerd, 
die in feite een kraan voor elektrische stroom is. In grote aantallen vindt men deze tran-
sistoren terug in 'Integrated Circuits (IC's)', oftewel chips, die tegenwoordig in vrijwel 
elk elektronisch apparaat te vinden zijn. 
In de praktijk wordt SÌ-S1O2 niet gemaakt door SÌO2 op Si te 'plakken', maar door 
Si onder gecontroleerde omstandigheden te oxideren. Hierbij kunnen lagen gemaakt 
worden tussen enige nanometers en micrometers (duizendste millimeter) dik. In de kaft 
van dit proefschrift zit een stukje SÌ-S1O2 verwerkt (dat mooie glinsterende vierkantje 
in het midden). Tussen Si en Si02 zit het SÌ-S1O2 grensvlak, dat een zéér grote invloed 
heeft op de eigenschappen van dit systeem en dus op die van de IC's die ervan gemaakt 
worden. 
Er zijn twee aspecten van SÌ-S1O2 die voor dit proefschrift belangrijk zijn. 
Interferentie 
Zoals gezegd bestaat S1-SÌO2 uit een transparante S1O2 film op een reflecterende Si 
ondergrond ('substrate'). Als licht hierop invalt, reflecteert een deel aan de buitenkant 
van de S1O2 film en een deel 'breekt' daar doorheen, reflecteert aan het Si en komt dan 
terug (zie figuur a op pagina 10). Er komen dus twee lichtgolven terug. Als die 'in de pas' 
lopen levert dat één hele sterke golf op. Lopen ze echter uit de pas, dan doven ze elkaar 
uit en komt er netto geen lichtgolf terug. Dit verschijnsel heet interferentie en hangt af 
van de extra lengte die de tweede golf moet lopen (het gestreepte stuk in het figuur). Die 
extra lengte wordt bepaald door de dikte van de film, de golflengte en de hoek waaronder 
het licht invalt (schuin de straat oversteken is langer dan recht oversteken). De totale 
hoeveelheid gereflecteerd licht verandert als de filmdikte verandert. De ene keer 'past' 
het licht wel, dan weer niet, dan weer wel, etc. Het slingert dus op en neer. Met behulp 
van interferentie zijn ook de mooie kleur-effecten van het stukje SÌ-S1O2 in de kaft te 
begrijpen. Voor elke hoek waaronder je hiernaar kijkt 'past' een andere golflengte het 
best en die kleur reflecteert dan het meest. Een ander bekend voorbeeld van interferentie 
is dat van een olievlek op water die steeds van kleur verandert. 
Mechanische spanning 
Si en S1O2 zijn allebei opgebouwd uit standaard bouwstenen, die verschrikkelijk klein 
zijn. In het plaatje op pagina 112 is met een elektronenmicroscoop (een soort supermi-
croscoop) een afbeelding gemaakt van het grensvlak tussen Si en S1O2. In de onderste 
helft van het plaatje zijn de bouwstenen van Si, de Si atomen, te zien als witte vlekjes 
die keurig geordend op elkaar gestapeld zijn. Een bouwsteen is ongeveer 0.3 nanometer 
groot. Halverwege het plaatje is de grens tussen Si en SÌO2 goed te zien en de bovenste 
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helft toont S1O2. De grootte van de S1O2 bouwsteen is niet goed te zien in dit plaatje, 
maar is bekend uit andere metingen. 
Nu is de S1O2 bouwsteen net iets groter dan de Si bouwsteen en eigenlijk passen ze 
dus niet op elkaar. Dit is schematisch getekend in het plaatje op pagina 68 bij nummer 
9. Denk maar aan een aannemer die halverwege de eerste verdieping van een huis een 
nèt iets andere grootte steen gaat gebruiken. Dat levert een rommelige, kromme muur 
op. In het plaatje op pagina 68 is te zien dat de kleine Si bouwsteen wordt opgerekt en 
de grote S1O2 bouwsteen in elkaar wordt geduwd. Het resultaat is dat er in zowel Si als 
S1O2 grote mechanische spanning ontstaat. De grootte van de spanning hangt af van de 
dikte van de S1O2 film. Denk maar weer aan de aannemer. Als hij één laagje met een 
andere steen metselt gaat dat nog wel. Hoe meer lagen echter, hoe hoger de spanning 
wordt en hoe krommer de muur dus trekt. Dit alles heeft grote invloed op de (optische) 
eigenschappen van het materiaal. 
Het idee 
Nu enige begrippen zijn uitgelegd wordt de titel van het proefschrift ook begrijpelijk. Ik 
heb lineair-optische (ellipsometrie) en niet-lineair-optische (THG) technieken gebruikt 
om S1-SÌO2 grensvlakken te bestuderen. Nu zijn deze grensvlakken zeer complex en 
er spelen een heleboel effecten een rol (in het figuur op pagina 68 zijn er een aantal 
schematisch getekend). Om nu zinvol iets te kunnen meten zouden we eigenlijk heel 
selectief één effect moeten variëren en kijken wat de invloed op onze metingen zijn. Het 
simpelst is het om de dikte van de S1O2 film (de 'oxide thickness') te veranderen. Op 
die manier variëren we, zoals boven uitgelegd, de mechanische spanning. Het idee is nu 
om te kijken of, en zo ja wat, we kunnen leren over deze mechanische spanning uit onze 
lineair-optische en niet-lineair-optische metingen. 
De meetopstellingen 
Ik heb wat verteld over de meettechnieken en het materiaal dat bestudeerd wordt, maar 
om dit ook daadwerkelijk te doen heb je een meetopstelling nodig. Ik wil hier kort op 
ingaan, met de nadruk op het verschil tussen de opstellingen voor lineair-optische en 
niet-lineair-optische metingen. 
De ellipsometrie opstelling 
De lineair-optische (ellipsometrie) metingen zijn gedaan met de opstelling in het plaatje 
op pagina 61, waarmee Optische vingerafdrukken' gemaakt kunnen worden. Er wordt een 
wit-licht lamp gebruikt. De lichtstraal, aangegeven door de getrokken lijn met pijlen, gaat 
dan door een monochromator, een soort verstelbare kleuren-zonnebril, om één kleur licht 
uit te kiezen. De trillingsrichting van het licht kan worden gekozen met twee polaroids (Ρ 
en A). Het licht dat van het SÍ-S1O2 sample reflecteert wordt gemeten met een detector 
(PMT). Verder bevat de opstelling een spiegel (M) om het licht te sturen, lenzen (L) om 
het licht af te beelden en een filter (een zonnebril, F) om de juiste kleur te kiezen. 
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De THG opstellingen 
Omdat Tweede Harmonische Generatie een heel inefficiënt proces is moeten we veel meer 
licht gebruiken. Daarvoor gebruiken we een laser, die een zeer bijzondere lichtbron is, met 
een mooie scherpe bundel (zodat je geen licht 'verspilt' door alle kanten op te schijnen) en 
precies één kleur tegelijk (zo verbruik je ook geen energie voor de kleuren die je toch niet 
nodig hebt). Op deze manier heb je echter nog niet genoeg licht en daarom gebruiken 
we een truc. We zetten de laser niet continu aan, maar sparen het licht op totdat we 
genoeg hebben en laten dat er dan in één korte puls uit. Zo'n puls duurt typisch maar 
1 miljardste seconde, maar bevat genoeg vermogen om een stad van energie te kunnen 
voorzien. Omdat de laser echter het grootste deel van de tijd uitstaat, dat wil zeggen 
staat te wachten tot er genoeg energie is verzameld, verbruikt de laser gemiddeld niet 
meer energie dan een paar stevige ijskasten. In de figuren op pagina 50 en 58 staan 
zulke laseropstellingen getekend. Als je deze twee laseropstellingen vergelijkt met de 
opstelling voor ellipsometrie op pagina 61, zijn er veel overeenkomsten. Ook hier worden 
spiegels, lenzen, filters en polaroids gebruikt. Steeds wordt het licht dat van een sample 
reflecteert gemeten met een detector. Het grootste verschil is dat de bron van het licht, 
de lamp, is vervangen door een laser. Het enige verschil tussen de twee laseropstellingen 
is dat in het ene geval (pagina 58) de kleur van de laser kan worden veranderd zodat 
niet-lineair-optische vingerafdrukken van materialen kunnen worden gemeten. 
De ets-opstelling 
Om de dikte van de S1O2 film op Si te veranderen etsen we er een laagje af met behulp 
van chemicaliën in een etsbak. Dit doen we in stapjes, wat wil zeggen dat we een stukje 
etsen, dan meten, dan weer etsen, dan weer meten, etc. Veel van de metingen zijn op deze 
manier gedaan voor verschillende diktes (zie de figuren in hoofdstuk 6). Nog handiger is 
het om continu te etsen en tijdens het dunner worden van de S1O2 laag door te meten. 
Dit kan door een speciale etsbak te maken waar licht in én uit kan via ruitjes. Zo'n bak 
is te zien op pagina 55. De resultaten van deze metingen staan in hoofdstuk 7. 
De resultaten 
De resultaten van de oxide-dikte afhankelijke THG metingen staan in de figuren op 
pagina 136, 137, 139, 141 en 159. Steeds staat horizontaal de dikte van de S1O2 film 
en verticaal het THG signaal. De slingeringen in het signaal zijn interferentie effecten, 
soms past het licht beter op de film dan anders. Ten opzichte van deze verwachte effecten 
(aangeven met getrokken lijnen) zien we soms een afwijking (zie figuur a op pagina 139 en 
het bovenste figuur op pagina 159). Deze afwijkingen hebben we kunnen interpreteren 
als zijnde het gevolg van mechanische spanning. Het is zelfs mogelijk het effect van 
mechanische spanning op Si en Si02 uit elkaar te halen. Om de resultaten van de 
niet-lineair-optische THG metingen zinvol te interpreteren bleek het noodzakelijk om 
rekening te houden met de lineair-optische effecten (waaronder interferentie), omdat het 
effect van mechanische spanning ook hierin zichtbaar is. 
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De meting op pagina 159 vergelijkt direct een niet-lineair-optische THG meting met 
drie lineair-optische metingen. In de laatste drie verandert er weinig tot niets als de hele 
S1O2 film is weggeëtst, in tegenstelling tot de THG meting, waar een drastisch effect 
is te zien. Dit bewijst direct dat THG erg gevoelig is voor grensvlakken, zoals eerder 
beweerd. 
Het effect van mechanische spanning is ook te zien in de optische vingerafdruk van 
het SÌ-S1O2 grensvlak. Lineair-optisch hebben we door middel van ellipsometrie met veel 
moeite zo'n vingerafdruk kunnen meten, het resultaat staat in het figuur op pagina 127. 
De getrokken lijn is de verwachting als er geen mechanische spanning is en de punten 
zijn gemeten. Deze meting kost zoveel moeite omdat het effect heel klein is. Niet-lineair-
optisch hebben we met THG ook zo'n vingerafdruk kunnen meten, zie de figuren op 
pagina 182 en 183. Het grote voordeel is dat het effect hier veel groter is, waardoor het 
gemakkelijker is te meten, en er veel directer alleen naar het SÌ-S1O2 grensvlak wordt 
gekeken. 
Conclusie 
We hebben uit onze metingen dus inderdaad iets over mechanische spanning in SÌ-S1O2 kun-
nen leren. De niet-lineair-optische metingen lijken veelbelovend omdat we veel directer 
naar het SÌ-S1O2 grensvlak kunnen kijken. Wel moeten we in deze niet-lineair-optische 
metingen met de lineair-optische effecten, zoals interferentie, rekening houden. 
Nu is dit alles iets te simpel voorgesteld. In werkelijkheid hebben we veel meer 
experimenten moeten doen en veel alternatieve verklaringen moeten onderzoeken om 
tot deze conclusie te kunnen komen. Het voert echter te ver deze resultaten hier te 
bespreken. Ik hoop dat ik enigszins duidelijk heb kunnen maken waar mijn onderzoek 
over gaat. 
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Stellingen 
behorend bij het proefschrift: 
'Nonlinear and linear optical studies of SÌ-S1O2 interfaces' 
door Kees van Hasselt 
I 
Een zinvolle interpretatie van Tweede Harmonische Generatie aan begraven 
grensvlakken vereist een gedegen analyse van de lineair-optische effecten. 
Dit proefschrift 
II 
Het maken van onderscheid tussen 'wetenschappelijke' en 'niet-wetenschappelijke' 
problemen heeft als enig schijnbaar nut dat laatstgenoemde doorgaans worden 
gebagataliseerd en genegeerd, waarna ze als opgelost en niet-bestaand kunnen 
worden beschouwd. 
III 
Het concept 'gulden middenweg' leent zich bij uitstek voor het uitstellen van 
echte beslissingen. 
IV 
Binnen het fenomenologische model voor Tweede Harmonische Generatie is een 
zinvolle scheiding van oppervlakte- en bulkbijdragen niet mogelijk. 
Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift 
V 
Het belangrijkste verschil tussen een realist en een opportunist is de snelheid 
waarmee van standpunt wordt veranderd. 
VI 
Tweede Harmonische Generatie (THG) metingen aan Silicium-Siliciumoxide 
leveren de eerste experimentele indicatie dat een model voor THG dat gebaseerd 
is op een effectieve lokale oppervlakte dipool respons, niet voldoet. 
Hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift 
VII 
In de motor der wetenschap is kennis de brandstof en gedrevenheid de smeerolie. 
VIII 
In plaats van roeien met de riemen die men heeft, kan men beter samen roeien 
en een goede stuurman van de wal plukken. 
IX 
Om ervaring met de Nederlandse bureaucratie op te doen moet men proberen 
een Russische wetenschapper met een visum voor twee weken, drie maanden te 
laten blijven. 
X 
Elastische botsingen tussen ideëen kunnen leiden tot nieuwe en betere ideëen, 
inelastische botsingen leiden enkel tot verharding van de standpunten. 
XI 
Voor een drastische en kosten-neutrale verbetering van de efficiency van weten-
schapsbeoefening dient het aantal ingediende projectvoorstellen sterk te worden 
gereduceerd, met een evenredige toename van de slagingskans. Bijkomend 
voordeel is dat de schrijvers van deze voorstellen meer tijd overhouden voor de 
daadwerkelijke beoefening van wetenschap. 
XII 
Een Y-gesneden kristallijnen kwartsplaat die een full-wave-retarder is voor zowel 
de fundamentele als de Tweede Harmonische golflengte, is bij uitstek geschikt 
voor kalibratie van het Tweede Harmonische signaal. 
Appendix В van dit proefschrift 
XIII 
Nauwkeurige spectroscopische ellipsometrie metingen aan SÌ-S1O2 laten binnen 
één enkel consistent model het effect van strain zien op zowel het oxide als op 
een dunne laag Si aan het SÍ-S1O2 grensvlak. 
Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift 
XIV 
Het wiskundige begrip 'windingsgetal' kan leiden tot zéér diepgaande wetenschap-
pelijke en levensbeschouwelijke discussies. Het aansnijden van dit onderwerp 
tijdens de nachtelijke uren van een etappe van de Nijmeegse wandelvierdaagse 
dient echter om humanitaire redenen te worden vermeden. 
XV 
Als je het wiel uitvindt hoef je niet te lopen. 
XVI 
Bij een proefschrift horen stellingen! 
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technique that derives its surface sensitivity from the 
breaking of inversion symmetry at interfaces of 
centrosymmetric media. This thesis discusses the use of SHG 
to study the technologically important but complex Si-Si02 
interface. A systematic approach was followed by studying 
the oxide-thickness dependence of the SHG signal from a 
well-characterized set of samples. Apart from the dominant 
multiple reflections in the oxide, the influence of strain 
in Si-Si02 on SHG is clearly shown. The use of SHG as an 
etch-stop indicator and as a nonlinear electro-optical 
imaging technique is demonstrated and discussed. 
